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ACTIVE CONTROLS IN AIRCRAFT DESIGN

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Active controls offer the promise of significantly increased aircraft performance and
operational capability. However, realization of these gains will require major changes
in both the aircraft design approach and in the implementation of the flight control
system. This AGARDograph addresses related control-configured vehicle design and
system considerations and summarizes representative applications of active control
for fighter and transport aircraft.

Design Considerations

The basic active—control technology (ACT) or control—configured-vehicle (CCV) concept
(CHAPTER 1) aims at optimizing aircraft geometry for each flight condition by
considering flight control in the preliminary design process. This approach
extends the traditional tradeoffs between aerodynamics, structures and propulsion
to include the capabilities of a full—time, full—authority fly—by—wire control system.
For example, aerodynamic stability could be reduced to neutral or negative and overall
aircraft performance improved by relying on the control system to provide artificial
stability. Similarly , active redistribution of dynamic wing loads can significantly
reduce wing root bending moment and permit reductions in wing structural weight.
Clearly, these and other active control tasks involve an unprecedented understanding
of the anticipated external disturbances, aerodynamic characteristics, control system
responses and compatibility problems, requiring considerable advances in our ability
to describe and model such phenomena.

Nevertheless, both individual and combined active control concepts are now being
demonstrated on experimental , commercial and military aircraft (CHAPTER 2). Relaxed
longitudinal stability has been implemented on the F—l6 , tested on an F1O4CCV aircraft,
and evaluated for transport application. Control of the aircraft center of gravity
through wing fuel management is in operational service on the Concorde, and ride
improvement systems have been certified for the Boeing B-747 and incorporated-,in the
Rockwell B—l. Directional stability augmentation has seen extensive transport application
and the yaw damper currently flying on large transport aircraft has progressed from a
system designed to increase passenger comfort to a system which must be operating
before the aircraft is cleared for flight. Maneuver load and gust load alleviation
hays been flight tested on a Boeing B—52 CCV and an active lift distribution control
system was retrofitted into the Lockheed C-SA force. Elastic mode stabilization or
flutter c.ntrol, flight tested on the B-52 CCV and investigate~ in wind tunnel and
remotely -piloted vehicle tests, has made considerable progress in the last few years
but the technology for a good structural dynamics and unsteady aerodynamics model ,
required for design of an effective flutter mode control system, still needs to be
developed. Envelope limiting, such as the angle-of-attack and normal acceleration
limiter used on the F-16 to allow use of the full maneuver envelope without danger
of stall—spin departure or structural damage, is now being applied to fighter aircraft
and some form of envelope warning and limiting is built into most modern aircraft.
Direct lift and side force control to improve maneuverability and weapon delivery have
also been evaluated on several research aircraft, most recently on a modified YF-16.

F~~:~t.er Applications

Active control effects for combat and strike aircraft can perhaps best be described in
terms of weight reduction achieved, aerodynamic efficiency, performance and combat
score (CHAPTER 3). Related intangible gains which lead to carefree maneuvering are
improved handling qualities, reduced pilot workload, and removal of flight restrictions.
These benefits are due to artificial longitudinal stability, automatic configuration
management, stall/spin prevention, and overstre~ prevention. Maneuver load control,
active flutter control and gust alleviation ar. also considered but have relatively
small gains. It is anticipated that such application of ACT to combat aircraft will
provide future pilots with greatly enhanced combat effectiveness, such as 10% improve-
ment in sustained maneuverability, 15% improvement in attained maneuverability , and
25% improvement in radius of action - combined with maneuvering free from the
possibility of spinning or overstressing.

Key developments in ACT for combat aircraft include the F-l6 multinational fighter,
the first production aircraft to incorporate an active control system from its
inception (CHAPTE R 4). Principal F-16 flight control features are a quadruplex analog
fly—by—wire system with fail-operative/fail—operative redundancy , three-axis stability
and command augmentation, built—in self—testing capability, relaxed static stability
(RSs) and automatic angle-of-attack and normal-.cceleration limiting. Performance
benefits for the F-16 9.85 configuration with its c.g. in the range of 35-40%c, in
comparison with a conventionally balanced airplane having a c.g. at 25%c, included
some 200kg fuel savings and significant improvements in acceleration time and turn
rate for typical combat missions. Angle of attack limitation to 250 and incorporation
of an automatic “g” limiter further allows the pilot to consistently find his maximum—
turn performance condition and to use it without fear of losing control of the aircraft.
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Limited investigations of ACT functions have also been conducted on an F—8C aircraft
(CHAPTER 5), equipped with a full-authority triplex digital fly—by-wire (DFBW) control
system. The purpose of these investigations was to examine the design , mechanization,
and performance of an integrated set of control laws which would be typical of those
for projected aircraft employing full—time active controls. The selected control laws
emphasized CCV benefits for fighter aircraft. Specific pitch axis objectives were
improved handling qualities. , angle-of-attack l imiting, gust alleviation, drag reduction
in steady and maneuvering f l ight, and a capability to fly with reduced static stability.
Lateral-directional design objectives were improved Dutch roll damping and turn
coordination over a wide range in angle-of-attack. Modern control design methodology
was used to derive control laws focusing on these specific CCV benefits. Major steps
in the design process involved linear modeling at some 25 f l ight conditions , control
law synthesis with modern linear quadratic optimization techniques to satisfy conventional
design requirements at each flight condition, derivation of approximate gains as functions
of air data measurements , and validation of the resultant control laws on a nonlinear
six-degree—of-freedom simulation. Flight tests of selected command augmentation,
boundary control, ride smoothing and maneuver flap functions were also conducted on
the F-BC. While the F-8C performance benefits were relatively modest, excellent
agreement was obtained between flight test results and design/analysis/simulation
predictions - suggesting that the development of digital CCV control can proceed with
confidence.

Another interesting approach for obtaining fighter ACT design data involves flight tests
of remotely piloted research vehicles (RP RV ’s) with active controls (CHAPTER 6) to
validate highly maneuverable aircraft technologies (HIMAT). The HIMAT RPRV is a
subscale closely coupled canard—wing vehicle which includes relaxed static stability ,
direct lift control, and a digital active control system. The maneuverability goal for
the full-scale fighter aircraft was the ability to sustain an Bg turn at Mach 0.9 at an
altitude of 9140 meters; equivalent performance will be demonstrated by the RPRV at an
altitude of 7620 meters to match the wing loading of the full-scale aircraft. This
goal and nonlinearities in the HIMAT aerodynamics placed unusual denands on the active
control system. While a maximum of 10% negative static margin was used as an initial
guideline for relaxed longitudinal stability and was increased to 15% later , nonlinear
aerodynamics led to more than 30% static marg in for some high angle-of—attack flight
conditions and low Mach numbers. As a result, an angle of attack limiter was required
to assure adequate excess control authority to stabilize the aircraft. Similarly,
although neutral directional stability was selected as a limit for the rigid airplane,
flexibility effects caused negative stability for small angles of sideslip and special
provisions to prevent trimming to nonzero angles of sideslip had to be added to the
relaxed directional static stability system. Some penalties were also incurred because
of the active control function. Actuators and hydraulic systems were larger than those
required for conventional aircraft, and the addition of wingtip ventrals was necessary
to compensate for destabilizing canard dihedral effects.

The extension of ACT to propulsion/flight—control integration technology (PROFIT) is
another next logical step in the designer ’s quest for increased performance (CHAPTER 7).
Early jet—powered aircraft of the 1940’s had simple mechanical flight control systems
and simple turboject engines with hydromechanical fuel controls. The next generation
of aircraft, introduced in the 1950’s, had afterburning turbojet engines to provide
greater thrust, and analog electronic stability augmentation systems to provide
acceptable handling qualities at supersonic speeds. Aircraft introduced during the
1960’s typically had variable—geometry inlets, autopilots and air data computers. The
turbofan engine was introduced but there was little or no propulsion/flight control
integration. The first step towards integration, the autothrottle , was used on some
aircraft introduced in the 1970’ s which also saw the application of digital computers
for fly—by-wire and integrated propulsion control systems (IPCS). The YF—12 cooperative
control program subsequently digitally implemented the autopilot, autothrottle, air and
inlet control functions. The PROFIT program extends this integration to all propulsion
and flight control functions using an F-l5 research aircraft. Controlled elements will
include the inlet, gas generator, afterburner and nozzle on both engines for the pro-
pulsion system as well as pitch, roll, yaw control and autopilot and stability
augmentation functions for the flight control system. Appropriate pilot displays and
interfaces will also be developed and evaluated. Remote computation capability to
extend the onboard computer capability will be provided via telemetry links. Particular
concepts to be investigated include engine-inlet-nozzle integration, trajectory optimi-
zation (i.e. minimum—noise takeoff, terrain following, energy management), multivariable
engine control and engine-problem detection and correction. Results of this work should
provide design data for future integrated controls which optimize aircraft performance
and permit reduced system costs.

Transport Applications

While active control applications for fighters are clearly driven by military requirements,
much of the current motivation for transport applications (CHAPTER 8) comes from the
civil arena where designers have turned to ACT to reduce fuel consumption and direct
operating costs (DCC). Principal ACT concepts now being considered for transport
applications are relaxed static stability and wing load alleviation. Analysis of a
typical transport at constant aspect ratio indicates that a 50% design—wing bending—
moment reduction can be obtained with existing types of controls (ailerons, spoilers ,
flaps). This yi.lds some 15% reduction in wing weight and 2—3% reduction in DCC.
Similarly, by relaxing longitudinal stability to just above neutral, tail size and load
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can be reduced with DCC gains of about 2%. These gains are roughly doubled if the
ai rc ra f t  is stretched with a given engine size and performance standard. For a
medium-range (2000 n.m.), 200 seat aircraft, combination of these functions can
provide 4-5% DCC gains with a constant payload or 7-9% if the aircraft is stretched.
Since a 1% DCC reduction on a DC9 , BAC-ill or B—737 amounts to a saving of about
$SOK per aircraft per year for a typical 3000 hour u t i lization , or about $lM for the
20 year l i fe  of an a i r c ra f t ,  such gains are hig hly s ign i f ican t .

The spectrum of ACT functions that have been investigated for transports includes
maneuver load alleviation, gust load alleviation , relaxed stability , flutter
suppression , fa t igue l ife improvement and ride-quality control. An indication of
the systems impact of such functions can be derived from the following examples.

As part  of a program to def ine means for reducing the energy demands for air
transportation , an active control system for commercial application in the Lockheed
L-lOll airplane has been developed (CHAPTER 9). Both relaxed static stability and
load relief were investigated. The combined impact of these two functions yields a
6½ percent fuel saving for the L-lOll; for a fleet of thirty L-l0ll airplanes operating
fbr 10 years , that savings translates into about $45M. Based on these promising results,
a load relief system providing maneuve r load control and elastic modc suppression was
selected for flight test. This load redistribution permits a wing tip extension of
about 1½ meters per side. Associated reductions in induced drag allow a 3% fuel saving
with minimal structural modifications. The load relief system, which uses integrated
movements of the ailerons and horizontal tail, has been mechanized and evaluated with
an L—lOll aircraft. Measured flight responses closely agreed with design predictions.

A second load alleviation system (CHAPTE R 10), aimed at fatigue life improvement, has
been in operational scrvice with the entire C—5 fleet since 1975. This system is
designated the Active Lift Distribution Control System (ALDCS). The ALDCS mechanization
consists of an array of sensors , gains , and filters used with existing control effectors.
Fl ight data , obtained by instrumenting 13 of the modified aircraft, closely followed
the system analysis/design predictions. Maneuver and gust load incremental wing
stresses were reduced by approximately 30% during normal operation and by some 20%
during aerial refueling. Significan t improvements in fatigue endurance are projected
as a resul t of the ALDCS, with a conservative 1.25 life improvement factor now being
used to track individual C-5 aircraft. System reliability initially predicted to be
3,000 operational hours, actually resulted in a mean time between unscheduled removals of
about 1000 hours.

A last example of ACT for transports , the B—i ride control system, involves one of the
first aircraft to include CCV concepts in the early design phases (CHAPTER 11). The
Rockwell B—l has a requirement to provide a specified level of ride quality for the
crew. To meet this requirement, the B-i incorporates a Structural Mode Control System
(SMCS) whose main external feature is a set of vanes near the crew station. Since the
B-i has fu l l  structural integrity with or without the S14CS operating , a fail-safe
approach using dual redundancy in the sensors , electronics and actuators was employed
to permit centering of the vanes in case of system failure. Tradeoff studies indicated
that 4 ,482 kg would have been added to the fuselage to meet ride quality requirements
without the SMCS. Since the SMCS weighs about 182 kg, active control permits a weight
saving of some 4 300 kg,  a substantial active control benefit. Evaluation of the system
performance in f l ight  showed that the SMCS reduced both lateral and vertical load
factors to the specified levels without degrading basic handling qualities.

Conclusion

Based on the material covered in this AGARDograph and briefly outlined here, several
general observations can be made. First, in the design area, although major advances in
ACT design practices have been realized, considerable work remains to be done before
structural dynamic and aerodynamic models can be used with confidence in the initial CCV
configuration selection. Alternate control approaches, such as parameter-insensitive
systems which can deal with errors in predicted aircraft parameters, should also be
pursued to permit the increased application of CCV designs. Second, in the ACT sys tem
mechanization area, cost-effective reliability and maintainability will be the
principal factor in determining the extent of ACT applications. Recent trend. toward.
distributed, fault—tolerant systems and increased integration of aircraft control
functions, which permit greater commonality in control processor modules and reductions
in overall control system cost, should significantly aid this process. Third , although
more and more ACT concepts are now being introduced into flight systems, the implementa-
tion of true flight—critical integrated CCV configurations clearly is still a long—term
goal and must be viewed as the culmination of a continuing growth in the technology of
aircra f t  design. Active controls are now approaching the relative state of readiness
of jet engines when they were first introduced into commercial service; while their
near-term potential i. high, the best is yet to come.
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LA CONCEPTION DES AER ONEPS UTILISAAT
LE CONTR OLE AUTOMATIQUE GENERAL ISE

PAR

Jean-Nichel D U C
Ingdnieur Principal de 1 ‘Armament

Service Technique A4ronautique
4, Avenue de la Porte d’Iasy

75753 PARIS CEDEX 1 5

La litt4rature sp4cialiade en a6ronautique a introduit au d4but des ann4es 70 1.
notion do Contr8le Automa tique G4n4ralia4 (cAG) . S’agiesait—il d’une r4volution dens la
Conception des avions ou simplement de 1’4volution traditionnoile vers des performances tou..
jours meilleurea ?. Avant do r4pondre ~ cotta question ii convient de faire un retour our levocabulaire et d’analyeer quelles sont los ld4ea plus ou aoin~ ezplieit4as dana cotta d4nomina—tion.

On retrouve chez la plupart des auteurs, et en particulior dana le sigle anglo—
saxon CCV (Control—Configured. Vehicle) l’idée d’une modification fr4quente des formes g~~a4—tr iques. La configuration est adapt~e au cas do vol a cheque instant. Mais ii e’agit du mouve—
sent do gouvernas rapidee dont le rdle n’est pas compa rable a celui des traditionnelles sorties
et rentr4os do train d’atterrissage , de voleta I~ypersustenta tOurs, d’aero—freina. variation doflèche do voilure , etc

On exprime 4galeaent l’id4e d’aseervisaement (Control). Lea changesents do configu-
ration 4voqu4s so font de façon automatique , sans attendre une action particulibre du pilote.
Mais a encore noun pr~eiserons do quollee aortea d’automatismes ii eat fait 6tat.

On soua—entend ausal l’id4e de caract4riatiquea artificielles lea qualit4s de vol
quo prdsente 1’a~ronef CÁO ne sont pas naturellea. Cad eat une r4mirtscence do la ~erainoIo~~eas.oci4e k la philosophie dee aides au pilotage on opposait close l’avion nu, 0” l’avion de
base, è l’avion complet ~quipé do sos amortiseeurs , etabilisataura , pilote automatique , etc
Mais tout ceci est bien relatif un avion ne fait p.s perLe du monde natural (min4ral , v~g6—tel , animal) qui nous entoure at eat en soi ~ne machine artificielle. C’ eat donc q’se l’habitude
act uno seconde nature noun nous sommes accoutus~s a des g~n4rationa d’aviona dlassique. et leurcosportement noua eat dovenu natural , toute as4lioiation en dehoro doe sentiera battus pitraft
artificielle.

Enfin le concept CÁO isplique qua las commandos do vol sont l’un dea 4l4ments qui
conditionnent l’architecture g4n~rale du projet d’avion (choiz doe s~lutions a4rodynamiques,dos structures, etc . . .)  at ne mont plus Un simple ~quipement qua l’or. d~menaionna spree coup
pour assurer le pilotag” , ou rectifier quolquo d4faut.

Ainai poe4aa las grandam ligne. do co concept , 11 parait int4reasant do chercher
Comment il a pu maitre.

QU’EST-CE QUI A PERNIS LA NAISSANCE DU CONCEPT CAG ?

Indubitableicont l’origine do cotta 4volution ou r4volution dolt $tre cherch4e dana le
d~veloppesont des aides au pilotage clasaiquea amortisseura , auto— tabili.ateura , pilotes
auto tiquo. . On s’est ainsi habitu4 k introduire do l’4lactroni que at doe aseerviss~ments danalos cOmmandos do vol pour am4liorer lee qualit4s do vol des avions at diminuer la charge do tra-
vail do l’4qui page .

Toutefola dana las snn4a. 70 un p.s important a 4t~ franchi dana la .iniaturioation
des ~quipement. ~leotroniqu.., la r4duction do leur oo~t at l’au~~entation do leur fiabilit4 .
Ainsi omt pu so d~veloppor une infor.atiqua do bond at un. oyb.rn4tique efficace. at sdrea . On
n ’en ..t plus a 1’4 poque oh las posto. r’idio ~taiant toujours an penn. !.

PsrallCl.msnt los connaiasancoe out boauooup progree.4 an metier . do th~ori e des
aaservis.aments , do l’information , du oontrdlo optimal , at on sna ly.. du fonctionnesont des
•ystesas an modes d~grad~s. Cos douz point, out donn4 uns trC. grande oonfi.noa dens dee concepts
fondamentelement bas4s anr 1. recours a l’4loctroniqu. at l’informatiqu. do bond.
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1—2

Egalement l’adrodynamiquo a beau~ eup progr~-ssé cos derni~ res armdes . On a vu dclore
une f loraison de co n f i g u r a t i o n s  nou velin s qui on~ dté étudi~~aexp drime ritaloment. Ainai ont pu
dtre conitues lea repartitions do pression sur des configurations nouvellc .a, les charges locales,
l(~s efficacitds do gouvernes nouvolles , lea interactions entre gouvernes , voilure , propulsion.
Des modôles mathématiquoa expliquant le f onc t ionnern en t  aérodynamiquo do cea configurations, y
compris aux grands an gles d’incidenco et do dérapage et en transsonique mont en coura d’dlabo—
ration. Du point de vue do la nécanique du vol los non—linéarités , lea hysteresis, lea inver-
si ons d ’ efficacitd que l’ on r oncontr ,  parfois , paraissent contrdlabiea au moyun do gouverrien
corr oct ement  asservies , ouvrant ainna i des possibilitCs accrues en performance et mano3uvrabilitd .

C’ est ainsi qu ’est apparu viable le concept d’avion a Contrdle Automatique Gdndra—
h a d , illustrd par des dtudes telles quo celles exposdes dana d’autres parties do cet ouvrage
II I MAT , PROFIT , A?i~I.

(~U ’ E ~T CE QUI DISTINGU J~ UN AVION A C.A.C. D’UN AVION CLASSiC. ?

A notre avis c ’eat essentiellement qu ’il a dtd concu d~s l’ ori gine pour p r o f i t e r  des
avantages des techniques du Contr~le Automatique Gdndralisd dont ii aera question au chapitre
suivant.

Cecj implique quo l avion eat equip4 de commandos de vol ~lec triques .

Cellea—ci different des commandes de vol mdcaniques clasaiques par le fai t  qu ’elles
cont bAties autour d’un calculateur. Celui—ci recoit lea ordrea venant du pilote (comae des
commandos de vol clasaiques) et lea informations venant do diffdrents capteurs (gyrombtres,
accdldromètres , information de vitesse ou nombre de Mach, d’assiettea , d’incidence , do ddrapage,
etc ... cosine un pilote automatique) et envoje sea ordres aux gouvernea par l’intermddiaire de
vérins hydrauliquea h entrées dlectriques. Mais lea ordres dlaboréa par le calculateur de
cossandes de vol le sont a travera des fonetions de tranafert complexes et ii n ’y a plus de
relation aimple entre lea efforts et lea ddplacementa sur lea organea de pilotage et la posi-
tion inatantanée des gouvernes.

La seconde difference par rapport a une chaino de pilotage automatique clasaique eat
que le calculateur de commandes do vol dlectriques a ~leine autoritd et pout utiliser le plein
ddbatteme it de gouvernes dans tout le domaine de vol (vitoase , alt i tude , facteur do charge , taux
de r o u lia . etc ...)

La sécurité du vol repone Bar lea rodondar-ces et le bon fonc.tionnement dos chaines
de pilotage et non sur la ddconnexion aprèa panna ou ddpassement de domaine autorisd. Sur on
véritable avion h Contrdle Automatique GénéralisC il ne pout pas y avoir d’oapoir en un macours
mdcanique et on pilotage manuel (sauf peut—dtre dano one partie tree limitde do domaine de vol).
Ainai on avion cosine Concorde, bien qu ’d quipd ~1’ un certain type de commandea do vol diectriques
ne peut pus dtre conolddrd comae un avion a Contrdle Automatique Gdndraliad , car la geation du
carburant eat organisée de manière h toujours inaintenir une marge de stabllitd statiquo positive
permettant le pilotage manuel en secours mdcaniquo.

En revainche ii no noua paratt pas y avoir do difference do phil080phie entro calcu—
lateur analogique et calculateur ruinérique. J~ulement is eomplexi td dos fonctions do transfert
a rdaliaer et des comparaisons et tests logiques ~ effec~uer pour a ’assurer do l ’ in tdgr i td  des
diffdrentes chatnos mit quo lea calculatsors num4riq ’~ -s ~iunriont beaucoup plus de souplesso aux
bureaux d’dtudes et sont do Ce fait assurés d’un aveni’ plus prometteur.

Do mdme noua ne ferons pea de différer;o d principe entro on système de commande
direct ot un système de commande boucl4. Pour i~ lu~ trer cette affirmation noun donnerons on
oxemple pris nor des entrées d’air. Cellea du Mirage HI ont des parties mobiles qui sont directe—
sent mines en place en fonction du nombre de Mach cc pal aasoee one position correcte des ondes
do choc sans que le sysibme alt d’information d~ retour. A~ contraire aur Concorde on ddtermine
Ia position des chocs par des mesures de pression dana l’e.ateée d’alr et la regulation poaltionne
lea rampes mobiles de facon h mettre en place lea choca do façon optinale. Citona encore cosine
systèmoe è command e directo les coordinations roulis—lecet , lea conjt gaisons entre compensateur
de profondeur ot braquago de voleta , lea diapositifa du genre mach—trim , etc .... En ce qui
concorne le Contr8le Automatique Olndrahisd nous pouvons admettre que 1e-~ureau d’dtude choiai—
ra solon la comploxitd du problème è r4aoudre ,la pr4cision recherchéo et ies perturbationa a
craindre, un système do commando programme (plus sinaple, plus fiable et mains chor) ou on aye—
tème de command o bouclé .

En revanche do noniroux auteurs insistent , avant de parler de Contrôle Automatiquo
GénéralisC pour qu ’il y alt ontre lea capteurs et lea organea de puissance on calculateur éloctro—
niqua. Ainai so trouvent excios (~ peu abusivement è notr~a avis) du champ do Contrdlo Automati—
quo Généralisó lea aaservissements purosont a4rodynaa~queb 00 pneuaatiquoa. Citona cdmme des
examples de cea techniques que l’on aurait pourtant tort de conaidérer comae dCsuettea l’utiliaa—
tion de l’effat do succion de bord d’attaque pour l’optimia.tlon do Ia position des becs en
fonction de l’lncidence cur un avion 14gev comae la MS 880 Rallye, l’utilisation de gouvernea
auto—stables (Gianoli)~ les .ystèises pnoumatiqoes do rCgulation des moteure SNECMA du type APAR ,
etc ... (sans parlor de~ vieux r4gulateurs mCcaniques de Watt our machine è vapour

• • ___• 
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Ce qul caractérisinra sans doute auaai lea vdritablea aviona a Contrdle Automatique G4néra—
h a d  c ’eat do point de vue aérodynamique la proliferation den surfaces mobiles aCparation dea gouver—
floe dlasaiques en plualeurs aous—gouvernes pour des raisona do fiabihitC , introduction de gouvernea
nouvellos (canards par exemple), cambrure variable, géonsétrie variable, tuyCres oriontablea et intégra—
tion celluh e—propulaion. Be plus la tendance eat qu ’aucune de con gouvernes no aoit utiliaCe iaolément
mais qu ’ollea aoient conjuguéea aelon dee lois dent la complex i t4 felt qu ’elles Cchappont a la surveil-
lance humaine , ce qu i ,justifie 10 recours aux automatismea.

Enfin los appareila a Contrdle Automatique Gt~néralisé se reconna~ rent aussi par he felt
quo l’ organiaatlon et la composition do poste do pilotage aerort n6ceaeaireme~ différentos de cellos
des avions classiques. En effet, comae on 10 rappellera plus loin la posaiblli~ 4 d’exécuter des manoeu—
vres nouvehlos implique do dormer au piloto dea organea de command o nouveaux ( .~1cro— manIpulateurs par
exemple).  Do adme he falt  do découplor lea a t t i  ~~~~ los forces et lea mome nt s  no permet plus o pilote
do juger do sa trajectoire par la simple observation du monde extérieur. Ii faudra donc certainennen~
disposer sur he tableau do bord d’inatrunents aynthétiques nouveaux (générahiaation des collimateurs
vectour—vltesae, variomètro a ónergie totale, etc ...). On peut aisément imaginer que cola a ’accompa—
gnera d’une int&ration dos aystèmos de pilotage, do guidage et do condoite de tir . Et pour torminer
il faudra même que he siege do pilote pormette do supporter des accélérationa sur lea trois axes.

Ayant ainsi brossé lea grandea lignea do ce qu’eat on avion a Contrdle Automatiquo GénCra—
u se , il eat posaible do montrer comment sa conception diffèra do cello d’un avion dlasaique.

COMPARAISON DES PROCESSUS DE CONCEPTION DUN AVION CLASSIQUE E~ D’tTN AVION C.A.G.

Ii oat particulièrement dangereux do se lancer dana one telle comparaiaon , car ii n’existe
pea , a notre avis, do procoasus unique pour concovoir on avion. Toutefols, eapérant bénéficier do i’m —
dulgence des lecteurs, nous reprendron~~, pour illustrer de facon caricaturale lea deux approchea, des
schémae extrdmes. _______________________________

Dimenaionnement des goovernea
et des comma ndos de vol

_ _

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

[~~~: ~~~~~~ erformanceaj
Structures 

tlon

Avion ciasaigue

L’ esaentiel ost de remarquer dana ce premier schema quo la bouche de dimensionnement dos
gouvernes eat one boudie annexe qui rCagi t peu our lo niveau do performance final.

Commandos do vol
électriquea

~~~~~~~~~ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I Avion :rtifici:hlementj ..,.

l ~~~~

iteration

Avion C.A.G.

L’ essential dana ca second schema ost do ramarquer qua lee choix en aérodynamique , propul-
sion et structures sont directesent influences par 10 choix des commandea do vol et que la produit
obtenu oat artificieliament stable at pilotabla. Leo commandos de vol sont done dana ha bouola d ’it~—
ration principale at ont on impact trba important cur lo n!vaau do performance final.

.1...
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On s ’eat ici limité au doinaine technique ot on a déhibCrément Climiné l’itCration sur lea
codta.

On pourrait faire he mdee raiaonnement et intCgrer he système d’armea dens ha boucle princi—
pale.

L’ exiatence do poaaibilitCn do manoeuvre nouvelles perinettrai t d ’itérer aur ha mission d ie—
ndme et d’ augmenter lea exigenoes contractuehlea au fur et k mesure que h’on verrait lea probhCmes
techn iquement solubles.

FONCTION S DU C ONTROLE AUT OMATIQUE GENSRALISE.

— Stabilité Avtificiehhe.

C’ eat ha fonction a laquehhe on a pensC en premier.

En longitudinal , aur ha plupart des configurations d’aviona le recuh do centrage permet d ’ une
par t , d ’ obtenir una plus grande portance wieaho , d’ autre pert, h portance donnée tine meilleure fines-
se (diminution de tratnée induite at de trainee d’Cquilibrage).De plus en Ce qui concerne ha maniabi—
lité , he recuh du centrage permet de se contenter d’une surface de gouverne plus faible. On volt donc
apparaitre on moyen d’augmenter lee performances (par amelioration do l’aérodynenni que et diminution do
la masse) si on n’eat pee himitê par ailleura. Or l’une des himites résulte dos critdres chaasiques do
stabihité longitudinahe statique et dynamique qui imposent do conaervor he centre do gravitC aasez en
avant du foyer aérodynamique. L’utilisation d’un système do etabilitC artificielle perniet de lover
cette contrainte qui pout dtre apécialement gdnanto vers ,hes grandea mncidences (destabilisantea sur
beaucoup d’avions). En fait deux approches sont possibles. L’une qua nous appehlerons prd-CAG s’oxpri-
me ainsi on accepterait un avion “naturellement” instable avec charges et artificiehiement stabihisé,
avec ha nécessité do larguer lea Charges en caa do panne do commandea de vol êhectriques pour retrouver
ha stabihité “naturehhe”. L’autre suppose des commandes do vol suffisamment fiabies pour stabilisor
on avion aérodynamiquement instable mdme en configuration hisse : c’est he veritable Contrdle Automatique
Géndrahisé. -

En tranaversah—latéral, lea exigences do stabihitd sont en générah prisea en défaut a grande
incidence et/ou a très grand nombre de Mach. Cod oblige dans on premier tomps a agrandir lea dCri-
yes avec los problèmes do trainCe , do structure et do masse quo cola entraine et dana on second temps
cola s’avère mahheureuaemeflt inofficace. Au contraire ha gouverne do direction (et d’autres gouvernes
nouvehles) reste trCs efficace. On pout done concevoir on système de stabihité artificielle qui permet
de rdduire ha taihhe de ha derive et d’augmenter he domaino do vol on incidence, et ha maniabihitd en
rouhis a grand nombre do Mach.

En conclusion on pout attendre do ha stabihité artificiehhe, sous reserve do n’~ tre pea
himité par one autre cause, des gains de performance (portance maximahe, trainee et masse, y compris
pour on avion do transpor t , sur tout pour on avion auperaonique~ one augmentation do dosaine de vol(grandea incideaces , protection contro la vrihle) et one plus grande aouphesae d’esport de charges
externea qui aont en génCral déntabihisantes.

— ManpeuvrabilitC accrue.

• Comae ii a Cté dit précCdemment, h’inatahiation do Commandos de Vol Ehec tr iques autorise
ha rCaliaation de configurations aCrodynasiquas trèa audacieuaes pemniettant de bénéficier d’inter actiona
favorabies entre diffCrentee aurfaces . Coci fourni t one portance saximahe accrue. Be plus l’utilisation
do. coabinaison.o do gouvemnes nouvellos (par example des canardn) pemnet de découpler lea forces at hen
moaent~ et donna sinai a l’avion dos posaibilitéa do manoeuvre nouvellea : contrôle direct do portanc~contrOlo direct do force latCrale , pilotage ans—dalk de l’incideace do “dCcrochago ” . Do ndme ii eat
envisage parfois d’avoir des extréiitCs d’silen baaculantes,des tuyères orientables, etc ... ce qui
permettra do aoduler he vectour vitesee an grandeur et direction avec plus d’aapleur et do rapidité qo’
avec lea dhaasiqua. canattes da gsz , aéro—f reina , co..ande do profondour.

On attend do ces perfectionnesenta unebien seihleure manoeuvrabihité do ha platefornie et done
on avantage opérationnel certain en cosbat air—air. On espère Cgalement one plus grand o precIsion do tir
air—air et air—sol pour on avion d’ames, sinai qua de~ meihleuros préciaions do trajectoire C h ’ atter—
riasaga pour toos len typoe d’avions .

Rn revanche ii act probable qua l’introdoction do surfaces mobiles supplCmentaires s’accom—
pagnera d’uno augmentation do masse et da trainée qu’ih faudra compenser par on meihleur rapport poua—
aCe/poida do moteur ou l’utili.ation de metériaux plus légers pour conserver lea performances.

Ces points eont particuhièrement développén dana ha deuxiBnne partie do cet ouvrage (HIMAT,
PROFIT , APTI).

Do ha mdme facon seul le recours a des automatiames sophistlquCs permet d’assurer ha ata—
bilitC , ha pilotabihité et lea porfommatices des avions V/S’POL. Par example he cam he plus critique pour
lea aviona do transport STOL eat en général conaCcutif C ha panne d’un moteur en approche : ii faut
alora escamoter one partlo des volets pour rCduiro ha trainCe, tout en modifiant encore ha configuration
pour rCtabhir l’équilibre tra nsver aal et lateral , ho tout beaucoup plus vito qua ce qua pourrait faire le
pilot. soul. Un excellent exemple do ce genre do situation ot des solutions spportéea par he concept
do Contrdhe Autocatique GdnCrslisC oat fourni par he prototype Boeing YC 14

..1...
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— Anti—Turbulence.

A partir do moment o~x l’on dispose d’ un grand nonibre do gouvemnes et ob ii eat possible de
découpler lea forces et los momenta aérodynamiquoa ii dovient possible de coacevoir tin asserviasement
qui permetto do a ’affranchir d’ one partie des mouvements induits pat la turbulence. Cotta diminution
dea effets dos perturbations atmoaphCriques pout être obtenue ao niveau du siege du pilote 00 en d’au—
tres points do l’avion.

On attend d’on tel dispositif d’antiturbulence, on meihheor confort poor h’Cquipage, done
one plus grando officacitC opérationnehle en pénétration C basso altitude pour on avion d’armes et one
plus grande prCciaion de tim . En suivi de terrain automatique on pout eapérer grAce au dispoaitif d’an—
titurbulence voler ~ one altitude moyenne plus basso at Atre donc mom s détectabhe par los radars
ennemis. Pour lea passagers d’on avion do transport on obtient tin plus grand confort par amortiasement
des modes aouples do ha stru cture. On pout égale,nent attondre one mom s grande fatigue de is structure,
c ’eat—C—dire one plus grando longévité, oti C hongévité égahe one masse do structure réduite.

— Reduction dos charges statigues — Protections sutomatipues.

Ce point rojoint on peu he prdcédent. Il oat permi s d’onvisager, chaque fois que h’on n ’a
pea bosom do ha portance maximale , do modoher ha portance en onvergure do l’aihe 00 sor lea différen—
tes parties do l’avion do façon C dimnuer los charges locales et Sina i réduire hoe contraintes dana
lea structures. Ceci pormet de concevoir un avion soit plus léger , soit plus durable. Cotta application
concerne évidemment aurtout lea avions do transport main ella n ’est pea exchuo pour lea avione do combat.

En fai t il sore mdme plus facile pour lea aviona C C.A.G. d’aasurer he respect do toutes
lea limitations de domaine de vol (vitesee , facteur do charge, incidence, démapage) et on particuhier
la protection contra lea vrihlea que aur on avion classique. Au boot do compte is aécurité dos vohs et
l’efficacité opérationnehle seront augmei~it~ N puiaqu’il eat possible do concevoir des commandes de vol
électriqoes permettant do timer he maximum don capecités de h ’ avion sans craindre do dêpasaer has liii—
tea autoriaCea (meihleure protection quo par une simple alarme dlassique).

— Anti—f lottement.

Benz can aont C considdrer ici.

Dana one premiere phase on pout constater quo l’einport de charges oxtomnea a ’accompagno
parfois, nor has avions dhassiques , d ’un risque do fhottoment “mou”. Traditionnelhement he problème
eat rdghé soit par one reduction do domaine de vol do h ’avion (limitation do vitosso), soit par one
muse au point comportant uno modification dee modes structuraux par changament des rigiditCa locales
ou des inerties 00 qui so tradui t toujours par one augmoiitation do masse. L’utilisation de gouvernos
ac tivea , faisant partie de h ’ avion lui—mdme , ou ajoutêes sur le pdhbne de fixation des charges on ques-
t ion, foumnira dana he cadre du Contrdhe Automatique Générahisé one solution ClCgante C ce probhème en
réduisant le couplago aérodynamique—structure. Il en rCsulterait one très grande aouplease a’ emport do
charges diverses , en particuhiem do celles qui n ’ont pea été prévues C l’origine du projot.

Dana one aocondo phase on pourrait imaginsr do deasiner on avion si légar et souple, qu’ih
aurait, deja on configuration hisse , do flottomont C h ’intCrieur du domaine autorisé, loquel serait sup—
prime per on dmnpositif anti—flottemant. Une tehle solution sora3~t tehlomont audacieuao quo peu do cons—
tructeurs d’aviona y aongont réehhement . Curieusement c ’aet dana he domaine civil qu ’une application
de l’anti—flottemont pourrait Atre faite en premier. En effet lea règlemente da navigabihitC dCfmnis—
sent aujourd’hu i one vitense maximale opérationnohle VMO , one vitesee maximale do calcul VU at impoeent
que lea probhèmes aCroélastiques (inversion d’effioacité do gouvernes, fiottement, etc ...) soient roper—
tee C one vitesae au mains supériE-uro de 20 % ~ VI) . Ii n ’ost pea interdit d’imagmner qua cotta merge do
20 % soit rCduite ou annulCe si on diapositif automatiquo sopprime on permanence he risque do fhottement
En effet on accident no pourrait sorvenir quo do ha combinaison d’one errour do pilotage (dCpaasomont
do VMO) et d’une panno do diapositif d’anti—flottement, at he oalcul des probabihitCs aiontre qu ’ono tel—
he Cventuahité oat asses rare pnur no pas changer significativement le niveau do sécuritC do transport
sérien.

- — Reduction den spUta. -•

Précédemment ii a surtout Cté question d ’augmontation des performances at do ha manoouvrabi-
hité, do réductic’n dos masses, de meiilaore efficacit~ opéra tionnelle, de plus grande souplenee d’oaploi.

Un autro point doit Atre CvoquC ici sur lea derniera aviona classiques, ha comploxité doe
commandos do vol (dCmultiplicat ion non linCaire , restitution artificiella d’offorts , rattrapage des j eux ,
amortinseur de timonerie , superposition des entrées vonant doe aides so pilotago, etc ...) font quo
ellen sont oxtrAmonient difficihea C concevoir, C niottro so point at C fabriquer, done tree onCreusas.
La ~écensitC pour des avions d’armes do pouvoir emporter doe charges tr ee variCes conduit souvant C re —

toucher has commandos do vol. La longuour at ha souplesse dos fuselages dos gros aviona do transport po—
aent aussi de nombroux problbmeo do precision at d’C1aaticit~ cur lee commandos do vol chassiquas. Do
mtme ha resolution dos risques do flottement de charges conduit souvent C roprendre do nonibreuz ensaic
do vibration au soh , C refaire des ouvertu res da dom..ino do vol longuos at onCreusee. Pint in la fatig ue
des structures doe C ha turbulence at aux mahoouvres ontratne parfois on vieilhissement pr~matur4 dos

• colluloc, d’oh ha nCoasoitC do ramplacar do materiel qui oouto trCi char.

Ii n’est donc pea intordit d’.spérer quo lors quo hoe etudes en coums auront persia do matt rs
au point dee commandos do vol Cloctr iquos .imploe at fiablss , una Cconomie globale pourra Atre rCalisCe
par ha reduction den codte do dévoloppemant , do fabrication .t d’ entretien at one plus grande longévitC
do l’avion . 

. . ./...
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c~UELZ ~ONT L~F~ GBAND~ PROBLi-~I-1E~J A RF~JQ1JDRE ?

Le Contrôle Aotomatiqoe GCnérahisé pemmettant une noovehle approcho do ha conception des
avions eat l’ occasion do m.ttro en oeuvre lea progr~s lea plus rCcents dana toutee lea disci plines aéro—
nautiques .

En aérodyriamique do nombrouses étudea sont C pouraoivre pour régher lee delicate problCmos
lies au vol C grande inciden ce : écoolementa décollds , dcou] oments tourbillonnaires , interactions entr e
tou rbillons 00 sihlagea et ondes do choc , rotarde d ’étab liaaement do portance , ph6nom~nes in statio noa i—
roe , hysteresis dana lea écouhementa , non—linéarité 00 inversion d’ efficaci té des surfaces mobiles , pile—
tage per jet. integration cehluhe—moteur , etc

En matibre do commandes do vol, des problèmea do prdcision, do hinéarité, de rapidité des
capteora, de puissance dos caicolateurs, do precision et de bande passante des servo—comzuandes sent C
rCsoodre La sécurité des vole repose aur one tr~ra grand e fiabilité des chainea do c mmandoa de vol , cc
qul impose en pratiqoe d’organiaer ha redondance des circuits C tous les niveaux (genérations électrique
ot hydraohiquo , capt eurs , caicolateora , organea do puissance) et do prévoir des teats do cosparaison
(surveillance do penne) en différents points.

Poor Atre C l’abri d’une panne totahe pmovenant d’one cause unique (trop grande vulnérabi—
lite) certaina spécialiates proposont do réahiaer one redondanco dlsaemblablu , c ’est—C—dire de prCvoir
doe chatnes de commandos méahisant en perahièhe lea m~mes fonctiona avec des technologies différentea .Une analyse systéniatique sur ordinateur (maie peut—on garantir qu ’on n ’oubhiera jamais rien ?) avec simu-
lation des effets doe pannea doit ~tre faite et un grand nomb”e do cas de fonctionnement en mode ddgradé
sont C prendre en compte (y compris saturation do servo—commandos , ou cycles—himites).

La réglage des commandes de vol suppose parfaitement ddvehoppés des outila comae ha théorie
du contrdle optimal, bien connue ha nature doe perturbations oxtrdses quo l’avion eat susceptible de
rencontrer (statiatiqoes mêtéo), maitriaees lee imperfections do réahiaation pratique. Mis, spéciale-
mont poor on avion d’armes, 11 no faut pea oubhier l’exigenco d’une trèa grand e manoeuvrabilité at la
possibilité do so placer en position inusoel]o (par exomple passer on éventail a vitesse nuhle) sans
perdre he contrdle de ha machine. Toot ccci doit conduire C dCvelopper des techniques d’esaais en vol,
d’évahuation do systèmes et d’identification do param~trea~nouvellea at tree performantee.

Des problèmee do compatibihité no manqoent pea do so poser : par exemple ih taut quo li-s
attaches do mot eur , sea circuits d’ahimentation at do lubrification aupportent toutes los accélérations ,
quo lea entrées d’air fonctionnent correctoment C grande incidence at en dérapage. Be m~me ii faudra
poovoir effectuer one viaée stable at timer des angina dana ces conditions do vol.
Ci tons encore he risque do voir dos modes do structure perturbar lee captooms qui foomniseent lea infer—
mationa nécessairea au pihotage et invorsoment he risque d’ ezciter de~ modes do structure en tontant de
rCsoodro den problCmes do qoahi tés~ do vol.

L’ ergonomio qui avait été longtempa traitée comme 10 parent pauvre deviant one science p m —
mordiale. Ii fau t repenser le problème d’observabihit6 : nouveaux Instruments ( syntiiese pilotage—
navigation— système d’armed) noovehle disposition do tableau do bord, système d’aharmes adaptC aux mis—
quee do sortie do domaine autorisé et aux caa do panne C enviasger. Il taut repenser le probhCme do
pihotabilité : ty~’e at position dana ha cabine dee commandos C ha diaposition do pilote, sachant quo
cehui—ci n’a que deux maine et dour piods pour tout faire . Cola conduira cortainement C otihiaer des

• trira et des aélecteurs do modes do fonctionnemont den commandes do vol solon lea phases de vol. Enf in
ii taut repenaem he probhCme do contort et do champ do vision he pilote doit pouvoir conaervor sos
facuhtés intohlectuolles et phyniquos dens tous los mouvenients de h ’avion.

CONCLUSION. 
-

L’Cvolution norsale en sémonautique , comma dana tootes lea techniquen , ea t do chercher C
améhiorer conatanont los perforsancee, au sons large, den machines qua l’hona conceit at réahiee.
Ainai ha philosophic do Contr8le Automatiqoe OénCralisC eat one evolution normale.

Ehle pout apparaitre cependant comma one revolution, car ii no e’agit pen eeulenient do pro—
grèe quantitatifs accumuhCs petit C petit :- ii y a indubitablamont on changement qumhitatif , one noovel—
10 façon d’ aborder lee problèmoe.

Pissontiohiemont cette approche so caractCrise en donnant aux commandes do vol Cloctriques
on r8he central dana ha definition do l’avion. Cahhes—ci permettent do so libCrer do contraintes ehas—
siques do atabilité (aCrodynamique, structure), sais auaei d’introduire des autoinatiames qui rCduisent
is charge do travail (intelleotuehi. surtout) du pilot. et rendent possible l’emploi do combIz gia~~a do
gouvomnas nouvollee et i’exCcution do man000vrea plus saples voire m~me noovehlea. Ii n ’agi~ ~ionc d’ un
saut tachnologiqua importan t (comma l’a été en eon temp. le passage de ha propulsion per sot. r C explo-
sion C la propulsion pam rCacteur , comme l’est h ’introduction des matCriaux composites tree lCgers dens
lee structures priniairea , etc . . .)  dont on pout ospérem qu ’il ne se traduira pas per one augmentation do
codt des aviona .

Toutofois , comma touto mCdaillo a son enTers, dos difficultCs tMoriquos ont deja etc rap—
pelCca dane lee peragraphea prCo4denta at curtou t lea gains quo ha thCori e isis.. eapérer aeront certai—
nemont psrtiohlement amputCs par los compromis qu ’il. faudra acceptor dana las rCalisationa pratiquee .

Ces diffCrente aspects thCoriquoe et pratiquon sont abondamment illuatrCe dana hoe chapitres
qui enivent.
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CONTROL CONFIQJRED VEHICLE DESI(~ PHILOSOPHY

by

Jean-Michel DUC
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75753 PARIS CEDEX 15

(Member of the Flight Mechanics Panel)

Specialised papers have introduced in the early 70’s the concept of Control-Configured
Vehicle (C.C.V.). Was it a revolution in aircraft design or merely a tradittonnal evolution towards
always better performance ? Before answering this question one should analyse the wording and try
to find what ideas are lying under these words .

Most of the authors , and mainly the Englieb-speaking ones , would suggest the idea of a
very frequen t change in the geometrical shapes of the aircraf t .  The configuration is adapted to each
flight condition at any time . But this implies high frequency moving of control-surfaces which
cannot be compared to the classical extensiona and retractions of landing gears , flaps , air-brakes
or changes in the wing sweep ang le.

Also the idea of a control-loop is expressed. The changes of configuration we were
speaking of , are made automatically, without any particular action of the pilot. Then we will have
to specify what kinds of automatic device, we are referring to.

Also there is an idea of ar t if icial  features the handling qualities of s CCV aircraft
are not natural. This is a remembrance of the wordin& aesociated with-the philosophy of piloting
aids the so-called bare aircraft , or basic aircraft,waa opposed to the full aircraft equipped
with dampas , auto-stabilizers , auto—pilots , etc. But this is easily arguable an aircraft is in
no way part of the natural world (mineral, vegetable , animal) around us , it is basics lly an
artificial machine. So we are accustome d to a lot of conventional ai r craft and their behaviour
looks like natural , whe reas any improvement outside classical means seems to be artificial.

Finally the CCV concept implies that the fl ight cont rol system is one of the major design
elements of the project (with a large impact on the choices in aerodyna mics , propulsion and
structures) and not only a simp le piece of equipment which has to be defined afterward, in order
to provide good handling qualities or to fix some deficiencies .

This being said , it will  be interesting to find Out how such a concept could appear.

Undoubtedl y the origin of this evolution or revolution is to be found in the development
of conventional piloting aids : dampers , auto-stabilizer., auto-pilot.. Peop le were accustomed
to int roduce electronics and servo-loops into the flight controls to improve the handling qualities
~f the aircraft and reduce the crew work—load.

Furthermore , in the 70’s, a large step was done : electronic equipment, became much
smaller ,cheaper ,and more reliable. Thus airborne computers were developped , efficient , safe
and reliable. The time is past when radio-sets were too often unserviceable

At the same time , our knowledge has progressed in the field of servo-loops , info rmation
and optimal control theory, as well as system s functioning anal ysis. This ha~ given us great
confidence in concepts which are fundamentally based on the use of electronics and airborn e
compute rs.

These last years also , aerodynamics has made much progress. A great number of new
configurations have appeared which have been experimentally tested. The pressure distributions
are now known on these new configurations so tha t local load, and stresses , control-surfaces
efficiency , interactions between control-surfaces , wing and engine are identified. Mathematical
modelling of the aerodynamic behaviour of such configurat ions , up to very large angle, of attack
and side-s lip, even in trans onic regime , is being done. In terms of flight mechanics , non-line ,-
rities , hysteresis , reversa ls 1which might be encountered seem to be controllable. Thus an
increased capability in perfo r mance and maneuverability is achievable.

- • _ _
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Those are the reasons why the CCV concept appeared. It is i l lus t ra ted  by research
pr ogr a~~~ which a re exposed in other parts of this AGA RDOGRAPH (HI MA T , PROFIT , AFTI , .. ) .

WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTIC FEATURES OF A CCV AIRCRAFT 9

For us the main point which distinguishes a CCV aircraft is that it has been designed
from the very beginning to take advantage of the various CCV techniques which wil l  be detailed
in the next chapter.

Firs t  this imp lies tha t the a i r c r a f t  is equipped wi th  a f l y - b y-wi re system.

In that  c~~e the flight controls differ from conventional mechanical flight controls
in that they include a computer. This one receives command inputs from the pilot (like conventional
flight controls) and various informations (pitch , roll end yaw rates , accdldration a , speed and
Mach number , attitu des , ang les of attack and sideslip, etc.. like an autopilot) and sends output
signals to the control-su rfaces through electro-hy d raulic  jacks. Furthermore these outputs  from
the computer are made of comp licated transfer functions and there is no simp le correlat ion
between stick forces and disp lacements and the variable position of the control-surfaces .

A second difference with respect to a conventional auto-pilot is that the computer has
f u l l  au thor i ty  and may use the full travel of control-surfaces within the whole flight evelope
(speed , a l t i t ude , load facto r , rate of rol l , etc.. ).

Flight  safety relies on redundancy and good funct ioning of t1~e fly-l y-wire system and
not on disconnection after a failure or ai exceedance of the authorised flight envelope. On a real
control -conf igured a i rc ra f t , there is no hope to fly manually through a mechanical back-up
(excepted , may be , in a very limited part of the flight envelope). So, such an aircraf t as
Concorde , although it is equipped with a kind of electrical f l igh t  control system cannot be
considered as a Ccv aircraft , due to the fac t that fuel transfer is organized so that the static
stability margin Is always positive In order to allow manual piloting in the mechanical mode.

On the other hand we would not make any difference in philosophy whether the computer
is an analog one or a digital one. However the transfer functions to deal with,the logical
comparisons and tests to be made are so complicated , to check the proper functioning of the systems ,
that digi tal  compute rs are much more help fu l .

In the same way, we will not make a difference in the princip le for CCV app lica t ions
be tween an open-loop and a closed-loop system. To illustrate such a statement we will give an
example of two air-intake desings . The inlets of the Mirage III f*~iter have moving surfacesdirectl y commanded as a function of Mach number , which results in a correct positionning of
the shock waves , but the consnand-system does not receive any feedback information . On the other
hand , in the case of Concorde the shocks position is determined by presaure measurements in the
intakes and moving ramps are serwed in order to q timize the position of these shocks. To give
other examp les of open-loop systems we would also quote things like turn-coordinators , gearing
between trim-tab and flaps position , such devices as Mach-trims , etc... With respect to the CCV
concept , we will admit that the design office will choose , depending on the comp lexity of the
problem to be solved , the required accuracy and the kind of disturbanc. to be encountered , either
an open-loop system (simple , more reliabte ,cheaper) or a closed-loop one.

However , many authors emphasize , when speaking of the CCV philosophy , that there is an
electronic computer between sensors and servo-jacks. Thus , they will exclude from the CCV field (a
little bit too arbitrarily to our mind) thoae control systems which are purely ae rodynamic or
pneum atic.  Let us quote as examp les of these techniques , which it would be unfair to consider
already abeole te , the use of succion effect on the wing leading-edge to Optimize the slat
position as a function of ang le of attack. This is don. for instance on a ligh t airp lane like
the Mo rane-Saulnier l~ 880 Rally.. We would also find the auto-stable control-surface (Gisnoli) ,
the pneumatic control system of many engine. (for instance the SNECMA At.,), and of course
the old mechanical Watt regulator for steam-engines

What will also probably be a characteristic feature of the control configured aircraft
is , from an aerodynamics viewpoint , the groat numbe r of moving surface. sp li tting conventional
con t rol surfaces into a number of smaller  surfaces for the sake of reliability , introducing new
control surface. (canards for instance), variable camber , variable sweep angle , swivelling nozzles ,
and integrating more closel y the engine and airframe. Moreover the tendancy is that , none of these
moving surfaces are used separatel y, a l l of them are mixed. The complexity of the mixing laws is
such that it would not permit human monitoring which just ifies the use of automatic devices .

And La the end , th . control-configured vehici.a viii be rscognised by the content and
the lay.ou t of its f light deck , which will necessarily be differen t from those of conventional
aircraft. For the possibility of doing new types of maneuvers , which will be explained later on ,
imp lies tha t the pilot must be given new controls (side-stick controller for instance).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ _ _
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E qua l l y the abi l i ty  to uncoup le a t t i tudes , fo r ces and moments does not allow the pilot to realize
what is the flight path by simp ly looking outside. Surely new synthetic instruments will be needed
on the panel (things like speed-vector information , total energy rate of change , etc..). It is
easy to imagine that such improvements will come along with ~ highe r level of integration of the
flight control , navigation and weapon systems . Finally the pilot seat will have to be designed
to bear accelerations on three axes .

Having given an overall description of what a CCV aircraft is , it is possible to show
in what respect its design differs from that of a conventional one.

A COMPARISON OF DESI(P4 PROCESSES CONVENTIONAL AND CCV AIRCRAFT.

It Is a little dangerous to try to make such a comparison , for we think there is no
unique process to design an aircraft. However , wi th the reader ’s ind ulgence , we will sketch
the two approaches in a very extreme manner.

I— — —

FLIGHT
(‘I

C0NTROLS
1

1~~~~~~i ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __SPECIFICATION PROPULS ION AIRCRAFT -is4 PERFORM~NC~~1

SYSTEM

L FEEDBACK LOOP

Conventional Aircraft

The important point in this first case is to notice that the loop which defines the
flight controls is an appendix with little impact on the f inal  level of performance.

FLY -BY-W IRE

• ~~~~~ ~~~ 
MANOEUVRABILI~~~J

CCV Airc ra f t

The important point in the second case is that aerodynamics , propulsion and structure
choices a re directly dependent on the fli ght control system design and that the final product
is a r t i f i c i a l ly s table and f lyable .

• The fly-b y-wire system is in the main loop and has a very large impact on the f inal
level of performance.

Notes - This is limited to the technical fie ld , the cost/efficiency loop has been excluded.
- One could app ly the same process and include the weapon system in the main loop .
- Increased manoeuvre capability may allow an itorat i on loop with th e mission specifica-
don, themselves . One could add new mission requirements as long as technical problems
a re l ikel y to be so tv.d.

This bei ng said , let us recall what kind of advantages one may expect from the CCV
concept.

__ L
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THE CCV FUNCTIONS.

Augmented stability.

This is the first application which was thougt of. Longitudinally, for most aircraft
configurations , moving the center of gravity aft first gives a higher maximum lift and secondly
at a ~iveo lift provides with a better lift-over-drag ratio (by reducing induced and trim drags).
With respect to manoeuvrability, moving the C.G. aft allows for smaller control-surfaces . Thus
a means appears to increase performance (by improving the aerodynamics and reducing the weight)
if no other limitation comes first. However classical criteris for longitudinal static and
dynamic stability introduce a Limitation : the center of gravity must be kept ahead of the
aerodynamic neutral point. The use of a stability augmentation system lets the design office
get rid of this constraint , par ticularly embarassing at high angles of attack. In fact two
approaches are possible. We will call the first one pre-CCV philosophy : the aircraft will be
accepted “naturally” unstable when loaded with external stores and then artificiall y s tabi lized
It is necessary , in this case , to jettison external stores after an electrical flight control
system failure in order ro recover the “natural” stability of the clean aircraft. The second
philoaophy assumes that the electrical flight controls are reliable enough to stabilize an
ai rc ra f t  which is unstable even in the clean configuration . That is the real CCV concept.

Latera l ly  and directtonnally, the stability requirements are generally not met at high
ang les of a t tack  and/or at  ve ry high Mach numbers . That lead, at a first stage to increase
the fin area with a number of drag , st ructures and weig ht problems and even so in a second stage
it is not s u f f i c i e n t .  For tunate l y the rudder (and other new control surfaces)  are s t i l l  very
efficient. One can produce a stability augmentation system which wi l l  al low a reduction in the
fin area and an Mcrease ~ dw flight envelope (angle of attack) and the roll capability at very
high Mach number .

As a conclusion , one may expect from augmented s t ab i l i t y ,  provided no other l imi ta t ion
appears first , benefits in performance (higher lift , lower drag and weight even for a transport
aircraft , mainly a supersonic one) and a better flexibility for carrying external stores which
a re gene rally destabil izi ng.

Increased msnoeuvrabi lity.

I t  has previousl y been said that the use of a f l y -b y-wire system permits the design
of very ambitions aerod ynamic configurations . It is then possible to profit from the favourable
interac tions between various surfaces . This again provides with a higher maximum lift. Furthermore
the use of correctly mixed new surfaces (canards for instance) permits the uncoupling of forces
and moments , which gives the aircraft new manoeuvre capabilities direct l i f t  control , side force
control , flying beyon d the “stall” angle of attack. In the same way , i t is sometimes envisaged
to design tilting wing tips , swivelling nozzles , etc..., in order to cont rol the speed vec tor in
magnitude and direc tion , wi th more authority and rapidity than through conventional throttles , air-
brakes and stick.

A be tter manoeuvrabi lity is expected from these improvements ,providing some operational
adva n tages in air-comb~it . A grea ter aiming accuracy in sir-to-air and air. to -ground shooting is
also predic ted for combat aircraft , as well as a better flight path accuracy in approach and

• landing for every a i rc ra f t .

On the other hand the int roduc tion of ~~ itional moving surfaces is like ly to cause an
increase in weight and drag that shall be compensated for by a better thrust/weight ratio of the
engine or the use of lighter materials to maintain the overall performance.

These poin ts are particularly dealt with in the second part of.this AGA RDOCRAPH (HIMAT ,
PROFIT , AFTI ) .

In the same manner , only the use of sophisticated automatic devices gives enough stabi lit y
and performance to the V/STOL aircraft. For instance an engine failure during approach results in
the most critical case for a STOL transport : it is then necessary to retract part of the flaps
to reduce drag, while changing also the confi gura tion to recover lateral and directional trim
all this being done much more quickl y tha n any pilo t could do. A good examp le of such a situation
is given by the Boeing YC-l4 prototype.

Turbulence allevia tion .

As soon as a great number of control surfaces are available it is possible to uncouple
aerodynami c forces and moments and design a feed-back system to get rid of par t of the turbulence
induced motion. This reduction in the effects of atmospheric disturbances may be achieved either
at the pilot station or in any other part of the aircraft.
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Such an anti-turbulence device is expected to provide the crew with better comfort
resulting in better operational efficiency when flying at low altitudes in a fighter-bomber and
a greater aiming accuracy.

In automatic terrain following mode , thanks to such an anti-turbulence device , it may
be possible to fly at a lower mean altitude thus being less in sight of the enemy radars.
Passengers in a transport aircraft will also be more comfortable if the airframe flexible modes
are well damped. For the same reasons one can expect less structural fatigue , res ulting in a
longer life , or for a given life requirement a lighter structural weight.

Reduction of static loada - Automatic protections.

This poi nt is pa r t ly  t ied up wi th  the previous one. One may consider , at any time when
maximum lift is not needed , the opportunity to vary lif t span-wise or on various parts of the
airc raft  in order to reduce local loads and structural fa t igue .  Then the a i r c r a f t  is designed
ei ther  for a longer life or lighter weight. This app lication mainly matters for transport
aircraft but Cannot be excluded for f ighters .

As a ma t t e r  of fact  with  a CCV a i r c r a f t , it w i l l  be even easie r to ensure respect of
a l l  the limitatioi of the f l i gh t  envelope (speed , load facto r , ang les of a t tack and s idesl ip )
and in particular an anti-spin protection , than for a conventional aircraft. In the end , flight
safety  and ope rational e f f i c iency  wil l  be increased since i t  is possible to design a f l y - b y-wire
system such as to allow the aircraft to reach its maximum capability without any risk of exceeding
the autho rized l imits (tha t  is a better protection than a classical  alarm) .

F l u t t e r  suppression .

Here , two cases are to be considered.

At a f i r s t  stage , one wi l l  notice that ca rrying external  stores genera l ly  resul ts  in a
risk of f lu t te r .  Traditionally this problem is fixed either by l imi t ing  the f l i g h t  envelope
(speed l imi ta t ion  fo r instance) or by developp ing some modificat ion . The s t ruc tu ra l  modes are
modified by changing local st iffness or inertia , which a lways results in an increase of weight .
The use of active controls , pa rt  of the a i r c r a f t  i tself or added on the py lons , will p rovide ,
as par t  of the CCV philosophy , an interest ing solution to the problem , reducing the aerod ynamics
structu res coup ling. This would give a greater f l ex ib i l i t y  to carry various s tores , mainl y those
which were not listed at the beginning of the project

In a second stage , one could imagine the design of so light and f lexible an a i r c ra f t  that
it would have f l u t t e r , even in the clean conf igura t ion , within the authorized f l i gh t  envelope . This
would be suppressed by an anti-flutter device. Such a solution would appear so bold that very few
manufacturers  really would think of it.

I n the civil aircraft field this second type of anti-flutter technique might be attempted
first. For the airworthiness requirements define a maximum operational speed VMo , a maximum design
speed V0 and require tha t aeroelastic problems (control reversal , flutter , e tc...) will not appear
below a speed grea ter than VD by 20 7, a t least. It is not unrealistic to imagine tha t this 20 7.
margin could be par tiall y reduced or totally suppressed if an automatic device a lways eliminate the
flutt er risk. In effec t , only a combina tion of pilot error (exceedance of VMo) and sys tem failure
could resul t  in an accident. The probabili ty of such an event is remote enough and does not s ignt .
f i can t l y change the safety level of air transportation.

Costs reduction.

In the previous paragraphs we have mainly dealt with  performance and menoeuvr ab i l ity
improvement s , weight savings , be tter operational efficiency and flexibility.

An other point must be emphasized at this time on the iatest conventional aircraft
the flight controls comp lexi ty (non-linear gearing, ar tificial feel systems , p lay take up,
con trol linkage dampers , etc...) makes it very diffic ult to design , develop and produce these
equipmen t. They are very expensive . Furthermore the need for fighter, to be able to carry
various loads imp lies frequen t fine re- tuning of the flight controls . The fuselage length
and flexibility of large transport aircraft introduce also a lot of problems in acc u racy and
elas ticity of conventional flight controls . Equally , to avoid flutter risks with stores it is
of ten necessary to do a great number of ground vibration teats and in-flight envelope extensions ,
which are time and money consuming. And also the structural fatigue , due to atmospheric turbulence
and manoeuvres , sometimes cause an early aging of the airframe . It is then necessary to rep lace
a very expensive stock.

For these reasons one can hope that , when cu rrent studies have lead to the development
of simple and re liab l. electrical flight controls , over all savings wil l  be made by r educing
developmen t , produc tion and maintenance costs and increasing aircraft life.
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WHA T ARE THE PROBLEMS STILL TO BE SOLVED ?

The CCV concept being a new app roach in a i r c r a f t  design gives an opportunity of intro-
ducin g the most recent progress in a l l  aeronaut ica l  techniques.

In aerodynamics, many studies are to be carried out to fix the difficult problems
associated wi th high ang les of at tack separa ted flows , vor tices , vortex-wake-shock waves
inte raction , unsteady e f fec t s , flow hysteresis , non-linesrities , control reversal , jet flow control
engine-airframe integration , etc...

With  rega rds to f l i g h t  controls , ques tions are raised abou t the accuracy, li neari ty
and r ap id i t y  of the sens ors , the power of computers , the accuracy and band with of the jacks.
Flight safety calls for the highest reliability of f l y—b y-wire systems prstically that means
that all circuits have to be redundant at every level (electrical and hydraulic generation ,
senso rs , computers , jacks) and comparison checks must be organized in various points (failure
monitoring). To be protected against a single cause resu l t ing  in a total  f a i l u r e  (too great
vulnerability) some specialists suggest to achieve diss imilar  redundancy, that  is to design
pa ra l l e l  f l i g h t  controls producing the same func t ions  through d i f f e r e n t  technolog ies. A
comprehensive analysis (bu t who can guarantee that nothing has been forgotten 1) with simulation
of failure consequences must be done and a great number of degraded modes must be considered
(inc luding jack-stalling , limit-cycles , etc...).

Fine tuning of the flight controls imp lies that optimal control theory has to be
developed , extreme disturbances are to be known (meteorological  s ta t i s t i cs  for instance) and
that  there is no unacceptable  p ract ical  unaccuracies l e f t .  Speciall y for a f igh te r , one must
not fo rget the requirement for  a very high manoeuvrabi l i ty  which means also the poss ib i l i ty
of reaching unusual flight conditions (for instance a zero speed associated with 90° pitch
attitu de). From these conditions control must not be lost.

A l l  this wi l l  make it necessary to develop new e f f i c i e n t  techniques for  f l i gh t  tests ,
systems assessment and parameter identification .

Compatibi l i ty  problems will appear : for instance engine attachment , oil and fuel circuits
must be able to bear all accelerations , air intake must work properly at high ang les of attack
and sides lip . Also one must be able to make a stabilized aiming and missile firing under these
flight conditions. Let us state the risk that structural modes would disturb those sensors which
provide the information needed by the flight cont rols , and symetrically the risk of exciting
structural modes in trying to improve handling qualities.

Ergonomy , which has remained in a secondary position for ages , becomes now a major
science. The obse rvabi li ty  problem has to be reconsidered : i t  w i l l  be necessary to develop new
instruments (for piloting , navigation,weapon systems state) new lay-out of the instrument panel , an
alarm system to be adapted to the risk of exceeding the authorized flight envelope and to the
failure cases to be considered. The controllability problem has to be reconsidered type and
position of the controls in the cockpit , knowing that the pilot has only two hands and two feet
This will surely lead to the use of trim and control mode selectors , assoc iated with flight
phases. Finall y the problem of comfort and field of vision has to be reconsidered : the p i lo t
must  be able to keep a l l  his intellectual and physical capabilities during all aircraft movements.

CONCLUSION .

The norma l trend in aeronautics , like in all other techniques . La to t ry  to improve the
per formance , in general , of those machines that men design and build. To that extent the control- -

• configured vehicle design philosophy is a norma l evo lution.

Rut it may also appear as a revolution , since it doss not only involve quantitative
progress acquired step by step undoubtedl y there is a qualitative change , a new means to tackle
old problems.

Essentially this approach is characterized by giving electrical flight controls , a central
position in aircraft design. The fl y-by-wire system is the means to get free of traditional
const raints of s tabi l i ty  (aerody namics , s t ructures )  and also to introduce automatic devices ,
reducing pilot work-load and making it possible to use mixed new control-surfaces and perform
exte nded and even new rn anoeuv r es .

Thus it is reall y an impor tan t  technological step (as the introduction of jet propulsion
compared to reciprocal engines was in its time , as the present use of very light composite
materials in the primsry structures is). One may even hope that  th is  progress w i l l  not resul t  in
increased aircraft costs .

Neve rtheless , theo retical d i f f i cu l t i e s  have already been raised in the previous paragraphs
and moreover those benefits tha t theory shows likely to be obtained may be partially spoiled by
the comp romises to b. accepted in practice.

These various theoretical and practical aspects are widely illustrated in the next
cha p ters .
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SUMMARY

The question of design criteria for active control aircraft is one of the key issues involved in
the design effort. If sufficient benefits are to be realized, in terms of decreased weight , reduced fuel
consumption , increased performance , etc., applicable design criteria must be established which take into
consideration the design improvements derived from the presence of active control systems. In this paper
we will discuss briefly the definition and background of active control technology and then cover each of
the functions contemplated to be performed by active control systems. The various design criteria for
each will be discussed end the subject of government regulations affecting aircraft design will be touched
upon briefly. This paper is based on the work presented in Reference 1, supplemented by the considerable
developments of the last three years.

ACTIVE CONTROL TECHNOLOCY (ACT)

The question of just what kind of an airplane configuration satisfies the definition of an active
control aircraft has been confused in the past. Several designations for this type of aircraft have been
used (fly by wire, CCV , etc.), but an aircraft utilizing active controls can, in general , be identified as
one in which significant inputs (over and above those of the pilot) are transmitted to the control surfaces
for the purpose of augmenting vehicle performance. These inputs, derived from various sensors and properly
processed, can be utilized to provide reduced trim drag and tail area through stability augmentation,
reduce structural fatigue, alleviate maneuvering loads, suppress flutter, and improve ride comfort. If
applied in a meaningful manner early in the vehicle design, ACT can have a significant impact on vehicle
weight and geometry, thus leading to the designation of a “control configured vehicle” (CCV).

The term “fly by wire” describes a method of system implementation whereby electrical comeanda are
used. This approach is suited to the application of active controls in that it provides an ideal interface
between the basic comatand system and the sensor and signal processing elements. Even more advanced methods
of signal transmission , such as those utilizing fiber Optics, are being developed to overcome some of the
drawbacka of electrical tranamissLo~ systems.

One still reads in the literature items which would indicate that the active control tranaport will
be a sudden and rather drastic innovation from the long line of transport development over the last 40
years. As a matter of fact, it is not a sudden transition , but a continuing growth in the technology of
transport aircraft design. Every modern day aircraft, to some extent, incorporates some of those functions
which are rather loosely tied together under the name of active control technology (ACT). It became
apparent in the early twin engine transports that the pilot had difficulty exerting sufficient stick force
to move the control surfaces of the aircraft. The designers rather ingeniously provided the pilot with
aerodynamic tabs In order to reduce his workload and make the aircraft easier -to control. Aa aircraft
continued to grow, hydraulic—powered control systems were implemented. Although these early systems were
designed in a manner which still provided the pilot with a mechanical linkage to the surface in the event
of hydraulic failure, the modern day transports as well as high performance military aircraft now
completely depend on the hydraulic system, and the designer (and the pilot) must rely on the reliability
of the redundant systems which supply the power for the control surfaces.

Along with this reliance on hydraulic systems, the pilot has also experienced an increased
dependence on the many other systems which must function properly for the economical and safe operation of
the modern , high performance aircraft. In return, flying qualities and comfort have improved , reducing
pilot effort and fatigue in transport aircraft, and improving combat performance and survivability in
military aircraft. The pilots are slowly learning to accept the fact that certain critical conditions
must be automatically detected and appropriate remedial action taken without pilot activity . In this
conte xt then , the incorporation of further active controls on the aircraft is not a sudden transition but
a steady progression toward a more modern and efficient aircraft design .

Design criteria and government regulations have generally responded to the design innovations such
as active control rather than leading these technical advances. It is important at this time, with active
controls of various kinds becoming more and more comson, that design criteria and regulations lead the
effort rather than follow these new designs. Most of the imeediately available active control techniques
have been well explored theoretically and , in fact, have been and are being demonstrated each day on a wide
variety of experimental, coessercial, and military aircraft. This demonstration experience is illustrated
in Table 1.

The important conclusion to be drawn from this table is that when discussing active contro l
technology, one is dealing with a technology which in some cases is well advanced, including operational
experience on in—service aircraft. Certainly if one compares this , say f or instance , to the introduction
of jet engines on aircraft , one would be forced to the conclusion that the relative state of readin ess of
active controls approache s that of jet engine. at the time they were introduced into co~~ercial aircraft.
It is also important to note , however , the disparity between the status of various functions . For instance,
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the yaw damper is well received and in fact may be mandatory for safe handling qualities , and has many
thousands of transport flight hours behind it. On the other hand , flutter control is by comparison only
in its infancy. This lead s to the conclusion that one must approach active control technology not as an
all—inclusive blanket addition to an aircraft, but in a step—by—step procedure with each new subsystem
being carefully verified on the basis of Coat effectiveness, need, and reliability.

In Table 1 the experience gained in the many missiles and spacecraft , both manned and unmanned,
which have flown with complete automatic control and hands—off operation is not considered. Every Apollo
mission from launch to eplaahdown was a demonstration of active control technology. The rapidly increasing
technology of remotely piloted vehicles is also quickly adding to the storehouse of knowledge o’~ how to
takeoff , land , and navigate in a hands—off, completely automatic mode. Indeed, one must consider that
more than 25 years ago the first hands—off flight of an aircraft was demonatt~ated from takeoff to landing .

ACTIVE CONTROL FUNCTIONS

STABILITY AIJQ4ENTAT ION (RELAX)~~ INHERENT STABILITY)

Relaxed inherent stability is conventionally defined as a reduction in the stability of the short—
period attitude modes of rigid—body aircraft motion. That is, reductions in inherent stability result
from the reduction of aerodynamic restoring moment with respect to angle of attack or angle of sidealip or
a reduction of aerodynamic damping f or the unaugmented (basic) aircraft. In principle , relaxed inherent
stability can also refer to reduction in stability for other modes of aircraft motion.

This is a very important departure because the basic stability parameters in both the pitch and yaw
axes have established the criteria for a considerable portion of the aircraft design . It is, hovover , one
of the prime areas of the application of active control technology . Desirability of relaxed inherent
stability arises from the possibility that with smaller tail volumes significant reductions in total air-
craft drag and gross weight can be realized with invariant payload and mission. This is substantiated by
the results of industry design studies which show that relaxed inherent stability combined with center—of—
gravity control offers the largest payoff for the aircraft in terms of gross weight reduction.

Pitch Stability

Relaxed longitudinal stability is one of the largest areas of potential benefit to be derived from
Lb Ication of active control technology, We will not, in this paper, go into the details of how one
i.pls..snts active controls for the relaxed stability condition, but some of the design criteria involved
will be discussed. First, the basic considerations influencing wing location and horizontal tail surface
size and location are affected . The horizontal tail area, for instance, is normally set for a conventional
design to meet stabiliPy and control requirements over the desired center—of—gravity range. Typically , the
forward center—of—gravity limit tail area requirements have been set by trim capability or by control
required to develop maximum lift in the landing configuration. The critical condition depends on the type
of control system selected, i.e., separate trim and control surfaces or a single surface providing both
control and trim . Aft CG limit requirements have generally been set by minimum levels of static longitu-
dinal stability . For the active control relaxed stability design, the horizontal tail area may be set by
either the landing case or by the pitching moment required for takeoff rotation at forward CC and by the
reduced level of stability or by the pitching acceleration required for control in the presence of gusts
and other external disturbances at aft CC. These points are illustrated in Figure 1. The active con-
trolled aircraft is rebalanced with a farther aft center—of—gravity range and a smaller horizontal tail.
This in itself raises the importance of sometimes obscure criteria affecting landing gear location. Tip—
back tendencies and criteria for nose gear steering effectiveness in areas where aerodynamic controls are
ineffectivc can exert a significant influence an the final configuration .

The deficiencies in inherent stability migh t be compensated for by augmenting C~~ and CMq. The
degree of instability allowable will be determined not only by increasing stabilization control power
requirements, and failure conditions, but also by the variation of trim drag. As the balancing tail load
changes from a down load to 8n up load, the longitudinal component of the tail lift vector changes from a
thrust to a drag, significantly increasing tail drag. Minimum trim drag usually occurs near zero static
margin, as illustrated in Figure 2. The exact center—of—gravity location for minimum trim drag ia
dependent on the particular configuration and even on the wing aerodynamic design.

Aa shown in Table 1, some experience has been gained with relaxed inherent stability. Many jet
transports have augmented static longitudinal stability where the augmentation is a function of airspeed.
However, the magnitude of relaxation possible with active control will change the design criteria. Perhaps
one of the most disturbing ideas that accompanies these changi ng criteria is that the easily calculated
inherent stability requirement has been replaced with a possible pitching acceleration requirement based
upon the rather uncertain magnitude of airplane response required under varying conditions of flight and
levels of atmospheric disturbance, Experience shows that existing levels of airplane response are
satisfactory, but there is relatively little data defining minimum satisfactory response.

Flying qualities criteria may also be affected by dependence on augmentation, especially in the
pitch axis. The subject of flying qualities criteria will be further discussed latet .

Directional Stability

As shown in Table 1, this is th. area wher, active control has seen the largest and most widespread
application in transport aircraft. The yaw damper (en augmented directional stability and control system
would more completely describe the systems currently flying on large transport aircraft) has progressed
from a system which vs. a nice passenger comfort add—on feature to a system which must be operati ng in
order f or the aircraft to be cleared for flight. Despite this, there is probab ’.y much less to be gained
by relaxed directional stability than by relaxed longitudinal stability, Currently, vertical tails are
sized to provide static directional stability, dynamic lateral—directional stability, and aayametric
thrust control. Minimum control speed criteria are either critical or close to it in sizing the vertical
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tail on most transport designs with wing—mounted engines. Selection of the minimum control speed criteria
may be somewhat arbitrary , but two things are generally considered:

a. The air minimum control speed must be less than the landing approach speed at all gross weights.
b. Ground and air minimum control speeds may dictate the minimum takeoff runway length and should

be set to provide the desired capability .
With relaxed inherent stability and if asymmetric thrust control is not limiting, the tail size may be
reduced to the level where stabilization control or airplane control response, as during a crosswind
landing dacrab maneuver , become limiting. In either case, new and unfamiliar design criteria are required .

CONTROL AIK~(ENTATION

The term control augmentation Is applied when pilot commands are modified to produce a desired air—
craft response instead of merely a control surface motion . Many variations are possible from merely
quickening aircraft response to not only shaping the response but altering its character, as in attitude
or rate command systems. Control surfaces affccting one or more axes may be involved as well as direct
lift or sideforce control surfaces and even throttle or drag controls. Control augmentation is often
combined with stability augmentation to provide the total desired vehicle flight characteristics. The
resulting combination is often referred to as a stability and control augmentation system (SCAS).

Control augmentation has been around for many years, often as modes of automatic flight control
systems. Systems in common use are often referred to as stick—steering or control—wheel—steering (CWS)
systems. Those in use on commercial transport aircraft usually provide a rate—command , attitude—hold pitch
control mode. Full SCAS systems are used in the ANST prototype aircraft to provide desirable flying
qualities, primarily during STOL operation.

Control augmentation criteria will be discussed further under Flying Qualities.

CONTROL OP AIRCRAFT CENTER—OP—GRAVITY

This area of active control has also been growing rather rapidly. Some transport aircraft require
a sequence of wing fue 1 management in order to maintain the necessary margins against f lut ter .  Maintenance
of the CC within limits on current transports also dictates certain management sequences. Systems for
maintaining and scheduling an optimum CC location are included in most supersonic transport designs and are
in operational service on the Concorde. It is, of course, apparent that the flight envelope and character-
istics of the supersonic transport result in increased benefits from CC control compared to a purely sub-
sonic design. The high fineness ratio of the SST configuration also enhances the ease with which this can
be accomplished.

Automatic center—of—gravity control can offer significant design advantages in the following ways.
• Reduction of the design center—of—gravity range at given flight conditions may allow further

reduction in the horizontal tail volume coefficient (refer to the indication of “CC range ” in
FIgure 1).

s Minimization of total drag with respect to center—of—gravity location during cruising flight, as
illustrated in Figure 2.

RIDE ~JALITY

Ride quality control refers to automatic control system functions which reduce to acceptable levels
the accelerations to which passengers and craw are subjected, Factors such as low wing loading, poorly
damped dynamic stability, structural flexibility, atmospheric turbulence, and high—speed, low altitude
flight all contribute to poor ride comfort.

Ride quality problems have tended to be secondary considerations with respect to resolution of
structural load and flexibility problems. In fact, ride quality has not been e major factor in transport
design , because the criteria for ride quality in the commercial environment are:

• Ride must be merely acceptable to passengers.
• Ride must be competitive with contempora ry coiamerc ial aircraft.
• The aircraft must be readily controllable in turbulence.

Transport aircraft evolution ha., up to now, enjoyed a histo ry of improving ride quality due to higher
f light altitudes, increased aircraft mass , and higher wing loadings. This trend may b. changing, however,
as wing loadings will probably increase little above today ’s levels and aspect ratio will incr ease in the
search for reduced fuel consumption .

The control techniques for improving ride quality are fairly well established both theoretically and
operationally. Many commercial transports have some degree of ride quality control provided by means of
conventional control surfaces . The yaw damper systems of modern jet transports improve ride quality even
though their fundamental purpose is to improve handling qualities.

Ac t ive contro l for gust load alleviation has demonstrated greatly reduced responae to turbulence,
thus assuring a greater comfort for passengers • A typical reduction in aircraft response to turbulence
obtained dur ing the D52 LAMS and CCV programs is shown in Figure 3. ft will be noted that the decrease in
response to turbulence is sensitive to th. aircraft structural modes and tha t a uniform reduction at all
frequencies is impossible, It is doubtful that ride quality design criteria will result in weight savings ,
so the competitive pressure to supply a smoother ride will probably dictate the control system design
criteria for commercial aircraft. However , some military aircraft roles may req uire rid, control improve-
ment to reduce crew fatigue or even for mission completion in turbulent atmospheric conditions . The -H— i
bomber is an example of this typ e of application.

LOAD CONTROL

Load control refer s to the use of passive or automatic control functions for the purpose of regulating
the net load and distribution of load applied to the aircraft structure , There are four main facets of l o d
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control. To some extent , all must be considered s imultaneously to achieve a well—balanced design although - - -
some may receive considerably more emphasis than others.

Maneuver Loading

Maneuver loading is that portion f forces acting on the airframe which result from maneuvers
required to maintain the aircraft on the intend ed flight path. The distribution of this loading over the
airframe can have a powerful eff ec t upon the shear forces and bending moments which must be transmitted at
given points in the structure. The ability to tailor the distribution of maneuver loading over the air-
frame is maneuver load control. Maneuver load control can have a significant impact upon structural
implementation and even upon configuration.

The impact of tailoring maneuver load distribution may be far—reaching. If the maximum reduction in
fatigue loading is to be achieved , maneuver load control would be desirable during all maneuvering. When
applied to the wing, this usually implies an “unloading” of the outer wing, thus reducing the root bending
moment , as illustrated in Figure 4a. A high-wing loading transport nay possibly be limited in cruise
altitude by maneuver requirements such as those specified in the British Civil Airworthiness Requirements .
Unloading a portion of the wing would tend to reduce maneuver capability, particularly if wing stalling
occurs inboard. Thus, maneuver load control might tend to limit wing loading or dictate a new approach to
wing aerodynamic design. This situation may be avoided by utilizing maneuvering flaps to Increase lift on
the inboard portion of the wing, Figure 4b. Additional aerodynamic and structural design considerations
would still be required , along with new modes of control skin to direct lift control.

Gust Loading

Cust loading is that portion of forces acting on the airframe which result from atmospheric
disturbances.

Gust—load control is accomplished by the following means:
• Controlling the aircraft in such a way as to produce a net incremental load fac tor which tends

to cancel the net gust—induced load factor. Because of aircraft inertia, this is beat
accomplished with direct l i f t  control devices.

• Controlling the distribution of the Incremental load which tends to cancel the gust—induced load
in such a way that their distributions are similar.

• Augmenting damping for modes excited by gusts.
The extent to which gust—load control is effective in performing all three listed functions can have a
significant impact upon the structural strength and fatigue requirements.

Experience indicates that the impact of maneuver and gust—load control on reduction of structural
requirements tends to be significant only when both maneuver and gust—load control are practiced simulta—
nously. If only one of these load—control objectives is addressed , then the other source of loading of ten
becomes critical before any significant reduction in structural requirements is realized.

Fatigue

Cyclical loading is produced by forces applied to the airframe which result in stress—level oscilla-
tions in the structure. Fatigue damage results from accumulated atresa cycles at given stress levels and
at critical points in the airframe. Fatigue damage control is a technique for reducing the fatigue damage
rate by using active controls to reduce the number of transient cycles at the higher stress levels to which
the structure is subjected during operation. The use of active landing gear systems is now also being
studied to reduce ground taxi load cycles as well as improve taxi ride comfort.

The frequency range of damaging loads extends from once per 100 flights (e.g., from very “firm”
landings” to the once per flight of the so—called ground—air—ground (GAG) cycle and to the characteristic
frequency of the response to turbulence. The transition between the ground mean loading and the airborne
mean loading of the GAG cycle accounts for as much as 80 percent of fatigue damage on the lower wing skin
on some contemporary transport aircraft. Most of the remaining damage accrues from incremental loads in
the 1/4— to l /2—g range .

Since the mean—to—mean fluctuation of the GAG cycle is not amenable to control , active control
offers potential reduction of longitudinal loads only for the incremental load fluctuation about the mean
level of the GAG cycle. Large potential for load reduction exists for lateral loads because there is no
GAG cycle effect,

The more modern approsch of “rational probability analysis” coupled with careful mission analysis
rather than the application of the classical, rather arbitrary approach of a discrete gust must be used in
order to realize the benefits to be gained from the application of active controls to load alleviation .
The obvious point hare is that if careful mission analysis is applied to the calculation of the fatig ue
life of the aircraft  and if the load alleviation control systems are assumed active during the entire life
of the aircraft , the weight of the aircraft structure could be reduced for the same fatigue life. This
approach i. being used both on new designs and to analyze and extend the fatigue life of aircraft
curren t ly in service, although it is difficult at thia time to come up with definite criteria. The problem
is to accurately forecast the manner in which the aircraft will be operated in service and to decide on the
missions to be considered. Conversion of an aircraft to a different role can significantly alter aircraft
loading, numbers of landings , etc. The design criteria mast consider whether or not such alternate or
potential uses wilt be taken into account. However , the combination of maneuver load control plus gust
load alleviation can result in reductions of load fluctuation.

Elastic Mode Stabilization (Flutter Control)

Elastic mode stabilization refers to the use of automatic control functions which alter the apparent
structural mass or stiffness , or aerodynamic damping. Acceptance of this active control mode has increased
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dramatically in the last few years. Active mode stabilization or flutter control has been demonstrated in
flight on the CCV B—52 and in wind tunnel tests. Studies are now underway which may lead to incorporation
of EMS on high—aspect—ratio transport aircraft in the not—too—distant future. The nature of the control
laws for achieving the required augmentation is sensitive to the unsteady aerodynamic forces and is also
sensitive to the mass and stiffness distributions of the airframe. The flutter safety margins will also
be influenced by the presence of other active control functions. For instance , in the case of relaxed
inherent stability, it is necessary to have a relatively wide bandwidth control system to cope with the
unstable short period mode roots. This control system will tightly couple with the basic flutter modes of
the wing— nacelle—fuselage combinations on a large transport aircraft . This will mean that the safety
margin for flutter will be a function of the control system loop gains and general design. Criteria will
also have to be carefully developed to account for backup modes of operation of the flight control system .
Initial applications of active flutter control will almost certainly be limited to reducing flutter speed
margins and not for structural integrity within the normal operating envelope.

Other Load Limiting

Other forms of load limiting are also useful. Surface actuator capability not on1y limi ts the air-
plane maneuver envelope but tends to limit the maximum load on the surface itself . Many examples of load
limiting are in use today on jet transports. Flap blowback or deflection limiting is in use on several
aircraf t to limit structural loads. Rudder deflection limiting as a function of flap angle and airspeed is
also commonly employed . The “old fashioned” means of load limiting , short of pilot strength, was often
accomplished by providing pressure relief valves in surface actuators, thus allowing the surfaces to blow
back when aerod ynamic hinge moments exceeded the actuator drive capability. Unfortunately , the margin
required between hydraulic system supply pressure and relief valve opening pressure to ensure proper system
functioning resulted in a design requirement for loads considerably higher than the actuator driving force.
As a result, most of these systems have been replaced by automatic systems which limit surface travel as a
funct ion of airspeed, Mach number , etc. As other active control modes are used to reduce structural weight
and margins , the use of these approaches will have to be considered in concert with the other control modes
in a synergistic design procedure.

ENVELOPE LIMITING

Envelope limiting refers to those functions in an active control system that prevent or discourage
operation of the aircraft outside its design or operating envelope.

Most modern aircraft currently have some form of envelope limit warning and envelope limiting,
although not usually in the ACT sense. Envelope limit warning takes the form of stick shaker systems which
warn of an approach to the stall and overspeed warning systems which warn that maximum oparating speeds
have been exceeded. Envelope limiting is provided by pilot strength limitations, control surface actuatot
capability, autopilot authority, and autopilot automatic cutoffs (ACO), for example. The limits provided
by pilot or actuator strength may or may not be within the structural design envelope of the aircraft. For
instance, the pilot does , in some flight regimes, have the capability of exceeding the design limit loads
about all axes.

The concept of envelope limiting is now being applied to fighter aircraft to allow use of the full
maneuver envelope without danger of a stall—spin departure. The somewhat similar stick pusher sys tem
approach for transports has not achieved wide acceptance among either pilots or aircraft designers , however.
For transpor t airc raf t, the incorporation of active control could supplement the present warning and
limi ting features with an automatic function which prevents the aircraft from entering into a forbidden
flight regime. Angle of attack and sideslip limiting could avoid post—stall loads and flight character-
istics problems, and reduce vertical tail loads. Overepeed limiting could reduce the required margin
between niaxiraur. operating and design dive speeds , as shown in Figure 5, reducing design loads and allowing
a lighter structure. The possibility of atmoSpheric—caused upset must be considered in establishment of
minimum margins. It would then be necessary to assure that the flight control system will satisfactorily
handle this job even in the backup or degraded operational modes to assure that the aircraft is operated
within the criteria established for strength of the structure. C—limiting might not be desirable, as there
have been several cases where the ability of an aircraft to exceed the nominal design limit load factor may
have avoided a catastrophic accident following upsets at low altitudes. Since the true design limit load
factor variea with aircraft loading, configuration, Mach number, etc., the use of load sensing for envelope
limiting would seem to be a better approach from this standpoint.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS AND REGULATIONS

Key elements in bringing ACT to the point of commercial application are:
1. The ability to achieve a significant benefit justifying ACT application.
2. Availability of proven design criteria.
3. Availability of proven design practices to guide the combined application of ACT functions.
4. Limitations on ACT applications that may be imposed by regulations.

Design criteria are derived from many sources. Perhaps the most important are the manufacturer’s
experience and design philosophy. Studies performed or financed by NASA and DOD provide a large fund of
suggested criteria and data which the designer uses in selecting his criteria for application.

For military aircraft , mandatory military specifications are usually applied to obtain what are con-
sidered to be good characteristics. In the civil or cotmuercial world, competition usually ensures that
the aircraft have the best characteristics obtsinable, within reason. Safety is therefore the primary
purpose of the airworthiness requirements contained in Part 25 of the Federal Aviation Regulations.
Besides the U.S. FAA regulations, the designer must also consider the requirements that may be imposed by
other nations on aircraft offered for sale within their territory. Among nations having specific air-
worthiness requirements are the United Kingdom, Francs , the Netherlands , Germany, Italy , and Australia.
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Existing Federal Airworthiness Regulations (PARs) in Part 25 do not place significant constraints
on the app lication of ACT. Those constraints which are imposed tend to be of the following kinds.

• Interpretations of the fundamental regulatory intent were not made in a context which included
ACT.

• Practical considerations for demonstrating compliance sometimes require arbitrary maneuvers,
tests , or environments which have no counterparts in norma l or degraded modes of operation .

e The view of acceptable safe practice tends to be consistent with the current or recent pest
state of the art but not to the projected state of the art .

Existing regulations [PAR 25.21(e)) alre4.dy recognize that acceptable flight characteristics may
depend upon a stability augmentation system or upon other automatic or power—operated systems. This clearly
admits ACT systems as well. Revisions to the regulations found necessary for ACT will probably initially
take the form of special conditions for certification .

In the following paragraphs some of the important design criteria and regulatory problems affecting
the imp lementation of ACT are discussed.

RELIABILITY — SAFETY

The reaction of most designers when faced with consideration of ACT is to raise the ques tion of
reliability and safety. The benefits and ultimate success of ACT depend strongly on the reliability of
ACT and associated systems. The extent to which inherent characteristics are augmented depends on the
level of degradation to be considered in the design. If it Is decided to consider a complete loss of ACT
function s , then adequate inherent characteristics must be provided , thus limiting the benefits obtainable
from ACT. Further , reliabili ty analysis i~ mistrusted and often misunderstood. Reliability is simply a
probab i l i t y  of occur rence of a certain event within a specified interval. The accepted approach to this
problem is to define undesired events , such as loss of an aircraf t , and calculate their probability of
occurrence within a meaningful period, such as a flight of soms duration. A maximum value of this
probability can be set as a design goal, with the value in proportion to the seriousness of the event.
This approach is in fact taken In the design of primary structure , though the probability is not generally
calculatsd.

It is apparent that safety must not be compromised , and that the probability criteria for catastrophic
failure will not be compromised . Significant sudden structural failures are very rare. In moat cases,
structural damage is a result of fatigue and can be detected before a hazardous level of degradation is
reached. The impression persists, though, that this is not the case with some other aircraft systems.
Failures or malfunctions occur in autopilot, electrical, end hydraulic systems with little or no warning.
The required level of overall function reliability is achieved in control and vital power systems by
increasing redundancy for those functions that do not have the required reliability. For example, control-
labili ty of modern jet aircraft is dependent on the integrity of hydraulically powered controls. Reliability
for safety of flight Is provided by multiple hydraulic systems. After some number of failures , it i., of
course, advisable to terminate the flight at the nearest suitable airport in order to minimize exposure
time in a nonredundant configuration.

One difference, however, is that failures of presently utilized active control functions do not
usually result in reductions in structural capability under normal flight conditions , whereas proposed ACT
functions will, in effec t, replace primary structure. This does not necessarily mean that these functions
must be as reliable as the basic structure , however. An assessment of situation severity and a list of
means available for reducing risks presented by failures in ACT functions is given in Table 2. There are
three principal means of controlling the risk:

• Control system redundancy
• Actuation and/or surface authority distribution
• Reduced operating envelope.

The ultimate levels of func?Ional reliability will be required only for those functions upon which
safe termination of the flight depends. Category Ills autoland systems are presentl y achiev ing this
reliability, but for only a short exposure period during each flight. This short time allows the objectives
to be achieved using only two autopilot systems. Figure 6 shows the required single system MTBF as a
function of the number of systems required to achieve a probability of complete failure of not more than
1 x l0~~ during a 3—hour flight.

The problems with reliability are likely to occur within the sensing, computing, and display func-
tions which are today largely restricted to flight guidance and control systems (FOCS). Typical MTBF values
for functional failures of these systems are on the order of 300 to 800 hours. These numbers are expected
to improve with the usage of digital elements in the systems. Although Figure 6 shows that the overall
reliability requirement may be satisfied with a not unreasonable number of redundant systems, the use of
three systems would require a ten—fold increase in reliability. Characteristic systems for this application
will include multiple—channel command paths in which failures will be annunciated , thus providing the pilot
with system degradation information enabling him to take corrective action prior to total system failure.
Ult imately, however , improved reliability goals and techniques must be derived and imposed, but must always
include a sensible system failure mode and annunciation capability.

An associated problem is an apparent FAA requiremen t for determining that safety—related systems ars
functioning prior to dispatch. Difficulties in determining sensor status have prevented taking credit for
automatic cutoffs (AGO) in limiting the consequences of autopilot hardover failures , in some cases. This
may require design of sy.tems which can be satisfactorily checked on the ground .

Safety is presently established in a manner whereby critical functiona l element , of the system can
be specifically identified in a reliability block diagram and the reliability of each element is available .
The computation of the reliability of the avionic. elements which contribute to the fligh t safety of a
control configured vehicle will be significantly mora complex . Not only are there many more elements , but
the software is an additional facet which must be evaluated . Accomplishing the failure and probability
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analyses of these complex systems is a major task in itself. ln some cases, failure analyses have been
required to prove that certain types of failures were extremely improbable, which in itself may be a nearly
impossible task.

It is extremely doubtful that first generation ACT applications on transport aircraft will be flight
critical. Until further experience with new ACT modes is obtained , allowance will be made for failure of
these modes and adequate inherent safety provided. This will reduce the severity of the reliability
criteria for first generation systems.

RELIABILITY — ECONOMICS

The economics referred to here is that of dispatch reliability, not maintenance costs, although the
latter are certainly important.

A typical design goal for dispatch reliability ii that, mechanically, the aircraft shall be capable
of departure within 15 minutes of the scheduled time 99 percent of the time. This goal is very stringent
and is currently being achieved consistently by only one transport aircraft, the DC—9. The design of this
aircraft emphasized simplicity and reliability, whereas the design of later aircraft has emphasized per-
formance , with a resulting increased complexity.

This dispatch goal produces a desire to have your cake and eat it , too. The benefits of more
complex systems are desired but it is also desirable to allow dispatch with as many things as possible
inoperative or missing. It is common to find flight manuals and minimum equipment lists filled with
Information for covers, doors, and fairings missing, or for hydraulic pumps, yaw dampers , Mach trim systems,
autopilots , antiskid , and thrust reversera inoperative. The benefits to be obtained from, and therefore
dependency on, some sys tems are limited by the criteria for inoperative dispatch. In some cases, the ACT
system redundancy requirements dictated by safety considerations may severely penalize dispatch rates
unless fur ther  redundancy is added for dispatch inoperative allowance. This will, in turn, increase the
total system acquisition and maintenance costs.

The goal of 1—percent delay rate is typically allocated among the various aircraft systems as shown
in Figure 7. The pilot controls and FGCS are allotted 0.005 and 0.10 percent, respectively. The small
size of these percentages does allow some increase without having a major impact on delay rate, but the
accompanying Impact on maintenance end spares availability may be significant. As ACT systems are intro-
duced that are dispatch critical, continued improvement of built—in—test—equipment (BITE) and trouble-
shooting means will be required to quickly pinpoint and correct faulty system elements.

FLYING QUALITIES

Design criteria for flight characteristics, or flying qualities , seem to be in good shape, judging
by pilot acceptance of the wide body jet transports. However, it should be realized that these criteria
were derived and applied ten years ago. While most of the basic criteria were expressed in terms of con-
ventional open—loop characteristics , many can be applied to ACT aircraft. Much more work baa been done on
pilot—model—in—the—loop criteria, which generally do not require such conventional modes of control and
response.

The FAA regulations concentrate on classical stability characteristics, primarily static, and on
steady—state control requirements. For example, the regulations require that aircraft have positive static
longitudinal stability. En practice, static longitudinal stability is demonstrated by showing that a pull
force is required to maintain air speeds below trim speed and that a push force is required for speeds
above trim speed. The intent of the rule is to insure flight safety by reducing pilot workload and fatigue,
and by causing the aircraft to return to trim after inadvertent inputs or external disturbances. At the
same time, modern aircraft are equipped with pitch attitude/rate control modes, mechanized through the
autopilot , which do not have the property of static stability.

While some would argue that static stability, like many other classical criteria, is out of place in
the modern world of ACT, it can be shown that the application of augmentation without concern for the
properties intended by classical criteria can produce undesirable characteristics. Consider, for example,
an inherently stable airplane with the augmented control modes referred to as control wheel steering and
autothrottles. These modes can be switched off , in which case the aircraft reverts to an unaugmented mode
of control. The response of this aircraft to a pilot—induced upset is shown in Figures 8a, 8b, and Bc. In
Figure 8a, both systems are off. The aircraft hem both static and flight path stability , as shown by its
tendency to return to trim airspeed and flight path after the upset. With the autothrottle on but CWS off,
the flight path and pitch attitude diverge following the upset, as shown in Figure 8b. When the CWS system
is turned on, as shown in Figure 8c, the divergence in attitude (an instability) is changed to neutral
stability, in that a new trim state is obtained. It can be seen that a system which is a great help to the
pilot in actively managing the aircraft can become a hindrance to controlling the airplane in periods of
inattention.

It should now be apparent that a new problem is introduced if the designer is unconst rained by
tradition. He must decide which states should be controlled by which of the controllers available to the
pilot. Traditionally , the stick has been geared to the elevator and the throttle lever to the poverpiant,
In the discussion above , the stick controlled pitch rate and the throttle lever controlled airspeed. Con-
sidering only the kinematics of the airplane , pit ch seems an odd choice ot a state to control, as only th.
projection of the gravity vector depends on pitch attitude. Angle of attack would seem a much better
~hoice. The virtue of pitch attitude is that it is easily measured. Further , it is generally a reasonable
approximation to angle of attack, which is difficult to measure directly. However, in the presence of a
system which maintains constant speed , pitch attitude is not a good approximation to angle of attack ,
though it is a very good low frequency approximation to fl ight path angle. it seems equally odd to link
th rottles to airspeed , when virtually any student of aeronautics can quote the formula for rate of climb. 
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After 75 years of manned aircraft flight, the argument over the proper modes of longitudinal control
still rages. It appears that more thought and research is needed to permit a rational selection of the
number of controls to be made available to the pilot and what states are to be controlled . A possibly
promising control mode is a blend of angle of attack, pitch attitude, and pitch rate command. This is
essentially a flight path command system, which should work well in combination with an airspeed command
system (autothrottles).

This freedom in specifying modes of control and response will obviously cause difficulties in
applying many of the conventional criteria. In many cases, however , the criteria can still retain some
utility when applied to ACT systems. The intent of the criterion must be determined in its original
context, and the intent applied in the new context. There is a further problem for the flying qualities
specialist in specifying cr~teria before the nature of the control augmentation has been specified. This
means that he muat formulate criteria which are completely general, a seemingly hopeless task.

A better approach is for the handling qualities and controls specialists to work interactively in
designing a control system which provides good flying qualities. If the controls analyst uses optimal
control theory, the flying qualities specialist can provide an explicit statement of his requirements in
the form of a model. This model can then be used in explicit or implicit model following design to
produce a control system which provides good flying qualities. The flying qualities specialist should
then, using whatever criteria he has , analyze the augmented aircraft to verify that it does, indeed, have
the desired flying qualities. If problems occur, it may be necessary to change the model or the coat
function in the optimal control algorithm. The model should be made as nearly like the unaugmented air-
plane as possible, with only those changes needed to achieve the desired flying qualities. This should
result in a minimum number and size of the controller gains. It can easily be seen that there will be
substantial difficulties in the model following design if, for example, the model and airplane differ
greatly in load factor response (nz lm) and there is no direct lift control surface.

Flying qualities criteria must be defined not only for the normal operating conditions, but also
for failure modes. There will be some degree of degradation following component failures affecting the
control system, which may or may not be acceptable. Whether they are acceptable depends on how frequently
they occur and the magnitude of the degradation. For example, a failure which would cauls the loas of the
aircraft is no more acceptable than a catastrophic structural failure. A probability often associated with
this frequency is 1 x lO~~ per flight, which corresponds roughly to never. The MIL—F—8785B has a good
approach to this problem: it spectfles three allowable levels of flying qualities as a function of
liklihood of occurrence. The MIL—F—8785B probabilities, which are given in Table 3, are much too high for
civil transport applications. Suggested probabilities for civil transport applications are given,
reflecting a much more conservative bias. These suggested numbers have no concrete foundation, except
for the requirement that catastrophic failures occur no more often than once in lO~ flights.

STRUCTURES

The major impact of active control technology will be on the determination of the external load
levels and stiffnesaes for which the structure is to be designed. Activa controls will change the
magnitude, distribution, and frequency of occurrence of the loads for which the structure is designed .
Other areas affected include the selection of critical conditions, calculation of external loads, both
steady state and dynamic , and flutter characteristics. However, it is likely that present structural
design criteria can be applied largely unchanged to the next generation of aircraft. Most of the present
maneuvers, load factors, gusts, safety factors and flutter margins will be satisfied with the active
systems operating. -

One area which will be impacted by active control technology is the methodology required for external
loads and flutter analyses. State of the art methods will take us a long way, but as dependency on active
systems increases, more exact solutions will be necessary. Since effective structural stiffness and
damping will be augmented by the activo control system responses, techniques which account for the complete
dynamic transient response of distributed loads as well as the total body will likely be required in both
the f requency and time domains . Since the design loads are normally obtained at or near the extremes of
the aircraft flight envelope , it may be necessary to eccount for certain nonlinear properties in these
analyses. Advances in the field of unsteady transonic aerodynamics may then be needed for efficient
system design.

The area of aircraft structural fatigue life prediction will also be impacted by active controls.
Because the application of active controls provides a more efficient distribution of external loads at the
aircraf t design conditions but does not change the total load in steady lg flight, a change in the
historical relationship of structural design level stresses to lg stresses will result. Also, depending
on the ranges of response of the active controls, i.e., dead bands, etc., the in—flight fatigue damage
cycles and peak—to—peak stress relationships will be altered. Therefore, future fatigue evaluations will
assume greater importance, necessitating increased use of mission analysis to determine the effects of
active controls on the resulting fatigue spectrum , as mentioned previously.

Elsewhere in this paper, it is suggested that the basic maneuver requirements remain unchanged ,
although the design conditions might be reduced through the use of envelope limiting which would alter
criteria or requirements for margins between the operating and design envelopes. Total maneuveri ng loads
would therefore be relatively unchanged, with active controls providing only an optimized redistribution
of this load, In contrast, active control systems can alter the magnitude as well as the distribution of
gust—induced loads. The magnitude of the resultan t load and stress reductions must be balanced against
the desired flying qualities and ride control functions of an active control system to achieve an overall
practical optimum design.

New design criteria must be developed for ACT system degraded/inoperative conditions , if th ese
conditions are allowed. System failure modes and effects must be deter mined , and their probability of
occurrence calculated. Special criteria and conditions which account for these failures in a logical and
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rationa l manner must be established . The primary consideration in the creation of new active controls
design criteria should be to at least maintain the present level of safety and integrity of the aircraft.
Therefore , it is extremely important that all proposed new criteria be balanced against present criteria
on a probability basis. For example , if an active control system could be shown to have the same level of
integrity as st ructural componen ts , the present structural fail—safe load criteria could logically be
app lied to the system. Obviously , the establiabment of a total fail—safe criterion for these new systems
will not be this simple . A high level of interchange and cooperation between the air transport industry
and government research and certification agencies will be required if realistic and effective design
criteria are to be obtained. This interchange has already begun with the establishment of special
criteria for present load alleviation controls such as yaw dampers and control surface limiting devices
and is continuing in the current investigations of wing load alleviation.

The increased dependence on load alleviation systems places increased importance on these criteria.
It is not clear at this time what changes, if any , should be made in the structural design criteria for
degraded active control system performance in system failure modes.

COHTROL STST~(S

The criteria for detail design of conventional control systems are predominantly developed by the
manufacturers. These include instructions regarding design to provide safety, ease of maintenance, and
to prevent incorrect assembly, for example. The implementation of active controls will necessitate the
expansion of these rules to include much more Sophisticated applications.

One area receiving considerable attention is that of establishing a math model of the airframe and
deriving design criteria for establishing parameter perturbation analyses on the model. This is an area
that has received considerable attention in missile and launch vehicle control system design. Unsteady
aerodynamics and structural dynamics are among the principal problem areas. The accuracy of existing
prediction methods is doubtful for optimum ACT system design. Recent studies are quantifying the likely
magnitude of prediction errors (e.g., ref. 20) and more work will need to be done before full confidence
can be placed in a new vehicle with a “flight critical” control system before first flight. A related
problem is the variation in structural dynamic and aerodynamic parameters due to changes or differences
in fuel and payload distribution that may occur during one flight as well as between flights, along with
the variation of airspeed, altitude, and Mach number encountered. The insensitive flight control system
approach may prove to be the beat way to handle this variation in parameters.

The active control system will also be much more demanding on control system components which are
subject to wear. Because of the higher gains required by the active control system, control system
components will have to meet tighter specifications, and remain within these specifications throughout the
useful life of the control system. This may require new design criteria for components such as hydraulic
valves and actuatorS whose phase and gain characteristics are affected by wear. It will also require
tighter tolerances on control system bearings in order to prevent low amplitude , fatigue causing , limf t
cycle oscillations. At the same t ime, the automatic controllers must handle out—of—tolerance conditions.
These conditions can occur due to manufacturing tolerances , aging , wear, material failures, off—nominal
power supplies, and dynamic characteristics caused by changes in environmental conditions. It is expected
that digital implementation will improve the end—to—end tolerance problem significantly.

As noted earlier, transport aircraft design has been evolutionary rather than revolutionary and this
trend is expected to cov.ti.nue as active control concepts are implemented. It is unlikely, for example,
that the manufacturers will commit to fully flight critical active control systems without going through a
proving period on similar systems which are not flight critical, i.e., a complete system failure will not
create an unmanageable situation from the flight ~~~~~~~~~~ point of view. Some experience has been
accumulated in the lateral—directional axes (yaw—damper) and the longitudinal axis (Mach trim) with
favorable results. Systems which allow the designer to further implement active control functions will
need to operate similarly , i.e., they must exhibit excellent availability, be free of nuisance failures
and interruptions, operate with little or no attention from the crew, require no more ground and preflight
testing than today’s yaw damper, and system elements must fail obviously and passively.

As such flight control systems become more complex , built—in test equipment (BITE) takes on greeter
importance as a means for improving safety , operational reliability, and maintenance costs. The design
requirements for built—in test equipment must include not only static end—to-end checks of the control
system but dynamic checks as well. The BITE requirements should include the capability for these status
and performance checks by continuous on—line teats, inf light pre—engage operational status tests, channel
comparison monitoring, and ground maintenance tests. The inf light teats must be capable of detecting
failures to the functional system level. The ground checks resulting from inf light failures must isolate
these failures to the line replaceable unit (LRU) level. The complexity of the systems as compared with
the level of capability of average maintenance personnel will require very stringent design requirements
to preclude faulty maintenance and pr ovide ease of fault isolation and correction . It is important to
note that the background of missile control system experience will do little to help formulate design
criteria associated with many hours of continuous operation.

As one of the special conditions in the transport certifica tion procedure , it is specified that the
airplane will operate safely for at least 5 minutes with the primary electrical system inoperative . The
addition of ACT functions will add to the electrical load which must be supp lied under emergency
conditions . Adequate and reliab le emergency power sources will be required for the funct~.one which are
critical for continued flight, *nd compatibility of power supply and switching transients must be provided.

CONCLUSIONS

It is clear that a great deal of work rema ins to be done in the area of detail design criteria and
design practice. It is also apparent that the overall improvement that can be achieved by going to active
controls is, with but a few exception., not being held back by current regulations and basic design
criteria.
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The area where the most work needs to be done is in the detail design criteria of the control
system itself. The problems center around the derivation of reasonable criteria for the design of
advanced flight controllers. Other problems are the achievement of the reliability goals and production
of hardware which can be maintained and manufactured at costs comparable to the rest of the aircraft
critical components. The determination of the relative magnitudes of inherent vs augmented qualities may
then be the result of minimum operating coat trade studies.

As this work progresses, more ACT functions will be proven to be both reliable and practical, and
will be incorporated into advanced aircraft designs.
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1. mTR000CTIa(

Theoretically, the adoption of Activ e Controls Technology may be used either:-

• to reduce aircraft weight , maintaining • specified performance
or

• to improve performance , with a defined power plant

In practice the benefits are usually achieved in terms of both weight reduction and performance
gains, but are realised in full only if ACT is adopted at the inception of the dssign and u.ed to
influence the aerodynamic , structural and systems configurations to achieve maximum efficiency.
This i. what is meant by a control—configured aircraft or, more specifically:—

A control-co nfigure d aircraft is one which utilises the asrodyn ic forces
and scments produced by its movabl, surfaces, activated by c~~~ands from
aircraft motion sensors , to augnent, alleviate or redistribute the total
aerodynamic forces in such a way as to improve aerodynamic, structural or
operational efficiency.

In this Chapter, project studies made by British Aircraft Corporation (Military Aircraft Division)
of the effects of ACT on strike and combat aircraft are reviewed. The results are illustrated in
terms of o—

weight reduction achieved
aerodynamic efficiency (e.g. maximum lift and lift/drag ratio)
performance (sustained manosuvrability, fuel economy, take—off and landi ng distan ces)
combat score

These are the tangible gains, which can be expressed in numerical terms. Also discussed are
the effects of:-

• Improved handling qualities
reduced pilot work load
removal of flight restrictions

which lead to “carefree sanoeuvring”. The effects of these are much more difficult to translate into
numerical values , but they are no less important.

The benefits listed above are due to the adoption of:

• artificial longitudinal stability
• automatic configuration management
• stall departure and spin prevention

overstreesing prevention

The effects of manoeuvre load control,activs flutter control and of gust alleviation on combat
aircraft ar. also considered briefly.

The engineering of a full-time fly-by-wire control system is discussed briefly, the preferred
configuration reflecting the outcom, of recent BAC studies. - 

. 
-

2. A~ZI7ICIAL L(t4GITUDINAL STABILITY

2.1 Application to Reduced Aircraft Sin, and Weight
Traditionally the tailplane is sized and the o.g. range located on a combat aircraft by the

following criteria:—

• an adequate stability margin at aft c.g.
ability to trim maximum usable lift at forward c.g.
ability to lift the roosewbeel on take -off

• ability to trim in sanoeuvring flight ~t high supersonic speed/high altitude

A typical tai lplans sizing diagram of a conventional supersonic strike aircraft is illustrated
in figure Ia. The rate of exchange between the aft c.g. limit and tailpiane area is proportional
to the ta ilpisne lift slope, diminished in proportion to the dowuwash gradient in which it is
situate d and reduced by aeroelastic losses. Min imum longitudinal stability usually occurs at high
subeonic speed on conventional (af t  tail) configurations because of increa singly adverse dowawash
and a.roelastic effects with increasing subsonic Mach number; with a low tailplane un derwing stores
cause additional degradations due to increased downwash and reduced dynamic pressure in their wake.
Th. rate of exchange between the aft c.g. limit and tailplan. sine is therefore small , tailpiane
effectiveness as a stabiliser being possibly as low as 10% of its rigid , free air valu e because of
these adverse effects. Although large tailplane loads are generated, only a email proportion of the
tailplane lift capability is used at aft c.g.
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When the constraint of natural stability is removed , the full lift capability of the tailplams
may be used to trim the unstable wing-body moment at aft e.g. , leading to the revised tailplans
sizing diagram shown in figure 18. The design case •t aft e.g. is now dete rm ined by the balance of
pitching moments. The maximum lift of the tailplane, generating a nose-down moment , must be capable
of overriding the maximum nose-up wing-body pitchi ng moment within the usable range of incidence at
any Mach number. Cbviously an exact balance of pitchi ng moments at the design point leave, no margin .
Some residu al pitch-down capability must be provided for initiati ng re covery from high incidence and
for resiating roll-yaw inertial coupling momente i.e.

(Iz~~- Izx) rp
q

The numerical values are defined by experience as the oneet of severe departure at minimum
combat speed.

TAILPLANE SIZING
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Ccmparison of figures Ia and lb shows that artificial longitudinal stability allows 35% reduction
in tailplane area and is associate d with a rearward e.g. shift of 1~~~ in the can. illustrated. fte
same total e.g. range of 8%~ is r.tained.

Rearward location of the e.g. rang. results in a favourable variation of tail Load to trim. In the
example case , as illustrated in figure 2, tri ed lift i. increase d by 1~~ , both with flaps up and with
flaps down. Whether the wing is sized for combat manoeuvr abil ity or for airfield performance , this
increased trismed lift  allows wing loading to be incre ased pro— rata. A reduction of mor. than I~~ in
wing area is in fact possible because weight can be reduced by taking advantage of the reduce d drag ,
leading to reduce d fuel requirements and reduced engine sine. The resulting drag and weight savingu
are illustrated in bar-cha rt form in figure 3. In this exampl , case the design mission was a low-low
strike mission at O.7M. Take-off distance, radius of action and weapon load were held constant.
Saving, of 9% in drag and weight wsr. demonstrated. Additional benefits in manoeuvre performance
would have resulted also from the reduced tri ed induced dra g associated with rea rward e.g. location.
A planfo rm comparison of the conventional design and the CCV variant is shown in figure 1~.
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It is interesting to note that this figure of 9% weight saving agrees very closely with the
figure quoted in reference I for a similar exercise based on the Phantom. However, this ia
coincidental because the weight savi ng is strongly dependent on the fixed weight fraction and on the
design mission. The smaller the fixed weight fraction , the larger are the etructural ,fuel and
power plant contributions which are all susceptible to scaling down by the adoption of ACT. Again ,
in the example case there Was no direct benefit ( fuel saving) resulting from reducing induced drag,
but only from profile drag. In an air superior ity mi~sicn where large proportions of the fuel would be
expanded in loiter and in sustained manoeuvring, there would be a premium on reducing induced drag.
Finally, it should be noted that a significant weight saving can be realised only if the engine is
in the fori~iative design stage and can be scaled to suit the airframe. In designing around a fixed
engine the weight saving is much smaller , typically ~~ , but of course performance is enhanced.

The weight saving depends strongly also on the datum configuration. The figures of 3~~reduction in tailpiane size and 12% improvement in trimmed l i f t  apply to a fixed wing design
without combat flaps with a conventional te.ilplane on an arm of I.Sxc.

The resul ts of limited studies on two other configurations are shown in figures 5 to 7.
Figure 5 illustrates the variation of trimmed lift  and lift/drag ratio with e.g. position and
incidence, .oubsonically, for a tailless delta configuration with similar aerodynamic characteristics
to the Mirage III or F-iO6. With artificial longitudinal stability and blown elevators ,
l i f t  for take-off and landing (8°~~) is increased by 30%; at a given total CL of 0.8, lif t/drag
ratio is increased by 50%. Alternatively, an depicted in figure 6, wing sine could be reduced by
22%, maintaining the same total l if t  and e.g. range.

The variation of trimmed maximum lift with e.g. position and wing sweep for a variable sweep
strike/combat aeroplane is shown in figure 7. Retaining the tail sized for natural stability,
t rimmed lift could be increased by 30% by rearward c.g. location and reduced wing sweep. Alternatively the
tailpiane could be re—sized (reduced by 3~~)and t rimsed lift increased by 11%

Th. canoe illustrated in figurea 5 to 7 were not used directly for project design purposes, so no
figures for the resul t ing weight savings wore ava ilable. Nevertheless they serve to illustrate
the effects of artificial longitudinal stability on alternative configurations.

60 DELTA

FIG 5 VARIATION OF TRIMMED uFT/0p.,4 RATIO FIG S EFFECT OF ARTIFICIAL STABILITY ON WING SIZE
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,_.< ~2.2 Integration of Manoeuvre Flaps and Strakes

Combat high lift devices can be used at subsonic speed not only to augment lift, but to reduce
drag. Deflection of both leading edge and trailing edge high lift devices entraina a profile
drag penalty but reduces lift-dependent drag at high lift at subsonic speeds. A typical f i l y
of WD curves is shown in figure 8; ths .inisua drag envelope is indicated and the associated deflection
schedules are depicted in the inset diagram.

FIG.& EFFECT OF COMBAT HIGH LIFT DEVICE S

ON LIFTIDRAG RATIO AT SUBSONIC SPEED.
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If operation of these surfaces is under the control of th. pilot their benefits are reduced by
the following effects:—

the nose down pitching moment due to Lisp deflection at any incidence has to be
balanoed by a down load on the tail, entraining lift and trim drag penalties

the nose down pitching moment due to flap deflection at high speed low incidence results
in increased tail loads, leading to a weight penalty

in a tight air combat situation the pilot can not be e~~ect~d to monitor Incidence,
except very approximately, so the flaps are likely to be in the 1 wrossg” position
for s~~~ of the time

H
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If the combat high l if t  devices are schedul ed automatically with incidence , then their
pitching moments may be used to advant age to trim wing-body l i f t , with an appropriate aft c.g.
location. Ybr ther , tail loads are minimisecl and the aircraft operates on the minimum drag polar
at all times. In this case, the c.g. range is located from trim drag considerations rather than
being situated precisely between the down—load and up-load limit, of the tailplane. It may be
therefore that the full l if t  capability of the tail is not utilimed at one or other of the limits.
If the flaps are operated at all times in the automatic sods (i.e. they are never down at low
incidence, even at low speed) then large downward lift on the tail is avoided in all flight
situations. However the mainwbeel/aft c.g. relationship must be preserved so nosewbeel lift cc
take-off remains as the one design case for down-load on the tail.

Leading edge strskes nay be employed to advantage on low aspect ratio wings to augment
l i f t  and reduce lift-dependent drag at high incidence. They also achieve an orderly progressive
flow breakdown , enhancing lateral stability and roll damping and enabling deeper buffet penetration.
Because they produc e vortex lift , proportional to incidence squared, their contribution to
longitudinal stability is non-linear. With natural stability, the tail must be aimed and the c.g.
located to ensure stability at the worst point, namely at high incidence. With non—linear pitching
moments therefore, stability suet be excessive at moderate incidence , resulting in significant
l i f t  and drag penalties due to trimming, with artificial stability, on the other hand , and the
c.g. range located to minimise trim drag , using scheduled flaps , the non-linear pitching moments
are no longer an emba.rrasmment . At low and moder ate lift coefficients tail loads are a11. With
~.ncreaaing incidence, an vortex lift from the streke develops it is balanced by up—loads on the
tail up to the point where the maximum (tail-off) wing-body moment is balanced by aaxiai~ usable
tail l i f t .

Figure 9 shows a selection of possible combinations of natural and artificial stability,
manual and sche duled flaps with and without strakes, with associated c.g. rangea,tsilplan. sine ,
maximum L/D and maximum l if t  values. The superiority of the integrated solution with scheduled flaps
and artificial stability is evident.

FIG 9 EFFECTS OF ARTIFICIAL STABILITY AND SCHEDULED COMBAT FLAPS

ON LIFTIDRAG RATIO, MAXIMUM LIFT, C.G. LOCATION

AND TAIL SI ZE
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2.3 Performance Benefits

2.3.1 Air Combat
Mathematical modelling and piloted simulation of air to air combat baa been used to evaluate

the effects of aircraft performance parameters on combat success. The scat cc only used performance
parameters are:-

sustained turn rate ( thrust-l imited) - STR
attained turn rate (lift—limited) — ATR
specific excess power — SZP

Various companies and agencies have evolved different co.btnatiama of these performance
parameters to correlate with alternative combat scor ing criteri a. The Combat Correlation Parameter
(CCP) currently favoured by BAC for low altitude subsonic combat , when bot h aircraft are aggressive,
ie proportional to the product

8TH x

Currently also the favoured scoring criterion is “panic time” being the time during which
an aircraft is in imeinent danger of being shot down and must take i ediate evasive action ;
in other words his adversary is at , or close to, a firing opportunity.

Sustaine d turn rate at a given speed in (approximately) proportional to sustained normal
acceleration which is equal to the product of ThrustI~ eight ratio and Lift/Dr ag ratio . Attained
tu rn rate is proportional to maximum lift divided by wing loading. So the effects on combat
correlation parameter at constant thrust /weight ratio and wing loading can be deduced directly fros
the changes in lift/drag ratio and maximum lift  due to ACT.

Taking the example from the previous paragraph where the use of ACT has been shown to augment
maximum L/D by 10%, maximum lift by 15%, the combat correl ation parameter is increased by i8%.
Figure 10, based on SAC combat simulat ion, macvs the relationship between “panic time” and the
combat correlation para meter for a number of one versus one 3-minute combats at low altitude,
starting at high subsonic speed. When both aircraft have equal performance (CCP • datum value)
neither is at risk for any significant t ime. However in a closely matched situation any
performance advantage is turned into an overwhel.ing tactical advantage . The 18% improve ment due
to ACT , applied to the “blue” aircraft puts the “red” aircraft into a “panic” situation for
60 seconds - 3 of the time.

FIG 10 COMBAT CORRELATION FOR STUDY AIRCRAFT
(LOW LEVEL ENGAGEMENTS)
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This 18% advant age due to ACT is based on the improvement in aaximum L/D, that is on the assumption
that at the mean combat speed the sustained manoeuvre limit coincides with the lift coefficient for
maximum LID. This i. likely to be so only if the speed is kept high. Frequently in combat the spied
“unwinds” to 0. 6M or lower. In this case , taking for example an aeroplane with a wing loading of
400 kg/rn2 and thrust/weight ratio • I at O.6M/5000ft the sustaine d turn rate i. improved by ~ )%
and combat correlation parameter by 30%,giving a “panic time” of about 100 seconds (fi gure 9).

ACT thus changes a etalemate situation to on. of clear dominance for the ACT-equipped aeroplane.

2.3.2 Fuel Economy
In a battlefield air superiority mission a typ ical breakdown of fuel usage is :-

Fuel Used
flisht Phase % Total Fuel % Take-Off Masa
Combat 40 10
Cruisea 7.5
Loiter (CAP) 20 5
Reserves etc 10 2.5

Benefits in maximum lift/drag ratio yield proportional decrements in thrust and fue l requirements
for loiter. If the combat task is defidad in terms of sustained manoeuvre., a similar yield is
obtain.d. In cruise phases the benefit is halved , 10% on maximum L/D resulting in 5% fuel saving.
Taking the fuel breakdown above and 10% improvesent in saximus L/D, the fuel saved due to
application of ACT becomes:-

% Total Fuel
Combat 1,
Cru ises 1.5
Loiter 2
Reserves 0.5

TCTAL 8% • 2% mission take-off weight

The fuel saved can b. used either to increase performance yielding
20% improvement on combat endurance

- or
25% improvement on radius of action

or
1,0% improvement in CAP time

Alternatively, aaint.ining the same mission performance it could be used to reduce mission
tak.-off weight. In the design stage the weight saving is greater than 2% because of th. reduction
in structure and systems weights associated with the lower design weights, the cumulative
effect being expressed in the growth factor. A typical growth factor for this class of aeroplane
with fixed engine and wing loading is 2, yielding a weight saving of

4% in mission take -off weight 
- - 

-

due to th . improvements in aerodyn amic efficiency, conferred by ACT. -

Additional bonus points are:-

8% reduction in take-off distanoe
2% reduction in landing distance
~~ increase in Ig SW -

3. CAREFREE NAK~~~VRING

3.1 Stall Departure and Spin Prevention (SDSP)
Moat combat aerop lanes currently in service can not exploit their full lif t capability , be ing

limited by lateral/directional .isbehavicur and divergence befor. the wing stalls. This can manifest
itsel f in a number of ways much as wing drop, wing rocki ng and yaw-off which ,if uncorrected, lead
to a spin. At the best ,a spin takes an a.rcplane out of the combat : at the worst it results in
loss of th. aircraft and possibly the pilot. -

A.ro4naaic palliative., such as combat high lift  devices and strakes can postpone the onset of
the limiting phenomena and provide a more controlled development of separated flow on the wing. Increased
fin sin. and forebody shaping can be .mplcped to delq or eliminate directional instability, but a
stable forebody in sideelip produces a propelling moment when rotated in yaw , leading to a dangerous
fast , flat spin tendency. Thea. measur es can remove th. slippery Slope, but the cliff edge is etill
there beyond. If spin prevention can be provided , the cliff edge is inverted; it becomes a safety barrier
and pilots can exploit th. full lift capability of their aeroplanea without fear of going “over the

-

~ 
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edge”. This is one feature of “carefree aanc..uvringI~.

Stall departure and spin prevention involves: -

augmentation of lateral/directional stability as necessary to ensure
adequate dynamic Cn, at the incidence limit

lateral control co—ordination to ensure positive directional stability
with bask angle constrained (LCtP) ’ at the incidence limit

augmentation of yaw and roll damping as necessary to ensure adequate dutch roll
damping at the incidence limit

restriction of the pilot ’s roll and yaw control authority
as the incidence limit is approached to prevent large inertia coupling
moments being generated in manoeuvres

increasing incidence feedback in the longitudinal control loop as
the incidence limit is approached , leading to apparent “hyperstability”
at the limit

The level of stability provided , about all axes , must be sufficient not only to contain
pilot-induced rnanoeuvrea, but al so to resist external disturbances such as entering the wake of
another aircraft. The latt.r is a frequent occurrence in air to air combat and has been the
trigger action of some spinning accidents.

Figure 11 shows the block diagram of a stall departure and spin prevention system.

FIG 11. SIMPLIFIE D BLOCK DIAGRAM OF AN ELECTRONICALLY
SIGNALLED FLIGHT CONTROL SYSTEM INCO RPORAT ING
A STALL DEPARTURE AND SPIN P R E V E N T I O N  SYSTE14.
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The benefits of such a system are:—

• improved usable lift  capability up to the l if t  limits of
the wing

• improved “pointability” - that is flight over a wider range of attitude,
beyond the stall , which can provide additional missile firing opportunities
in combat

elimination of spinning accidents which currently account for a large
proportion of combat aircraft losses

• removal of pilot anxiety

The effects of the first three of these may be evaluated in combat simulations and expressed in
numerical terms. Improved usable lift alone can provide (figure 12) 20% improvement in attainable
turn rate. Elimination of spinning accidents yields a direct economic reward. Removal of pilot
anxiety can not readily be translated into numerical terms. It couples with automatic configuration
management (~.e.scheouled operation of combat flaps , wing sweep etc) in relieving the pilot of the task
of continuously monitoring incidence and air speed and operating secondary controls to obta in best
performance and stay within limits. This allows him to concentrate on manoeuvring to best advan tage
and operat ing the weapons system , undoubtedly leading to increased combat success.

10%

CLI
INC L

C1 CCL lIMIT WITh 
~~~

II T0~~~~ 
- .

FIG 12 MANOEUVRE L04 ITS EFFEcT ~1

FLY-BY-WtRE~
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3.2 Ov.rstress ing Prevention a. s-i 0-4 0-5  5 - 0  I .e

3.2.1 Sy etric Manoeuvres

Spin prevention involves limitation of incidence. An incidence limit which is related to dynamic
pressure (R—P ) and static pressure (P) provides a means of limiting normal acceleration; in fact,
more precisely, it will limit the product of normal acceleration and aircraft weight (nW) which is
more desirable , giving a constant proportion of the design a1 in a given configuration. With
automatic configuration management the flaps will be scheduled autcma~ically with Mach number and
incidence, so their effects on lift coefficient can be included in the computation of aW without dir ect
inputs from flap position sensors. The flow diagram of the computation of ni is shown in figure 13.
together with an illustration of the scheduled incidence limit.
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Inability to overetress the airframe will contribute to carefree manoeuvring. It does however
raise the following questions regarding definition of the maximum usable normal acceleration in relation
to the design limit:—

sh ould the limit be define d with the traditional factor of (usually) 1.5 between
service limit and proof loa d?

or
should the limit be set somewhere between the placard limit and the proof
l imit  to allow some margin for extreme sanoeuvres (e.g. collision avoidance)?

will the inability to break the aeroplane cause pilots to apply high g more
f requently , to the detriment of fatigue life?

These questions can not be answered imsediately; experience is needed with development systems.
It is ch ar however that any overstreasing prevention system must be incapable of being overridden.
This does not mean that it can never be allowed to fail. If the pilot is warned of the failure of the
automatic system he can revert to a safe “placard” limit; this will be acceptable provided that the
probability of ayatem failure combined with an extreme manoeuvre is sufficiently low to be ignored.
This should allow the integrity requirement for such a system to be several orders lower than that
of the basic flight control system.

A further way in which the control system can be used to prevent overloading is to safeguard tail
loads. Design requirements (such as Nil. Spec. 8785) specify alte ’native longitudinal control
“histories” to generate adverse wing and tail loads. In t~ie specifi ed pull—up/push down sanoeuvre
with the normal ‘g ’ peaking at the design value the tail load on a naturally stable aeroplane is
dependent primarily on the tail-off stability margin and the maximum rate of operation of the
longitudinal control surface; the influence of any autostabihisation is email. Wi th instability in
pitch and full-time fly-by-wire control , the picture is entirely different. The worst tail load
in the checked manoeuvre is critically dependen t on the magnitude of the nose down pitch acceleration
applied at peak normal acceleration , which is dependent on the longitudinal control law. Handling
qualities criteria which relate short period frequency to lift slope ~~~~ ) might be expected to
provide some guidance on the relationship between Ditch accelerat ion and normal acceleration (4/n
but these allow a very wide range of values of ~~~~ , proportional to j~~x , ranging from

flz~0.28 to 3.6(13 to 1). Figure 1~ shows the variation of design tail load with the value of alan
over the Level 1 range of values. Design for the top end of the range is to be avoided , in the
interests of weight saving and simulation is probably necessar y to decide at what point down the scale
control becomes sluggish. However full-time fly-by-wire provide s the ability to limit the maximum
pitch acceleration to safeguard tail loads by suitable control laws. No longer is it necessary to
design for the worst “ham-fisted” pilot input.

FIG 1A EFFECT OF AN GULAR ACCELERATION M
PITC H APPLIED AT PEAK NORMAl. ACCELERATION

ON DESIGN POSITIVE TAR LOAD.
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3.2.2 Asyemetric Nanoeuvrea

In rolling pull-out and push-over manoeuvreu, severe loading and handling problems can aria, if
full roll control is used at extremes of positive and negative ‘g ’. Examples are :

Fin and Rear fuselage loads
Store attachSent loads
Wing internal tank pressures
Autorotational rolling

By scheduling the demanded rate of roll with incidence , dynamic and static pressure, the
maximum rate of roll can be controlled as a function of normal acceleration (nW • in fact ) ;the law can also
be IlIad. a function of CA.~ or Mach number if so desired. A possible scb~dul. is illustrated in
figu re 15.

500
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FIG IS OEMAIICC O MAX P4I.84 ROLL RATE
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Removal of any restrictions on the us, of roll control , together with unrestricted use of
longitudinal controls over the complete range of normal acceleration, incidence, air speed and altitude
offers carefree manoeuvring to fighter pilots of the next generation.

4. LOAD ALLEVIA1~IC1I, RIDZ CCN’rROL AND FLU1’?~~ C(2ITROL

4.1 Manoeuvre Load Control (MW)
Figure i6 compares the spanwiae load distribution s and resulting wing root bending moments ,

with an d without a part-span combat flap on a low aspect ratio swept wing. Deflection of the inboard
flap at high ‘g’ “flattens ” the spanwise loading resulting in a reduction in wing root bending moment
of about 10%. This could result in a weight saving of about 1 %, worthwhile in its own right.
However if this weight saving La to be realised , the flap suet be scheduled with normal acceleration,
rather than incidence , which ia likely to result in drag penalties in low altitude, high speed flight.
Further , this 14W application requires a combat flap of relatively email spanwise extent compared with
a flap designed to minimis, drag in manoeuvring flight , the latter being scheduled with inc idence
rather than ‘g ’ . Overall, it ii considered that combat flap design will be dominated by performance
considerations rather than MW as such and will yield a greater benefit by means of the wing area
reduction and fuel savings , discussed in earlier paragraphs. -

FIG IS MANOEIJ81E. LOAD CONTROL
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4-2 Ride Control

The use of incidence—scheduled or normal acceleration—scheduled flaps, operating in the reversed
mans, to that used for lift augmentation and drag reduction, offers a means of reducing the eff.ctive
l i f t  slope of a wing , alleviating gust response. At first sight enormous reductions would appear
to be possible. For example a 25% chord full span trailing edg. flap on a low aspect ratio swept
wing has s value of’2/a~ of about j; therefore with a flap: incidence gearing 4:1 a 50% reduction
in lift elope would be realised in steady state conditions. In practice, when the dynasic response
of th. sensors and controls, the compensating longitudinal control inputs and the aeroelastic losses
on the flaps are taken into account , the benefit is very much smaller.

Figure 17, taken from a MC study , shows the percentage reduction in r.m.s. normal acceleration
obtained versus system gain, both for an ideal system free from lags and for practical syatems with
realistic lags and filters. The improvement obtain,d in only about 10 — 15% reduction in r.m. s. ‘5’
compared with 60% for an “ideal” system. Further improvement could be obtained only by a large
increase in the control loop frequency which woul d lead to interactions with structural sods
frequencies. The maximum improvement was obtained at a system gain of abou t 50% of tha t required
to eliminate wing lift slope.

From this study it would appear that the benefits may not justify the coat and complexity
of such a system.
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4.3 Active Flutter Control -

The application of active flutter suppression systems should allow a reduction in airframe
weight due to relaxation of structural stiffness requirements. It shoul d also lead to improved aircraft
effectiveness and versatility by increasing speed clearances and widening the inventory of extern al
stores , due to reduced sensitivity to airframe sass distribution. It promises also to shorten development
time scales by confining critical inaccuracies in design information to such items as potentiometer
settings.

These benefits are unl ikely to justify the introduction of additional control surfac.a and
actuators on small combat aircraft. A sore fruitful approach for this class of aircraft is felt to be
flutt.r suppression via the existing control surfaces. To achieve this , new requirements will have to
be put to the actuator design.rs , to op.rst. in a higher frequency regime; epecifteally, such higher
rates of operation must be achieved , with precisely define d frequency response. Further, fatigue
implications must be care fully assessed and gust design cases will need to be reviewed with the
airworthiness authoritiea.

Tha integrity requirements for active flutter systems need not be as high as those of the basic
flight controls; a restricted flight envelope could be acceptable after first failure. However with the
proposed design appro ach the integrity of the computing and actuation will be identical to tha t of the
basic flying controls and therefore sufficient. An adequate degree of redundancy will have to be
provided in the additional sensors (accelerometers ) which have to be provided to measure the structural
responses.

Alth ough the development required in the actuator field is likely to prevent Lemediate adoption
of active flutter control for the next generation of combat aircraft , enough work must be done at
l.ast to ensure that flutter characteristics are not degraded by structural mode interactions with the
flight control system. 8o, in fact we have already set foot on the road towards active flutter
control withou t consciously taking that step.

- . -~
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5. I1IPIfl1~ VfATICtl OF U.-TIN~ PIT-BY-WIRE

5.1 Degree of Redundancy
The most attractive application of active controls to combat aircraft - artificial longitudinal

stability , combined with automatic configuration management - requires a full-tise, full-authority
•~ #iy-by..wire control system for it. implementation. This implies complete reliance on the p

continuous operation of the essential sensors, computers , actuators and their associated power supplies,
for flight safety. In unstable flight , catastrophic failure will occur with a few seconds
of runaway or “freezing ” of the controls. Mechanical or direct electrical reversionary links
are useless in this situation; standby power supplies must come instantaneously “on lin*” in
failure situations: tolerable interrupts are measured in milliseconds.

It is assumed that degradation of flight safety on the introduction of full-time FBW is
intolerable: we strive continuously to improve flight safety. Therefore a reasonabl e objective
to set “on paper ” is a safety rate due to flying control failures sn erder of magnitude
better than that of the current generat ion of combat aeroplanes. The latter is of the order of
one aircraft lost in 10~ flying hours , putting the target safety rate at:-

1 x

Failure rat.of current single channel systems are of the order of 1 x i o 3  which yields
loss rates (assuming loss of all but 1 channel results in loss of control)of:-

3 x io-6 for a triplex system
I. x io—9 for a quadruplex system

The former figure being insufficient , the latter possibly being “over—kill”.

Improvement over the current flying controls safety rate may not be a valid target however,
because it neglects , for instance:—

• aircraft saved due to safer handling (e.g. spin prevention) with
fly-by-wire

• self-monitori ng capability of digital systems, allowing continued
flight on a single channel following certain types of failure

Another line of attack is to improve the reliability of components and sub—systems to allow the
target safety rat, to be achieved with a lower level of redundancy. $~t the least of the problems
of this approach however is the testing time required. For ,xasple reference 2 quotes 2.6 years
of continuous testing to establish 90% confidence in 1 x 10’ reliability.

Overall therefore it seems that quadruplex redundancy is required for the first generation
of full-time fly-by-wire systems , but there ii hope of reducing this to triplex in future generations.

5.2 Choice of Sensors
Th. achievement of optimum handling qualities for all operational tasks over a wi de flight

envelope is likely to require a mix of aircraft motion sensor signals from:-

Ra te ~ rroscopes
Accelerometers
Airstreas Direction Detectors (ADDs)

In failure states loss of some of these sensors may be acceptable , but for continued controlled
flight motion sensing about all axes must be provided; this deman ds quadruplex (at lsast) signals
from the essential sensors.

Multiplex ADD installations require individual corrections to be applied to each sensor to
compensate for local flow and cross—axis effects; these corrections are , in general , functions of
Mach number. Multiplex accelerometer installations require individual corrections to be applied
for local acceleration effects due to angular rates and accelerations; they are also subject to
indivi du*l local •ffects of stru ctural motions, which are extremely sensitive to poeitioning. For
these r..nona the correction and consolidation of sensor signals in multiplex installations of these
types of sensors is very complex. Mult iplex rate ~~roscope installations on the other hand are
relatively insensitive to such effects and for this reason ar, the preferred type of sensor for
the “hard core” of th . control system. The only question i. whether adequate handl ing qualities
can be achieved for safe flight with only angular rate feedback signals. MC studiea indicate that
acceptable handling in pitch can be provided with an appropriate blend of proportional , + integral
+ differential pitch rate signals with both stable and unstable aerodyna mics, althoug h for
satisfactory handl ing over the complete speed range incidence and , possibly, normal acceleration
signals are required. Qs the roll axis , rate demand control is now conventional and the question
of static stability does not arise. Zn yaw, stability augmentation by rate feedback alone is
believe d to provide a sufficient level of stability to pr.vept divergence should a failure of sidealip
or lateral accelerometer signal, occur in fligh t at high incidence, where natural stability is
inadequate; recovery to low incidence , (natural stability) say be necessary to prevent longer—term
divergence .

_ _
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5.3 Signal Processing

A few years ago there was considerable debate over the question of analogue or digital
computing for future flight control systems. Now the choice seems clear; digital computing is
alsoat universally favoured for the following reasons: -

• easier implementation of complex control laws e.g. non-linear gearing
schedules

• ability to generate integ ral and different ial functions of sensor
inputs

better interlane accuracy

• exact , repeatable performance , insensitive to environment

reducing size and cost

Potential hazards of digital systems are the questions of software integrity and susceptibility
to electro—magnetic interference, particularly lightning strike. These problems have to be seen
to be overcome - the former by rigorous checking procedures, the latter by adequate testing,before
digital systems can be declared airworthy.

5•li Actuation
The integ r ity establishe d upstream in the quadruplex sensing and computing lanes must not be

allowed to drain away at the interface with the power controls. A number of possible solutions
for systems which can survive a single hydraulic system failure combined with an electrical
lane failure have been investigated. The solution favoured by SAC at the present time is duo -triplex
first stage actuation , with conventional , duplicated hydraulic supplies. Each triplex first stage
is served by one hydraulic system. Single hydraulic failure leaves three electrical lanes , served
by the live system, operative , with ability to lose one of those lanes without loss of control.
Tb. type of actuator preferred is the failure absorption actuator. In this type a failed lane
is not 4.—selected but overridden by the live lanes. This leads to considerable simplification
compared with positive rejection schemes with acceptable degradation of performance following
failures.

Othe r alternative s, such as triplex hydraulic systems or separate control surface redundancy,
which may superficially appear simpler solutions have , on deeper investigation , found to be more
complex and heavier than the solution of single multiplex actuator operating each of the
conventional •inisum number of control surfaces.

5.5 Compromises Necessary
One of the limitations encountered in the definition of control laws for fly-by-wire systems

i. the compromise necessary to cater for the wide range of loadings and configurations. A typical
strike aircraft with fuselage and wing-mounte d stores spans very wide ranges of mass (2:1),moments
by inertia (4:ii4g~),longitu dinal , lateral and directional stability with different external store

loads. The control laws must perforce be a comprom ise because it is impossible to provide optimum
handling qualities in all configurations. Inevitably also , manoeuvre restrictions must be based
cm the worst stability characteristics. -

‘t .~ould be possible to use signals from the stores management system and fuel system as
- . ~o the flight control system to provide some form of “ccntigurntion sensing” for scheduling

- - otrol gains. However multi plex discrete sigmals would be re quired from each source and the
i.~ i ~ .: ~ f thesi leade to formidable integrity problems.

~~ is an area wiicb warrants further study; alternative solutions should be sought. -

6. THE JAaUAR FLY-NT-WIRE PkCX1RAII~

To pave the way for the next generation of combat aircraft , a national (UK ) research progr~~~e
into full-time digital fly-by-wire, based on a Jaguar airframe, has been launched. The objectives
ar. to demonstrate:—

• confidence in the airworthiness of full-tim. digital fly-by-wire

control of longitudinal instability

• stall departure and spin prevention

The quadruplex , digital fl ight control system and the associated powe r supplies have been defined
to meet the same safety rat .. as for an operatio nal sirvice aircra ft .

fmgin.ering featu res of the fly-by-wire Jag uar are indicated in figure i8.

Th, fly-by—wire Jagmsr will, it is believe d , be the first airc ra ft , other than the space

shuttle,to fly with a digital full-time fly-by-wi re control system. It is expected to provide the

confidence to go ahead with full-time digital fly-by-wire control in the next generation of combat

aeroplansa.

N
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FIG~~~JA GUA R FLY BY WIRE ENGINEERING FEAT U RES .

4 - P L E X  D I G I T A L  C O M P U T I N G  AND S I G N A L L I NG .

4 PLEX I PRIMARY SENSORS ( R A T E  G Y R O S C O P E S )

2 PLE X SECONDARY SENSORS C A D . D~S , A C C E L E R O M E T E R S )
D U O - T R I P L E X  F I R S T  S T A G E  POWER C O N T R O L  A C T U A T O R S .

TWIN E L E C T R O — P U M P S
UPRAT ED E-D H Y D R A U L I C  PUMPS / MINOR M O D I F I C A T I O N S

I N C R E A S E D  T H R U S T  T A I L P L A N E  P. F.C.U S. ~ TO
\ E X I S T I N G  S Y S T E M S

E X T R A  B A T T E R I E S
UPRATED T .R.U S.

WING L.E. STRAKES AND A~ T BALLAST FOR UNSTA B LE FLIGHT.

7. SU~O4ARY OF SENEFI’1~S AND RISKS

The application of Active Controls Technolo~~ to combat aircraft offers significant benefits
in efficiency or performance. Particularly in th. air superiority role it will provide future
pilot, with greatly enhanced combat effectiveness , for example:-

10% improvement in sustained manoeu vrability
15% improvement in attained aanoeuvrability
25% improvement in radius of action

combined with carefree sanoeuvring, free from the possibility of spinning or overstresaing. An
aeroplane so equipped will be a fighter pilot’s aeroplane par excellence.

There is promise also of some additional benefits due to the application of active flutte r
control and ride control system..

Undoubtedly th.re are developmen t rieks , as there have been with all technical innovations .
For thin reason the Jaguar fly-by-wire progr~~~. ha~ been launched. Additionally, great care
will be needed to control costs , not only of development but of procurement and of ownership over
the total life span of th. aircraft.
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F-16 MULTI-NATIONAL FIGHTER
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Direc tor , Aerospace Technology

General Dynamics Fort Worth Division
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Fort Worth , Texas 7610]. USA

SUMMARY

The F-16 Mul t i -Nat ional  Fi ghter  is the f i r s t  production aircraft developed in which
an Active Flight Control System was incorporated from its inception. In the past , the
desi gn of a f l ight control system was undertaken after the basic aircraft aerodynamic
design was set and was used mainly to improve handling quali t ies . This usually involved
l i t t l e  more than augmenting p itch and lateral-directional damping . As aircraft handling
and performance requirements increased , so did comp lexity of the fligh t con trol sys tem.
The desire to obtain uniform aircraft response to pilot commands results in command
augmentation systems being used in the f l ight control system . Since these systems
required large au thor i ty  surface commands to achieve the desired response , the require-
men t for highl y reliable electronic systems was generated and achieved. The achievement
of this reliability has allowed the application of an Active Control System in the F-l6.
This paper presents a summary of the F-16 Multi-National Fighter Flight Control System.
The basic functions of the Flight Control System are discussed as well  as the uniqu~
fea tu res  such as Relaxed Static Long itudinal Stabi l i ty  (RSS) , Fly-By-Wire (FBW) , and Side-
Stick Pilot ’s Controller (SSC). In addition , the basic philosophy behind the selection
of the Flight Control System functions and unique features as well as flight test results
and future applications are discussed.

SYMBOLS

A.C. aerodynamic center

A~ normal acceleration
CD drag coeff ic ient

CL l i f t  coeff icient

L0~~ l i f t  of the wing body due to angle of at tack

total l i f t  of the wing-body-tail

LOT l i f t  of the tail due to angle of at tack

L6T l i f t  of the tail due to deflect ion

LH left-hand

M < I Mach less than one

M > 1 Mach greater than one

MAC mean aerodynamic chord

total pressure
P5 stat ic pressure

RB right-hand
RSS relaxed s tat ic  longitudinal stabil i ty

SM s tat ic  margin

T . E .  t rail ing edge

W weight

a ang le of attack

/3 sideslip angle
9 pitch rate

horizontal tail deflection

- - - - .—~~ —  —
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INT RODUCTION

The relaxed static stability (RSS) concept is incorporated in the F-l6 Multi-
National Air Combat Fighter (Fi gure 1). The f i ghter , developed by General Dynamics , is
equipped wi th  an active f ly-by -wi re  f l ight control sys t em.  The configurat ion of the
f l i ght control  system for the F-16 evolved from extensive evaluations conducted on a
six-degree-of-freedom , real-time , piloted flight simulator and from aircraft 8ystem per-
formance flight evaluations on the YF-16 prototype aircraft. This flight control system
is a ful l  f l y-by-wire control system; no mechanical linkages are used between the cockpit
and the integrated servoactuators that power the primary control surfaces . The signifi-
cant capabilities and features of the F-l6 f l i gh t  control system are :

o Longitudinal relaxed static stability (RSS): allows the airplane to be
balanced to achieve improved range and maneuvering performance.

o Three-axis command and stability augmentation : provides precise control
and excellent handling qualities.

o Fail-operative/fail operative redundancy : provides a high degree of flight
sa fe ty  and a high probabi l i ty  of mission success.

o Full fly-by-wire control system: provides maximum f lex ib i l i ty  for tailor-
ing f l y ing qual i t ies .

o Automatic angle-of-attack limiting : allows the p ilot to aggressively use
the maximum capability of the airplane without fear of inadvertent loss of
con trol .  -

o Bui l t - in  s e l f - t e s t i n g  capabi l i ty :  ensures f l ight control system f l igh t
readiness with minimum downtime for maintenance act ions .

The primary f l ight control system interfaces direct ly wi th  the secondary f l ight
control and air data systems . Three-axis flight-path control is provided by the primary
flight control system through movement of the primary control surfaces , whereas the
secondary flight control system provides high-lift , aerodynamic braking , and improved
maneuver performance through the movement of l i f t -  and drag-modification devices. The
air data system provides the aerodynamic intelligence .

Flight path control is achieved by actuating the all-movable horizontal tails for
pitch and roll control , the par t ia l -span, wing-mounted flaperons for roll control , and
the conventional rudder for yaw control (Figure 2). Maneuver capability at high ang les
of attack is enhanced by a full-span leading-edge flap , automatically programmed as a
function of Mach number and angle of attack . The result is a variable , near-op timum
camber that maintains effective lift coefficients at high angles of attack, thereby pro-
viding a higher maximum lift capability, improved buffet characteristics and improved
direc tional stability . Symmetrical downward deflection of the flaperons and fixed deflec-
tion of the leading-edge flap provide increased lift for takeoff and landing .

SYSTEM MECHANIZATION

System mechanization of the F-l6  f l ight control system is accomplished by applying
the basic system elements as shown in Figure 3. Pilot control of the primary control
surfaces is accomplished without mechanical linkage by using displacement-type , force-
sensing control stick and rudder pedals , and through pilot-initiated tr.’m commands in
each of the three axes. The relationships of f l ight  control system input parameters .
functional characteristics , levels of redundancy , and control surface actuation mechani-
zation are shown in Figure 4. Four independent electronic branches (quadruple-redundant
system) with quadruple redundant (quadrex) pilot sidestick controller sensors accept
pilot command inputs . Feedback of quadrex airplane motion sensors (rate gyros and
accelerometers) provide static and/or dynamic stabilization . The quadrex system is
protected through automatic failure detection and correction mechanization to provide
fail-operative performance following two like electronic failures . The prime electronic
assembly is the flight control computer , which processes , gain-adjusts , filters , and
amplifies signals to command the five integrated servoactuators used to power the primary
control surfaces . Gain scheduling of commands in the various control axes , as required
for a par ticular command , is performed as a function of static pressure , impact pressure ,
or the ratio of impact pressure to static pressure . These functions are supplied in
quadrex form by the air data system , which senses triple sources of total pressure , static
pressure and angle of attack.

- ~~ - - - . - - — —~ - —-— - —  - .- 
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System Self-Testing Capability . A built-in self test capability in the primary

f l ight  control sys tem ensures f l i ght readiness of the system with minimum downtime for
maintenance actions . Self- test sequencing and monitoring is performed manually, auto-
ma ticall y, or in combination . Manual self-testing requires tes.t inputs from stick ,
pedals , switches , etc. Automatic (or semi-automatic) self-testing is more extensive and
involves the initiation of system inputs from within the system . Three types of tests
are available : (1) a safety-of-fli ght control confidence check , ( 2 )  a mission essent ia l
f l ight control confidence check , and (3) a complete tes t  for main tenance  purposes . The
f l i g h t  control  warning and semi-automatic  s e l f - t e s t  system is shown in Figure 5.

Redundancy Concept. System tolerances to various types of f a i lu res  are of pr imary
concern when a fly-by-wire control system is used without a mechanical backup system.
Electronics , ac tua tors , electrical power , and hydraulics are the four basic areas of
concern . Each of these areas has been carefully considered and provided wi th adequacy
redundancy to assure mission success. A two-fail operative redundancy concept is employed
in the F-l6 (Figure 6).

Electronic Redundancy. In al l  area s , except air data sensing , where three pneumatic
sources are used to obtain four electronic signals , four separate electronic branches
serve the f l i ght control system . The function schematic diagrams for the pitch , ro l l ,
and yaw axis are shown in Figures 7 , 8, and 9. As can be seen from these figures , any
two consecutive like-failures would not cause degraded performaflce and , therefore , would
meet MIL-F-87858 Level 1 handling qualities . The effect of a third like-failure depends
on the particular characteristics and location of the failure . The th i rd  f a i l u r e  resu l t s
in either no degradation or zero command to one integrated servoactuator , depending on
whether the failure is a hardover or a null failure. For the null failure , the aircraft
would provide at least Level 3 handling qualities since the aircraft can be flown with
any one surface at zero command .

Actuator Redundancy. F-16 is equipped with integrated servoactuators which make it
the first production aircraft to use this unique design concept .  Combining the command
servo and the power actuator in one package reduced the weight , volume , and cos t of the
actuator package . In addition , it simplified the logistics problem since the flaperon
and horizontal tail use the same integrated actuators.

Integrity of the integrated servoactuator is superior to that of any tandem surface
actuator now in production . Figure 10 presents a schematic diagram of this unique device
that combines the basic inherent reliability of conventional , integral , mechanical-
position feedback with multiple-command capabilities of redundant electrical commands .
The integrated servoactuator internally detects and corrects one failure (the second
electrical  or first mechanical servovalve); and th.~ pilo t can , at his discretion , arm
another monitor in the flight control computer which w i l l  compare the actuator with an
electronic model. If a failure is detected , a fail-safe command to the computer will
cause the integral , mechanical feedback to command the servoactuator to a predetermined
neu tral position .

Electrical Power Redundancy . The adoption of the fly-by-wire approach necessitnted
special design considera tions to assure uninterrupted electrical power to the flight
control system. It was necessary that the power redundancy be consistent with the elec-
tronic redundancy ; thus , four independen t isolated power supplies were required for a
quadruple sys tem. The arrangement of these four independent isolated 26-V. single-phase ,
800-Hz power supplies is shown in Figure 11. This schematic illustrates the arrangement
of the two ac generators , a 40-KVA pr imary generator and a 5-IcVA standby generator , that
are employed to provide a redundant and rel iable e lectr ical  power sourc e for the con trol
system. Each power supply receives inputs from each of the main 28-VDC buses and integral
battery . The dc power is supplied from two llS/220-VAC-28-VDC converters . Each converter
may receive input power from primary generator or from the standby gener ator .  The
emergency power unit is driven by engine high-pressure bleed air or hydrazine in the event
of improper generator voltage or frequency , generator failure or engine loss.

Each power supply includes the basic 26-V . 800-Hz inverter ; a 24-V bat te ry ,  a battery
chargar~ input power source selection logic ; status annunciation logic ; and s e l f - t e s t
logic. Multiple input power sources preclude loss of a supply because of a malfunction in
the input power system . The 24-V battery prevents power interruptions during primary
power source switching operations .

In summary , the flight control system electronics receives four-branch , uninterrupt-
able , regulated electrical power regardless of transient volta ges or fau l t  conditions
elsewhere in the aircraft system . -

Hydraulic Redundancy. There are two independen t hydraulic sys t ems . In addition , the
emergency power system can pressurize the primary system with its hydrau lic p~~ p. A b lock
diagram of this hydraulic power subsystem arrangement is shown in Figure 12. Level 2

I
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handling qualities will still exist after loss of one hydraulic system .

Air Data Redundancy. The air data probe supp lies two sources of to tal and sta tic
pressures . The third source of total and static pressure is obtained from the air data
side probe. Consecutive loss of two air data sources will cause the fligh t con trol
system to revert to standby gains (fixed values of static and impact pressure) . Level 3
handling qualities will result.

Three sources of angle-of-attack data are provided; two single-conical , air-flow-
detector-type angle-of-attack transmitters (one on each side of the aircraft) and a
differential pneumatic signal from the air data side probe . The side-mounted angle-of-
attack transmitters contain quadruple-redundant rotary voltage differential transformers ,
thereby making the angle-of-attack signal to the flight control computer two-fail-
operative for electrical failures . The effect of two mechanical angle-of-attack trans-
mitter failures is dependent on the actual failure modes.

Redundancy Management. One of the mos t cri tical items in multiple-redundan t flight
control system design is redundancy management. Redundancy at the system level intro-
duces considerations that do not arise in nonredundant systems . In the case of systems
with three or more channels , a more complex redundancy management involves signal selec-
tion , failure detection , failure isolation , and recovery from system faults. The
redundancy management approach selected for the F-l6 has been proven in laboratory and
fl i ght tests. The basic concept is an extension of the F-Ill technology , which demon-
stra ted high operational ability .

An active signal selec tor is the heart of the electronic redundancy management tech-
ni que used for the F-l6. The selector will select a good signal from quadrex redundant
signals in each of the three control axes (Ditch , roll , and yaw). As indicated in
Figure 13 , the quadruple-redundan t system employs four independent signal branches , i.e.,
each input signal source (pilot , inertial sensor , etc.) designated Branches A , B , C , and
D. Each of the four branch signals is processed independent ly and sent to the si gnal
selector in each of the four branches .

The active selector approach was chosen because (I) excellent quality signals can be
achieved , (2) the required clamping circuits are not comp l ica ted , and (3) the th i rd  con-
secutive failure to the active selector will not cause a hardover command (can be only
good or passive). This selector concept incorporates a middle-value-select voting scheme
along with a standby redundancy feature . In the normal (no-failure) condition . Branch D
in each selector is switched to a standby condi tion , and the signal selector functions as
a middle-value voter for the three rema in ing  branch si gnals , i.e., the middle value of
Branches A , B , and C is selected while all four branches are continuously monitored .
Should there be a failure , the failed branch would be detected by its monitor and switched
out in each branch signal selector . At the same time , Branch D would be switched from
standby status to active control in place of the failed branch , provided Branch D had not
failed. After the second failure , the signal neares t zero is selected and passed to the
servoamplifiers.

SYSTEM SELECTION AND RATIONALE

Two principal factors influence the F-l6 active flight control system design:
(1) the impact on airplane design , and (2) the design considerations involved in defining
the flight control system configuration . There are many trade-of fs associated with the
airplane and its control system defini t ion ; in this section , the more importan t and
significant factors are discussed.

The major features that were selected for the F-l6 are :

o Relaxed Static Stabil i ty

o Fly-By-Wire

o Minimum Displacement Controllers

o Ang le -of -At tack  and Norma l Acceleration Limiting.

Relaxed Static Stability (RSS). For the F- 16 f igh ter aircraft , maneuverability ,
weight , and range are the paramount requirements that influenced the selection of the
relaxed s ta t ic  stabil i ty (RSS) concept as a basic CCV approach for designing the aero-
dynamic configurat ion . Basically ,  the relaxed static s tabi l i ty  concept involves (1)
balancing the airplane to optimize performance and maneuverabil i ty, (2)  providing

.~~~ - _ _ _  ~ T.. -. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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sufficient aerodynamic control to avoid departures due to aerodynamic and/or inertial
disturbances , and (3) t a i lor ing  the f l ight control system to optimize handling qualities .
Differences between an airplane with relaxed static stability and a conventionally
balanced airplane are shown in Figures 14 and 15.

In the subsonic flight reg ime (Figure 14), the conventionally balanced airplane is
shown to have the resultant wing-body l i f t  act ing sligh t ly  a f t  of the center of g r a v i t y ,
the nose-down moment produced by the wing-body l i f t  componen t is balanced by a download
on the horizontal  ta i l , and the tail l i f t  subtracts  from the wing-body l i f t .  For the
RSS-balanced a i rp lane the wing-body l i f t  acts forward of the center of gravi ty and re-
quires an up-load on the horizontal tail to balance the nose-up pitching moment of the
wing-body . In addition , the lift on the tail of the RSS (Relaxed Static Stability) air-
plane is additive to the wing-body lif t , thus resulting in a higher total lift.

In Figure 15, the same information is shown for the supersonic flight condition .
In this case , both the conventionally balanced and the RSS airplanes have the wing-body
l i f t  vector ac t ing  a f t  of the center of g r a v i t y .  Because the RSS airplane has a center
of gravi ty  fa r ther  a f t  than the conventionally ba lanced airplane , the nose-down p i t ch ing
moment due to the wing-body lift requires a much smaller down-load on the horizontal tail
for trim. The result is a higher obtainable lift for the RSS airplane in the supersonic
f l i gh t reg ime .

Further  insight into the differences between a conventionally balanced airplane and
one employ ing RSS can be obtained by an analysis of Figure 16 which illustrates a typical
aerodynamic center (a c.) variation in Mach number . A conventional a f t - c e n t e r - o f - g r a v i t y
limit is shown on this p lo t .  Normally ,  this limit is based on maintaining some minimum
positive static marg in , nominally three to five percent. When an airplane is balanced
in the conven t ional manner , large static margins are inheren t in the supersonic f l igh t
regime because of the significant aft movement of the airplane aerodynamic center . A
typical RSS aft limit is also shown on the same i l lus t ra t ion. It  can be seen that the
subsonic s t a t i c  marg in is much less posi t ive for the RSS configura t ion .

The performance benefits derived by adopting the RSS concept are basically attribut-
able to (1) higher trimmable lift coefficients , and (2) lower trim deflections with their
attendant drag and tail load reductions. Typical performance benefits that can be ex-
pec ted from reduced static stability are shown in Figure 17. Performance gains for a
typical air-combat mission are indicated by comparing a conventional balanced airplane
having a 25 percent MAC c.g. with those of an RSS airplane having a c.g. in the range of
35 to 40 percent . -

Fly-By-Wire. When the RSS concept is employed , the basic airplane static stability
mus t be augmen ted in the subsonic f l i ght regime where negative static margins are present ,
Basically, an unstable airplane is fl own as a stable airplane , and the stab i l ity and
command augmen ta t ion sys tem permi ts  norma l p i lo t  control  techniques  whi le  masking the
unstable  f ree  a i r f r ame . If mechanical  components are used to , t r a n s mit  p i l o t  commands to
control surfaces , elec tr ical  componen ts are s t i l l  involved to implemen t the command and
stability augmentation system. It follows that the retention of mechanical components
for t ransmission of pilot s t ick  commands is unjustifiable (weight and cost-wise), since
an unstable airplane cannot be control led in f l i ght w i thou t  the bene f i t  of a f u l l - t i m e
operating stability and command augmentation system. This places increased demands on
electronic reliabili ty. - However , once the demands on electronic reliability and the
commensurate demands on elec tr ica l  and hy d rau l i c  power requiremen ts are  met , the obvious
step is to take advantage of this reliability by incorporating a full fly-by-wire flight
control system .

The decision to employ a full fly-by-wjre flight control system in the F-16 airp lane
was primarily based upon obtaining improved airplane performance through the use of RSS.
Therefore, the selected flight contro l system concept was a natural outgrowth of a
redundant electronic control system required for the augmentation system in an unstable
(i.e. , RSS) airplane .

Minimum Displacement Controllers. The application of,. fly-by-wire flight control
system permits a simple implementation of the pilot ’s .con tr*l stick and rudder pedals.
Particularly , the fly-by-wire approach to the flight control system is compatible with
force-sensing devices for accepting pilot input commands . Additionally , results of YF-16
trade studies on conventions-i center location versus a side location and displacement
versus force- sensing mechanizations favored the force-sensing, side-stick controller .
Advantages of the force-sensing, rudder pedal and side-s tick controller combination are
(1) no linkage dynamics or friction felt at the controfler, (2)  no linkage balancing
p roblems , (3) enhanced system survivability , (4) greater freedom in ai rframe design
compatible with the high “g” cockpit arrangement , and (5) p o t e n t i a l  for weight , space and
cost savings .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The pilot ’s side-stick controller (Figure 18) used in the F-16 is equipped with
physically and electrically isolated transducers so that forces (approximately 1/8-inch
total displacement) cm the stick grip generate quadrex electrical signals to command
pitch and roll inputs to the flight control system. The force-sensing element contains
quadrex transducers in both the pitch and roll axes .

Like the pilo t ’s side-stick controller , the pilot ’s rudder peda l assemb ly is a
minimum-deflec tion force-sensing device. In appearance this assembly is similar to a
pair of conventional rudder pedals and the pilot achieves directional (yaw) control
through the translation of either pedal (approximately ± 1/2 inch) to generate quadrex
electrical signals by use of a linear variable differential-type transducer . These
signals are summed with other gain-adjusted signals in the flight control computer and
sent to the rudder integrated servoactuator .

Angle-of-Attack and “G” Normal Acceleration Limiting. Considerable time and effort
has been spent during the course of the F-l6 development to determine the optimum air-
craft configuration to enhance its performance as a fighter . Since turn performance is
one of the main indicators of fighter performance , we have leaned heavily on this param-
eter to develop the configuration . Turn performance is a function of both speed and
normal acceleration . In turning flight , speed is a function of drag and of thrust to
wei ght ra tio , and normal acceleration is a function of wing loading, angle of attack ,
and speed . Once the desired wing load1~ng and thrust to weight ratio have been established
for the design configuration , the maximum turn rate capability can be determined .

Increased turn rate can be obtained at a given flight condition by increasing load
fac tor or by holding load factor and bleeding off energy (speed). The maximum usable
lift of an aircraft occurs at that angle of attack where the speed is decreasing faster
than the lift is increasing and consequently both normal acceleration and turn rate fall
of f . Increases in angle of attack above this value not only result in excessive speed
loss , with reduced turn rate , but put the aircraft in an area in which it is subject to
loss of control. Since loss of control is not normally considered a useful tactical
maneuver , increasing the angle of attack beyond the maximum usable value puts one more

- task on the pilot that detracts from his ability to visually track his opponent-
Moni toring Angle of Attack .

Maximum F-16 turn performance occurs in the 24-26 degree angle of attack range;
therefore , the angle of attack limiter is set at 25 degrees. Incorporation of the angle
of attack limiter in the F-l6 allows the pilot to consistently find his maximum turn
performance condition and use it without having to take his concentration off his
opponent for fear of losing control of the aircraft . The only other operational factor
which requires the pilot to monitor the aircraft state during combat conditions is the
aircraft structural limits. Incorporation of the “g” limiting feature frees the pilot
from having to monitor normal acceleration and thus leaves him totally free to concen-
trate on his opponent. 

-

We firmly believe that incorporation of the angle of attack and “g” limi ting features
has given the pilot an aircraft that he can use up to its maximum performance capability
without fear of loss of contrcl or overstressing the aircraft . We feel that these kinds
of devices do not limit performance . They actually enhance it by al lowing the pilot
complete freedom to use his maximum performance conditions . -

SUPPORT AND OPERATIONS

The F-l6 flight control and air data systems will achieve hi gh sortie rates with low
support cost because supportability has been designed into them . Desi gn emphasis was
placed on obtaining high reliability , low maintenance cost , ease of operation and suppor t ,
safety, high survivability and parts standardization. These goals veru achieved by using
parts with high reliability , reducing maintenance time, reducing vulnesrable areas , maxi-
mizing use of off-the-shelf componerts and standard part., and by the incorporation of
functional redundancy .

Reliability. Reliabi l i ty  of the f l ight control and air data systems has been
achieved throu gh the emphasis placed on those design considerations given in the princi-
pal areas of redundancy , the use of high reliability parts and the incorporation of
environmental control measures.

Multiple redundancy , backup sys tems and alternate modes of operation are provided
for those highly critical functions that could , if lost , result in loss or damage to the
aircraft . Some examples of this type of feature are the following:

- ~ 
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1. Quadrex fly-by-wire electronics and sensors in all control axes .

2. Triplex integrated servoactuators on each of the five primary and control
surfaces .

3. Triplex sources for air data parameters.

4. Dual hydraulic power sources with emergency pumping capability .

5. Normal and standby llS-VAC power generation .

6. Dual converters for 28-VDC power supply .

To preclude safety-related failures , the F-l6 f l ight control sys tem has designed-in
multiple redundancy from input to output .

Equipment l i fe  and r e l i ab i l i t y  of the F-16 electronics are significantly improved by
the interface of the environmental control system with the electronic equipment. Results
from F-I l l  experience and from trade studies conducted during the F-l6 preliminary desi gn
phase show that operation of electronic equipment at temperature extremes increases
failure rates and broad temperature excursions cause cyclic stress and induce mechanical
failure due to fatigue . The environmental controls identified below are built into the
F-l6 to prevent such fai lures .

1. Cooling air at a constant supply temperature of 35°F ± 20 for subsonic
f l ight condi tions.

2. Cooling air at a supply temperature of 0°F ± 50 for supersonic operation .

3. Airflow to equipment regulated by a flow control set which provides a
near constaflt cooling effect with exhaust air temperatures that do not
exceed +150 F.

4. Positive equipment-bay ventilation with cabin exhaust air to minimize
variations in bay temperatures resulting from aerodynamic heating effects
and intermittent equipment operation .

The F-16 cooling-air-supp ly temperature characteristics which result in reduced
temperature variation and reduced potential for thermal shock are depicted in Figure 19.

Mainta inabi l i ty.  Maintenance costs and maintenance downtime of the flight control
and air data system are desi gned-in by providing readily accessible equipment , providing
bui l t - in  tests , e l iminating adj ustment  requirements and simplify ing repair procedures .

Accessibility . The F-16 access doors and covers to the flight control and air data
system equipments are optimized as a result of YF-l6 maintenance experience and evalua-
tion of F-l6 equipment maintenance requirements. Much of the mechanical and electronic
equipment Is functionally grouped in compartments with large , hinged access doors. As a
result , the need to remove in- the-way components is virtually eliminated.

Fault Isolation/Self Test. Historically, the flight cotttrol system is one of the
most important contributors to maintenance cost; therefore , this system has received
special design attention for maintainability improvement . As a result , the system in-
corporates extensive built-in test capability for automatic fault-detection and self-test.
Also . system components are readily accessible under large , fast-opening , hinged doors
and are readily replaceable without adjustment . This accessibility , illustrated in
Figure 20 was demonstrated during prototype flight test when the flight control computer
was removed , replaced and checkout ready for flight in only 21 minutes . The flight
control system incorporates extensive use of fault isolation and self-test. It detects
malfunctions , identifies which axes and channels are affected , identifies which servo-
actuator has malfunctioned , utilizes failure indicators on the flight control computer ,
includes special fault-isolation logic for use by maintenance personnel , and includes
automatic self-teat to verif y proper system operation .

Simplified Repair and Support. The primary flight control system is repaired by
rep lacement of interchangeable components without a need for system alignment or adjust-
ment after repairing any component. The extensive fault isolation and self-test capa-
bility reduces flight control system maintenance personnel skill requirements and improves
the probability of successful system repair. The repair of electronic components at the
in termedia te level by replacement of circuit boards also reduces maintenance personnel
skil l  level requirements. Because of the built-in test capabilities , the need for special
test equipment for troubleshooting and functional check is eliminated. Also , no mainten-
ance platforms are required since all preflight , turnaround , and post-flight inspection
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items are accessible from ground level. The overall result of these economies is a
flight control system requiring a minimum of support equipment. This reduction in support
equipment decreases support cost and facilitates deployment of the airplane to , and its
operation from austere bases .

System Safety, Survivability and Vulnerability . The principal fea tures of the flight P
control system contributing to these characteristics are delineated briefly below .

System Safety. The F-l6 is designed to be a safe and reliable aircraft. Many fea-
tures are incorporated in the airplane to prevent and detec t hazardous situations and to
reduce acciden ts. Special emphasis was given in the design of the flight control system
to minimize the probability of loss-of-control accidents by (I) permitting the use of
high angles-of-a ttack without divergence , and (2) au toma tically limi t ing the maximum
angle-of-attack to maximum usable combat values. The tall vertical tail provides direc-
tional control at maximum angles-of-a ttack and the automatic aileron-rudder coupling

- provides spin resistance. Thus, the pilot can fly the F-l6 to the limits of his physical
ability and the aircraft ’s structural and maneuver capability without fear of losing
control. The features enhance F-l6 flight controllability and are illustrated in Figure 21.

Survivability/Vulnerability. The F-l6 flight control system contains designed-in
survivability/vulnerability features that enhance supportability . These features provide
improved performance in the important -areas of damage tolerance and damage repairability .
Through damage tolerance , the F-l6 airp lane and its con trol sys tem can sus tain hi ts and
damage , re turn to base , and thus place minimal support demands for replacement aircraft.
Throug h damage repairabil ity fea tures , minimal requirements are imposed for repair assets
in terms of materials  and manpower.

The damage toleran t design of the flight control system is the result of vulnerabil-
ity reduc tion through proper materials selec tion , redundancy , and separation of critical
components; shielding of critical components , concentration of critical components , etc.
The f l y-by-wire flight control sys tem is quadruple-redundant and the hydraulic system is
dual-redundant. Both systems are separated to the maximum extent . In addition , the
emergency power system is a redundant source of hydraulic and electrical power should
other aircraft power sources be destroyed . This emergency power system assures flight
control during air-start of jet-fuel-starter-assisted engine start attempts . And ,
f ina l ly, the F-16 can be successfully controlled and landed with the engine shut down . -

—

Fi gure 1 The Multi-National F-l6 Figure 2 Primary Control Surfaces
Air Combat Fi ghter
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SUMMARY

NASA is conducting an advanced flight contr ol research program with a modified F-8C aircraft.
The primary objective of this program is to provide flight experience and a design data base for
future practical flight-critical control systems. Key technologies being investigated include system
redundancy management and active control laws. Two control law packages have been proposed for
flight test. The first is the Control Configured Vehicle (CCV ) package which incorporates command
augmentation , boundary control , ride smoothing and maneuver flap functions. The second
package is an adaptive control law based on a parallel cha nnel maximum likelihood estimation
algorithm. This paper describes the design , implementation and flight test experience with both sets
of control laws.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

C
1 

- parameter-used in F-B parameterization

C~ - response variable n~ + V~0qP - measurement matrix
F - p lant matrix
g - acceleration due to gravity
G 1~ G 2, G3 - input matrix due to control , gusts , trim
H - measurement matrLx
K 1 - control system gains

L - likelihood function for L-th filter
- normal acceleration

Z -. lateral accelerationn~ - normal acceleration at pilot

p - roll rate
p5 - specific excess power

q - pitch rate
- dynamic preasure

r - yaw rate
a - Laplace operator
T - samp ling interval
U - control input
V - true airspeed
w - wing disturbance
x - state vector
y - measure ment

- delay operator
RS - ride smoothing
MP - maneuver flap
CCV - Contro l ConfIgured Vehicle
DFBW - Digita l Fly-by-Wire
PCMLE - Parallel Channel Maximum Likelihood Estimation
CAS . Command Augmentation System
RAV - Remotely Augmented Vehicle
MLE - Maximum Likelihood EstimatIon
SAS - Stability Augmentation Sy.tem
KIAS - Knots Indicated Airspeed
SIGSQ - residual parameter in PCMLE
PSS - Ibeitive Speed Stability

- angle .of.attack
p .

~ angle-of-sIdeslip
•e. ~., 6 r - elevator, aileron, rudder surfaces
ee’,, 8a.,~6r~ - surface command
• - roll attitude
• - pitch attit ude

- yaw attitude
- tu rn coordination parameter

v - Kalina4, filter residual
V2 - gradient operato r
V - second partial derivative mstrIZ
Me, M 6 - pitch moment due to indicated var Iab le
V~.0 - cross-ove r velocity in C~Ze, Z 6 - normal fo rce due to Indicated variable
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration, in cooperation with industry and variou s
academic Institutions , is conducting research in the area of advanced flight control systems . As part
of this research program , the Hugh L. Dryden Flight Research Center

3
j~ currently flight testing a

full authority fault-tolerant digital, fly -by-wire (DFBW) control system using an F-8C testbed
aircraft  ( Figure 1). The primary objective of this program is to provide flight experience and a
design data base for future  practical flight-critical control systems. The key technology areas
being investigated are systems redundancy management , and advanced control law concepts, This
paper addresses primarily the control law aspects of the program,

The F-8C DFBW program has t w o m a j o r  control law research objectives . The first is to
examine the design , mechanization , and performance of an integrated set of control laws which
would be typical of those for projected aircraft employing full-time active controls. The potential
ben~fi~~ of active controls in an all-new aircraft design are a matter of continuing study and experimenta-
tion - The actual mechanization of active control laws in the fault-tolerant full authority F -8C
DFI3W control system was intended to provide insight into the control law design and implementation
techniques applied to a realistic advanced control system.

‘rhe second objective is to exploit the computational advantages of a digital computer In the
implementation of advanced control techniques , it is no longer unreasonable to consider control law
structures which require the real time solution of modern estimation or filtering algorithms. A
control law approach was selected which would not only tax the digital computer ’s capability, but also
would provide benefits not attainable otherwise.

These objectives led to two contr~ l law packages for the test aircraft. The first Is a “ Control
Configured Vehicle (CCV) Package, ” which incorporates command augm entation , boundary control ,
ride smoothing and maneuver flap functions , all designed for simultaneous operation . The second
is an “Adaptive Control Law Package, t ’ ~~~~~~ utilizing a real-time parallel channel maximum
likelihood estimation (PCMLE) algorithm to identify key aircraft parameters and continuously adjust
control system gains as a function of aircraft flight condition and configuration without the use of
air data parameters.

The F-8C aircraft was flown with the DFBW system for the first time in August 1976 , utilizing
the CCV control laws. The adaptive control law software has been developed and Is undergoing final
testing prior to flight test. This paper describes the design implementation and test experience with
both sets of control laws.

Section 2 describes the design criteria and ground rules for the CCV control laws. Section 3
presents the design procedure and Section 4 the imp lementation of the CCV package. The CCV flight
test program is summarized in Section 5. Section 6 presents the adaptive control structure. The
parallel channel maximum likelihood estimation (PCMLE) algorithm is presented in SectIon 7. Its
implementation for flight test Is described In Section 8. The PCMLE performance on a simulator
and wit h flight data is described in Section 9. Section 10 presents Conclusions,

2.0 DESIG N CRITERIA AND GROUND RULES FOR THE CCV CONTROL LAWS

The CCV control laws were to emphasize control configured vehicle benefits for fighter aircraft.
Specific pitch axis objectives were Improved handling qualities, angle-of-attack limiting, gust
alleviation, drag reduction in steady and maneuvering flight, and a capability to fly with reduced static
stability. The lateral-directional design objectives were improved Dutch roil damping and turn
coordination over a wide range in angle-of-attack. An overall program objective was to explore the
use of modern control design method ology to achieve these specific CCV benefits. Other objectives -

and ground rules are summarized below.

2. 1 Control Surface8 and Actuators

The conLrol laws were constrained to be compatible with the existini airframe without structural
modification. Hence, the control laws use only existing elevator, rudder, and aileron as control
effector s, each powered by existing actuators. Altered control surfaces or new force producers were
not considered. However , the ailerons are commanded symmetrically to provide an additional control
input in the pitch axis.

2.2 Sensors

The control laws were also constrained to use available sensors. These include pitch , roll, and
yaw rate gyros , vertical and directional gyros and normal and lateral accelerometers. A ir data
measurements included angle-of-attack, Mach number , and pressure altitude.

— - 
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2. 3 Computer Capacity and Sample Rate

Because contro l law calculations typically consume only a small fraction of the total computational
load in a night computer (the majority is I/O, self test, m ode and redundancy control), a general
design guideline was that the control laws should be structured so as to use no more tha n 25 percent
of the total available time. For the prespecified sample rate of 50 per second, this resulted in about
5 milliseconds of available frametime . The sample rate Is also high enough to produce no
substantial differences between direct digital design (discrete-time con trol laws designed for discrete -
time models) and continuous time design with after-the-fact discretization.

3.0 THE CCV DESIG N PROCEDURE

The major steps in the design process involved linear modeling, control law synthesis with
optimal control theory , digital controller analysis, and design verification on a nonlinear six-degree-
of-freedom simulation. The study utilized existin g software design tools in the first three areas.
The last task was conducted using the DFBW F-BC simulators at NASA Langley and Dryden Research
Centers.

3. 1 Modelipg

N onlinear aerodynamic data for the F-BC as a function of Mach, altitude, angle-of-attack, and
surface position was used to obtain linear models, The aircraft equations of motion were trimmed
numerically at selected operating conditions. Numerical differentiation, based on small
perturbations in each of the states and controls, was used to compute the system matrices. The
actuator models and gust filters were then appended to complete the modeling process.

Linear models were obtained at 25 flight conditions defined by the nominal altitude, Mach , weight,
geometric configurations and load factor . These models have the form:

x F(~~)x + G
1

(~~)6 + G2(Qw + G3
(~~)

y H(2~)x + D(!1)6, i • 1, 2, . . . ,  25

where x denotes 12 aircraft states, O denotes three control surface deflections, w denotes wind gust
disturbances, and y’s are assorted outputs to be measured or controile& The matrices F, G 1, G2,
G3, H, and D can be treated as continuous functions of the slowly changing parameters (ci).

3.2 Control Laws

The longitudinal and lateral control laws were separately designed with- modern linear quadratic
optimization techniques to satisfy conventional design requirements. A quadratic optimization
problem was solved at each flight condition. The resulting control laws were simØ0ified and gains
were approximated as functions of air data measurements to Obtain gain schedules.

3, 2. 1 The Longitudinal Axis- - -

3.2. 1. 1 Normal Elevator Control Mode--This mode was designed to satisfy the following
performance specifications: -

1) Command Augmentation Functions

a) CC step response
b) Stick gradient to meet MIL. -F-8785 t 8J
C) Neutral speed stability

2) Regulator Function

Reasonably damped gust responses (short period damping ratio > 0.3)

3) Tolerance for Uncertainties

a) Classical loop gain marg in greater than 6db and phase margLn greater than 30 degrees
b) Loop attenuation at high frequencies (< -20 db at 8 Hz)

These requirements are obviously not in the quadratic cost function form required by linear-
quadratic optimization theory. Hence, an important step In the design process was to re-Interpret
them in more suitable terms. The reinterpretation rationale ii discussed briefly below .

Consider the command augmentation requirement. first. Item (1*) in this group is a dynamic
response specification on C*, a linear combination of pitch rate and normal accelera tion

- — - - - --— - - — 
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CC • n + V q V 98 .8 m/sz CO CO

This criterion was chosen because it permits the designer to control one response with one forcing
function (the elevator). At high dynamic pressures, the elevator produces primarily normal
acceleration, and at low dynamic pressures, it produces primarily pitch rate; hence , the sum of
these responses produces a composite variable that has significance at all flight conditions.

In response to step commands from the pilot~s control stick , the CC variable must stay within
a specified response envelope whose center is closely approximated by the step response of a second-
order linear model with t.~ 7 rad/sec, C 0. 9. This requirement was incorporated in the optimiza -

tion framework by the com m on te jhj i.tcjtj e of appending an explicit “ model” and penalizing
errors between it and the aircraft . ‘ Specification Item ( lb) was then used to set the DC gain
(acceleration per unit stick force) of the model , and Item (ic) was satisfied by penalizing an appended
integral of the model-following error as well as the error itself . The latter approach is motivated
by the fact that “ neutral speed stability” is actually imposed In order to provide command
insensitivity to trim changes.

A low pass filter was applied to the normal acceleration signal used to construct CC . ‘I’his filter
provides high frequency attenuation, Item (3b), which Is required to assure adequate stability margins
In the presence of uncertain servo characteristics and unm odelled flexure dynamics of the airframe.
Loop transfer functions of trial designs without such filters tended to drop off too slowly to meet the
specification.

Based on the above rationale, the criterion function was taken as a weighted sum of four quadratic
terms--model-following error, (CC - CCC), integrated model-following error , ,,r(C* - CC

c)dt~ elevator
rate, d/dt 6 , and elevator command, 6 .  Quadratic weights were then selected iteratively until the
resulting co&rol law satisfied all performance specifications.

The final C* controller can accommodate reduced static stability caused by shifting the center of
gravity aft . Variations in the center of gravity fr om 29 percent mean-aerodynamic-chord (nominal
static stability margin) to 48 percent (very unstable) were studied. Such dramatic variations in the
center of gravity are not experienced under normal loading conditions. Instead , they are meant to
represent different airframe designs. The mechanization can accommodate a wide range of static
margins without modifying the basic C* control loop.

3. 2. 1. 2 Angle of Attack Limiting Mode- -A separate elevator controller was designed to hold a
reference angle-of-attack. This boundary controller, also designed with linear-quadratic optimiza-
tion theory, provides proportional plus integral action on the angle -of-attack error and uses pitch
rate feedback to damp the short-period dynamics sufficiently to prevent boundary overshoot . The
criterion function was a weighted sum of squared errors in angle-of-attack, integrated angle-of-attack,
elevator rate, and pitch rate.

3.2. 1, 3 Symmetric Aileron Control Mode- -Two sub-modes were provided in the CCV cont rol
laws for commanding symmetric aileron deflection . They are the maneuver flap (MF) and ride smooth-
ing (RS) mode. The first mode provides a steady state minimum drag schedule for the flaps. The
second combines elevator and sym r~etric ailerons dynamically to provide direct lift in addition to drag
reduction.

3.2. 1. 3. 1 Maneuver Flap Mode- - The MF mode was designed to position the symmetric
ailerons for minimum drag during maneuvers. The schedule was determined from the nonlinear
F -BC simulation by computing the drag with various symmetric aileron settings. The schedule
was implemented as a function of steady-state pitch rate since at zero pitch rate no deflection
is desired. A further advantage La that this schedule provides minor gust alleviat ion and thus
1. compatible with the RS mode. The schedule I. implemented with a two second lag filter
on pitch rate to effectively decouple the maneuver flap. fr om the short period dynamics.

3.2 , 1.3 .2 Ride Smoothing Mode- -The RS mode was designed to reduce rms acceleration due to
gusts and t o enhance the pitch response through a combination of symmetric flap and eleva tor
deflection, A significant reduction in the rigid body accelerati on due t o gust, can be realized if
lift can be produced “ directly” rather than by changing the angle-of-attack with the elevator.
Utilization of direct lift also provides “ command augmentation” whereby the amount of pitch
rate overshoot req uired to obtain a fast n~ response is reduced.

Implementation of direct lift required a flap-to-elevator crossfeed to compensate for the pitching
moment of the symmetric ailerons. This croisfeed is easily computed by comparing the
relative magnitudes of the pitchin g moment and nor mal force of the elevator and flap..
Fortunately this ratio La nearly constant for all flight condition, and a fixed crosefeed was adequate .
To reduce the gust-induced normal accelerat ion , a controller structur e that command s direct
lilt a~ a functi on of normal acceleration was selected. The gain on was scheduled to keep
the loop gain near unity. Thi, gain value will provide about a 50 percent reduction in gust -induced
acceleration, and do.. not present any stability problems.

- - —- 
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3. ~ . 2 The Lateral-Directional Axes- -The objectives of the lateral-directional control laws were
1) good roll rate response (first order with a 0. 2 second time constant), 2) Dutch roll damping > 0. 19 ,
and 3) good turn coordination (Level I, MIL-F-8785B).

A quadratic optimal controller was designed to follow an explicit roll rate model and to minimize
sideslip and lateral acceleration for roll stick commands .

The criterion function was a weighted sum of roll rate model-following error , integral of lagged
lateral acceleration, kinematic sideslip rate (r - pa - g/V •), and control effort (aileron and rudder
commands).

The resulting design produced good Dutch roll damping and turn coordination over the flight
envelope but requires a full complement of sensors (p. r , ~, a , V). This structure is often called
“ inertial turn ” coordination since the controller commands the stability axis yaw rate needed to
balance centrifugal and gravity forces along the body Y axis . This balanced condition corresponds to
a coordinated turn. However , this structure requires very precise attitude and true air speed
measurements for implementation. Since these sensors are not available on the test aircraft , the
design was simplified to use only roll rate , yaw rate, and lateral acceleration feedbacks , plus an
aileron to rudder crossfeed. Thig simplification was performed by means of fixed for m solutions of
the original optimization problem.

4.0 CCV CONTROL LAW IMPLEM E NTATION

4. 1 Functional Block Diagrams

The CCV control design process provided three independent control modes for the pitch axis, one
basic mode for the lateral-directional axes , and several outer loops. These were integrated into a
simple packa ge, as described briefly below.

The integrated pitch CAS consists of the basic CC elevator controller, plus angle-of-attack
limiting plus two additiona l modes that command symmetric aileron deflection. A block diagram is
shown in Figure 2. Specific details are contained in reference 5.

The CC and alpha limiter modes were integrated with a switching strategy which provides smooth
transition from normal control to boundary control whenever the pilot commands an angle-of-attack
higher than a preset reference limit. The mode transition also protects against unaccelerated stalls.
The switching strategy is based on commanded elevator rates. This ensures smooth transitions and
eliminates elevator trim problems.

The direct lift function is Integrated with the CC mode such that the pitch stick continues to command
CC. However , with the RS mode engaged, the improved ride smoothing and N

~ 
responses offered by

direct lift are both realized. Stick gains for the RS mode were selected to produce the same steady
state flap deflections as the MF mode.

Conventional outer loop modes including altitude h old , attitude hold , and Mach hold were added
to the pitch CAS. 

- 

-

A function block diagram for integrated lateral-directional SAS i. shown in Figure 3. The roll
axis commands aileron position as a function of the difference between the output of a first order model
and measured roll rate. The yaw axis provides Dutch roll damping thr ough conventional high-passed
yaw rate and turn coordination via the aileron crossfeed and lateral acceleration feedback. Additional
details are contained in reference 5.

The lateral axis includes a roll-attitude-hold and a heading-hold outer loop. These loops were
designed with classical frequency domain methods.

4. 2 CCV Control Law Mechanization 
-

The quadratic optimal control law design process produced continuous domain block diagrams
applicable for a single channel system. Two steps were required before the CCV control laws could

- be implemented in the triplex digital flight control system. The first was the transformation of
continuous elements to discrete equations which could be programmed. fhe second was the integra-
tion of the control laws with the other flight software.

4,2. 1 Control Law Discretization— -Baaed on experience in the first phase of the F-8C DFBW
program12 it was known tha t sufficient gain and phase margin could be achieved with a sample period of
30 milliseconds. In fact, the first all-digital simulations ci the CCV control law were executed in a
32 millisecond sample period in order to be compatible with the real time simulation executive
software. The inner loop sample period for the flight system was chosen to be 20 milliseconds to
provide some design margin, especially for the high bandwidth ride smoothing mode , and also to
forego potential sample rate quantization effects in the roll axis where high command rates are
common.

— ‘
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The outer loop autopilot and gain scheduling functions were executed every four minor cycles, or

80 milliseconds.

The continuous-domain filters were discretized using the bilinear, matched z-transform method
of reference 13. This method transforms filters ci various forms as shown in Table 1. For a sample
period of 20 milliseconds, and for the filters used in the CCV control laws, both this method and the
Tustin transform method yield discrete filter coeffIcients that agree within 1 percent.

Integrators appearing In closed-loop sections of the control law were implemented as

(T l + z 1

l - z ~~

whereas integrators used for trim and other quasi-open loop functions were mechanized as

T
1 -

All control law functions are computed in single precision, floating point arithmetic, which is a
hardware feature of the airborne computer. The floating point format employs a seven-bit
exponent and a signed 24 bit mantissa. Assembly language programming was used for all routines.

With the half-sample frequency of 25 Hz being an order of magnitude higher than the highest
bandwidth control loop, no significant sample rate effects were expected ‘~r seen. A comparison of
the pitch CAS response predicted for a continuous and discrete control system implementation is
shown in Figure 4, and illustrates the m inor effects of the discrete implementation.

4. 2. 2 Software Integration- -The approach taken in the F-8C DFBW mechanization was to isolate
the control laws from the system redundancy management software. The control laws operate as
if they were being executed in a single channel system.

The software execution sequence for a 20 millisecond minor cycle is shown in Figure 5.
Executive functions, consisting of computer synchronization and computer redundancy manage ment are
performed first. Then, all sensor and discrete information is read. The three computers exit the
synchronization routine within 50 micro-seconds of each other . This represents the max imum
skew between redundant sensor data read. Each computer receives all redundant sensor data. The
sensor signal selection algorithm chooses one set of data for the control laws to use, The selected
signal is either a mid value or average value for an unfailed triplex or duplex sensor set, respectively.

The control law calculations are divided into two sections. The first part contains only the corn -
putations necessary to produce the surface command and display outputs. The second part of the
control law software contains filter updates, gain scheduling, and other functions tha t can be performed
after the output commands are computed. The three computers provide bit-identical output commands.
Tracking of the analog commands to the actuator electronics is within 1 percent.

The detection and isolation of faulty sensors i. accomplished immediately after the control law
calculations. Faults are either logged for ground maintenance or annuncl4ted to the pilot, depending
on the sensor and level of failure.

The digital data telemetry routine transmIt, 20 32-bit words to an onboard recorder for post-flight
analysis. In the remaining 4 milliseconds, the in-flight computer self-test program performs central
processor tests, memory sums, and other checks on computer hardware operation.

Twelve bit analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog converters are used in the F—8C DFBW input-
output hardware. This yields the sensor and surface command resolution values shown in Table 2.

- One additional feature of the flight software is Its restart protection. In the event of a transient
interruption in processing in one machine due to a power loss or other cause, the control law, are
reinitialized in order to permit continued operation in that channel. Should a channel request a restart,
all machines execute a special data exchange routine which provides the interrupted computer with the
information required to be initialized, This includes the current surface commands and certain node
values, the present control flag states, and mode information. Only the computer being restarted
reinitializes itself, From the time a restart request is observed, approximately 10 mlUiseconds is
required to complete the reinitializatlon,

This restart feature is an important element of full authority, full time control laws which must
operate through unforeseen transient problems. This capability was demonstrated on one flight
during which a serious I/O transient fault led to a restart. The channel was automatically reinitialized
and continued normal operation without any adverse effect.

- - ~~- -- — - -.— _____________________________________
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5.0 CCV FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM SUMMARY

Twenty-two flights have been made by two pilots as of October 1977. The flight software and
two triplex systems have accumulated approxImately 1500 hours in ground and flight testing since
flight qualification. The CCV control laws have been examined at various points in the flight
envelope, as follows:

Mode Flight Condition Extremes

Basic CAS and 160 - 500 KIA S
lateral-directional SAS 3000 - 12000 meters

Maneuver Flap 400 KIAS; 5. 6g

Ride Smoothing 400 KI.AS; 2. Og

No rigid body or structural mode stability problems were predicted or observed during the envelope
expansion testing. The control system has been evaluated in instrument flight maneuvers, formation
fl ight, and during mild aerobatic maneuvers.

Because the tracking of the three digital channels is within 1 percent, the actuator and airplane
responses are indistinguishable from those which would result from a single channel system.

Although refinements have been and will continue to be made to the control laws, it is notable
that no problems were encountered which have required coding changes to be made to the control laws.

5. 1 Basic CAS and SAS Mode Flight Experience

The basic inner loop control laws, without flap or autopilot modes engaged, provide good closed-
loop response. The pitch CAS step response for two typical flight conditions Is shown in Figure 6.
The short period response is well damped, and the forward loop Integration is apparent in the stabilizer
response. The normal acceleration response is nearly identical for the two flight conditions whose
dynamic pressures differ by approximately a factor of two.

PiLot comments on the CAS mode in a variety of tasks have been very favorable with few exceptions,
the longitudinal control is rated better than a three on the Cooper-Harper scale, as shown in Table 3.
Refinements are currently being made to the stick shaping to improve formation flight characteristics.

The lateral-directional response8 are very close to those predicted during synthesis. FIgure 7
shows the response of the airplane to a pilot-commanded roll stick step input at Mach 0. 8 and 12, 200
meters. This response is typical of those observed in the flight test program. The Dutch roll is
critically damped and the roll time constant is approximately 0.4 seconds. Sideslip generation is small,
but the lateral acceleration response at the pilot’s station is moderate and has a fairly rapid onset .
Pilots observed this as a jerkiness in directional response. This abrupt response is caused by the
relatively sharp-edged rudder motion resulting fr om the aileron-to-rudder interconnect . A fi rst
order filter with an 8 rad/sec bandwidth was activated in the interconnect path , and this has alleviated
the problem.

Table 4 summarizes measurements taken from the lateral-directional SAS responses. As is
evident , the roll response and Dutch roll damping are good everywhere. At some low angle-of-attack
conditions, the interconnect gain appears hi gh, producing excessive favorable yaw with the resultant
large t~8Ik. The interconnect schedule is being modified for low angle-of-attack conditions.

5. 2 Active Flap Mode Flight Experience

The active flap modes have been tested to 400 KIAS at 6100 meters. No stability or structural
resonance problems have been encountered . Handling quality evaluations have been performed at 300 KIAS
and 350 KIAS.

5. 2, 1 Ride Smoothing Flap- -The RS mode flight test results show very good dynamic characteristics,
as predicted. The pitch pulse responses of the CAS mode with and without RS are compared in Figure 8.
Both systems show adequate damping, acceptable rise times , and little overshoot. The slightly
greater initial elevator response with the RS active shows the effect of the flap-to-elevator interconnect. 
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As yet, the RS system has not been used in turbulence, so direct evaluations of the system ’e
performance In flight are unavailabe.

5. 2. 2 Maneuver Flap- - Flight test results from windup turns with and without MF show that the system
operates as designed . Figure 9 shows windup turn time histories for the CAS mode with and without
MF . For a lg load factor change , the angle of attack increases 3. 2° without MF and only 0. 2° with MF;
thus , nearly all of the load factor change in the MF mode is due to flap deflection,

In order to assess the effects of the maneuver flap system on turning performance, measurements
of the specific excess power , p5, were made at various accelerated flight conditions. Figure 10 shows
the performance for a typical maneuvering condition, 350 KIA S at 6000 meters. The maneuver flap
provides approximately 0. 5g increase in the maximum sustained g-level (Ps

- - 0) , and at 4. 5g show s
an increase of 22 meters/second in p .

Investigation of wing bending and shear loads during early flight tests showed that although the
lateral center of pressure on the wing shifted inboard, wing bending loads and shear loads increased
about 15 percent for the same load factor (Figure 11). Analysis indicates that this is due to the
substantial down force on the horizontal stabilizer that is required to provide a balancing moment for
the negative pitching moment of the flaps . The wing must then produce more lift to maintain a constant
load factor; this results In the higher wing bending and shear loads.

5.2.3 Flap Mode Handling Qualities--The handling qualities of the CAS and CAS with the active flap
submodes were evaluated by using five precision maneuvering tasks (Table 5). The individual effects
of the flap submodes were determined by testing, in turn , CAS, CAS with RS, CAS with MF , and CAS
with RS and MF. ~‘he CAS handling qualities were generally good to excellent, with only one Cooper-
Harper pilot rating poorer than 3 (Figure 12). The RS ar.d MF submodes caused only minor changes
in handling qualities, and those changes tha t were noted were u8ually improvements. No Cooper-
Harper pilot ratings poorer than 3 were recorded for the active flap modes.

5.3 Boundary Controller Flight Performance

The reference angle-of-attack used in the boundary controller was set to values lower than the
operational limit for flight test purposes. Performance of the boundary controller has been very good.
Figure 13 shows a full aft-stick maneuver of 350 KIA S with the alpha limit set to 12 deg. The
angle-of-attack is seen to be hard-limited at l2deg for this slow approach to the boundary of
approximately 0. 2 deg/second. The normal acceleration, displaying the effects 1 buffet , limits
at -3. 6g (positive pilot g’s). Figure 14 illustrates a more rapid approach (1 deg/sec) to the alpha
limit, for a limit value of 6 deg. Because of the rapid approach to the bounda ry, the limit is not
quite reached (5.85 deg maximum). There is no overshoot in this maneuver ,

6.0 SELF-ADAPTWE DESIGNS

6, 1 Ground Rules

The aim of the adaptive design effor t was not to develop new theoretical procedures or algor ithms
but to turn existing concepts into flight-worthy control laws for the specific test aircraft. Of courue ,
the concepts and design processes should be general enough to apply to other aircraft as well. This is
important because the F-8C Is r.ot difficult to control with non-adaptive techniques as demonstrated
with the CCV package.

The adaptive designs were constrained to operate without air data. This was motivated by the belief
that removal of air data measurements from flight control is one of the tangible benefits which adaptive
controls can offer for aircraft (like the F-8C) whose basic performance requirements can be satisfied
with air-data-scheduled control laws.

The other ground rule concerns test signals. The adaptive system must operate in the presence
of normal pilot inputs and also when such inputs are absent. Any test signals required for the latter
case must be small enough not to interfere with the aircraft’s mission. This generally means that
test input normal accelerations, as sensed at the pilot station, should be below 0.02 - 0. 03g’s rms , and
lateral acceleration should be even lower in the range of 0. Olg ’s. This groundrule establishes a
crucial distinction between

1~
lentifiers designed for adaptive control and those designed for post -flight -

data parameter estimation. In the latter case, test inputs are deliberately large and often optimized
for identification accuracy. For adaptive control, these Input. mu•t be small and, hopefully, not
noticeable.

6 , 2 Candidate Conce~~~

Three different adaptive des igns , each based on a different techniqu. were conside r ed. An over-
all functional diagram for all three adaptive concepts is shown in Figure 15. Each concept uses the
CCV control laws but adjusts gains with a different adaptive algorithm. The individual adaptive
algorithms are discussed in Reference 6.

•1 - ‘~~-
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The preceding designs were compared on the basis of performance, growth potential, and
computer requirements. An overview of the comparison is given in Table 6 . The MLE design was
selected primarily on the basis of growth potential and is discussed in more detail in the next section.

7.0 THE PCMLE ALGORITHM

The PCMLE algorithm is based on standard maximum likelihood estimation theory as applied to
longitudinal short-period F-8C dynamics. Instead of using the usual iterative calculations to maximize 

-
likelihood functions, however, it uses the parallel channel implementation shown in Figure 16. Several
Kalman filter channels operate at fixed locations in parameter space. Likelihood functions are com-
puted for each. Sensitivity equations are then solved only for the maximum likelihood channel and used
to interpolate from there to the final parameter estimate with a single Newton/R aphson or a Kalman
filter parameter correction.

The Kalman filter correction is based on estimating time-varying parameters to improve
parameter tracking.16 Finally, two level gust estimation is provided by comparing the likelihood
functions of two Kalman filters with identical parameters but different gust statistics. The gain s of
the filter with the best fit of gust statistics are used in the max imum likelihood channel (best parameter
fit). Highpass filters on the measurements remove the effe~ ts of trim and highpass filters on the
likelihood functions deweight old data.

7. 1 PCMLE Structure for F-8C Application

Theoretical identifiability results were used to determine the number of parameters that could be
identified with small test inputs. This accuracy analysis also provides insight into the number and
location of the filter channels. Five parallel channels are used to represent the F-8C aircraft over
its entire operational flight envelope. The locations of these channels in M Se - Ma parameter space
are shown in Figure 17. u p  to four parameters--surface effectiveness (M~e). p

itching moment due
to angle-of-attack (Mn). airspeed (V) and normal force due to angle-of-attack (ZnV) can be estimated.
Estima tion accuracy depends strongly on the signal levels in the control loop. For the small test
signals producing less than 0. 05g rms of normal acceleration, errors of 10 to 20 percent in M~ e and
20 to 30 percent in Ma and V are typical in six-degree-of-freedom simulation runs .

Theoretical accuracy analyses confirm these error levels.

7. 2 Parameterization

One of the features that allows the PCMLE algorithm to work well while estimating a small
number of parameters is its method of parameterization. AU the pitch axis parameters are fit to a
function of M

6 
to reduce initial parameter uncertainty. The model coefficients are computed from

one dominant parameter c5 
(or M

o 
) plus other small perturbation parameters (c1

-c4, c6) as shown

in Table 7. The PCMLE algorithm estimates c
5 and c2 with an option of estimating c3 and c4. The

small perturbations on M and Z
6
V (c

1 
and c6) are not estimated on-line sinbe they have little effect

on the other parameters, q

8.0 PCMLE IMPLEMENTATIO N -

The PCMLE adaptive control design will be (Light tested using the F-8C DFBW research aircraft
with a remote digiLa~ augmentation technique originally developed for flight testing remotely piloted
research vehicles.1 The remotely augmented vehicle (RAy) concept, as developed for the F-8C
DFBW aircraft , allows complete closed -loop control of the aircraft through a ground -based digital
computer and telemetry llnks.

A modified RAV technique will be utilized in the PCMLE adaptive control flight test experiment.
as shown in Figure 18. The measurements required by the PCMLE algorithm - -pitch rate, normal
acceleration, and horizontal stabilator position- -are received by the ground-based digital computer via
the telemetry downllnk. The PCMLE algorithm estimates the aircraft parameters. A dynamic
pressure estimate is derived as a linear function of M0 .  This dynamic pressure estimate is trans-

mitted to the aircraft through the telemetry uplink and transferred to the triplex on-board digital flight
control computers. The pilot may then select either the derived dynamic pressure or the on-board
value computed from air data . The selected dynamic pressure is then used for the scheduled gains
in the pitch axis control laws.

_ _ _ _________________________ N
-
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The PCMLE concept was originally developed for on-board Implementation. However , for the
adaptive control flight test a ground-based digital computer will be dedicated to the PCMLE software.
This software contains a number of options for experimental purposes which would not be included
in an on-board system. As such , the time and core required are larger than would be expected for
on-board applications. The PCMLE software has a multi-rate structure with the highest rate,
53 Hz , used for the Kalman filter and likelihood computations . Other more time-consuming
calculations are done at approaimately 8 Hz,

The ground-based digItal computer, which contains the FORTRAN-coded PCMLE adaptive control
algorithm, is the key element in providing the versatility and flexibility necessary to thoroughly
investigate the PCMLE adaptive concept in a flight test experiment. The ground computer Is a general
purpose minicomputer with a 16 bit word length and floating-point hardware. It has 32K words of
memory,  a 330 nanosecond memory cycle time and a floating-point add-time of 5. 1 microseconds.
The ground computer program is controUed by an external interrupt slaved to the telemetry uplink and
operates on an 18.75 millisecond frame rate. The computer Input (or downlink) operates asynchronously
on a 5 millisecond frame rate. Direct digital transfers are used for all input-output activity on the
ground. Because the adaptive algorithm Is coded in FORTRAN, and physically separated from the
flight-critical , on-board digital fly-by-wire control system, program modifications for exper imental
purposes may be made easily and safely. This yields significant benefits In reduced software verifica-
tion and qualification effort.

9.0 PCMLE PERFORMANCE

9. 1 Simulation Results

The PCMLE algorithm was tested on the F-8C Iron Bird at NASA/DFRC. In addition to con-
vergence tests at fixed flight conditions, an acceleration maneuver was used to evaluate the
performance of the various options. Figure 19 shows an example of the time histories for this
maneuver using the Newton/Raphson parameter correction.

The maneuver shown is a const ant altitude acceleration from Mach 0. 4 to Mach = 1.1 at 6 , 000
meters. The excitation consisted of the small ‘random test signal (produces 0.03g rms normal
acceleration) plus small pilot inputs used to maintain trim. The top four traces in Figure 4 show the
response of the aircraft during the maneuver. The lower 5 traces illustrate PCMLE performance.
The channels switch from 2 to 3 to 4 to 5 as the aircraft accelerates (M

0 and M become more

negative) and goes supersonic, The switc~ to chan~nel 5 corresponds closely to the transition to
supersoni c flight. The time histories of M6 and M 0 are shown in addition to M0 errors and ~ errors.

The I~1~ error was computed by comparing the estimate with the slope of the CM function in the

simulation. The M e estimate is within 12 pe~cent of the true value. An estimate of 
e
dynamic

pressure was compu ed as a linear function of M0 .  A cj error was computed by comparing the dynamic

pressure estimate with the simulation value. This error trace (shown in the bottom of Figure 19) is
similar to the ~~ error and shows the error is less than 15 percent of the true value. -

9. 2 Flight Data Processing

The PCMLE algorithm was tested using recorded sensor output s from F’ 8C flight teats. The
flight test recordings do not contain any test signal. Two different types of maneuvers were used.
First, as a measure of identification accuracy, abrupt pilot pulses and doublets were used to provide
the best possible conditions for identification. Secondly, an acceleration maneuver was used to
illustrate the parameter tracking ability of the algorithm.

9.2. 1 Parameter Estimation for Abrupt Maneuvers- -As examples, five Conditions for which data
was processed identified in the figure are discussed in this section. Each test point corresponds to
about 10 seconds of data.

9. 2. 1. 1 PCMLE Performance- -Table 8 sun 1marlzes the performance of the P~~MLE algorithm.
ici0 is the surface effectiveness estimate. The M0 estimate is computed from the M6 and c2
estimates via the parameterization of Table 7. The “~ estimate is based only on since c

3 was not

estimated. The sigmas shown In the table are PCMLE estimates of accuracy and tend to be optimistic
due to the effects of neglected parameters. The channel number and gust level indicate which of the
parallel channels and which gust level was selected. The SIGSO parameter Is a ratio of the actual
residual rms level to the design value, Ideally, it should be unity when a good parameter fit is
obtained. A sample time history of the aircraft response and PCMLE outputs is shown in Figure 20.

- -
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9.2. 1.2 Offline MLE Results- -Two different algorithms were used to estimate parameters for
the same five (light conditions. A general purpose identification program (GPMLE) was used at
Honeywell to estimate all the pitch axis parameters shown In Table 7. It highpassed the measure-
ments as PCMLE does and then Iteratively updated the parameters in the Kalman filter (similar to a
single channel of PCMLE) until the likelihood function converged.

Another independent check was obtained by the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center using a
m odified maximum likelihood estimation (MMLE) program. The MMLE batch processing program
(Reference 14) was used to estimate the aircraft stability and control derivatives from the flight
maneuvers. It used a three state model (q, a , V) without highpassing the measurements.

9. 2. 1.3 Comparison of Parameter Estimates- -The MMLE estimates of the aerodynamic
coefficients were used for comparisons with the estimates o?tained from the PCMLE and GPMLE
algorithm. A comparison is given in Table 9 for M8 and M 0. Corresponding wind tunnel values (WT)

are also shown. A plot of M vs. M0 Is given in Figure 21. The solid line illustrates the

parameterization used by PCMLE. The dashed lines indicate the range of c9 based on linear models
derived from-the wind tunnel data. The flight data estimates from the three ’ldentifiers are shown as
discrete points. The plot confirms the consistency of the parameter estimates. The two offline
methods compare closely. The PCMLE estimates are within 12-15 percent of the off-line values.
This establishes the validity of the parameterization. Similar plots for other aerodynamic derivatives
are given In Reference 17.

9. 2. 2 Maneuvering Flight- -The performance of PCMLE during a maneuver is shown in Figure 22.
The top five traces show the response of the aircraft. The maneuver, lasting about 135 seconds, is an
acceleration from Mach = 0.85 to Mach = 1.15 durIng which the altitude decreases from 41, 000 feet to
23, 000 feet. This is immediately followed by a deceleration back to Mach = 0, 89. T~ e F-8C
supersonic for about 57 seconds during this maneuver. The next two traces show the M

0 
and M0e

estimates from PCMLE. Note how M goes sharply more negative (as it should) as the aircraft goes
supersonic. The M

6 estimate was u~ed to produce an estimated dynamic pressure q. In the bottom

trace of Figure 22 , this estimate is compared to a dynamic pressure 
~~~ 

computed from the measured
altitude and mach number. The q error is la rge for about 10 seconds because there Is no

- pilot activity. (This maneuver does not contain any test signal.) During the remainder of the maneuver
the rms error is about 20 percent.

10. 0 CONCLUSIONS

Thi s paper has described design methodologies, performance predictions, and flight test results
• for several advanced control laws flown as part of NASA ’ s experimental F-8C DFBW program . The

outstanding feature of these advanced control law experiments has been the uniform agreement obtained
between test results and design/analysis/simulation predictions. The CCV control modes achieved In
flight are the same fighter performance benefits predicted during design. Although modest for aircraft
like the F-8C, these be~ ~fits are dramatic in more modern aircraft. - The F-8C DFBW experience
su~~ ests tha t developments of CCV fighter flight controls can proceed with confidence . it is also
important to note that the various advanced control modes were readily. implemented as part of an
integrated digital flight control software package. The success of this system adds needed credibility
to the world’ s still limited flight experience with complex digital flight control systems.

With respect to design methodologies , the program establishes modern linear-quadratic optimization
methods as viable tools for serious control system design. A proviso which noeds to be emphasized
here, however, is that a reasonable formulation of the optimization problem with due consideration
of classical constraints is critical. The development of such a formulation still seems to fall into
the realm of “ designer ’s art. ”

Finally, the results available to date on the adaptive control laws suggest the same close agreem ent
between predicted and actual performance. If this level of agreement holds through closed loop RAY
flight tests, the adaptive experiments will signify renewed vitality of adaptive techniques as alternatives
in m odern digital flight control Implementations. -

___________________________________________ ____________________________________________ 
____________________ * 
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TABLE 1. DISCRETE TRANSFORMA TION FORMS
T SAMPLE PERIOD , SEC .

Continuous Discrete K A B
Form Form

- A -e -aT
s / a + 1  1 + A Z 1 2

a 2 + 62 KU + 2Z ’ + Z 2 ) 1 + A + B ~2e aTcosbT e
_2aT

(s+a~
2 
+ b 2 1 + AZ ’ + BZ

TABLE 2. QUANTIZATION LEVELS

Stick quantization, em/bit -

Pitch 0. 0080
Roll 0. 0058
Rudder pedals 0. 0040

Surface command qua ntization ,
deg/bit -

Horizontal stabilizer 0. 0105
Aileron (each) 0. 0220
Rudder 0, 0103
Flap 0. 0220

Effective trim quantization , deg-

Pitch 0.0250
Roll 0. 0200
Yaw 0. 0100

TABLE 3. BASIC PITCH CAS HA NDLING QUALITIES

Pilot_Ratings

Task Pilot A Pilot B

Instrument maneuvers 1 - 3 1 - 2
4 ( one point)

Large speed, altitude, 1 2 2attitude changes

Formation 4 -

Mild Aerobatics 2 -

—-  ___  - *- ~~~~ - - - - - - —~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - 
—- —- 
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TABLE 4. LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL RESPONSE MEASUREr ~1ENTS

Fli ht Condition Roll Time Constant Dutch Roll Damping t~ (3/Kg SAS Unaugmented SAS Unaugmented SAS Unaugmented

250 KIAS, 6100 M 0. 4 0. 5 0. 7 0.3 1. 6 4. 5

350 KIAS , 6100 M 0.3 0.5 0.7 - 0.6 1.4

400 KIAS, 6100 M 0.3 0.35 0.7 0. 15 2.5 1.0

500 KIAS, 6100 M 0. 4 0.6 0. 5 0.25 1. 1 1. 4

242 KIA S, 12, 200 M 0, 3 0.6 0.4 0.3 0.6 1.6

TABLE 5. HANDLING QUALITY EVALUATIO N TASKS

Task

A Trimmed straight and level flight followed by small heading changes

B Altitude changes of ±1000 feet

C Airspeed changes of ±50 KIAS at constant altitude

D 2g to 2. 5g windup turns

E Climb to 5000 feet at e 20°. Level quickly, return to trim , increase
airspeed 50 KIA S and trim

TABLE 6. OVERALL COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS

High-gain 
- 

Maximum
CharacteristIc Model tracker limit cycle likelihood
______________ ______________________ ___________________ estimaJon

Performance Acceptable to good Good Good to excellent

Growth Low--limited to Low- - timited to High--mt~ltI ple
potential single variable single variable para’neter gain

explicit gain Implicit adjustment possible
schedule adaptation

Compu ter Minimal Low Medium
requirements*

*Th.s. r.quire.ents are relative to F-8C caa~uter capacity. 
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TABLE 7, F-8 PARA METERIZATION

Mq 
-0 .23 + ( . 0 2 8  - .0 17 C2~ C~ -6 C

= (0 .61 + 0.92 C2) C5

V = (200. +

Z~V (5 3 . + C4) C~

H5 C 5

Z~V = (7 .7 + C 6) C 5

TABLE 8. PERFORMANCE OF PCMLE ON FLIGHT DATA

Me,sored C

— — — Os t .
Te s t  ,

P01 nt (i-n) ~ Vse c ) Mach 
~m. ~2 ~~2 

g ( f t / s i - c ) ie.el SIGSQ

7,400 165 044 -5 .38 0.31 0. 255 0.039 -4 .55 464 2 H ,  0 883

2 8.200 420 1 .12 -33.1 2.10 0.946 0 097 -49.0 1418 5 Ia 0.706

i.~~o ~~ 
0.566 -8. 704 0 638 0.2044 0 0244 -6 946 590 3 10 0 .706

7. 240 322 0.85 -28.12 1. 787 0.0801 0.0266 -19 22 1132 4 Ia 0.6623

5 14 ,450 222 0.63 - 7 . 7 7 6  0.455 0.0984 0 0537 -5 447 558 ~ H~ 1 - T OO

TABLE 9 . COMPARISON OF PARAMETER -ESTIMATES

rest -
Po iot PCTIIE GPNLE *115 Wind Tusnel PCMLE GPMIE *8.E m d  Tunnel

1 -5 .38 -5 .66 -5 /5 - S n  -4.55 -3 .92 -3.86 -3 .83

2 -33.1 -32.3 -31.98 -35.95 -49.0 -43 .5  -43. 76 -59.76

3 -8. 7 -10.1 -10.01 -9 .86 -6.95 -6.51 -6.47 -6 .07

4 -28.1 -26. 7 -26 .33 -24.62 -19 .22 -18.9 -18 . 64 -13 -29

5 - 7 7 8 -5. 78 -5.60 -4 46 -5 .45 -4 .22 -4 . 16 -2 20

_ _ _  

______ 
_ _  
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Figure 1. F-8 Ready for Flight
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HIGHLY MANEUVERABLE AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY
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and
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SUMMARY

A remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) with active controls has been designed to develop highly maneu-
verable aircraft technologies (HiMAT). The HiMAT RPRV is the central element in a new method to bring advanced
aircraft technologies to a state of readiness . The RPRV is well into the construction phase , with flight test evalu-
ations planned .

The closely coupled canard-wing vehicle includes relaxed static stability , direct force control , and a digital
active control system . Nonlinearities In the aerodynamics led to unusual demands on the active control systems.
For example , the longitudinal stat ic margin is 10-percent negative at low angles of attack , but increases to
30-percent negative at high angles of attack and low Mach numbers .

This paper discusses the design procedure followed and experiences encountered as they relate to the active
control features. Emphasis Is placed on the aspects most likely to be encountered In the design of a full-scale
operational vehicle . In addition , a brief overview of the fli ght control system features unique to the RPRV
operation is presented .

NOMENCLATURE

CL lift coefficient LVDT linear voltage differential transformer

Cm pitching moment coefficient M Mach number

fly lateral acceleration , g

Cm ~~~~ pitching moment with respect to normal acceleration • g
L lift coefficient

PROM programable read-only memory
C,~ yawing moment coefficient

p angular velocity about the roll axis , deg/aec

yawing moment with respect to q angular velocity about the pitch axis ,

angle of sideslip , rad

ac 4 dynamic pressure, N/m 2

C~ ~~L , yawing moment with respect to 
RPRV remotely piloted research vehicle

r rudder deflection , rad~~ RSS relaxed static stability
cg center of gravity

r angular velocity about the yaw axis ,
mean geometric and aerodynamic chord of deg/sec

the wing , m
a Laplace variable

HIMAT highly maneuverable aircraft technolo~~’ a angle of attack , deg
h altitude • m 

a
~ 

limit angle of attack • dog
K gain

(I angle of sideslip , dog
K( ’)  gain programed as a function of (‘)

8 aileron deflectIon , 8 - 6 , deg
IC

~ 
lateral acceleration feedback gain to the ~ ~L 5R

Y rudder , deg/g
6 pilot’s roll stick command , cm

K roll rate feedback to the antisymmetric a~p elevone , sec

Kr yaw rate feedback to the rudders , 
~~~ 

canard flap deflection , L ;  
CR 

• deg

—
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(.) canard flap trim Input programed as a 8
/~ +

function of ( .) ,  deg 6~ symmetrical d evon deflection , L 
2 

H , deg
6 + 8

8e elevator deflection , 
eL 

2 
eR , deg 8r rudder deflection , deg

pilot ’s pitch stick command , cm 6r pilot’s rudder pedal command , cm

elevon surface deflection , deg Subscripts:

corn command
8, antisymmetrlcal elevon deflection ,

a 8, - 8 , , deg L left
L ‘R

R right

INTRODUCTION

A subscale remotely piloted research vehicle (RPRV) has been designed as part of the highly maneuverable
aircraft technology (HiMAT) program. The HIMAT RPRV design is the central element in a new method for
bringing advanced aircraft technologies to a state of readiness . The method begins with a paper design of an
aircraft incorporating the new technologies of interest . A subacale RPRV Is then designed and built to demonstrate
the advanced technologies in a fli ght environment. The first application of the method is In the high maneuver-
ability areas incorporated In the H1MAT vehicle. An overview of the HiMAT RPRV in terms of the various new
technology areas to be demonstrated is given in reference 1.

One of the new technology areas included In the HiMAT program is active controls . Although several functions
are included under the active controls banner , relaxed static stability (RSS) and direct f orce control are the only
functions Included in the HiMAT design , because they offer the greatest potential for improv ed performance . RSS
is applied to both the longitudinal and directional axes , although the longitudinal axis Is substantially more
dependent on active controls. Several studies , such as those described in references 2 and 3, have concluded
that RSS benefits are highly dependent on configuration . The H 1MAT vehicle , with a closely coupled canard-wing
planform, represents a fi ghter configuration significantly different from the conventional wing-tail fi ghter config-
uration . In addition , the HIMAT vehicle has aeroelastic tailoring which , when combined with a construction tech-
nique that yields a more flexible structure , results In highly nonlinear aerodynamics. Thus , the application of
RSS to this unconventional configuration offers the potential for an important advancement In the active controls
technology base for fi ghter aircraft .

The NASA-sponsored HIMAT program has received the guidance and assistance of the United States Air Force ,
both in Washington , D . C . ,  and at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base. Rockwell International is under contract to
the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) to design and manufacture two vehicles . The HIMAT RPRV is
currently in the construction phase at the Rockwell International , Los Angeles Division , facility; delivery of the
first vehicle Is planned for March 1978. Flight test evaluations are to be performed at the NASA DFRC following
ground checkout.

This paper discusses the design procedure followed and experiences encountered as they relate to the active
control features . Emphasis is placed on the aspects most likely to be encountered In the design of a full-scale
aircraft of similar planform . Details of the resulting primary control laws are presented . An overview of the
backup control laws and the implementation of the primary and backup systems is given , since they are unique
to the RPRV operation .

HIMAT RPRV CONCEPT

The HiMAT RPRV concept is to use RPRV ’s to speed the technology transition from wind tunnel to flight end to
reduce the cost of aeronautical experiments exercising new technology . The concept Involves two distinct steps:
the first is a design study of a full-scale airplane; the second Is the design , manufacture , and flight test of a
subscale RPRV.

Fufl-Scale Fighter Design

Three contractors performed conceptual design studies of a full-scale fi ghter aircraft employing synergistic
combinations of new technologies. The maneuverability goal for the full-scale fighter aircraft was the ability to
sustain an 8g turn at Mach 0.9 at an attitude of 9140 meters. The studies also Included an assessment of the
problems associated with demonstrating the technologies on a subscale RPRV .

The Rockwell design stresses the use of aerodynamic and structural technologies to obtain the high maneuver-
ability . The design closely couples canard and wing, bringing the two lifting surfaces close together to develop
a favorable interaction in their flow fields by way of a tailored total airplane span load distribution . This requires
low drag at lift coefficients greater than 1.0.

Subscale RPRV

The subscale HIMAT RPRV to be used to demonstrate the new technologies in fli ght is a 0.44- scale version of
the full-scale fi ghter aircraft . The maneuverability goal for the RPRV was the ability to sustain an 8g turn at
Mach 0.9. An altitude of 7820 meters was selected to effectively match the wing loading of the full-scale aircraft .
Figure 1 is a three-view drawing of the HiMAT RPRV with control surfaces indicated . The canard flaps are used
either symmetrically , for longitudinal control , or antisymmetrically , for direct side force control. The ailerons
and elevators are used for roll and pitch control , respectively . The elevons may be commended antisymmetrically
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Figure .1. Three-view drawing of H iMA T RPRV. Dimens ions are in meters .
for roll control or symmetrically for pitching moment control. The rudders may be commanded collectively for
yawing moment control or differentially as a speed brake. The 1500-kilogram vehicle Is to be air-launched from
a B-52 airplane and will carry 270 kIlograms of fuel for the J85-2 1 engine. The vehicle will be landed horizon-
tally on a dry lakebed under primary control of a ground-based pilot using controls and instrument displays typical
of those used In conventional fighter aircraft , as well as a television display generated from an onboard , forward-
looking television camera.

Several features of the full-scale fi ghter design were not included in the RPRV . For example , a two-dimensional
nozzle was not included because of cost constraints. Blended wing-body and canard strakes were not included
because the two-dimensional nozzle would have been necessary to trim out the resulting high angle-of-attack
pitching moment characteristics . A low cost approach was used whenever possible . In some cases , low cost could
be achieved by using methods unique to an RPRV operation and without compromises in performance . In other
cases , some compromises in performance were necessary . Some of the low cost methods and the effects on perform-
ance are detailed below .

Limited wind tunnel data base

Although computerized aerodynamic methods were preferred as a configuration development design tool , none
of the methods completely accounted for the entire configuration (body , canard , wing, and winglet) . Wind tunnel
tests were consequently a necessary ingredient in the aerodynamic configuration development. However , in keeping
with the low cost approach , the amount of testing was considerably less than that usually expended for a refined
manned fi ghter aircraft . Only 800 hours of wind tunnel tests were run before initiating fabrication of the HIMAT
vehicle. In comparison, approximately 2000 hours are required for a typical prototype manned airplane (for
example , 1940 hours for the YF- 16 airplane) and approxImately 10 , 000 hours for a fully refined airplane
(12, 000 hours for the F-14 airplane) .

Low cost elements

An Important aspect In achieving low cost in the subscale RPRV was the modular design of the control surface
actuators (canards , ailerons , elevons , elev irs , and rudders) . The c~imbination of common components led to a
variety of servoactuator implementations , namely dual tandem, single , and single tandem . This was cost effective
in design and fabrication , minimized spare part requirements , and will facilitate future configuration changes.

While all performance requirements were met with the modular actuators , several compromises were made in
the system ’s functional capability to accrue additional cost savings . Although an all-movable canard would have
been necessary to obtain the Incremental lg design goal for direct lilt , a less effective and less costly canard flap
was used . Despite falling 50-percent short of the design goal , the direct lif t capabilities of the closely coupled
canard configuration can still be demonstrated .

In some instances, manual configuration changes must be made on the ground between flights of the RPRV in
order to demonstrate features of the full-scale fighter aircraft . The wing and canard leading edges , rather than
being continuously variable as in the full-scale fighter aircraft , must be manually changed to one of two distinct
settings . One setting is denoted “maneuver wing”; the other is denoted “cruise wing .” The direct force canard
controls, rather than providing an arbitrary mixture of direct lift and direct side fc.rc. , must be selected for on~or the other function by the ground-based pilot .

Ground facility

Another feature of the RPRV operation that reduce. program costs Is the ground facility , which contains a
cockpit with controls and display, typical of conventional fighter aircraft . A general purpose minicomputer is also
available for mechanizing a control system on the ground . FIgure 2 U!ustratee th. arrangement between the vehicle
and the ground facility. The pilot and the ground-based minicomputer send signals to the vehicle control surface

__________________________

ii :: ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ actuators through the uplink system . Resultant

vehicle motions are then sensed and sent back
to the pilot and the control system computer
by way of the downllnk , thus providing closed-
loop control of the vehicle. Reference 4 pro-

Up link vides additional details on this operation .

A high level FORTRAN compiler Is available

~~~~~~~~~~~ 

for the ground-based minicomputer , providing
an order-of-magn itude savings in coding and

~ software validation coats as compared with
Contro l laws L~ fli ght computer software .

Sensor signals A Hardware cost savings are possible because
— 

Minlco m uter T the facility Is already in existence and the
P facility equipment costs are divided among a

Display 
_______ 

number of programs.
var iables 3 •~ Pilot inputs A Control signals- - - - - Reliability specification

- - The system reliability specification imposed
on the HiMAT RPRV was less demanding than
that appropriate for manned aircraft but more

Figure 2. Conceptual layout of RPR V operation with demanding than that normally associated with
ground fac i l i t y , a drone. The contract specification that “no

single failure shall cause loss of the vehicle”
was Imposed to protect the vehicle following a first failure , but protection against subsequent failures was not
required . Consequently , the resulting system confi guration Is considerably different from what one would expect
for an active control system in a manned aircraft .

The primary system , which uses the ground-based minicomputer , is functionally similar to that of a full-scale
fi ghter aircraft with respect to the control laws. It is a simplex system with In-line monitoring. The backup
system is in no way similar to that appropriate for a manned vehicle. It is a semiautomatic system that must
provide safe return and landing capability, Independent of the ground facility . An alternate command station
in a chase airplane is used to make autopilot -type commands typical of drone operation. An onboard, mIcroprocessor-
based control system provides the necessary autopilot functions for stabilization, orbit , cruise at wings level , and
approach and flare.

INTEGRATED ACTIVE CONTROLS DESIGN

Design Procedure

As in conventional airplane design procedures , the active controls design involved an Iterative process .
Figure 3 illustrates one cycle of the process . A set of requirements and a startup configuration were used to

I ‘4 
Requirements 

~~~~ 

—- -

~~~~Ana lysis and Aerodynamic _______________________wind tunnel tests configuration

— 

~~~ 
Airloads Flutter 1 I proi,erties 

~ 
~~~tormanc~

Unique to
active controls L

F I gure 3. One cycle of iterat ive Integrated design process .

define wind tunnel models and analytical aerodynamic models. Test results from these models formed the basisof $ revised aerodynamic configuration and provided the necessary data to update or begin the various support
activities , including flight control design , airload and flutter analysis , mass properties definition , and performance
analysis. Results of the variou s analyses resulted In either confirmation of an acceptable configuration or an
adjustment to the requirements that governed the sub sequent iteration . The dashed line in the figure represents
the need for early definition of control requirements prior to the iteration cycle . It corresponds to the aerodynamic
configuration developer ’s asking the controls engineer , “How much control power is needed?” The controls engineer
responds with a question: “What do I have to stabilize?”

It Is interesting to note that the function of assuring the final level of adequate stability and control was per-
formed by the flight controls engineer. , rather than by the aerodynamics engineers as Is the usual case with
conventional airplane design.. In addition , the flight controls group was involved in the configuration develop-
ment from the start rather than being consulted later in the design process.

_ _ __L
- 
______________________
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With the exception of the need to establish control power sizing requirements before sufficient Information was
available to state such requirements , and the transfer of stability and control responsibility , the design process
was rather standard. Although the flight controls engineers received the aerodynamic characteristics corre-
sponding to the most recent configuration data set , the flexibility corrections were not available until the new
Iteration on airload s was completed . Because the flutter analysis lagged behind the other analyses, Its Iteration
cycle was longer.

Design Experiences

Three aspects of the confi guration development stand out as unique to the active controls philosophy in the
design . Two of these involved relaxed static stability ; the third , direct force control .

Relaxed long itudinal static stab ility

In the early configuration development , the major problem related to relaxed static stability was the deter-
mination of control power requirements . Initially , based on advanced manned strategic aircraft design
experience (ref. 5), 10-percent negative longitudinal static margin was selected as a limit for the rigid airplane .
This limit was later increased to 15-percent negative based on the following rationale.

The landing condition In a wind gust was found to be critical . A ground rule was established that 20-percent
control surface travel should be available for stability augmentation , after accounting for trimming to the landing
condition and encountering a wind shear of reasonable intensity . The wing trailing edge pitch control surfaces
(elevator and symmetric elevons) have a 30° trailing edge down limit; therefore , a deflection of no more than
25° trailing edge down could be allotted for trim plus wind shear . For a landing speed of 80 meters per second
and a 15-percent negative static margin , a wind shear equivalent to a ~ a of 5.7° or a of 0. 4g could be tolerated
under the above restrictions. This was considered a reasonable combination of landing speed and wind shear.

At higher angles of attack • a sharp nonlinearity in Cm actually increased the static margin to more than
CL

30-percent negative at some low subsonic flight conditions . To illustrate the degree of instability , Including the
effects of cg changes and flexibility corrections , fi gure 4 shows CL as a function of Cm for the cruise wing at
Mach numbers of 0.9 , 0 .7 ,  and 0 .2 .

— Reference cg, rigid The data for Mach 0.9 are presented In
Aft cg, rigid figure 4(a) . The curves show the flexibility

2.0 r— —-— Aft cq, fl exible effects for the flight condition at an altitude of
9140 meters with the indicated instability . The
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.6 - I ( I are listed for a weight of 1390 kIlograms. The
0.4 0.06 4.5 2.7 instabilitIes shown range from 0.06 at a C, of

- I 0.7 0.01 7.5 4.8
.2 - Il [1.3 0.12 14 8.9 O . 4 t o O . l 2 a t a C L of l . 3  (n 2 ’.8.9g).

o ____________ 
j j Figure 4(b ) Illustrates similar data for the

Mach 0.7 conditIon at an altitude of 9140 meters..20 .10 0 - .10 - .20 The instabilities range from 0.11 to 0.2 1 for theC m CL values shown. The Mach 0.2 data are pre-
sented in figure 4(c) and the cg effects are

(a )  Mach 0.9 , Ix = 9140 meters . shown. (Flexibility effects are negligible at
Figure 4. LongitudInal stability of cruise wing H I M A T “-hide .  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~0.10 to 0.31. At such extremely negative stability leve ., the pitch control surface will always reach it. limit at
some sufficiently large angle of attack; thus , stability augmentation will be lost . It should be noted that control
power saturation does not occur In the maneuver portion of the HiMAT RPRV flight envelope and hence, does not
restrict the demonstrat ion of the highly maneuverable capabilities. However , to preserve vehicle control during
low dynamic pressure , high angle-of-attack flight , an angle-of-attack limiter was planned for incorporation in the
control system .

Some penalties were Incurred because of the RSS system requirements . Larger hinge moments , resulting in
larger actuators , were required . This necessitated going outside the wing mold lines on the RPRV and probably
would cause a similar problem on a full-scale fighter aircraft . Although not quantified , the weight for the larger
hydraulic system was greater than that required for a conventional design .

Relaxed direct ional static stabili ty

As in the longitudinal RSS design , Incorporation of R~ 3 in the directional axis required early estimates of
control power requirements. Initially , a goal of neutral directional stability based on a rigid airplane was
established. Any further decrease In the stability level was not warranted on the basis of performance improve-
ment alone. Even at neutral stability , an initial estimate of the control power required to provide adequate
dik ectional stability was needed . The controls engineers decided to state their requirement in terms of
C,~ /C ,~ evaluaced at an angle of sldeslip of 2° . C,~ is negative and ~~ is normally positive, so the
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C IC ratio is negative. For a neutrally

2.0 — — Reference cg, rigid fl
6 “1~

c 

——— Aft cg, rigid
1.8 —

1.6 — 

— —  Aft cg, flexible stable airplane, Cn Is zero and the C~~~ /C ,~

1.4 
C m ,  a, and n1for ratio goes to Infinity . In other words , very

little rudder effectiveness is needed to stabilize
1.2 — 

various values of C1 a neutrally stable airplane In the directional
axis. The control power requested by the

C1 1.0 — [Flexible a i rcra ft , aft cgj controls group and based on the rigid airplane— — was ultImately about 50-percent higher than that
. 8 - \ c1 

C m a• 
~ 

g provided . Figure 5 shows the wind tunnel
values for a range of Mach numbers and angles

.6 - — — — — of attack as compared with the initial request.

.4 
— 

0.4 0.11 5 1.7 Even though the control power is below the
0.9 0.19 10 3.5 Initial request , simulation studies have Indicated
1.3 0.21 15 5 5  it is adequate.

0 I I — — — The flexibility effects played a major role in
30 .20 .10 0 the design . Wind tunnel data, corrected for

C m flexibility and cg effects , predict a nonlinearity
in C,~ (fig. 6) , resulting in negative directional

I b)  Mac h 0.7 , Ix = 9140 meters . stability to 1.50 of sideslip . This nonlinearity
is caused by the flexible characteristics of the
vertical tails and the winglets. Because these
surfaces are aft of the cg , the flexibility effects

1.8 — ——— Aft cg surfaces would otherwise provide .
‘S The tendency to trim directIonally at nonzero1.6 — 

Cm .  a, and for angles of sideslip would have been undesirable

2.0 — 

c

~~~~~~ 

— Reference cq tend to negate the directional stability the

1.4 — without active controls. However , with active
controls It could be assumed that the controlvarious values of C1 system could be programed to remove any such
tendency .

C 1.0 — [AIt cgJ -

.8 — — — — — Di rect f orce con trol

.6 — 
c1 

Cm d~ ~Z’ g 
Direct force control is provided in two axes .

— — — — Normal force i. provided by the direct lift control.4 — 0.4 0.10 5.5 0.4 system; side force is provided by the direct side
.2 — 1.0 0.22 12.5 1.0 force control system .

1.4 0.31 17.7 1.5
0 . — — — — The direct lift control system utilizes the

-.2 I canard flap , In conjunction with the wing
trailing edge surfaces • to provide pure lift ..40 .30 .20 .10 0 A canard flap normally produces nose up pitching

Cm moment as well as direct lift . However , with the
HIMAT RPRV , the symmetric elevons and ele-
vators are deflected to a trailing edge down

(c)  Mach 0.2. position by the active control system to trim
out the pitching moment . This effectively

Figure 4. Concluded, increases the wing camber, which increases
the total vehicle lift . Interestingly , the canard
flap lift effectiveness reverses at dynamic

0, ~~ pressures above 30, 000 N/rn2 because the canard
flap trailing edge down deflection causes down-

— 0 wash , which reduces the angl. of attack at the
10 wing, thereby reducing lift . However , a___ 20 positIve pitching moment Is still generated ,

In itial request which result., in the same downward deflection.3 -
of the wing trailing edge surface, through the
active control system, and hence , direct lift
as before .

I 1
~6,.I

‘C 2 - __________________________________
Direct side force I. achieved by deflection of

the anttsymmetric canard flap in conjunctioni r-I with the rudders and antisymmetric wingI I~ I
~‘i 1 - trailing edge surfaces . To generate the side

force with the canard flap. dihedral was
required in the canards . The dihedral ahead
of the cg was destabilizing directionally . The

I I I I I I J wingtip ventral, were added to return the
0 .2 .4 .6 .1 1.0 1.2 1.4 rIgid airplane to neutral directionsi stability

H at the 0-percent 
~~ 

reference eg.

PRIMARY CONTROL LAWSFigure 5. Ratio of yawing moment du. to rudder deflection
to yawing moment du. to angle of .idasllp as a function of The primary control law. were designed toMa ch number. meet the basic military handling qualifies
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specification from MIL SPEC-F-8785B(ASG) (ref . 6).  There-
— Reference cq. r~ d fore , the relationship between the control law design and the—— Reference cg, flexi ble configuration development for the HIMAT RPRV should haveAft cq, flexible been similar to the relationship for a full-scale manned vehicle .

- / The design philosophy chosen Is discussed , and the longitudinal
/ / and lateral-directional primary control laws are described .
/ /
/ / Design Philosophy
/ /

- / ,‘ The most significant assumption was that a full-time digital
/ ,

/ fly-by-wire system would be available to connect the pilot’s
C / ,~~ inputs and a standard set of motion sensors to all the control

n / ,
.... surfaces. The digital computer was assumed to be sufficiently

7 ,..- fast and large to handle whatever control laws were necessary
c . ~~~ 

, .. to meet the handling qualities speciflcGtions . Reference 6 was
to be used as a guide , with piloted simulation as a means for

N ,,
...“ final refinement . The design goal was to provide constant

‘S . 
-~~ ,

,.—~~ handling characteristics throughout the flight envelope .

- I I I The control laws were Initially designed in the continuous
0 2 3 domain using classical design methods and later were converted

to a discrete set.
~, deg

Longitudinal Axis
Figure 6 Yawing moment in stabi lity axis
system as a fu n ction of angle of sidesl ip . Control law s tructure
Mach 0. 9; Ix 3050 meters .

The longitudinal axis control system Is shown functionally in
figure 7. The pIlot ’s pitch stick input , 8, , generates a normal
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Figure 7. LongI tudinal pr imary control law structure .

acceleration command, , through a first-order shaping filter and a gain . The value of n
~ 

Ia compared
com con,

with a filtered normal acceleration feedback • and the error is then routed through six integral-plus-proportional
network in the forward loop to the elevators and symmetrical d evon.. Note that many of the gains are functions of
one or two variables. The forward loop gain , for example , ii programed as a function of Mach number and altitude .
An integral-plus-proportional network , programed as a function of angle of attack , provides neutral speed stability
within the limits of the Integrator limiter . Pitch rate is fed back as an inner loop to provide pitch damping . The
elevators and symmetric d evon. are driven in unison as the primary pitch control effectors . In the normal accele-
ration feedback path , an inverse model places zeros at a desirable location for the closed-loop short period to close
on as the gain is increased .

A crossfeed Is provided from the normal acceleration command , n2 , to the canard . This crossfeed is needed
corn

to quicken the normal acceleration command augmentation response at high altitude, traneonic flight conditions .

The angle-of-attack limiter introduces a nose down pitching moment command when a reference angle of
attack , a8, is approached or exceeded . The a1 is programed as a function of Mach number: At Mach 0.3,
a1 is equal to 10°; at Mach 0.8 and greater , a1 I. equal to 190 ; and between these two points, a1 is interpolated
linearly .

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ TT~ -



The angle-of-attack limit was based on the angle of attack at which the airplane could be abruptly rolled to a
300 bank angle using the antisymmetric elevons without reaching the limits of the elevons for pitch augmentation .
If an d evon reaches its limit , the symmetric elevon commands have prIority over the sntisyintnetric elevon
commands.

An attempt has been made to straighten the nonlinear Cm curve by programing the canard flap as a function
CL

of angle of attack . This is reflected in the 8c which is only active for M � 0.7. BegInning at an angle of attack

of 100 , the is a trailing edge up command proportional to the angle of attack until surface saturation Is reached

at an angle of attack of 16° . There is close interaction between this 8c and the angle-of-attack limiter , since they

are active concurrently. The limiter begins making nose down inputs at an angle of attack of 100 to 12° for
M < 0.4 , whereas the canard flap makes nose down Inputs at angles of attack between 10° and 16° .

Also shown in figure 7 is a separate direct lift command (dashed line) that generates a normal acceleration
command , which Is acted upon by the closed loop through the. elevators and symmetric elevons described previously.
In addition , a signal feeds directly to the canard flap .

Dynamic characteristics

As mentioned previously , an inverse model was Included in the normal acceleration feedback to give a set of
zeros at a desirable location for the closed-loop poles to close on. Root loci were generated by varying the normal
acceleration feedback gain with the pitch rate feedback loop closed and assuming the first-order actuator lags
to be 40 radians per second . Figure 8 presents a root locus for a high dynamic pressure fli ght condition of
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(a )  Root locus.
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(b) Expanded view of root locus near origin.

Figure 8. Root locus for increasing normal acceleration feedback
with pitch rate loop closed. Mach 0.9; Ix = 760 meters.

Mach 0.9 and an altitude of 760 meters. The closed-loop root locations for five representative flight conditions are
shown in figure 9. The root locations and , in particular , the real zero pairs vary considerably with flight condi-
tion. Despite this variation , the dynamic. of the transient response to a pilot’s command Is relatively invariant ,
even though the static response is different . An example Is given in figure 10, which show. simulator time
responses for identical pilot inputs at two flight conditions.

Lateral-Directional Axes

Control law structure

In the lateral-directional axes , the control laws are conventional, with the exception of an integral-plus-
proportional network on lateral acceleration and the addition of a rudder pedal-to-antisymmetric eleven inter-
connect . Three sets of controllers are available: ailerons , antisymmetric elevon., and rudders . Figure 11
presents a block diagram of the roll-yaw normal mode control laws. As in th. longitudinal axis, many of th. gain.
are programed as functions of several variable, to maintain nearly constant handling qualities.
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o Mach o.3, h= 760 m
30 - a Mach o.9, h=760 m

o Mach 0.4, h = 6100 m£
• a Mach 1.4, h =l2,200 m

20 - Open symbols denote zeros
a Shaded symbols denote poles

i maginary Flagged symbol denotes complex
zero pai r common to all flight

10 - 

• ~ a condit ions

••
0 d.~. ~ •

1 ~~~~~~~-40 -30 -20 -10” 0 10 20 30
Real

Fi gure 9. Closed-loop roots in longitudinal axis at selected f l ight  conditions.
Closed-loop pole-zero pairs near the ori gin are similar for all f l ight conditions .

A Mach O.9, h=9140 m
B Mach 0.3, h=760 m

2,— 6 — r-Condft ion A
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lot condit ion B, 
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for condition A , ~ ~~~~~~

0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Time , sec

Figure 10. Time response for  3-centimeter pilot pitch stick step command
at two f l ight  conditions .

Beginning at the top half of figu re 11, the pilot ’s roll stick signal , 8a , Is routed through a gain programed
p

as a function of Mach number, then low passed to generate a roll rate command . The command is routed to the
ailerons through a scheduled gain . The gain is constant for dynamic pressures less than 38 ,400 N/ rn 2 . The gain
Is gradually reduced at higher dynamic pressures such that it is zero for dynamic pressures greater than
57 ,000 N/rn 2 (aileron roll effectlveress changes sign due to flexibility at high dynamic pre.sur.). The roll rate
command Is also routed to the antisymmetric elevons , which are used to augment roll damping through roll rite
feedback. A roll stick-to-rudder interconnect Is provided to decrease a strong adverse yaw . A lag on the
interconnect with a 1-second time constant provide, compatIbility between the interconnect and the augmented
roll subsidence mode.

Rudder p.dal Inputs, 6r are converted to directional commands in a manner similar to that for the roil
p

stick signal . Augmentation of the Dut. Ix roll Is accomplished through lateral acceleration and yaw rate feedback .
The limited integral-plus-proportional network on the lateral acceleration feedback Is a direct result of the
nonlinear C~ curve discussed in an earlier section . Without the integrator , directional trim may occur at non-

zero angles of sideslip . With the active control philosophy , the control system ii expected to provide directional
trim at an angle of sld.sllp of 00 . If the active control system w•re not available, it would be necessary to stiffen
the vertical tail structure to eliminate the C nonlinearity .
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Figure 11. Lateral -directional pri mary control law structu~

The rudder pedal-antisymmetric elevon croasfeed is somewhat unusual In t hat it corrects a very minor
annoyance associated with a hesitation in the lifting of the wing due to rudder pedal inputs during a crosswind
approach . With a digital fly-by-wire system , corrections of minor annoyances such as this are essentially
free in that the hardware is available and the impact on software Is minimal .

Dynamic characteristics

The negative C,~ for small angles of sideslip presents an interesting controls problem . Figure 12 shows , in

root locus form , how the different augmentation loop closures change the lateral-directional dynamics. The two
real , unstable roots correspond to the spiral and roll subsidence roots while the stable , oscillatory pair represent
the Dutch roil roots . Note
that the labeling of the roots a Closed-loop pole for
as Dutch roll , roll subsidence, nominal
or spiral becomes dIfficult for
these unusual, unstable con- 6 — £ Closed-loop pole for
figurat ions . The above labels K nominal K and K nywere determined by the be- _j _  r
)iavior of the mode shapes due ~ 0 Closed-loop pole for
to the roots , rather than by I
tracing the lad of roots back 

nominal K~. K r . and ~~~
to their origins for a well be- /4 — / x Unaugmented roothived stable configuration . The
initial closure , where the lateral / )5— --o First closure
acceleration feedback includes / o—-~ Second closure
the Integral-plus-proportional i maginary 3 — / a—o Third closure
network , moves the unstable
roots into the stable left half
plane while decreasing the 2 - 

~~stability of the oscillatory pair . K~The second closure , where
high-pasa.d yaw rate is fed /— /back , improves the damping as /expected . In ~he final closure , K /
the addition of the roll rate feed ’ ‘s-il D l  ~~ p....,. ~~~ Iback Improves the roll subsi- 0 )—
dence time constant by moving the -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1
real root from —2.7 6 to -3.95. Real

Extensive programing of Figure 12. Effe cts of augmentat ion loop closures on the lateral-
control system gains as functions directiona l roots . Mach 1.0; h — 3050 meters .
of flight condition parameters
was usually required . As an example , a comparison of the pots-zero root contours for the bank angle due to roll
stick transfer function with and without gain variations with angl. of attack and without roll-to-yaw Interconnect
I. shown in fIgure 13. It ii evident that the interconnect maintains roll oontrol for high anglo. of attack ; In other
words • no sign change occurs In the numerator of the bank angle due to roll stick transfer functions. The angle-
of-attack gain variation case shows that the zeros r~maIn close to the corresponding poles , whereas for the fixed
gain with angie of attack case, the poles and zeros become greatly separated . When the poles are cloee to the
zero. , the roll rate response is well behaved; when the poles are well separated front the zeros, a large component
of Dutch roll Is present in the roll rate response .
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F tgure 13. Effects of angie-of-attac k gain schedule on bank
angle due to roll stick transfer f unct ion roots .

CONTROL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION FOR RPRV OPERATION

The procedures followed up to this point are general ly applicable to a full-scale manned aircraft . The infor-
mation present ed in this section , however , is unique to an RPRV operation . No attempt Is made to generalize this
information to a manned aircraft -

Primary Control System

Figure 14 present s a diagram of the principal elements in the control system . Separate input/output interfaces
are included in each of the interfaces with the computers , although none are shown in the figure . There are three
fli ght-safety-critical sensor sets: two within the p”imary system and one in the backup system . Sensor informa-
tion Is transmitted to the
ground by way of the night Primary
test instrumentation system . — ~~~“ Backup

p i —
mented on the ground-based
minicomputer , operating on I ~ I_ __ J •s
The control laws are Imple- B k u ~~~~~~~

the motion sensor and cock- Prima ry ______ 
I

The resulting control sur-
pit command Information. (dual ) 

__________ 
Pri mary _jface commands are trans- Redundant —

mitted to the airplane at the sensor set Midvalue 
n~icrocompu~er 

I
rate of 53.3 samples per Discrete _________

second. Both receiver/ Propo rtional
— — L decoders are required Flight test _______

(eight control surface instrumentation
I Icommands at four commands system

I I ReceiveLdeco~~r I
per unit) to transmit the
commands to the primary Transmi tt ermicrocomputer , which
forwards the commands to
the appropriate control
actuators.

The control laws involve Receiver F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ iransmmer
substantial use of nonlinear 

Ground~~sed
in scheduling on multiple

~~ght condition parameters.
minicomputerThe principal elements are

discussed in the following
sections.

Figure 14. Arrangement of f l igh t  control system .
Sensor red undancy management

The flight-critical flight control sensors, the rite gyros (p, q, and r ) ,  and the normal and lateral accelero-
meters (n

~ and fl y ) are triplexed. The outputs of these aensors are transmitted to the primary microcomputer
where the midvalue is selected. This midvalue is transmitted to the ground for primary system control loop
closure . The other two values are monitored against the mIdvalue to within a specified tolerance for failure
detection . If an out-of-tolerance condition is detected • the ground Is notified as to which sensor has failed • thus
aborting the mission , but the RPRV remains on the primary system .

- ‘
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The air data sensors (dynamic pressure , pressure altitude • and free-stream temperature) are duslized at the
transducer and are designated primary and backup . A comparison is made in the primary microcomputer. When
a difference greater than a prescribed level is detected , a disagreement discrete is sent to the ground. The
ground-based minicomputer checks the pressure or temperature sensor information against simple models to
determine which sensor has failed and switches to backup if the primary sensor has failed .

Sensors for non-fli ght-safety-critical parameters (hank angle , pitch attitude , heading angle, angle of attack ,
and angle of sideslip) are not redundant . However , the ground-based minicomputer checks these simplex sensors
to determine when the data exceed reasonable limits or change at an excessIve rate.

Microcomputers

The primary and backup microcomputers are based on 8080 microprocessors. Eac h has 1024 8-bit bytes of
random access memory and provisions for 22 , 000 bytes of programable read-only memory (PROM) . The primary
microcomputer has 16 , 000 bytes of PROM , and the backup microcomputer has 14.000 bytes of PROM in addition to
a 7-byte intercom between computers. A comprehensive self-diagnostic program runs in t e back ground to the
control software in both microcomputers . The diagnostic program Includes the following tests: memory check
sum , scratch pad , instruction repertoire , real-time clock accuracy , l imited input/output wraparound , hardware
multiplication , and computer intercom.

While in the primary system , each microcomputer carries part of the computational load . The primary micro-
computer does all the datalink processing and all the failure detection for the computers , sensors • and actuators.
The backup microcomputer contains the control law s for an integrated propulsion control system that replaces
some of the mechanical controls on the basic J85-21 engine. It also provides backup flight control system
synchroniztion information . The backup control lawa do not run while on the primary system , but constants
must be updated to prepare for a smooth transfer to the backup system .

Telemetry downlink and up l ink

This system consists of the downlink and uplink telemetry information for control of the RPRV. The telemetry
links are essentially line-of-sight transmission paths. It is estimated that fli ght operations will be limited to a
range of approximately 60 kilometers at an altitude of 1500 meters and a range of approximately 200 kilometers
at an altitude of 14,400 meters .

The downlink system provides aircraft response variables to the ground station at 220 frames per second .
Approximately 202 data parameters , including 25 flight control data words , are packed into 75 words per frame.
Parameters that contain useful , high frequency information are sampled at 220 samples per second; parameters
of lower frequency signal content are sampled at 55 samples per second. The pulse code modulation system is a
10-bit system plus parity , although par ity is not checked . A 3.7-meter parabolic receiving antenna , slaved to a
radar tracking antenna , receives the transmitted signal.

The uplink system contains 16 bits per data word (a 10-bit proportional command signal and six discrete
signals) . Transmission Is at a rate of 106.66 frames per second with four data words per frame. Since eight
uplink words are required two frames are necessary for transmission . The effective rate is 53.3 samples per
second per command signal . Although two parity bits are transmitted with each word , only one bit per frame Is
checked by the microcomputer. A discrepancy is handled as improper information , and the system Is automatically
transferred to the backup mode if the discrepancy is repeated a prespecified number of times.

Ground-based minicomputer

The general purpose ground-based minicomputer has 32, 000 16-bit words of memory , wIth a memory cycle
time of 330 nanoseconds . A set of peripherals is available to support the minicomputer , including a magnetic tape
drive , card reader , line printer , 2.34-million-word disc memory , and high speed paper tape reader and punch ,
The control laws are programed In FORTRAN IV with the Input/output software written as assembly language
subroutines.

Flight control surface servoactuators

Two basic types of servoactuators are used on the RPRV: fail-safe , through hydraulic locking to a predeter-
mined or faired position; and fall-operative , through a dual-redundant (active-standby) implementation .

All fail-safe simplex actuators (canards , ailerons, and elevators) use a cross-ship monitoring technique to
detect failures relating to their individual channels. Since these surfaces operate either in unison or antisym-
metrically from a centered position and are not mechanically interconnected • a simple comparison of their position
linear voltage differential transformers (LVDT ’s) Is used . An out-of-tolerance difference in any of the three pairs
initiates a total switch to the backup system , This switching Is , however , reversible. In the fall-operative duplex
actuators (rudder and elevon) , an airborne microcomputer comparison (model ) testing technique is employed. A
model of the servovalve spool position is generated for comparison with the actual LVDT-measured position. If the
primary channel falls , the system is automatically transferred to the backup mode. This switching is reversible If
the failure disappears .

Backup Control System

The backup control system was designed to recover and return the vehicle to a stable attitude after a primary
system failure; place the vehicle In a constant bank angle orbit mode until commanded to exit orbit; permit remote
control of the vehicle from the ground or a chase aircraft by discrete command; provide emergency landing capa-
bility; and provide a glide mode for the best range with the engine out.

Funct ional descr iption

The above functions could be accomplished through the use of only the elevons , rudders , and throttle . An
autopilot was desIgn ed with the nine operating modes described below .

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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The RECOVER mode returns the vehicle to a stable attitude after a switch to the backup system . Although the
attitude gy ros are not required , they are used to update the direction cosines, which are used to transform rate
gyro outputs to attitude signals. Once recovery is complete • the system automatically switches to the ORBIT mode .
The RPRV climbs or descends to a prespecifled altitude , maintaining a constant turn rate.

Either the ground station or the chase airplane can initiate the EXIT ORBIT mode. The RPRV then goes to
wings-level fli ght, maintains altitude , and automatically transfers to the STRAIGHT AND LEVEL mode. This mode
maintains a straight track on the last heading and holds altitude. The DIVECLIMB and TURN modes may be
commanded by the pilot to dive or climb at a predetermined , altitude-dependent altitude rate , or to turn at a bank
angle of 35° .

Landing can be initiated by either command station by transferring to the LANDING mode . An altitude rate of
descent , which is a function of radar altitude , is then maintained by the autopilot . The altitude rate can be
modified by the pilot . A MACH COMMAND mode Is also selectable for assisting with speed control during the
landIng approach.

If the engine Is out, the ENGINE OUT mode is automatically selected . The pilot can make discrete speed
changes and has access to the TURN MODE to make heading changes.

Implementation

The backup system uses sensors that are part of the redundant sets discussed previously and shown in
figure 14. One sensor of each set is designated the backup sensor. If the bsckup sensor is in a triplex set , It
is routed to both microcomputers . If the backup sensor is In a duplex set, it Is connected only to the backup
microcomputer . The primary microcomputer receives the backup sensor Information i!~dlrectly through the
computer Intercom from the backup microcomputer. In either case , the backup microcomputer receives the
backup sensor data directly .

The backup microcomputer accomplishes all necessary processing w hile in the backup mode. It processes all
the uplinked discrete commands , the full set of backup control laws , and a subset of the Integrated propulsion
control system control laws. If the primary microcomputer Is operable, It continues to process downlink data and
a subset of failure detection software.

The rudder and elevon servoactuators are fail-operative, active-standby devices as described previously .
The standby channels are switched on if transfer is made to the backup system .

Through a set of toggle switches , either the ground cockpit or a chase airplane can command mode changes
within the backup system. The ability to make discrete changes to the altitude rate schedule in the LANDING
mode is also provided at these command stations . The commands are in the form of discretes received by either
receiver/decoder. A full set of commands can be received even if one of the receiver/decoders has failed.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The design of a HIMAT RPRV has been completed , with active controls , a major new technology , incorporated
In the design . The III MAT RPRV is part of a new method for bringing advanced aircraft technologies to a state
of readiness . The method involves the design end flight test of an RPRV based on a full-scale manned vehicle
design incorporating the technologies of Interest .

An examination of the active controls design process that resulted in the HiMAT RPRV reveals the following
factors , which probably have general applicability to the design of full-scale operational airplanes of similar
planform:

1. The active controls design proc ess differed from conventional design processes In that although the control
power sizing requirements were neede ! at the start of the design iteration , sufficIent Information to make such
specifications were only available at the completion of the Iteration . Better rough order-of-magnitude guidelines
are needed to begin the iteration cycle .

2. Although a maximum of 10-percent negative static margin was used as a guideline for relaxed longitudinal
stability and was increased to 15 percent later , nonlinearities In Cm led to more than 30-percent negative

C
L

stat ic margin for some high angle-of-attack flight conditions at low Mach numbers. As a result • an angle-of-attack
li miter was required to assure adequate excess cont rol authority to stabilize the aircraft .

3. Neutral directional stability was selected as a limit for the rigid airplane . However , flexibility effects
caused negative stability for small angles of stdeelip . A relaxed directional static stability system was required
with special provisions to prevent trimming to nonzero angles of sideslip.

4. Some penalties were incurred because of the active control functions . Actuators and hydraulic systems
were larger than those required for an aircraft of conventional design . Installation of some actuators outside
the wing mold line was required . Use of canard flaps to generate direct side force led to increased canard
dihedral , and the addi tion of wingtip ventrals was necessary to compensate for the destabilizing canard dihedral
effect.

S. Direct lift was provided by the canard flap and wing trailing edge surfaces’ working together . The active
control system deflects the wing trailing edge surfaces to counteract the nose up pitching moment due to a down-
ward canard flap deflection . This effectively increases wing camber without inducing a net aircraft pitching
moment , resulting In direct lift . -

•~L: -
~:;~~ ~~~~~~~ 
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6. The primary control system was designed under the assumption that a full-time digital fly-by-wire system
was available to Interconnect the pilot’s commands and the motion sensors with all the control surface actuators.
The resulting control laws involved substantial scheduling of nonlinear gains as functions of multiple flight
condition parameters.

Although the control system implementation for RPRV operation cannot be generalized to an operational
piloted airplane, a versatile system suitable for remotely piloted flight research was defined . The system
makes effective use of a ground-based minicomputer and two onboard microcomputers .
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PROPULSION-FLIGHT CONTROL INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY

Frank W.  Burcham , Jr .
NASA Dryden Flight Research Center

Ed w ards , CalIfornia 93523
USA

SUMMARY

This paper describes the concept of propulsion-flight control integration technology (PROFIT). The PROFIT
concept is to be implemented on a high performance supersonic twin-engine aircraft which will make possible the
evaluation of a wide variety of integrated control concepts . The aircraft’ s inlet , engine , and fli ght control systems
are to be integrated with a digital computer. The airplane control hardware is to be modified to provide the
necessary capability for control research; software will be used to provide flexibility in the control integration
capability . This paper describes the background for flight and propulsion control system development and
probable future trends . It also discusses the PROFIT concept , design philosophy , and approach. Examples of
integrated control research that have applicatf ~n to future aircraft designs are also presented .

1.0 INTRODUCTION

Many high performance aircraft exhibit strong coupling between the propulsion system (inlet , engine , and
nozzle) and the airframe . Such aircraft include supersonic cruise , hypersonic , and short and vertical takeoff
and landing aircraft and highly maneuverable fighters. The achievement of optimum performance and cost
effectiveness for these aircraft requires the propulsion control systems and fli ght control systems to operate in
harmony with each other. Studies have indicated that the integration of the propulsion and fli ght control systems
improves aircraft performance , reduces pilot workload , increases safety and reliability , and reduces costs
(Refs . 1 to 3). However , the integration of propulsion and flight control systems is complex because of the
large number of system input s and outputs , the nonlinear nature of some of the system components, and the
difficulty of accurately modeling the interactions between the components.

To study these problems , a program called PROFIT (for propulsion-flight control integration technology) has
been conceived . In the program , a flexible flight research facility is to be developed that is capable of evaluating
a wide variety of integrated control concepts. The PROFIT system would be Implemented on a high performance
supersonic twin-engine fi ghter aircraft capable of addressing the integration problems associated with highly
maneuverable fi ghters and supersonic cruise aircraft . This paper describes the design philosophy for the
PROFIT concept and describes some of the research that could be conducted with the PROFIT airplane.

2.0 BACKGROUND

2.1 Control Requirements

The evolution of fli ght and propulsion control systems has followed the trends shown in Figure 1. The early
jet -powered aircraft developed in the 1940’ s had simple mechanical flight control systems and simple turbojet
engines with hydrome hanical fuel flow controls .

The next generation of aircraft , 
7 1980Introduced in the 1950’s , had 1940 1950 1960 190

afterburnin g turbojet engines to Propulsion system—
provide greater thrust and analog Gas generator
electronic stability augmentation Atterbur nerlnozzle
systems to provide acceptable Variable inlet
handling qualities at transonic Flig ht control system—speeds. Control surfaces —-

Stab ility augmenlatior ’
The aircraft introduced in the Autopilot

1960’s typically had variable- Air data computer
geometry inlets , autopilots , and
air data computers . The turbofan A utothrott le
engine was introduced . However ,

FIgure 1. Evolution of f l i ght and propuls ion con tro l systems .
control systems .

The first step in integration , the autothrottle, has been used on some of the aircraft introduced in ~ 1910’s,
prI marily for the landing approach. For other fli ght regimes, however , the propulsion and flight controls operate
independently .

This gradual increase In the complexity of the flight and propulsion control systems has resulted In a steady
increase in the number of controllers, as shown in Figure 2 and the adjacent table. The jet fighters of the late
1940’s had only aileron , elevator , rudder, and fuel flow controls. The afterburning turbojet engines of the 1950’s
added afterburner fuel flow , primary nozzle , and variable stators or bleeds to the engine control task , and the
hydromechanicsl controls became quite complex. The variable-geometry Inlets of the 1960’s necessitated the
development of another control system , and spoilers came into common use. The “ontrol requirements of theafterburning turbofan engine pushed hydromechanical control to its limit . The aircraft of the 1970’s incorporate
such new features as maneuver flaps , digitally controlled inlets , and even more complex engines with supervisory
digital controls .

_  
_

-
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25 — Controllers
Inlet Bypass

Inlet Spike or ramps
2 0 -

Engine fuel 110w
Afte rburner fuel flow
Primary nozzle
Bleeds

Number of 
15 —

/ 

Nozzle 

Vanable ca~ ure , bleeds

Engine Variable stators
Inlet guide vanes
Secondary nozzle
Variable turbine area
Var iable bypass ratio

controllers 

~

Vectoring, reversingNozzle Noise suppressor
Elevator

Flight controls Aileron
Rudder

c I I Spoiler
1950 1960 1970 1980 1990 2000 Flight controls Flapls lat

Canard
Direct side lorce

surfacesFigure 2. Number of controllers for propuls ion and flight Surfaces for activecontrol systems of high per formance aircraft . control technology

The next generation of aircraft may incorporate direct lift and side force control surfaces , which must also be
integrated into the flight control system. Future variable-cycle engines may incorporate variable turbine area
and variable bypass ratio to improve off-design performance , as discussed in Reference 4.

In the long term , active control technology Ia expected to require additional control surfaces for such functions
as active flutter suppression , gust alleviation • structural mode suppression , end ride smoothing. The engine
may have as many as 10 control parameters (Ref. 5), and the nozzle may be used for thrust vectoring and
reversing or noise suppression . Obviously , the large number of controllers creates a challenge in terms of
control.

2.2 Interactions

Strong interactions may be expected between the engines , inlets , and airframe in all high performance
aircraft (Ref. 1). Figure 3 shows these potential Interactions.

Inlet-airframe interactions are relatively
mild In some aircraft , but they may be severe
In supersonic cruise aircraft like the XB-70
and YF- 12 aIrcraft , where the inlets generate
large amounts of thrust (Ref. 1). Inlets

which affect the airframe . In the YF-l2 air- Local Mach number 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ Thr~~les~~ing

cause pitching , rolling , and yawing momenta Local flow angle

plane • the inlet bypass doors are as effective Alt itude PItch Changes Temperatureas the ailerons in producing rolling moments. Tur bul eticaDrag forces may be large when the Inlets Wake vortex ~~~~~~~~~~~ Pitc~
<

~~~~~~
,
~pressure

operate at off-design conditions. The air -
frame subjects the inlet to large variatIons Weaponry fi re Drop

Fuelin local flow angle , local Mach number , and
Airfl ow variationspressure . The transients due to altitude

( hammershockvariations , atmospheric turbulence, wake
vortex encounters • and weaponry fire must
also be considered .

distortion, buzz , unstart
The airframe subjects the engine to

throttle demands and changes in tempera-
ture, pressure , and Mach number as the F igure 3. Eng ine-inlet-airframe interact ions .
flight conditions change . As the engines
consume fuel , changes in the airframe center
of gravity may become significant . Thrust changes may affect airframe trim in the pitch and yaw axes , particularly
for wing-mounted engines . Engine-airframe interactions are especially strong in powered-lift or vectored-thrust
airplanes .

Airflow transients In the engines cause airflow transients in the inlets , which may be quite rapid and , in the
case of the haminershock from compressor stalls , violent . The controls and structure of the Inlet must be capable
of handling these transients . In return , the inlet supplies the engine with air of varying pressure recovery and
distortion , and sever, transients due to inlet unstarts and buzz are possible.

The designer of a new aircraft is therefore faced with oomplex engine , inlet , and flight control requirements ,
as wafl as a list of potential interactions that is quite imposing. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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2.3  Digital Control

The potential of using digital computation methods for propulsion and flight control has been evident for
several years , but It was only in the 1960’s that the development of high-speed flight-qualified computers made
digital flight and propulsion control possible.

2.4 F-S Digital Fly-By-Wire

The F-S digital fly-by-wire (DFBW) program was the first program In which a full-authority digital flight
control system was tested without a mechanical backup . It incorporated not only flight control , but autopilot , air
data , and stability augmentation functions. Figure 4 shows the major hardware elements of the DFBW system .
The system is triply redundant ,
and a major portion of the soft- Pallet assembly - computer

Cockpit panels and interlace unitware Is devoted to redundancy 
______management , fault detection ,

and fault tolerance, More infor- Autopilot (7~Ø ______ _________ 

Secondary actuator ’ (51

mation on the F-S DFBW pro- 
________

gram is given in Reference 6. gain input
PropuInion control was not
required for the DFBW program ,
since Interactions between the
propulsion system and airframe
are minimal for the F-S config-
uration , which has a single
fuselage-mounted engine .

2.5 F-i l l  Integrated Propulsion
Control System

Encoder/decoder j~~~~ J
The first flight test program

to use digital computers for Computer bypass system Sensor pallet - gyros

and servodrive elecironics and accelerometerspropulsion system control was
the integrated propulsion control Figure 4. F-S DFBW hardwar e elements .system (IPCS) program (Refs . 7
and 8). As shown in Figure 5. this system provided full -authority digital integrated control of the left engine ,
afterburner , and variable-geometry Inlet of an F-i liE airplane. No redundancy was provided in the digital
control; however, the hydromechanical fuel control was retained for backup . No fli ght control capability was
incorporated , except for an autothrottle on the digitally controlled left engine. Significant performance improve-
ments were realized during the IPCS program; thesc are summarized in Figure 6. Operation free of compressor

- Computer monitor unit , -- - Stall-free Increased ceilin g
threttlemanual inlet control

It percent increase
in supersoni c dash
range

Stall-free
Al titude operatio n

1 percent increase
in thr ustm e n

eehsust nozzle
Full fl ight envelope ,L Instru 

LD StO~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~

control , scosor laster throttle response ,
lower idle thrustmentation package main fuel control ,

~~ er supply unit , digital protelsensors
computer , Interface unIt Macti number

Figure 5. IPCS equipment installed on Figure 6. Summary of performance improvements
F - t i l E  airplan e, f r om IPCS program.

stalls was obtained at high Mach numbers and at low Mach number-high altitude conditions where the unmodified
right engine did stall . Thrust and specific fuel consumption were Improved at the flight conditions indicated by
the cross-hatched region . At the flight conditions indicated by the circle symbol , this resulted In an increase of
approximately 16 percent in the dash range at Mach 2 .2 .  Throttle response was improved over the entire fli ght
envelope , and idle thrust was lowered . Some of the performance Improvements were the result of control integra-
tion , while others were due to the Improvements In control that were possible because of the additional sensors and
computational capability of the digital computer . There was little interaction between the propulsion system and
the airframe of the F- 111E airplane. However , there were strong interactions between the inlet and the engine and
between the gas generator and the afterburner . The IPCS reduced the severity of these interactions substantially .

The reliability and flexibility of the IPCS electronics were excellent • and It was obvious that the electronic
hardware had additional capability that made it suitable for other applications .

2.6 YF-12 Cooperative Control

Strong Interactions between the propulsion system and the airframe have bean observed with supersonic
cruise airplanes such as the XE -TO , Concorde , and YF-12 aircraft . These Interactions manifest themselves
in difficulty In holding precise altitude and Mach number , reductions In stability , and severe pitch , roll , and
yaw transients from inlet unstarts or compressor stalls. The severity of the Interactions tends to increase with
increasing Mach number . A cooperative control program with the YF- 12 airplane (Ref . 9) has as objectives ~~~~

, ,  - - -

rn. -~~~ ~ 1*4’ _____ - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~ ______________
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taking advantage of favorable Interactions and minimizing unfavorable Interactions. As shown In Figure 7 , the
cooperative control program is to digitally implement the autopilot , autcthrottle , air data, and Inlet control
functions on the YF- 12 airplane. Engine control is to be limited to 

_________

the autothrottle. More information on the YF-l2 cooperative control I
program Is presented in Reference 9. I I

I Spike position servo
3.0 PROPULSION-FLIGHT CONTROL INTEGRATION TECHNOLOGY Bypass deor servo
CONCEPT

To test the PROFIT concept , a night research facility Is to be 

Autothrolt le

used that is capable of evaluating a variety of integrated control I 
-

concepts. For maximum flexibility , a twin-engine supersonic high ShOCk control parameter
performance fighter aircraft is to be used. A block diagram of the Spike position

and yaw axis control , as well as autopilot and stability au~~~entation A it f t
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ tit

PROFIT system is shown in Figure 8. ByPass deor position

The controlled elements of the propulsion system are to include Computer
the inlet , gas generator , afterburner , and nozzle on both engines, 

numberThe fli ght control system Is to include the capability for pitch , roll ,

functions. Interfaces are also to be supplied to the cockpit for pilot Angle of attac k I controlinputs and a cockpit status and control panel. Remote computation Angle of side sl ip servos
link to supplement the onboard computation capability . R as
capability Is also to be provided via a telemetry down link and up

The entire system is to be tied together with the PROFIT computer 
L - - -

system . These computers and their associated interface devices will 
Accei7~ io

permit the integration of the various systems. To fulfill the program
objectives , the PROFIT system will have several features.

Figure 7. YF-12 cooperati ve control
3.1 Flexibility and Varied Capability schematic.

The primary value of the PROFIT research flight facility is to evaluate control schemes that are difficult or
impossible to evaluate adequately on the ground and to demonstrate that particular control concepts are ready for
use in production airplanes. The development of a flight test program for a single or limited number of objectives
is costly and time consuming and difficult to justify . Therefore , a primary objective of the PROFIT concept Is to

Flight cont rol system

aug mentation Autopilot 
1I 

Stalility

axis axis 
~ 

axis ]I 
Pitch Roll I I y~

I ~ L.~

____________ J 

Right Right ~~ Right Right I
computer 

-PROFIT inlet generator afterburner nozzle

Propulsion system

Pilot inputs _i--—--- and intent ace 
-

~~~~ 

Left Left 

~~ 1 I Left Left I
_________________ Inlet generator afterburner nozzle

I Telemetry Telemetry 
1I up link i~~n link 

i Remote

I Ground-based -~j  
I computation

computer i I
I.. 

Figure 8. Block diagram of PROFIT iys tem .

provide a facility with the flexibility to evaluate a wide variety of control schemes. The capability for variety is
to be achieved by using a combination of hardware and software flexibIlity . Control hardware for engines , Inlet.,
and flight control systems Is to be modified to operate under the control of a digital computer . The modifications
are to be designed so as not to limit the control capability of the PROFIT system . Full authority will be provided
in most areas . The electronic hardware from the IPCS program will be used for the PROFIT program . This hard-
ware proved to be reliable and has adequate expansion capability to handle all foreseeable requirements. Most of
the control integratIon will be performed In softw are . Complete changes in control modes can then be made with
only software changes.

3.2 Flight Safety Considerations

The control system modifications for the PROFIT program are not to be flight safety critical , at least in the
Initial phases . The cost In resources and time of making flight-critical modifications is large , and requires
extensive documentation .

r —~—n, -
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For non-flight-critical systems, backups for the modified systems can be achieved by careful design , often by

using existing systems or limiting the authority of the control modifications. In the case of changes to the propul-
sion system of a twin-engine airplane, one side can be fully modified and changes to the other side can be minimal
or non night critical . The authority of some mode of the flight control system is often limited so that Its inputs can
be overridden by the pilot . Certain tests may also be conducted in regions of the flight envelope where failures
are not night critical.

Once a control concept is verified , the development of a flight-critical implementation with adequate redundancy
may be desirable . This prevents large expenditures of resources to Implement control schemes that are found to
be undesirable .

3.3 Remote Computation

One of the difficulties involved In achieving the desired computational capability for control research is
handling the programming requirements with the airborne computers , which have a limited capacity . If several
control schemes are to be tested during a night , either all the control algorithms must be entered in a single
large program or the software must be changed during flight . Additional computational capability can also be
provided by using a ground-based computer that communicates with the aircraft through telemetry up links and
down links. This capability , although not necessitated by the PROFIT system , Increases its capability and
flexibility . If it had been necessary to develop this capability along with the PROFIT system , It might not have
been att ractive . However, the down link has existed for many years at the Dryden Flight Research Center in the
form of data telemetry , and the up link has been in use since 1974 for remotely piloted research vehicles (Ref. 10) .
(This feature was also used during the F-8 DFBW program (Ref. 6) .)  A schematic of the PROFIT remote comput-
ation system is shown in Figure 9. Telemetered data from the onboard computer and also from sensors not
necessarily available to the onboard computer
are fed Into the ground-based computer.
Control algorithms , which may be written in 

~~~
- PROFIT computer

Fortran or other higher level language , are
executed, and the resulting commands are up-
linked to the airplane . The PROFIT computer - -
on the airplane receives the commands and
some synchronization and validIty codes ,
checks the commands for flight safety , and telemetry Telemetry
sends them to the appropriate pilot displays down link up lin k
or a:uato:s. 

is ideal for low sample
rat e energy management or profile optimiza- - 

Up li nktion routines , which involve large programs transmi tt erand time-consuming calculations but only two Telemetry -

or three command signals . It is also well receiver
suited to highly experimental control schemes , -

since a researcher would be able to modify Ground Com~~n~the control laws easily without being able to Aircraft data computer
adversely affect the normal control mode soft- I ntegrated control laws
ware. However , the control of such systems
as afterburning turbofans , which have several
moderately high bandwidth control loops , Fi gure 9. Schematic view of PROFIT remote computation.
would be dIfficult , and would be better done
on board .

3.4 Engine Control Research Facility

An Important feature of the PROFIT concept is the capability to perform engine control research. The verifi-
cation of an engine control mode Is not complete unt il the engine has been subjected to rapid variations In
temperature and pressure that cannot be simulated in a ground facility . Real flight transients such as compressor
stalls , inlet dynamic distortion , unstart , and buzz are also impossible to simulate adequately on the ground . The
PROFIT research facility will incorporate an engine with full-authority digital control of all of’the control variables ,
with sensors at the critical engine locatIons .

4.0 CONTROL RESEARCH

The PROFIT program is designed to produce a research facility capable of evaluating a wide variety of control
concepts. A few of the poeslble subjects of investigation are listed below . They fall into two categories: control
integration research and engine control research.

4.1 Control Integration Research

Many control schemes are conceivable for the integration of propulsion and night control. Within the propulsion
system , there are integration schemes that affect propulsion system-airframe interactions .

4.1.1  Eng ine-tnlet-nozzle Integrat ion

A relatively straightforward optimization of inlet drag , aft end drag , and engine performance for partial power
Is shown In Figure 10. For partial power operation , the engine manufacturer optimize, the engine control for
minimum specific fuel consumption . The airfr ame manufacturer may also be able to optimize the engine for low
inlet and aft end drag for the airflow the engine demands at one flight condition , usually high altitude cruise .
For other flight conditions, which may be dictated by air traffic control requirements or involve external stores ,
non-standard-day ambient air temperature , or operational constraints , the match will not be optimum . An
integrated control system with authority to control the inlet , engine , and nozzle can optimize the performance
of the propulsion system throughout the flight envelope . Improvements of up to 5 percent in propulsion system
thrust may be attained .

_____ 

_______ 

4

_ _ _ _  ~~~~~~~~~~
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4 .1 .2  Trajectory optimization t.

Many integrated control schemes involve some formInle t
dreg of trajectory optimization , that is, a control algorithm

that controls flightpath and engine throttle setting to
_______ 

optimize some night phase .

4.1.2.1 Minimum noise takeoff

One example of trajectory optimization Is the minimumAlt
noise takeoff mode. This mode is designed to optimize theend

dreg LIT~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

takeoff fli ghtpath and throttle setting for minimum noise .
Open loop programmed throttle noise reduction , an exten-

_______ 
sion of presently used cutback procedures, has been
proposed for supersonic transports (Ref. 4) .  In the

~
— Opt imum airfl ow for tion about temperature , airspeed , ground speed, altitude ,
\ pr opulsion system weight , runway length , and community type , and conti-

Speci fic

.
~ ~~~~— - Pr opuls ion system minimum noise mode the onboard computer takes Informa-

fuel
consumption tng

”
~~~~ 

— — 

nually calculates the trajectory and throttle setting that
minimize noise . The resulting outputs may be used to
drive autopilot actuators or merely be displayed for the

r~~~~~~ im airflow pilot .

— 
for engine

The results are minimum noise , not just for a standardEngine airflow day with no wind and a certain gross weight , but for the
existing conditions. Crew workload Is reduced, improving

F igure 10. Engine - inlet-nozzle  integration safety during the critical tak eoff and initial climb . If an
at partial power. engine falls during reduced thrust operation , the system

automatically increases all other engines, to maximum
thrust and . If the crew so desires, flies an engine-out

climb trajectory . Thrust and nlghtpath can be modulated in such a way as to minimize fuel consumption or
improve engine life even If noise is not a problem , as in the case of an overwater climbout .

4 .  1.2.2 Terrain following

Another task for which the integration of propulsion and night control systems appears to be advantageous is
terrain following. Current systems have a terrain-following computer which Is coupled to the fli ghtpath controls
and a terrain-following radar. The pilot controls the throttles independently . This causes some problems. Since
the pilot does not know the future flightpath of the airplane , he must continually vary the throttle settIng to main-
tain the desired speed . Rapid throttle excursions are necessary , some of which Involve afterburning, with its
poorer fuel consumption . Throttle cycling at low altitude and high speed greatly reduces engine life .

Analytical studies of an integrated control system optimized for terrain following have been conducted. The
terrain-following system predicts throttle requirements in advance , allowing slower and smaller throttle excur-
sions and reducing speed variations and pilot workload . Substantial reductions in throttle rate , with the
accompanying fuel savings, have also been predicted, as Indicated in Figure 11.

This Integrated control concept could be
demonstrated with an airplane equipped with
a terrain-following radar , a computer that
could handle the optimal control laws, and an
autothrottle . It could also be demonstrated
wIth the PROFIT airplane by using the Altitude
arrangement shown In Figure 12. The air-
craft could be flown over a simulated ground
contour stored in a ground-based computer . ConventionalData from the NASA precision ground ntegratedtracking radar would Indicat e airplane -

position with respect to the simulated ground —-

contour. The terrain-following radar and
optimal integrated control laws would

—a
~ .4::~ r~

process the aircraft position data and other
telemetered data and calculate the desired ________________________________________________
flight control and throttle commands. These Thrust
would be transmitted to the airplane for ~~/ 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
pilot display or use as actuator commands.

VSince the airplane could be flown well
above the ground, the hazards of low
altitude flight could be avoided . The Range
ground-based computer programming could
all be done in Fortran , Figure 11. Comparison of altitude and thrust deviations

for conventional contro l and integrated contro l optimized
4.1.2 .3 Energy management for terrain following .

Whenever an airplane I. supposed to proceed from one point In iti flight envelope to another , there Is an
optimum path for the transition . This path varies according to the optimized parametar . For example, a pilot
may desire to optimize fuel consumed , time consumed , or distance covered , depending on the mission . Until
recently , an experienced pilot could do a good job of optimizing performance himself . However , in very high
thrust-to-weight-rat io aircraft that can sustain high normal load factors at less than maximum thrust , a pilot’s
ability to estimate the optimum path is greatly reduced. Reference 2 discusses the flight and propulsion control
aspects of energ~ management , Some of these concepts could be flight tested in the PROFIT program , The

—i-- i , ,-
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v— PROFIT computer results would determine whether the
\ performance improvements justified

the addition of a PROFIT system to an
— - . airplane . Methods of display and

- ,,~ mode selection could also be studied .
Telemetry Pilots who are not familiar with the

Telemetry ~ up link PROFIT airplane’s capabilities would
Thn link 

_______ probably give a more accurate indica-
Radar tion of the benefits of the system than

I II i Io ~ . pilots with experience In the PROFIT
• •..

~ ~~~ 
board airplane, and Should participate in

F I II U l ink the evaluation . For a production

Telemetry L J~ da ~ran smutt e r ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
a

receiver ______ 
a r only improvements in performance

.1 1 but also improvements in pilot
Aircraft position Ground Commands effectiveness and reductions in

Air cPgft dat a computer training requirements .

Simulated ground contour An example of the simulation
Terrain-following radar algorithm results for an energy management
Aircraft l imits application from Reference 2 is shown
Optima l integrated control l5*s in Figure 13. An aircraft operating at

an altitude of 3000 meters and a Mach
Figure 12. PROFIT concep t as applied to optimal terrain - number of 0.8 wIth 3180 kilograms of
fol lowing p ro blem . fuel is required to intercept another

aircraft 50 kilometers ahead flying at
at an altitude of 1500 meters and a

Mach number of 0.9. Three different t rajectories are shown . In the level acceleration case , the interceptor ’s
fuel is expended after 205 seconds (point A) while the aircraft is still 20 kilometers behind the target aircraft .
When the energy management algo- 3
rlthm is used to compute the mini- 14 X 10 Time~ Fuel S
mum time trajectory, the interception 

- Minimum fuel sec kg
is made in 240 seconds (point B) “~, A 205 0
with 1360 kIlograms of fuel 12 - 

....~~
‘ ~ - B 240 1360

remaining. The minimum fuel __ __ ~~~~~~ “~. C 272 1745
trajectory involves climbing to a 10 - / ~~~~~~higher altitude . In this case , the / ,‘
interception is made in 272 seconds ‘ / ~— M ini mum time ‘k’(point C) with 1745 kIlograms of 8 - /—

fuel remaining. Altitude , ,/ /
m 

-4.2 Engine Control Research 6
I ,

The engine of a high perform- 4 Interce iXor 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~ance airplane is required to pro- — sA \\duce high thrust , to have low fuel ______ 50-km .

~ *
consumption , and to respond 2 - initial separation ,,j.
rapidly to throttle changes. Target A B
These requirements tend to I I I
necessiinte a complex control 0 20 40 60 H) 100 120 140
system—one that controls several Ra nge km
variables . The full-authority
digital control for the TF3O engine Figure 13. Energy management for  intercept mission.
in the F-ill IPCS program resulted Simulation data fro m Reference 2.
in substantial gains in engine
transient response and stability . Later technology engines incorporat e more control variables than the TF3O engine .
Some of these engines have limited-authority supervisory digital controls in addition to the hydromechanical
controls, but no production engine has an all-digital control . Some of the performance gains to be expected with
an all-digital engine control are increases in thrust , decreases in fuel consumption , improvements in stability
and transient performance , reductions in maintenance requirements, and improvements In reliability. These
Improvements result from the control of more variables , additional sensors , more accurate controls, closed loop
controls in place of open loop schedules , better matching of components , and software which will switch to other
control modes in case of certain failures.

4.2 . 1  Engine rnultivaria ble control

A primary objective of the PROFIT program I. to evaluate multivariable engine control (Ref. i i) .  This method
of control , which was developed and evaluated on a hybrid simulation , will be ground tested on an engine in the
NASA Lewis Research Center Propulsion System Laboratory. The engine control was developed by using linear
quadratic regulator theory . It has been proposed that the PROFIT flight tests extend the multivariable control
analysis to include the inlet as well as the engine .

4.2.2 Engine probl em detection and action

A number of potentially useful engine functions are based on a common requirement of knowing the relation-
ships between all of the engine states . These functions Include failur, detection , diagnostics , self trimming,
and the use of self-~ irr.ctlng software . Each of these functions involves decisions about the overall health of
the engine • and degraded or failed sensors , actuators , or engine components must be identified . Figure 14
shows a conceptual flow diagram of a system that performs these ft nations. Engine sensors are checked for
validity first . If all sensors are determined to be valid , a diagnostics routine is entered . The routine must be

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ - — - - --- . -—.~~~~~~~ ,— —~~~~~—, — ~, — 
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F igure 14.  Engine diagnostic and action flow chart.

able to recognize such temporary problems as compressor or fan stalls , which do not represent actual failures .
Recovery logic may be desirable to get the engine out of the temporary problem. If degradation is detected in
engine performance, it should be determined whether this is normal , in which case the engine may be retrimmed ,
or abnormal . If it is abnormal , the engine should either be operated in a reduced performance mode, or, in the
case of multiengine airplanes, shut down . It actual failures (as opposed to degradation In engine performance)
are detected , again the decision may be to shut down, or, if the failure is in certain components, to continue to
operate in a reauced performance mode.

If a sensor is found to be invalid , it may be possible to use a backup control mode. Self-correcting software
(Ref. 12) may be employed to operate the engine with other sensors , probably at reduced performance.

5.0 TEST BED RESEARCH

The PROFIT airplane will provide a test bed for the evaluation of a variety of hardware conceptB. The digital
control system, with the ability to accept a full range of inputs , will make an Ideal test bed for such things as
new sensors, signal transmission systems , digital actuators , and direct digital transducers. Many of these new
hardware developments cannot normally justify a flight test , but can ride along and provide data in the flight
environment at little additional cost . For example, the use of fiberoptics as an interface between an engine and
its digital controller is being studied by the NASA Lewis Research Center , an4 is planned for flight testing on
the PROFIT airplane, as are some advanced direct digital sensors and actuators.

6.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

The propulsion-flight control integration technology (PROFIT) concept is to be used to develop an airplane
capable of studying a variety of Integrated control concepts. The PROFIT system will Incorporate engine , inlet ,
and flight controls that are integrated with a digital computer , end it will be implemented on a high performance
supersonic twin-engine fighter airplane. The airplane control hardware will be modified to provide the
necessary capability for control research, while software will be used to provide a flexible integration capa-
bility . The PROFIT system will be designed so as to not be critical to flight safety , reducing cost and risk . A
remote computation capability using a telemetr) down link , ground-based computer • and telemetry up link will
be provided to supplement the airborne computer. One engine will have full-authority digital control of all of the
engine variables, and will be available as an engine control research facility . Other subjects ibr control research
are engine-Inlet-nozzle integration , trajectory optimization , end muttivariable engine control . An investigation
of these and other subjects should aid In the development of control technology for future aircraft designs.
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ACTIVE CONTROLS FOR CIVIL TRANSPORTS

by
H.Hitch

British Aircraft Corporation Ltd.
Commercial Aircra ft Division

Weybridge KT I3 OSF

S1IIMARY

The principles involved in A.C.T. for civil transports are described
and estimates are made of the probable benefits. The A .C.T. functions,
manoeuvre load alleviation, gust load alleviation, relaxed stability,
flutter suppression, ride quality improvement and fatigue i.provemant are
discussed in turn and the problems and benefitg outlined, It is concluded
tha t load alleviation approaching 50% may be accep ted as a target and that
11.0.0. saving s in toto of about 7% are possible sod worthwhile .

THE TARGET

The motivation for research in the civil transport field Ia very largely to improve the aircraft
economics as seen by the airlines. This must be done, to be accep table, without any degradation of
safety, reliability and maintenance costa. Civil transport technology is fortunate in that there is a
couranonly accepted measure by which improvements offered on the market c~n be assessed - namely D.O.C.
(Di rect Operating Cost). Unfortunately whilst there is a standard 11.0.0. for mula , it is much criticised
1.~ detail by al most every interested party each of wh om ha. his own private vari ant . These variations
turn largely on the way in wh!ch the coats of financing new aircraf t are accounted for and the differences
in D.O .C. between the formulae can be significant. However , i n assessing the worth of various techno-
logical improvementa and putt ing them in the right ‘pecking —order ’, the various D.O.C. formulae do not
differ significantly.

The salient result artaing from an examination of a particular aircraft using one such D.O.C, formula
Is that in order to reduce D .O.C. b y 1%, fu el usag e has to be reduced by 3 to 4%. No other single item
come s close to this , the next being reduction in airf rame manuf acturing cost which is around 6%.

Accordingly all those technical innovationa which aim at reducing aircraft empty weight , aircraft
drag , reduced engine bleeds and of course improvements in engine economy bear directl y on reductions in
fue l useage and are worth pur suing .

Of these innovations , no single technology offers significantly more tha n Active Contro l Technology
in terms of D .O.C. benfi ts ,  A, C .T. in this context ia eaaentially wing load al leviation together with
relaxed stabili ty.  These benefits are aroi.md 4 — 7% on D.O ,C, for a medi um r ange ( 2000 n .m .)  200 seater
aircraft when it is assessed at constant pay load and it i. assumed that the technology is used to the
full  extent possible and the cant iguration is adjusted.

Anal ysis of a typical transport aircraft at cc.nstant Aspect Ratio lead s to the concl usion tha t a
target of 50% design win g ~~ reduction can be set using existing t ype s of controls (ai lerons, spoiler.,
flaps). This lead, to some 15% reduction in wi ng weight , 34% reducti on in AUS!’ wtich di rectly lead s to
2-3% reduction in D .O,C. or approximately double this if the aircraft is stretched with a given engine sire
for the •ame performance standard.

Anal ysis also lead, to the conclusion tha t by relaxing the longi t udin al stability to just above
neut ral and so allowing the C.0. to move further a f t , the tai l sir .. ~~d the tail load to tri, can be
reduced . When these are worked through , a D. 0.C. gain of 2% r esult s or approximately douád , this if the
aircr af t is stretched with a given engine air. . for the same performance standard .

I f these two A.C .T. function s are implemen ted together the gain. are not directly additive but some-
thing approaching their sum can be expected i... approachi ng 4 — 5% D.O.C. gain or 7 — 9% it the aircraft
is stretched.

These gains are high ly significant notwithstanding their small num erical dsscr iptt on. A 1% D.0.C.
gain on a DC9 , SAC —11 ], Boeing 737 amounts to approximately a saving of £25~ p.r air cr aft per year on a
typical 3000 hour utiltsation or £0.5. over the SOyr life of an y one aircraft.

These figur es ste fai rly large and as tar gets they sustai n th, researcher, in their qa..t for
i.proveusnts and amply justify the research oo.te. In the A.C .T . field the costs of any one research
group bringing these benefit, to f rui t ion ii likely to be around ~ ij — 2a. The R.turn on Investm ent
estimated as a rat io of th. .. tigur.a is very sati.f actory fcs’ any reasonable n~~~er of aircr aft. 
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A. C .T. FUNCT IONS

Formally, in the A. C. T. f ield , the followi ng function. are usually included.

1. Load al leviat ion.
1.1. Manoeuvre load alleviation .
1.2 . Gust  load a l lev ia t ion.

2. Relaxed S tab i l i ty.
3. F lu t te r  suppression .
4.  Ride—quality improvement .
5. Fatigue l i fe  improvement.

These w i l l  now be diacusaed in tu rn  w i t h  a view to describing the possibi lities and the p i t fa l l s .

1.1, Manoeuvre Load alleviation

Transport a i rcraf t  are required to be designed to a given manoeuvring 0. This val ue is part  of
the par t icular  speci f icat ion of the a i r c ra f t  being designed , may be a function of weight and may be
negotiable wi th  the particular country ’s certifying Authority under whose rules certification is to be
sought . This val ue of C is obtainable through the use of controls and is defended on the grounds of a
desired turn ing  radius and a desired dive pull—out abi l i ty , The arguments for accepting one value or
another relate to measurementa over the years from ‘1-0 recorders and the like and the larger value s
relate especially to inadvertent or emergency manoeuvring. It may well be that with a properly designed
and engineered control l imi t ing  system (akin to a military manoeuvre demand system) inadvertent or
extreme emergency manoeuvring excess 0 could be reduced wi t hout adversely a f fec t ing  the normal turning
or pull—out a b i l i t y  or other desi red nmnoeuvres. Such a system is not discussed here but would in any
case be a simple application of the system. to be discus sed.

Accordingly it I, assumed tha t the usual 1.5 excess G ab i l i t y  is desired giving as a l imit load
condition 1 + 1.5 = .2 .5 0.

Manoeuvre load alleviation ii not therefore to be construed as an al leviat ion of the total load but
as an alleviation of the wing Sending Moments for the arise total load by the expedient of shifting the
centre of pressure of the additional load inboard.

The aim Is to shift the C .P.  inboa rd sufficiently to allow the design SM to be reduc ed by 50% .
Sfnce the gust SM is typically equivalent to some 30 and the manoeuvre SM to some 2.50 the gust .~aoe
usually designs. In these circumstance, the target BM is equivalent to 1,50 and the manoeuvre SW there-
fore needs to be reduced only by 1 — 1,5 40% to ~~ t th.

2.5
Considering as an example an aircraf t having a wing weight of 10% A . U . W .  and wing fuel weight 20%

A . U . W . ,  the nett manoeuvre SM wi l l  be approximately 70% of the air—load SM. Hence to achieve a
reduction of 40% in the nett value require. 28% reduction in the air load SM.

The question now arises as to whether the air load can be manipulated so that this 28% reduction be
achieved ,

The sean, conveniently available are the existing cont rols na mely aileron , f laps and spoilers.
These conventional controls can in pr inciple be rearranged and resized in any specific case and new con-
trols e.g. leading edge devices can be called up.

To introduce the possibilities at their simplest consider what can be achieved with a typical t ip—
aileron of 0.3 span , the rest of the wing having flaps or fisperona . Deploying up—aileron introduces
relieving down load s at the tip and to prea’ rve the total air load , to achieve the requ ired 1.5 excess
.ianoeuvring 0, the flaps or flaperons will be deployed downwards. If it be arranged that these loads
exactl y balance then there will be no incidence adjustment but there will be changes in the balanci ng
tr.il load . If it be arranged tha t they do not , th en there will be an incidence adjustme nt , Thi.
latter situati on is generally undesirable not least because greater control angle is clearl y needed and
this will be a limiting factor .

Simplifying the air load distributions involved , as in the
figur e, yields for the Root SM from the air load

Without A.C .T.  :— £12
_

2

From A.C .T.  - bkl
2

-r
2Net t ~ — al b

ence it is seen that k measur ,s the alleviation. Now
where • is the co~tro1 angle and IC is the wing incidence

at the 2.50 condition . For cruise at say 600 f/i  for an air—
crsft with a wing loading around 100 lbs/sq. ft. , a.,~~ at 2.50 ______

wil l be about 0.5 which for an D-, of 5 say , indicate. an b
incidence of some 7°. The maximum aileron angle available 

.
~~~

in the up sense is typically about 20° and 4 1. around
Hence the maximu , val ue of ~~~~ is about 0.9 when is then 0.45. That is to say , full aileron at
cruise compensated by corre sponding fla p movement to preserve the same tot al load , can achieve so.. 45%
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reduction in the air load SM at the root. The resulting distri-
bution ii illustrated in the f igur e.  This alleviation varies
wi th speed and Mach No. and at ii abo ut 20%. i i

However this is a highly idealised value and will  be much —

effected by the ai leron aeroelastic effectiveness ‘if, • Since I — ~—~ 
a t ip aileron wi l l  normally rever se at about 1.2 Vw , at cruise
its effecti veness will be shout 0.4 and at Y~ , the minimum 

ACT~1speed at which 2.50 can be sustained , 57 w i l l  be about 0.85. 
______ ______________

05 0.7
Hence in practise the reduction in air load rock BM become. 

~‘ I
18% at cruise and about the same at from ful l  20 of \..fo.3
aileron .

These figures are to be compared with the figure of 28%
required to achieve the 40% nett reduction in manoeuvre SM to
match the 50% target reduction in design SM.

This simple example illustrates that a conventional t ip aileron produces about the tight amount of
shift in C.P. of additional load if operated with flaps or flape rona. Studies in depth have shown
that the target is severe but just achievable.

The thorny philosophical question of the safety factor enter s here for it is clear tha t such a
manoeuvre load alleviation system wi l l  cease to work linearly when the control reaches i ts  stops and th is
will be equated to the limit load . If the ult imate load condition i. interpreted as a rare but genuine
load th en the system will not give the extra protection between limit and ultimate load and the strength
will be exceeded . If however the ultimate load condition i~ int erpreted as a means of securing a
reserve of strength beyond limit load strength and is not a genui ne load then the alleviation system is
not required to move beyond that needed for alleviating limi t
load i.e. not beyond ful l  travel and wi l l  therefore be satis-
facto r y.

The diagram emphasisea the point that in the event of 100 Gist

f all ure ( controls fail to move from neutral in reaponse to
demand) the strength is only good for a 0.50 (unfactored)
manoeuvre, Clearly this is restrictive but if the f l ight  deck
indications of failure were positive enough , it would be
sufficient for an alerted pilot to proceed safely to his
destination . Of cour se the 50% SM reduction arg ued here is a 00 ..Tar sut ....._.
target only ; a lesser target would involve lesser problems .

,.Io .... -~~~,.... .. 
Differen t applications, but using the same principle are

to allow the A.U.W . to increase wi thout redesigning the wing or
the span to be increased by the addition of larger tips without
redesigning the wing . I n both these cases a typical nett SM 

_______ —increase at the root would be about 10% which can be offset by i is 2.5 SO
the use of active controls. This represents a much ~~~e o
modest target than that of the previous section and is corres-
pondingly easier to achieve .

To implement such a syate. involves an acceleration sensor , but a slow acting one , positioned on the
aircraft centre line. The signal would be fed to the ai leron., spoiler s, flaperon a which would also be
slow acting . The pitchi n g moments created as a by—product would need to be offset  by the u.e of elevator .
There are no particular difficulties in this systems desi gn and some systens are about to be offered on
the market. The major issue relat es to the engineering of the flaps or flaperons to en sur e that ,
altho ugh slow act ing , they are nevertheless quick enough.

1.2. ~~ist Load Alleviation

At the outset there is a major question to face. Traditionally the gust requirements for transpor t
ai rcraft have been based on the idealised concept of an isolated gus t whose characteristics have been
adjusted to give accord with measur ed data fro. instrumented e.troraft. As a ircraft characteristics
changed , notably in the middle 50’s f row slow stiff vehicles to fast flexible vehicles, the dat a f roe the
past was less relevant to the futur , and the t radi t ional  idealised gus t concept did not necessarily
accoun t properly ~or the newer aircraft features , notwithst an ding the rework of the measured data to
provide adjusted values for the idealised gust. To account for these changes , the concept of continuous
turbulence as deecribed by power spectra was dev.lop.d . The situatio n now exists wherein some nations ’
require ments cal l for the isolated gust description and others for the continuous turbulence description .

I n consideri ng gust load alleviation the task 1. considerably more exacting if the isolated gust
concept Is u sed as the gust description than if the continuou s turbulence concept is used . Essentially
this is because , in the continuous turbulence concept , respons e Is descri bed stati stically in ter~~ of
averages whereas in the isolated gust concept attention is focus sed on a specific response whi ch is sensi-
tive to the desc ription of the isolated gust. Particularly , the resp onse to an isolated gust must be
sensitive to gust pattern and gust patterns are not well known or established, I t  ii not difficult  to
I g i ne a gust pattern which at first causes a gust iced alleviation system to act so as to alleviate the
gust but which then changes sign too quickly tim’ the syst.. to follow thereby leaving the aircr aft to con-
teed wi th  the alleviator acting temporarily in the wrong sense~ Moreover it can easily be
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conjectured that if a system is designed to alleviate continuous
turbulence only, it could act detrimentally it certain gust
patterns were encountered and vioe versa. Both descriptions
should be used when designing a gust alleviation system for it
seems clear tha t examples of more—or—less isolated gusts have
been encountered and recorded ( though not often reported) of / p’ .,
design gust magni tude and to these has been attributed the / /  ‘~~.

cause of some acc idents and equally clt arly there are examples / /
of more—or—less continuous turbulence of high inten si ty ,  / TIm.
although the lat ter  have not yet been at tr ibuted the cause of
any accident. Consider now a gust alleviation system designed /7’..
to alleviate the loads ari sing from isolated gust. of desi gn /

Such an alleviating system must e i ther  produce a load of •
Opposite sign to the gust load at every instant i . e.  atte mpt to
cancel the load at source or must pitch the aircraft into the
gust (or twist the wing into the gust:) so that the gust loads
do not develop fu l ly .  In the former case , conventional
leading or trailing edge control s can be used, and are , in effect , the only means available for shor t
wave — length isolated gusts; in the latter case , elevator control can be used but will only be
effective at the longer wave lengths since the time taken to pitch the aircraft is considerable. If an
aileron control is used and is effective for short aharp gusts it will also be effective for the longer
wave length or dra u ght—typ e gusts , but a measure of elevator control will have to be added to compensate
for the aileron pi tching moments and to restore the handling qualities. For most transport aircraft
the bending loads produced on the wing at the short sharp end are appr~,ximetely equal to those produced
at the long wave length end . If the current idealised (1—COB) gust shape of wave length L is used for
illustra tion , the loads produced vary as in the illustration.
The first peak is sensitive to the elasti c characteristics ,
involves considerable “modal act ivi ty” but is largely a
direct reflection of the instantaneous gust load modified L~.d
by ‘heave ’. The second peak in the envelope is sensitive Gist
to pitching characteristics, CO position , pitch damping
etc. and i. well predicted by rigid—body analyses.

v:’i
The fig ure is drawn for a constant gust velocity . 2sd p,áIf however a correlation between gus t magnitude and wave

length i. accepted - such that on an equal probability basis
high gust velocities are not associated with short wave
leng ths or , as has been proposed , Vt

* ~~ 14 a
with ~~~~ = gust velocity and H the gradient distanc e, then P’tth mpwa,
the first peak is reduced and the second peak is increased
to become the dominant one for design . (These ideas are not
yet in any natio n ’s requi rements but are in debate ) . In .~~.msey
this event a gust alleviator for isolated gusts would be
easier to design since there is more time in Which it can I

react.

Il lustration has been made of the idealized ( l—C08) isolated gust but it may be expected that , for
an aircraft with a gust alleviator to be certified in accordance with isolated gust requirement s, other
gust types would need to be considered. It would be ideal , if a gust alleviation system were able to
alleviate gust patterns of any complexity. This emy be too much to expect ~~d it will then be necessary
to show that the system alleviate, gust patterns asnoc-iated wi th meg’ ‘.t udes above a certain probability
level. Little work is available on such probabilities; h3wever a “Vortex ” gust represents a practical
ex treme , for it contains the rapid reversal feature , as in
the figure , is known to exist in the atmosphere, and has
an understand able origi n in atmospheric vorticity as from
convecti ve storms. I ts  actual shape could take cognizance
of any proposed correlati on between magnitud e and “Wa ve”
length . It should however be noted tha t the maximum rate
with which the gust load can change is limited by the
mechanism of circulation change on an serofoil
conveniently described by the ~Usner functi on well known
in two dImensions at least,

TM,.

p00

There is a fund amental question as to whether a contro l can pro~ Ice enough force fast enough to
reduce sufficiently the loads ar ising frcm sharp gusts . An estima te of the control angle required is

- 
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easily made , using the (l—CO a ) gust as an example. Consider a
(l—CO 8) gust of magni tude ¶es aiwl wave length I.. The wing inci-
dence is then ~~~ I/y rlid~ans . For a typ ical system w i t h  a .

~~~~~ ~~~ 
I

forces are proportional to and as ii lus trst.d • For
rigid wing having a t ip ai leron occupying 0.3 of the span , the

control in a static sense I w.’14,. wo.I ( l~ m~~..ao sL ,1o.gL ~~~
equal SM at the root i.e. fu~~ cancellati on of the gust by the

whenue +/~~‘i%
4

For a flexible w ing the aileron will  have effectiveness and
then for incre mental gust SM cancellation tlI(,l. ~~~

Hence for a gust , producing incidence ~~~~ radians the 50

aileron required is ~ • ~f,”%radi.ns. Whe n 60 f,’ ,
V =  6e f /s  and 11% 0.4 say, as at cruise , • ‘u~ I radian . . IClearly no aileron control can be wor ked to 1 radian; 4 radian ________________

is a typical maximum. Hence a typical t ip aileron of 30% span .i€ 
~‘~‘ g

worki ng at 4~~ serolaattc effectiveness w i l l  be able to produce
enough 511 at the root to alleviate the SM f rom a 60 f/s
isolated gust by 4.

The rate of application can be assessed by observing that since * follows (in this elementary Illus-
tr ation) the Q-a)S) shape , as illustrated , the average rate Is ~~~~~~ the maximum rate ~~~~~~~ degrees/
toot or V.~~~ degree,/second. If~~ is limi ted to 20 (4 rad i an ),
then for L 60 feet and V 600 f/s representi ng a short eharp
gust the maximum aileron rate requ ired is ~~,,1te df.e

~~~. ~ SØ /second and the aver age is 3~,,,mz. sf...
‘i~ I.,. /second. These estima tes incicate only

that a high rate Of application will be necessar y to cancel the
gust instant by instant . Btu~ies of a much mor e detailed
nat ur e indicate that about 200 /500 suffice s and this is
withi n the compass of modern practice on hydraulic power
units.

I t  is clear , therefore, that a typical aileron of a
typical transport has a force making capability sufficient to __________________________________

reduce the incremental gust SM by about 4 provided it can be L
moved quickly enough ; equally clearly if , Bay , twice the
traili n g edge can be given over to aileron (or rotating (1 -m.I ee thw.

trail ing edge of a fla p) sndJor if other controls e.g.
spoiler, can be brought into play , then a reduction in the -

incremental gust SM of about twice the figure or more is
achievable. On a particular study a reduction of the gust incremental SM by 73% to 23% was an achievable
target • It  may be noted , as in the figure, that although the moment arm reduces as the aileron moves
inboard it.  aer oelastic effectiveness increases and the moat
effective aileron position for relieving the ICOT SM is
about mid span and for relieving SM at 35% span i. about 73%,
I t  must also be noted with regard to spoilers tha t their l i f t—

aktng capability in both e va. and —Va senses in terms of
rapid operation is not well established and spoilers may not
therefore be a useful control for this purpose.

In broad terms the gust load s for the design 6Sf t/sec gust
on a typical design at heavy weight are equi valent to approxi-
mately 20 and with the 10 steady fligh t condition the desi gn up—
gust case gives a limit load condition of appro ximat ely 30.
This becomes 440 as an ult ima te condition with a 1.5 reserve
factor . If a gust alleviation system is deployed so as to
reduce the 20 increment by 73% to 0.50 then the nett limit con-
dition is 1.50 sad the ultimate 2.250 and the nett SM in the SM

gust case ii halved . This targe t is consistent with the
target possibilities in the manoenvre load case and both
systems must be deployed for the design SM to be so reduced .

Clearly there would be insufficient control movement to alleviate the design gust SM and the design
manoeuvre at the same t ime , flare is therefore an “ interaction ” curv, to be developed a. Illustrated

- 

_ _ _  
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in the figure which would need to be assessed against the
combined probabilities of a specific gust and a specific
manoeuvre occuring simultaneously. The t arget figure Of 75%
reduction in incremental gust 011 implies that a gust of 25%
of 66 f/s i.e. 16 f/s would give limit load on the structure
in the event of complete passive failure of the gus t
all .viatj on system. At cruise condition s of 30,0~ O ft and
11 = 0,84 a l6ft gust would be met about once in 10 nauti cal
miles i .e. perhaps once in every five flights. However if the
whole of the 1.5 reserve factor can be attributed to structural
streng th reserv es then the gust which would give ultimate load
in the event of c~~~let e passive failure of the gust alleviator
system is 42 f/s snd8this is likely to be encountered in cru ise
conditions one In 10 nautical miles. Failure of the gust
alleviation system can be likened to failure of a member of a
fail—safe structure. In such cases civil aircraft certifyi ng
author ities accept a residual strength su fficient for limi t load . If this same phi losophy be used then
to achieve a residual stre ngth sufficient for a 66 ii. gus t treated as an ultimate condition would re-
quire, as seen in the figure , that a SM reduction of 33% only
be med. by the use of a gust alleviation system. If anythi ng
better than 33% is to be atte mpted, detailed consideration
would have to be given to the reliability of the A.C.T .
system to ensure that the combined ri sk of encountering the 0
design gust with , at the same time , the system inoperative was

4 0 0acceptable • Some studies have indicated that for a 50% SM
reduction and to meet a 1 in 10 ~isk of catastrophe a system
requires a reliability of 1 in 10 • This is a figure very 3
dependent upon the atmospheric description used but in itself
Is not particularly exacting. One may conclude th at a 33% 

2
reduction in design gust SM is achievable with no great system
reliability demands and that 50% is achievable with incre ased
reliability demands.

~~ 50 100
pee

It  remains only to consider what diff icult ies  exist in designing control laws to drive the controls.
One obviou, philosophy to follow is to ins tal l a sensor where there i~ large wing deflection — at the tip
say — use the signal as an error signal, and attemp t by the use of ai leron to ‘null ’ it. This has not
been found diff icul t  when using simple dynami c model., two rigid modes plus two bending modes , and an
accelerometer with no f i l ter ing is satisfactory in principle ,
But wi th  more representative (more elaborate) models such a FlUme

maesyst em is very prone to introduce flutter type instabi lities,
These will be sensitive to sensor position and system gain. It ~,
I. likely to happen that the gains necessary to ensure adequate
f l utter stability are inadequate to achieve the alleviation for
any position on the wing . For positi ons on th, f uselage, an
acceleration sensor does not pick up moth wing motion but picks
up the heave/pitch motion and the instability problem is moth

For such a position the system acts more lik, a gust force sensor —

lessened and an a cceptable region materia lised as illustrat ed.

by virtue of sensing heave acceleration - producing an open locp
signal demsad ing the sileron to follow the gust precisel y” .

Anothe r obvious phIlo sophy is to use a gust vane to sense the
gust di rectly and demand , in an open loop manner , a cancelling
aileron movement. fit. system ha. been found to offer no 

_________________________

advant ages over the accelerometer system and is less robust
Fe00 I 00~~O sam.physically,

St udies for one such design using aileron alone driven by an accelerometer have been conducted in
depth for gusts of consta nt spanwise intensity and many shapes, (1—(l)S) and Vortex not able among them.
Some typical results are as shewn . -

to 5.SI IN ~I - is.) 500 15 Ii - me
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The system , designed on an isolated gust basi s has been checked on a power spectral density basi s with
the specificatio n as in current F .A.A. regulatio ns, I t  transpires that the system behaves very well
and the degree of alleviation I a very similar in all respects. In particu lar it tran spires that , inorder to achieve the maximum alleviation afforded by a conventional aileron operated to full  travel i.e.
some 25% on Root SM , a high rate Jack of such the same specificati on as for the isolated gust case is
required, However the rever se situation has not b ee,n studied and it  may be that a system designed on apower spectral density specification of t urbulence would not give a satisfactory alleviatio n on specificisola ted gust..

2. RELA~~~~ STABILITY

2.1, Longitudinal Stability

For moat subsonic tran apur t aircraf t the range of centre of gravi ty travel which must be accommo-
dated is primarily a function of the paaeen ger layout . This c.g. range can be moved relative to the
wing , but the extent to which this i. possible depends on the
ability to hold the nose up at the most extreme forward c.g.
position, and on the amoun t of natural ( longitudinal)
stability req uired at the most extreme aft limit. The larger
the ta liplan. size the more easily the nose is raised and the
grea ter the natural stability. This produces a relationship
illus trated in the f igure. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~ co.

If the longitudinal control surface (elevator or tailplsne ) 
T00 __

can be operated in such a way as to provide atabi lising pitching
moments proportional to angular displacements and/or velocities . ‘is’

in pitch then the effective stab ility is increased. This can be
done by for example sensing angular velocity in pitch and by
sending the signal to the elevator operating Jacks. Slnce the
effective stability has been incres.ed a further aft c.g.
position can be tolerated , so relieving the trim moments at the _________________________

forward c.g. for a given c.g. range.
CO eme. 00100

see dw,d LE.

A. shewn the e.g. range is thus moved aft overall , so reduci ng the tailplane size required. This
gives a direct reduction in structure weight and a fuel weight
reductio n consequent upon the drag reduction. At the same t ime
the downward tailplane load to tri, with f laps down is reduced, so
that at take—off with forward c.g. the ‘ trim loss’ is reduced ,
giving higher CL se. and lower i n,  drag. Consequently t ake-of f — 

~~~~~performance is improved . Trim dr ag on cruise may also be CO
improved , though thi, effect  I. co only smaller , and it the c.g. Tail .. .
ra nge is moved very far .ft the trim dr ag will eventually
increase again . 

. ...~~~~ ,. . . — . . —.

/ 5,001The Weight and drag reducti ons can be used to provide . — — — .  — .  
-50 ACT

either improved performance (for a given ai rcraft) or more 7
payload (for a given engine size) or a reduced aircraft weight 7(for a given payload requirement). With the second and third /of these opti ons a r eduction in direct operating cost is
obtai ned. 

- CO d~~~ .s 00* 00
, m ~00u,s d.s.d LE.

Wherever natural stability i.e diminished and artificial
stability sbustitute d there is likely to be a problem of maintaini ng reliability for  the stability
augmenting devices. Total failure of the devic, will Obviously cause some degree of degradation in
stability. If the loss i. not too severe a .inisum acceptable level of stability allowing the pilot to
maintain control and complete the flight may be intaiSed. In such a case the reliability of the
stability mugmenting device most be such as to reduce the chance of failure to a low level , but the
possibility of in—service failure is recognised and accepted . Where the los. of stability is very
severe, however, the effect of a failure is likely to be catastrophic. In such case, the level of
reliability de~~~ded is such that a total failure is unlikely to occur during the life of the aircraft.
With system multiplication any single failure may be contained, but there remains the problem of
estimating overall failure pr obabi lity due to combination, of local system failures. It may be ergued
that a single catastrophic system failure (e.g. lightniSg strike causing total electrical system failure)
most still be allowed for , and on this basis multipli cation most include vari ation in system type (e.g.manual reversi on of acme kind, or use of parallel flu.tdic and electronic syltems).

On. problem that tends to occur with conventional aircraft arrangements ar ises f ro, the use of wij ig—
mounted undercarriage. With such an undercarriage the attachment points are noremlly on or near the rear
wing spar (or the rea r of the wing structural box) and apace avai lable for stowage in the wing root and
lower fuselage is usually such th at little freedom exists to move the undercarri age back or forward
relative to the wing. When , therefore, ar t ificial stabilit y ii used to move the c.g. rang, aft relative
to the wing there may be some diffi culty in meet ing the ‘,ini~~~ nose wheel load ’ require ment which
arises from steeri ng considerations - the most aft e.g. is too near to the main undercarri age whi ch
cannot be moved aft relative to the wing. In such cases the limit on stabilit y augmentation may occur
when the minisu~ acceptable nose wheel load is reached . Use of a fuselage mounted mdercarrtege eliminates
thi s problem , but the weight (and possibly dr ag) penal ty usually associated wi th  this type of undercarriage
offsets some at l•a.t of the gain frau stability aagesntation. Clearly where a fuselage moun ted under-
carria ge is used for other reas ons there may be s~~~ advantage to be gained.

— - - -.-----~~~~~~~~ —~~~~~~ - . --
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Other design cases (flaps up, aft e .g. ,  t rim limit ; flaps down max. speed control angle limit ; etc.)
may intrude where undercarriage minimum load s are not limiting, though improvements in maximum l i f t
capability of the tailplane and increase in travel may assist here. Ultimately reductions in tailplane
sine (and therefore elevator size) will, be act by loss of control power — artificial stability I.
obtained by moving the aerodynamic control , and in general the moment of inertia in pitch will not de-
crease in proportion to any tailplane size reduction. Studies done to date do not suggest any serious
difficulties in providing appropriate feedback signals.

2.2 . Lateral Stability

Just as stability augmentation in pitch produces in the f i rs t  instance a reduction in tailplane
size , so stability augmentation in the lateral plane gives f i rs t ly  a fin size reduction. The position
is, however , more complicated in the lateral case bec3use the requirements to be met are more various,
and because the critical trim case. coenonly involve the ability to ‘hold ’ an engine fai lure — for a
given engine size and a i rcraf t  layout the yawing moment generated by an engine failure cannot be
alleviated significantly by moving the e.g. position ~s in the longitudinal case.

For an aircraft having a smal l thrust moment arm about the e.g. (e.g. a rear—engined aircraft) an
increase in rudder effectiveness (e.g. use of a double—hing ed rudder) may reduce the fin area for the
worst ‘trim ’ requirement to the point at which the lateral stability and cont rol requirements bec~~~
critical. In such a case the use of lateral stability augmentation (yaw damping , artificial ‘~~~) and
other devices to improve control may allow a reduction in f in  area , wi th corresponding weight and drag
reduction. (there is , of course, no effect on CL ~~~ or tr im drag in normal f l ight , though the ‘engine
out’ trim drag may be affected). The stability augmentation is obtained in a somewha t similar way to
that employed in the longitudinal case , though the angular displacements and velocities concerned are
now about the yaw and roll axes and the atabilising moments correspondingly. For an aircraft  having a
large thrust moment arm (underwing layout) the engine-out trim requirement may be so severe as to prevent
any f in  size reduction from the use of stability augmentation, even though increased rudder effective-
ness may be achievable.

There is likely in general to be a problem in reducing engine—ou t yawing moments sufficiently to
allow the use of artificial stability for reducing f in  area. Use of a yaw damper is, however , comeonly
required in order to meet normal stability requirements; in this sense artificial stability i. in
coelaon use. Where rudder power can be increased (do uble—hinged rudder , for example) or the thrust of f—
set from the aircraft centre—line reduced the need for stability augmentation beyond the conventional
yaw damper may appear. In such cases the yaw damper becomes more powerful and may be accompanied by
automatic turn compensation, At some stage automatic thrust compensation (to assist in l imit ing side—
slip in rudder manoeuvre.) may be required , and finally ‘artificial ‘Ii ,~

’ must be supplied .

The use of a double—hinged rudder any increase drag in the asymeetric trim (engine out) case at low
speeds where the design requirement is such that a low minimum control speed is needed there may be a
need for artificial stability of various kinds merely to maintain acceptable stability.

Studies to date suggest that there are some specifications and aircraft layouts whose use tend s to
favour spplication of artificial stability , but that there may be limits to the level of augmentation
possible. Where a failure of the augmentation system mould not be catastrophic the system moat be
‘adequately ’ reliable and the aircraft controllable after the failure. Where system failure leads to
a serious loss of stability such a failure most be inherently improbable within the life of the aircraft —
the position is essentially as in the longitudinal case.

2.3. Estimated Gains

Calculations for a typical short/medium range tran spor t aircraft suggest that , within  the rest ric-
tions noted above , use of longitudinal stability augmentation might produce drag and waight reduction.
such that direct opera ting cost was reduced by 1 — 2% where system failure would be non—catastrophic.
With system multiplication etc. to meet the potentially catastrophic failure case the gains may be
increased to give 2 - 3% reduction.

For the lateral case t here could be no gain unless the engi ne -out yawing moment could be contained
with a reduction in fin size . Assuming this to be the case , a gai n of 1 — 2~% D.O.C. might ensue.
These gains asst~~ a constant payload so that the air~~aft becomes smaller as a result of using the ACT
technology.

In the longitudinal case typically a reduction in tail vol*un ratio of about 22% can be expected if
longitudinal stability i~ relaxed to the level of neutral stability in the ACT failed inoperative case
~~d this is equi valent to about 25% in tail plane area after allowing for the reduction in aircraft
size. The gain in C which can be expected to result fr~~ reduced trim (less down tail load) is
abOut 3% which equateb ~~xa 3% reduction in thrust/weight ratio at take-off.

In the lateral case in the absence of the engine—out constr aint a SOY. fin area reduction can be
expected if th . stability i. relaxed to the neutral level and this woul d put great demands on the rudder —

calling perhap s for a double hinged rudder. The usual engine out constraint Is such however that very
little of the potential gain can be used in any practical design.

- -
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3 • FLUIIIR SUPPRES8ION

For the typical civil transport aircraft the material provided to achieve adequate strength
normally also provides adequate flutter margins. These margins are set , in most regulations, as 20%
above the diving speed. There are exception s and for example extra weight may have to be provided on
fi n torsional material on T—tail designs and for another example extra material may have to be provided
to increase the rotational stiffness of control surfaces. In most cases however the weight penalties
provided to achieve satisfactory flutter mar gins are small. I t  follows that there is little to be
gained on weight savi ngs by introducing a f lut ter  suppression system and correspond ingly little on
Direct Operat ing Cost.

However in cases where for one reason or another flutter margins are inadequate, a flutter
suppression system can be very va luable in restoring the margins. A particularly sensitive example is
a wing with underslung engines , for the fl utter speed of this system is sensitive to email changes in
engine location and it is not easy to re—engineer a new location if the f lu t te r  margins turn out to be
inadequate . But , if the natural f lu t te r  speed was low, below Vg, say, an especially high reliability
against failure would need to be provided and demonstrated con”incingly, for in such a circumstance
failure of the system at cruise or beyond mould imply disaster . For this  reason a flutter suppression
system for a civil transport is unlikely to be used unless the natural flutter speed i. above Y . b y  a
satisfactory margin. In any case there will usually be alternative methods which can be employed e.g.
deploying fi xed weights, changing the geometry , changing the stiffness, and the relative merits of the
various methods including use of an A.C.T. system will need to be compared. In many cases an existing
trailing edge control will prove an adequate “isotivator” , if suitably used , to provide the extra margins.
I ts  suitability can alway s be tested by exploring the sensitivity of the f lutter speed to variations in
control surface parameters. For example typically a wing
flutter speed will normally vary with aileron rotational
s t i f f ness as si~ w n in the figure. If the mode shape of 

-
f l utter at points A and B are compared , the difference In
aileron motion — amplitude and phase — will be observable. I t  ~~~~ ,~~~ .p.sd

follows in a very loose sense , that if the opposite ai leron
motion to tha t which ‘caused’ the drop in f lut ter  speed from VA

V4 to b’~ could be achieved , that a gain in flutter speed
beyond p~ would result.

Before considering how to establiab the contro l laws in any
case it is instruc tive to examine briefly the weight savings which / 

... Vs
follow from purposely designing for a low wing f lu t t e r  speed. The
wing flut ter  speed is dominated by the torsional stiffness which
is provided largely by the skin thickness. Typically 50% of
the wing weight i. the ‘torsion box’ and of this, 70% is the 

___________________________

cover weight • Skin to stringer areas vary quite considerably Mwg. pl~.,.. tw
but an average fi gure of 50% of the cover weight being skin
and 50% stringer is reasonable hence the skin weight which
provides the torsional stiffness is .5 x .7 x .5 = 17.5% of the wing weight or abou t 2% of the aircraft
take— off weight . If a natural flutter speed of 0.6 V~ for example was chosen , as against 1.2 V5 for a
normal design , then the skin weight could reduce to ( 41.tfn ~~öf the normal value. To a first order
therefore 75% of the skin weight could be saved — bending strength considerations apar t — implying a
13% reduction in wing weight. This reduction would imply about 2% D.O.C, benefi t but would be eroded by
the problems of repairing the bending streng th and providing the necessary systems reliability.

A reduction in skin .thiclmess by 75% when the original skin area and stringer areas were equal
implies a reduction by some 60% of the bendi ng strength . This is the same order as the target value
already discussed and could be achieved using a load alleviation system us-log the same motivator. But
however the torsional stiffness being so low i.e. ~ of the normal value , it would approximately halve the
reversal speed and at 0.6 Y~ the aileron effectiveness mould be zero and the aileron would then be
totally ineffective. Clearly therefore either a leading edge control would have to be used — whose
effectiveness increases with reduced torsional stiffness but whose basic forc —mahing characteristics are
about f. those of a trailing edge control of the same size — or more iubtle means for increasing the
effectiveness — moving the effective flexural axis for example — would have to be used or a lesser target
accepted.

Reverting to the consideration of a case where there is a need to Introdu ce A.C.T. for repairi ng
flutter margins by the us of a flutter suppressio n system and where a trailing edge control surface (or
any othe r) is deemed appr opr~-at e as the controlled motivator , the proble. is to establish a control
system and control laws. The essential function of any such system will be to increase the damping in
the flutter root to a satisfactory level over the speed range without unduly impairing the other root.
or introducing other instabilities. This may not always be poesible and generaliaation is difficult.
The simple and easy situation will be when the flutt er ~~~ . is at $ frequ ency sufficiently different
flo, any other (non—flutter) mode of aimil sr character and when the control forces are able to do work
in the mode I • S. the control i. situated at a position of sigmi ft  cant movement of the one mode only.
The diffi cult , if not impossible , situati on will be when the fl~ tt ering ~~~e is at a frequency close to
smother similar (non fluttering ) mode and the control is situated at a position of significant movement
of both.

In either case the seas t.chfli~ aUs of esta bliwhi~g control t s  can be tried . Two sxtre s can be
instanced, The first uses modern con trol theory e.g. th. pole—placement techeiqu. in which the desired
roots are specified for a given flight condition in advance: for example all stable roots to be the
same numerically but the unstable roots to have the sign of their real parts changed. These techniques
require an arbitrarily chosen assigna tion of enough sen~~~s and lead to a formal mathematical solution

—
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fo r the K in the form :—

~~~~ ~~. ~~~~ ‘6.4 where 4% is the control angle
- q are the generalised co-ordinates

k are coefficients.

All the K will exist in general as a result of such a process , For practical implementation of the K
there will need to be as many sensors as there are q’s. Several choices will need to be explored and
it will often be found by computationa l experiment In any case that many of the coefficients in K , and
K can be set to zero without much loss of effectiveness, but that there will still be several re~aining .
T~e nuriter of sensors can be further reduced by the use of one or other of the technique. involving
‘ observera” , which substitute some sampled measurement s over a time span for some sensors , f ur values
from others , but the technique usually yields a need for several sensors. The practical implementation
of a system needing several sensors requires high reliability from each sensor and is often impracticable
especially bearing in mind the need for the system to be cost effective.  The second technique assu mes
that only one sensor , and of a given t ype , will be deployed, assi gns it an arbi t rary location (one of
many trial iocations) and establishes the transfer function between isutivator force and sensor output.
Examination of the Nyquiat plot for all the trial locati ons establishe s whether there is a location for
which the gain and phase margins are likely to be adequate. A (complex ) gain can then be assigned
easily interpreted in terms of f i l t e r  characteristics and check calculations run includi ng, as is alwa~~prudent, sensitivity calculations. A typical pair of results is as in the following figures.

~~ n loop. ,I ~~~~~~~ 
wld,~N1.r~ p —.—- 

Too,~~~~ fundlon
T,un,f fw~tlon

00,11,01 5 pf~~~ rnw~n.
Few rsq..1 d it =0. Oslo a I Oslo m.*I ~Ph.. 150— 0

In neither case does it  follow that s t ab i l i ty  will be achieved over the whole speed range and this mist be
the subject of a check. Such techniques clearly depend upon the accurate modelling of the aircraft
dynamics. Current accuracies are sufficient provided there is adequate margin on the filter character—
u tica. In p ractice experiment al data is highly desirable to monitor the modelling and flight tests
will be used to provi de a final adjustment to the system laws.

At its simplest the equations for a given flight condition have the form

sølslp,. 4 • 0 q = generalised co-ordinate
control cO—oi.dinat e

which , with control law 
~~~~~ 

included ,this becomes

~~~~~~~ 
js44g4 ~~~~m $ I ~

I t  is always instructive to examine A in relation to A when the mechanism by which the f lu t ter  speed is
improved can usually be detected. Thi s may be by redu cing the important coupling term , or by changing a
frequency ratio or even by introducing direct damping into a coordinate. But , it should be noted, this
mechanism results from the analyses and is not pre ordained. -

4. RIDE ~ JALITY IMPROVEMENT

Although there are considerable insurance claims per year in the U.S. relating to injuries sustai ned
on normal passenger flights , most of them due to suddenly encountered t urbulence by passengers away from
or not strapped into their seats , the ride quality of fered by the normal passenger transport aircraft
is very good , The case for doing anything special therefore relates only to improving some feature of
a particular type which lead s to a sub—standard ride . This is in contrast to those military aircraft
which are req uired to operate at very high mp.ed low down and whose crews have a difficult job to do
the while , the success of which may depend upon a ride quality improvement system.

The most likely shortfall in ride quality of a civil transpor t is in lateral motion t avolving
uncomfortable yawi ng oscillation at Dutch—roll frequencies around * c.p.s. The human seated body is more
sensitive to lateral motions than to ver t ical motions and there are occasional difficultie s with lateral
fuselage bending modes around the 2 c.p.e. frequency. A feature of some modern designs with rear—
fuselage—mounted engines is that the part of the fuselage projecting in front of the wing is unusually
large and , as such an aircra f t is deve loped , usually gets larger . The crew and front  passengers may

- then be subjected to unwelcome lateral (and vertical ) motions. There is a question as to how long
such a fuselage can be made before it becomes unacceptable f rom a ride quality point of view. Studies
( unpublished) sees to indicate that al thot~ h the amplitude of the motion at the crew station , for example,
increases wi th  increasing fron t fuselage length, th. f requency reduces and the human tolerance to the

.~~ ~~ 
-
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motion keeps pace with the motion. No limit seems to exist theref ore on these grounds. Had there &

been a limi t , use of active controls , would have been a way of overcoming it.

In any of these possible cases , however , a system designed for gust force , reduction may be
expected to reduce the mot ion everywh ere and the same technique s may be used. In the later al case
use of rudder is of course substituted fur use of elevator to improve the stability and the system is
essentially an increased authority yaw damper. Reducing the front fuselage lateral motion by using a
rudder control actively at the rear of the rear fuselage may involve difficulties since there will
usually exist modes at vari ous frequencies close to another having broadly similar mode shape. There
will then be diff icul ty  in ensuring that instabilities are not introduced or that in attenuating the
mode of original interest the system does not augment another mode close by and nu l l i fy  the nett
effect .  In such cases , too , since this motivator and motion to be controlled are separated by con-
siderable structural length, imperfection in the modelling will be more important. It  was for these
reasons that the I .L.A.F .  system of the early years was suggested in which the sensor and the motivator
were arranged to be at the seine place. As in the gust alleviation system s ti. accuracy of the
modelling ii unlikely to be bet ter  then 10—15% on any quantity and consequently it can be expected
that f l ight measurements will be necessary to tune the parametric values available.

As discussed under the heading of fatigue reduction , a system which reduces the wing stress by, say,
25% wi l l  also reduce the motion at any crew or passenger station by approximately t he  same amount, Of
course , as a result of reducing the acantling sizes of a wing due to the deployment of an A.C.T. system,
the vibration frequencies will tend to become lower and move into that part of the turbulence spectrum
having higher energy but the same A.C.T. mechanism wh ich allows this , wi l l  more than compensate for any
reduction in ride quality on this account.

5. WING FATIC~JE LIFE IMPROVEMENT

In essence the procedures and systems adopted for gust load alleviation are the same as those needed
for wing fatigue life improvement. But for the typical civil transport designed to the usual regulations
and operated in the normal way the bulk of the fatigu e damage arising from atmospheric turbulence
emanates f rom the ‘moderate’ gu sts of about 10 f/sec in magni-
tude . This is because the larger gusts which invoke more stress
are progressively rarer whilst the smaller gusts , although more
frequent , pr oduce progressively less stress. Accordingly any
system aiming to improve wing fatigue life, only needs to
operate on the moderate gusts as shewn. This is in contrast
to the design gust load system which most operate on the  maximum
gust. Thus a design gust load system will inevitably improve
fatigue life but a fatigue life improving system will not
necessarily alleviate (isolated gu st) design loads . The
dominant quantities in assessing fatig ue of structures made
from the aluminium alloys are firstly the magnitude of the
alternating stresa and secondly the mean stress about which
the alternati ng stress take s place . Typically, for a civil
transport using conventional materials , the 10 streSs is the
mean stress and is about 16,000 p.s.i . ,  and the alternating 

0 ¶ 0
stress for the 10 ft/sec gust is abou t 5,000 p.s.i. I f  in 20 20

unit t ime there are i( cycles at stress O~ which would give
failure at ~~~, cycles , the n the damage i.
Correappndingly if the alternating stress is reduced to O~ then the damage I. It%/~4g ,  The ratio of
damage due to the change from Q”~ to 4, is ~hd,4 ~~~~ ‘ ~~~~~~~~ . From a typical 844 curve for
16.000 p.s.i. mean stress level and wi th cr — 5000 p.s.i. the damage ratio at 25% stress alleviation
i.e. a’~% = 0.75 is 0.4 and for ~~~ = 0.5 is 0.08 . The attenuation in stress from 0’, to f~. cm~ibe brought about by an A.C.T. system and wi ll  reduce the damage from gusts. Typically the total damage
to a t ransp ort aircraft operated normally will be about ~ from the ground -to--air cycle and ~ from gusts.
If a 25% stress reduction is  aaau med then the damage from gusts is only 40% of the fu ll—streaa level and
the life is improved by 1 ~~ (.~~ + .1 x .5) = 80%. The fat igue life improvement clearly depends on the
proportion of the damage arising from gusts to ground—to—air cycles which may vary between 30 : 70 and
70 : 30 depending on aircraft weight, flight plan and many other conditions.

a,’.

10 -

:: :~~~?:S~~
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Since it  is the botto, wing surface , the tension surface , which is critical for fatigue and since
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this represents some 208 of the wing weight , a 25% stress reduction as from the deployment of an A .C.r 4.
system would allow a 5% wing weight reduction for the same life. This is a .06% reduction in A.U.W.
typically and is not attractive enough as a target. However, if a design has experienced fatigue
difficulties the dep loyment of , say , a 25% stress reduction system designed af ter the manner described
in section 1 will increase the l ife by some 40% and may well be a most cost—effective system.
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FU EL CONSERV AT I VE SUBSONIC T RANSPORT

by
W.A.Stauffer, R.LFoss and J.G.Lewolt

Structural and Material Division
Dept 75—70 — Building 63

Lockheed California Company
P.O. Box 551, Burbank, CA 91520

ABSTRACT

This paper describes a fuel saving active control system being developed for commercial application of the L-101 1 • airplane in the
early 1980s. Highlighted are features of the TriStar that permit an effective yet simple load relieving system to be adopted . A description
of the active control system, which involves integrated movement of both the aileron and horizontal tail, is given. The load relieving
benefits obtained and the ability to increase wing span without major structural change are discussed . The potential fuel savings offered
by this system is indicated. The presentation includes comments on the structural design criteria established for the system, the analytic
models employed in the active controls analysis, and the initial breadboard control system hardware defined for ground and flight test
purposes. Also described are ground simulation and flight test plans and results, and thoughts cm further application of active controls
for future consideration. The program is sponsored in part by the Energy Efficient Transport (L~ET) element of the NASA Aircraft
Energy Efficiency (ACEE) program.

INTRODUCTION

Recent increases in fuel prices have placed a very large financial burden on the airlines of the world. The result has been a modifica-
tion of operating practices and a turn to new technology to reduce fuel usage. Near-term modifications must be addressed as well as down-
stream new-technology aircraft

The impact of rising fuel prices is shown in Figure 1. The dollars paid by U.S. domestic operators to purchase the fuel needed for
1976 operations was $2.14 billion. The cost of this same amount of fuel if purchased in 1973 would have been $850 million. Fuel costs
have risen almost 250%. The difference in costs is greater than the tota l profits made by all the airlines involved totalled over the past
ten yearsl Clearly one very important economic consideration involves fuel cost and the need for better fuel economy. How can aircraft
be made more fuel efficient?

In the United States. NASA and industry have begun a program to define means for reducing the energy demands for air transporta-
tion. A large port ion of this effort is being sponsored by NASA’S Aircraft Energy Efficiency Program (ACEE), reference 1. The studies
are examining near term solutions that involve revised operating procedures, simple modif ications to existing airplanes and power plants,
and technology advances that can be applied to existing aircra ft either as modifications or design derivatives. Far term technology studies
are also being conducted to examine new concepts that hold promise of large reductions in fuel consumption - laminar flow boundary layer
control and advanced turboprop propulsion systems. Both of these new ideas will require practical solutions to some difficult obstacles
before their benefits can be realized. This paper will concern itself with the near term technology for achieving better fuel efficiency.

Several fuel cons~ iiation refinements provide attractive answers in small measure. Modified operating procedures, oerod~’namic clean
up and improved sealing to reduce leakage, and minor airframe or engine modifications have been and are being implemented quickly and
at low cost.

Typical flight developed hardware improvements being applied to the L-101 1 are shown in Figures 2 and 3. Small contour changes
that influence local flow behavior in sensitive pressure gradient regions of th~ airplane can produce small but worthwhile reductions in air-
plane cruise drag. Such refinements are difficult if not impossible to find in wind tunnel tests. Illustrated in Figure 4 Isa change in engine 

*nozzle geometry that reduces core exhaust leakage ard improves exhaust performance - this refinement was initially developed by Rolls-
Royce and is now a production modification for all on-line L- 1011 aircraft and is retrofitable to all airplanes already in service. Each of
these changes offers cost effective means for improving fuel economy.

The next steps to be taken involve application of new emerging technologies combined with airplane redesign. These steps include
new wing shapes, application of composite materials, and use of active controls. The next severa l paragraphs will discuss each of these
schemes, review their potentia l in light of the questions at hand, and establish why active controls technology has the greatest prospect for
offering near term, low cost, effect ive relief to the airline economic dilemma.
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Figure 3 Pylon Fairing Figure 4 A lterbody Fl/ring

New Wing Benefits

New wing designs will adopt refined supencritica l airfoils , Figure 5, that feature more rounded leading edge radii and cambered trail-
ing edges. These revisions reduce shock wave strength, provide better chordwise loadings, and permit use of reduced sweep and thi cker
spars. In addition to airfoil shape alterations, today’s fuel costs will warrant increased wing span to more favorably balance the new trades
between added structural weight and better fuel efficiency, Figure 6.

The combined effect of the new supercnitical airfoil and planform changes will provide approximately eight percent f~lel savings. This
figj re is based on a compariso n with the L.101 1, and relates to the profile shape changes of Figure S, a five degree reduction in wing sweep,
a 0.02 increase in thickness ratio, and an increase in aspect ratio from 7 to 10. Such a new wing for an existing airplane would need a new
high li ft system, new structural design, new fuel and landing gear systems, a revised fuselage center section, and a complete re-certification
flight test program. Exact cost to the airlines has not been established , but the noted changes suggest that the price tag would be
considerable.

In summary, a new wing on an existing airplane design could be made available in 2 to 3 yea rs, and offer eight percent fuel savings, but
would be costly because it means revision of the basic backbone of the airplane design. New technology wing designs will more logically
appear on new aircraft and new engine combinations of the future that will enter service in the late 1980’s, after established airline purchas-
ing power and market needs warrant these “all . new” transports.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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FIgure 5. Advanced Airfoils Figure 6. Wing Geometry Trades

Composite Materials Potential

Use of composite materials for aircraft structure portends empty weight savings of 5 to 10 percent and attendant fuel reductions of
2 to 4 percent. Parts count is reduced and fabrication Is simplif ied using bonded joints. Structural properties can be tailored to meet
desired strength characteristica, thereby improving structural efficiency. Corrosion resistance is enhanced. Composite material and labor
costs we projected to be significantly reduced when the technology becomes established. These are the benefits of composite structures.

All these advantages justify the concerted effort to develop these new materials for aircraft application, F igure 7. The NA SA ACE E
program is dedicating a sizeabie portion of its funds towards composite technology research and development.

These programs are disclosing two findings , the fuel savings potential gained from composites usage Is smell when applied ass substi-
tute for a metal component, and secondly, much more time and effort is required before extensive use of this new material will be common-
place. The full benefits of composite application will be realized when the weight savings are employed to scale down a new airplane design.
When this is done, performance, fuel economy, and economics will all benefit because of the smaller wing, engine, wheels, brakes, and
empenn.gs that result from the weight savings. The “all.new design composite airplane” is many years away, however. Many detailed con-
sIderations relating to design practice and procedures, tooling requirements, manufacturing and quality assurance procedures, and mainte-
nance practices need to be established. The most optimistic projections would suggest the late 1980’s as the beginning of the era of com-
posit. aircraft Use of composite materials for near term relief of the airline’s current economic dilemma does not hold forth as granting
large benefits.

_ _ _- 
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Active Controls Impact

Active controls application appears as the most likely candidate for providing cost effective near term means for gaining fuel conserva-
tion, Figure 8. This new technology has much in its favor. It can be available in the early 1980’s, it can be applied at relatively low cost ,
and can be treated as a modification to existing aircraft. It may, in fact , for some applications be retrofitted to airplanes, already in service.

F.
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Figure 7. Composite Fin Structural Component Figure 8. Active Controls Definition

Systems like these ex ist today on commercial transports, Figure 9. The Mach trim compensator senses Mach number changes, and
when commanded by computer, moves an actuator to reposition the stabilizer, without any signal from the pilot. Flap load relievers
sense airspeed and flap deflection, and a computer-actuator system regulates flap angle following a programmed schedule. The 1-101 1
yaw damper and autoland systems are other examples of present day, certified, active control systems.

What applications of new technology active controls will help to conserve fuel? There are two - load relief systems and those that
allow relaxed static stability.

Load Relief

Figure 10 illustrates the manner in which control surfaces can be used to relieve wing bending loads. Shown is the normal design load
distribution for a wing, and the distribution which could be produced using symmetrical deflection of outboard ailerons as load relievers.
Both load diagrams represent the same structural design wing lift, but the distribution with ailerons deflected has moved the center of pres-
sure inboard, thereby lowering the wing root bending moments. For normal cruise flight, the loading conditions are not critis~al , and the
ailerons move back to a faired position.

CRUIS E

C MACH TR IM
• RUDDER LIMITER

T.O & LDG. 
_ _ _  _ _

• FLAP LOAD RELIEF - -_

• DIRECT L I F T  CONTROL
• AUTO LAND

Figure 9. L-101 1 Active Control Applications Figure 10. Load Redistribution with Active Controls

Implementation of this scheme suggests severa l alternatives. The reduced bending moments could permit structural redesign of the
wing to save weight. Or the benefits of lower root bending moments could permit increases in aircraft operating weights without need for
structural redesign to strengthen the wing. However, neither of these possibilities directly benefits airplane efficiency in terms of fuel
conservation.

The energy.efficient way to exploit the load relief benefits of active controls is to modify the wing as shown in Figure 11. Wing span
is increased, by a modest amount. For the L-101 1, the tip extension planned Is four and one half feet per side. These additions have a
direct favorable effect on flight efficiency, since induced drag is measurably reduced. For the 1-1011, the benefit is a 3 percent fuel
saving

The added span generates an additional wing lift increment at the tip region. Under critical flight conditions, this added tip lift would
be unacceptable. However, aileron deflections programmed by an active controls system can be used to relieve this undesired lift incre-
ment, and allow for tip extension without wing structural redesign.

Wind tunnel tests have shown that this 4.5 foot extension can be installed without need fo. stall protection in the high lift
configuration, Figures 12 and 13. The slats do not have to extend outward. Therefore the tip extension proposed isa simple structural
change accomplished by replacing the original removable tip with the new version. 
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Figure 11. Active Controls for Fuel Conservation Figure 12. Active Control Wind Tunnel Test

Relaxed Static Stability

The furktions of a horizontal tail surface are to provide longitudinal pitch control and ensure natural longitudinal stability charac-
teristics. Both are obviously necessary for satisfactory commercial transport handling qualities. However, it is possible to substitute
artificial for natural longitudinal stability without compromising flight characteristics - such is the proposed active controls application
suggested by the concept of relaxed static stability.

The impact of relaxing the apparent stability requirement which allows for a reduction in static margin is to permit adoption of a
smaller tail size, Figure 14. With proper care, control power needed for nose wheel lift off end stall recovery can be retained with the
new smaller tail - greater incidence travel, reduced sweep, longer chord elevator, etc. This same tail, properly integrated into an active
control system, can provide the necessary stability contribution that will ensure good flying qualities.
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Figure 13. Effects of Tip Extensiun on L- 101 1 Pitch Figure 14. Benefits of Relaxed Static Stability on Tail Size
Characteristics

The benefits of relaxed static stability and the resultant tail size reduction offers lower levels of airplane dreg and lower tail weight.
Tail size reduction is significant - approximately 25 percent; performance is improved by 3- 1/2 percent in range or fuel flow. Figures 15
and 16.
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Fuel Savings Potential

The combined impact of load relief and relaxed stability applications of active controls results in a 6- 1/2 percent fuel savings for the
1-1011 airplane. Development cost will be less than one tenth that of a new wing design, yet the benefit is almost as good. Realization of
the benefits can be experienced by 1985; the appearance of a new wing design for a new technology aircraft is not likely until the 1990’s.

Figure 17 integrates the active control fuel savings potential for an airline fleet of thirty L-101 1 airplanes operating for 10 years.
Assuming a representative fuel cost of 40 cents per gallon, the fuel reduction creates a monetary savings of 45 million dollars.

The incremental cost due to maintenance has been investigated and found to be insignificant compared to the projected fuel cost
saving. This assessmen t was based on the maintenance cost of similar systems, particularly the present yaw stability augmentation system
on the L-10 1 1. The maintenance cost increment , including both material and labor, is estimated to be less than one percent of the pro-
jected fuel cost saving.

Certification Approach — Guidelines end procedures for certificating current 1-101 1 load relief systems ( yaw damper , rudder miter ,
flap load relief) were developed during the basic L-101 1 type certification program and within the framework of the current civi~ air
regulations. It is expected that the certification basis for the presently contemplated wing load relief functions will follow a similar
pa ttern.

The basic premise in th i s  method is that  the safety criterion can be directly related to existing design criteria known to have demon-
strated a satisfactory level of safety in service. With this premise , a system reliability requirement cm be specified as a function of the
effec t iveness of the active controls in reducing the design loads and a design margin above the full potential of the active control system.
A design margin is necessary because without it, an infinite reliability would be required to comply with the basic premise. An example
of the application of thib procedure is discussed below.

Probability techniques for analyzing load relief systems are illustrated by Figure 18 taken from Reference 3. Here the design
vertical tail load is related to the vehicle response to lateral gusts, for which the probability distribution is known. The design load,
associated with one occurrence in a 50,000-hr. aircraft life, could be reduced from the level F in the figu re to the level G - a one-third
reduction - by installing a totally reliable yaw damper. If an extremely conservative assumption were made that the yaw damper was
inoperative 3 percent of the time , then the design load would be at the level H, representing the combined probabilities E associated with
a 97 percent operative , 3 percent inoperative yaw damper. This conservative design load level H is only slightly higher than the best
level G, and represents an attractive (approximately one-quarter) reduction from the no.act ive-control (no yaw damper) value F.
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Figure 17. Impact of Active Controls Figure 18. Frequency of Exce. edance of Vertical Tail &~ear
With and Without Yaw Damper

From this illustration it may be seen that significant reduction in design loads and structure weight may be obtained with “state-
of’the-art” active controls; that Is, controls that may be inactive part of the time. The amount of reduction is usually limited by other
considerations; in this case, vertical tall loads required for asymmetric power conditions.

It is also of note from service experience that the 1-1011 yaw damper has been Inactive only about one hour for every 100,000
flight hours, although the “dual.dual” channel design permits scheduled dispatch with one channel Inoperative. The record is three
orders of magnitude better than the original design assumptions. It suggests that future designs will assume a much lower fraction of
inoperative time. However, in the typical case given in Reference 3, the design load for the totally reliable system would be only 7 per-
cent lower than that of the assumed 97 percent-reliable system.

T he above example relates to the treatment of gust’induced design loads. Here the probability of exceedance of various gust
velocities can be related to known atmospheric distributions and to previous experience with airplanes having known safety records
relative to flight in turbulence.

The approach for active control of maneuver loads will be on a similar probabilistic basis, relating the probabilities of exceedance
of various acceleration levels to the design loads. Data from Reference 4 provide an example of maneuver load factor probabilities.
Figure 19 from Reference 4 IndIcates for the 4-engine turbojet that load factor exceedancea due to operational maneuvering have
lower probabilities than those for gusts. Check.flight maneuver load factors tended to be somewhat higher. However, because of the
low exposure time to check.fllght maneuvers, it Is believed that this will not contribute signifIcantly to the overall probability of
maneuver load exceedance wh ich will be dominated by the operational maneuver load experience appropriately adjusted to provide
for the in-flight avaIlabilIty of the active system.
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NEAR TERM IMPLEMENTATION

Benefits of D.rivative Approach

There are numerous benefits gained by applying active controls first to an existing airplane design, rather than to an all new
technology airplane. Foremost is the significantly reduced level of risk. By starting with an already developed certified transport,
most of the aerodynamic and structural properties are identified by virtue of wind tunnel tests, analytic modeling, and ground and
flight evaluations. Aeroelastic and flutter characteristics are established, and control effectiveness /response behavior is in hand.
Knowledge is full-scale reel-world.

Steps to be taken in applying active controls to an ex isting airplane design are simplified because test facilities and hardware
are immediately available. Knowledgeable technicians are at hand. Development time is reduced. All these considerations suggest
reduced development cost.

The derivative approach to active controls development logically permits evolutionary progress, with small steps being taken first
before the most ambitious control configured airplane design is undertaken. This philosophy offers gradual exposure to reliability
concerns and redundancy and fault tolerant design requirement definitions. Certif ication considerations and airworthiness demonstra-
tions are taken on gradually, a step at a time. A fuller understanding of the process will naturally emerge.

L.1011 Design Features

A number of design features inherent in the L.101 1 enhance the ability to incorporate active controls, Figure 20. The fact that the
outboard aileron is used for all flight regimes is beneficial, since the basic flight control system and wing stiffness characteristics need not
be altered in order to adopt this surface to provide load relief functions. The L.101 1 stabilizer is an all-moving fully powered control
surface, that can readily be modified to provide fast movement and needed redundancy for active control application.
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Figure 19. Gust and Maneuver Accelerations for Long-Haul Figure 20. Adaptability of the L-101 I to Accept Active
Airplanes Controls Technology

Prior to L-101 I flight test, the need for artificial damping in roll was considered a possibility, and the first aircraft were provisioned
with artificial roll stability augmentation. Flight results indicated no need for this augmentation, so the system was removed from the
airplane. However, space and mounting provisions for re-installing outboard aileron augmentation servo-actuators are existent on the

- airplane for future active control needs.

The development of the L-1O1 I auto’lanzf system into a fail operative, fulfy certified Category III system greatly enhances the
ability of the basic control system to adopt active control technology. Much of the system already possesses redundancy and control sys-
tem design logic that precludes any flight safety degradation when load relieving active control system additions are installed. Much of
the design approach and fail operative criteria developed during the autoland system design are applicable to the extensions in design that
are to be adopted.

L-1O11 PHASE 1 ACTIVE CONTROLS PROGRAM

Lockheed initiated an L~1O1 1 independent research and development program in early 1974 with the primary intent of developing
improved TriStar derivatives through the application of active controls. The work startup was undertaken shortly after early studies of
load relief applications on the C-5 airplane showed the favorable benefits that were attainable. These gains plus the virtues of the L-101 1
design led to the implementation of a dedicated active controls effort.

Throughout, the program has been structured to first develop maneuver load control, elastic mode suppression, and gust alleviat ion
systems. Later, a phase two program would develop the relaxed static stability active controls system.

Structural Characteristics

Three active control applications are considered as most likely to benefit the L-101 1. These are:

1. Maneuver Load Control (MLC) in which symmetric aileron deflection is used to redistribute wing airloads during maneuver.

2. Elastic Mode Suppression (EMS) In which symmetric aileron Is used to damp the first wing bending elastic response in order
to reduce gust loads. The horizontal stabilizer could conceivably also be used to damp elastic modes to reduce gust loads.
The EMS concept could also be used to enhance flutter margins.

3. Gust Alleviation (GA) in which the horizontal stabilizer is used to reduce airplane response (at the center of gravIty ) to
gust, i.e., reduce the short period response to gust.

.. 
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Three existing control surfaces (the inboard and outboard ailerons and the all-movable horizontal stabilizer) were considered as -

being logical active control surface candidates, Figure 21. The outboard aileron was an obv ious candidate for providing load alleviation.
Need for an active horizontal stabilizer was anticipated to provide gust alleviation and to produce trim moments that would compensate
for the trim shift created by symmetric aileron deflections. Early analyses indicated that the contribution from the inboard aileron was
small and further consideration of this surface was halted. The final test system uses the outboard ailerons and stabilizer.

Fifteen degrees of up aileron deflection provide the bending load relief levels indicated in Figure 22 for 2.5 g limit design flight
maneuvers . Figures 23 and 24 show typical wing design conditions and their zones of influence on the design of the wing spars and
surfaces. Those portions of the wing spars that can be favorably affected by the proposed active control system are indicated. Load
relief benefits are realized along most of the wing span. Reductions in gust loads, significant for both limit and fatigue design, are pro-
vided by utilizing the outboard aileron and the horizontal stabilizer.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Figure 23. Typical Wing Spar Design Conditions Figure 24. Typical Wing &,rface Design Conditions

This load reduction capability allows for the span extension indicated in Figure 25. By proper accelerometer sensory input data
feeding the active control system, it will be possible to accommodate this wing geometry change with essentially no wing structural
change.

Combining the desired changes in structural loads with the anticipated capability of an active outboard aileron and horizontal
stabilizer results in the establishment of specific performance objectives for the active system. These include use of ailerons to reduce
loads in one-g flight (2 degrees passive) and maneuvering flight (15 degrees at 2.5g) and reduction of wing gust loads in both the flaps
extended and clean configuration. Also included are objectives to avoid increases in severity of the horizontal stabilizer design loads and
repeated loads spectra, and objectives to maintain or improve handling qualities and flutter margins.

Analytical Models

For the purpose of active control system synthesis, it was necessary to reduce the highly sophisticated mathematical models used in
production loads ~nd flutter analysis to moderate size and still provide sufficient accuracy to insure valid results.

A number of airplane mathemat ical models were utilized in the analysis. One of these, developed for use in conjunction with the
quadratic optimization synthesis procedure, represented the airplane and control characteristics as first order differential equations in
the time domain (state-space) in the form denoted as

,~ — F x + Gu

where x is the vector of state-space variables and u is the vector of control variables. The model expressed in this form included three
controllers (inboard aileron, outboard aileron and horizonta l stabilizer), two rigid body modes (pitch and plunge), six structural modes,
tree-stabilizer pitch, gust4nput, and actuator variables. The free.stabilizer pitch coordinate was introduced so that the stabilizer control
system dynamics could be represented. 

-~~~ — , . --  ----- - 
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The equations were written first in terms of absolute displacements at 256 lumped mass points. These equations were then modal-
Ized in terms of the generalized coordinates indicated. The basic state- space equations were supplemented by matrices by wh ich the
state-space variebles and their derivatives could be multiplied to give desired shears, bending moments, torsions, and local accelerations.
The representation of the unsteady aerodynamics in the time domain involved approximating the aerodynamic forces in terms of the
airplane-motion variables and their first three derivatives (and also the gust velocity and its first three derivatives). As a result, the
second order equations became third order equations and the number of state variables became three times the number of variables
Indicated above, yielding a 40 by 40 “F” matrix.

Another analytical model used heavily in the analysis was the full scale production flutter model formulated in the frequency
dumain. This model was used in a parallel effort to exp lore other optimization techniques (particularly for the EMS concept). In addi.
flon, there was concern that the state-space model might not be sufficiently accurate to predict flutter characteristics. The flutter model
includes forty elastic modes and two rigid body modes. It was correlated with flight and ground vibration data.

Control Law Synthesis Methods

The state-space quadratic optimization procedure utilizes a synthesis algorithm which defines a direct matrix algebra solution for
the optimal feedt ,ck gains. The main steps of the procedure are presented in reference 5. The computer was programmed to perform
the basic linear algebraic matrix operations to compute eignenvalues and eigenvectors, to perform solutions to algebraic matrix aqua-
tlorls and to display results on computer graphics modules to permit a high degree of interaction between the computer and engineer.

The number of resultant gains was too large (e.g., 120 gains) to allow practical implementation, and a number of separate rou-
tines were developed to reduce these and still achieve a near optimal system. One of these routines, referred to as “spectral decompo-
sition,’ was also used to reduce the size of the state-space model (from 40 x 40 to 12 x 12) for use in the laboratory testing.

A separate synthesis using the fu l l  sca le flutter model was performed in parallel with the state-space analysis. This procedure
operates in the frequency domain and utilizes the standard flutter equations with additional terms that include the effects of actuator
forces and the feedback coupling through the various sensors. The method is an extension of the flutter optimization technique
described in reference 6. The procedure involves solving for the phase and gain that provides a prescribed result in terms of system
roots, such as the damping of a particular elastic mode. It is then r -lative ly simple to establish a control law that will approximate this
phase and gain. Additional program modules were developed that allow the above approach to be used to calculate required transfer
function phase-gain relationships over the entire frequency range such that prescribed gust load reduction objectives will be achieved.
These prescribed gust loads reductions are expressed in the form of power spectral density (PSD) plots, of key load and acceleration
quan t i t ies, versus frequency. A separate program module was also developed to calculate transfer functions, using a least squares fair-
ing technique, that will approximate the above determined phase-gain requirements. The above synthesis procedure was programmed
into the interactive graphics computing system described in reference 7, and proved to be an extremely useful and powerful tool. It
became the method of choice in determining the frequency-dependent portion of the control laws.

- Control Laws

Four specific flight conditions were analyzed using the above two (state-space and flutter models) procedures. It was found that
the MLC and EMS system criteria could be satisfied by a single transfer function that blended the signals from accelerations at the air-
plane c.g. with accelerations from the wing tips to drive the outboard aileron. In the case of the GA concept, difficulty was encountered
in gaining substantial benefits without increasing horizontal stabilizer loads. However, the specified objectives for the entire system were
met. Figure 26 illustrates the reduction in bending loads at a key wing station due to gust. The square root of the area under this
curve is equal to A, the root-mean square of gust load for a unit rms gust velocity.

CONTOUR NOONTID LI SLAT -

P50 Mx X

SIF T  
LOIiO(ROUTSO MI.IROiI ‘S ._ “ 0 02 0.4 

FREouENcv-~ Hz ~~ 1.5 Ii

FIgure 25. Extended Span Wing FIgure 26. Power Spectral Density of Wing Bending Moment
it Gust’Critlcal Wing Station

Performance Confirmation (Large Models) -;

Th. control laws derived from the above procedures were fed back into the large L-10I 1 production maneuver loads, gust loads,
and flutter analysis programs. As pointed out earlier, these programs reflected flight test ground vibratIon, and wind tunnel results.
Reference 8 includes a more detailed description of the loads models. The production gust model includes the rigid-body modes of
plunge and pitch and 20 elastic modes. The gust and maneuver loads benefits were verified. The flutter analy sis was conducted over
sufficient speed and altitude ranges to establish stability for the control laws defined.
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Hardware Identification for MLC/EMS/GA Systems

A primary objective of this program was to identify and develop a MLC/EMS/GA system for flight testing in 1977. The resulting
system includes flightworthy “breadboard” components, sensors, and all interfe-~ hardware necessary to complete the installation
on the flight test airplane. The system has been designed and fabricated, and has successfully completed extensive ground simulation
testing and flight testing. The major elements of the system are briefly described below.

Computer — The computer receives signals from the sensors and computes command signals to the three servos which drive the
horizontal stabilizer and outboard ailerons. The command signals are computed in accordance with the MLC/EMS/GA transfer func-
tions developed from the analytical programs. The computer consists of twelve cards - two power supply cards, redundant sets of
three cards each to implement the transfer functions, three cards to provide dual channel command signals to the series servos, and
one card that contains all the necessary circuitry and logic to compare the dual channel computations and outputs.

Sensors — The sensors used to provide aircraft state signals to the computer consist of dual channel accelerometers at each wing tip,
dual channel c.g. accelerometers, dual channel pitch rate gyros, dual channel stabilizer position Linear Variable Displacement Transducers
(LVDT’s) and single channel column force sensors at each column. The computer also requires dual true airspeed signals for gain schedul-
ing; for the flight test program, these were input manually by a potentiometer. All the sensors are new hardware except for the force
sensors and the stabilizer position LVDT’s, which are part of the autopilot.

Outboard Aileron Series Servos — The original SAS computer box has been programmed to drive the outboard ailerons symmetri-
cally by command signals from the active control system cards in the computer . These signals are superimposed on the roll command
tracking from the inboard aileron surface positions. The authority of these servos is limited, compared to the eventual requirement, but
is adequate for the flight test program. The limited authority assures safety of the airplane in the event of a servo malfunction.

Pitch Series Servo — An extensible link pitch series servo has been installed in the series trim input linkage to the four power
servos driving the horizontal stabilizer. A special hydraulic interface was designed and fabricated to provide 1000 psi hydraulic power to
the pitch series servo. This servo superimposes signals from the active control system computer on pilot commands and is limited in
authority to assure aircraft safety in the event of malfunction.

Interface Hardware — This includes all the mechanical linkages, mounting brackets, electrical harnesses, hydraulic plumbing and
various minor components necessary to complete the installation of the system for flight testing.

MLC/EMS/GA System —The hardware is integrated into the system as shown in the functional block diagram Figure 27.

Ground Simulation Test Program

A comprehensive ground simulation test program was completed prior to installing the system in the flight test airplane. This test
program was conducted in the Vehicle Systems Laboratory at Lockheed’s Rye Canyon Research Facility (Figure 28). A layout of the
laboratory is shown in Figure 29. The test program had four broad objectives:

1. Development of component hardware

2. Evaluation of system performance

3. Verification of compatibility with other aircraft systems

4. Evaluation of failure modes

These tests were conducted either on the Vehicle Systems Simulator (VSS), the V isual Flight Simulator (VFS) , or both simulators
coupled together, as follows:

VSS Tests — The VSS consists of a mockup of the L-101 1 cab and the framework to provide the exact geometric arrangement of
the system hardware from cab controls to control surfaces including all mechanical, electrical and hydraulic interfaces as they exist on the
airplane as shown in Figure 30. In general, the VSS is used to develop and verity individual components and evaluate the function of all
hardware integrated into the system.

V~incu sYmM $~~ V(A?ON IWL~~U
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Figure 27. L- 1011 MLC/EMSA3A System Block DIagram Figure 28. V.MlcIe S~’st.m Simulator Building
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Figure 29. VSS Test Facilities-Rye Canyon Figure 30. Vehicle Systems Simulator ( VSS)

VFS Tests — The VFS consists of a mockup of the L-101 1 cab (Figure 31) coupled to an analog simulation of the aeroelastic
response of the aircraft. Pilot command signals are fed to the computer, and aircraft response signals are returned to the flight instruments.
The aircraft model simulates the longitudinal characteristics (lift , pitch and ai rspeed), three elastic structural modes and turbulence. The
VF S cab can be placed either on a fixed base or on a moving base that responds to the simulated aircraft motions.

VSSNFS Coupled Tests — A position servo provides VSS control column tracking commanded from the VFS cab. This permits the
pilot to fly the simulated airplane through the actual hardware system of the VSS and the actual surface position signals fed back to the
VFS computer. This arrangement also allowed the active control system series servos to be commanded by V FS simulation of the active
control computer until its fabrication was complete. Figure 32 illustrates the transient response of key airplane parameters due to an
aileron step forcing function. The case illustrated is a low speed flight condition and the response is shown for both the active system
operative and inoperative. It can be seen that the active system computer, driven by signals from the wing tip and c.g. accelerometers and
pitch rate sensors, places additional commands on the outboard aileron and horizontal stabilizer in the direction to improve damping of the
wing tip acceleration. These simulator predicted responses ware used to compare with flight measured responses (to similar aileron step
commands) as part of the many checks to insure that the system was performing in flight as measured by ground tests.

ACTIVE SYSTEM ACTIVE SYSTEM
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Figure 31. Flight Simulator Figure 32. Simulator Model Response to Aileron Step

FLIGHT TEST PROGRAM Command

The flight test program is being conducted using L-101 1-1 serial number 1001, Figure 33. This is one of several airplanes used in the
besic L.1O1 1-1 development and certification flight testing and has been retained by Lockheed for continuing flight test use. It was the
primary airplane for structura l flight testina, including loads measurements and flight flutter testing. Its instrumentation Includes extensive
strain-gage instrumentation calibrated to read shears, bending moments, and torsions at various locations in the wing, fuselage, and empen-
nage, as well as instrumentation giving control surface positions, accelerations at various locations, airspeed, altitude, etc. (see Figure 34).
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Figure 33. S/N 1001 Flight Test Figure 31. sm 1001 General Arrangernesst
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A gust boom and probe, previously used in conjunction with gust-load measurements made in 1971, are being used on the present program 4’
to measure the effects on gust loads of the MLC/E MS/GA system.

The flight test program and a part of the ground test program is sponsored in part by the Energy Efficient Transport (EEl) element
of the NASA ACEE program.

Available results from the baseline flight tests without extended tips are discussed in the following paragraphs. These tests were to
verify the control fu nctions, the airplane mathematical modelling, and the control effectiveness prior to flight with extended span.

Control Laws — Beseline Fli~ st Tests

The MLC/EMS controls to the outboard aileron call for an MLC ga in of 8.67°/g at 180° phase (18.8 dB , trailing edge up for up
acceleration) at low frequency . The EMS function to damp wing bending calls for relatively pure damping, an ai’eron phase of 900 ±20°
relative to tip acceleration, in the wing fundamental bending frequency range of 1.3 Hz to 2-+ Hz. Gain requirements for damping were
considerably less than for MLC. Figure 35 comparing the specified gain/phase relations with those measured in the airplane ground tests
shows that these requirements were substantially satisfied. Special shaping circuits were used to minimize the phase change in the range
from 1.3 to 2+ Hz.

Control laws for the stabilizer motion were limited for this baseline case to using the stabilizer to increase the pitch damping at low
frequency, Figure 36. The gains were rolled off with increasing frequency to minimize effects on the elastic modes.
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Figure 35. Aileron Control Laws Figure 35. Stabilizer Control Laws

The control laws for both outboard aileron and stabilizer were selected to have substantial gain, phase and frequency margins to assure
stability of the elastic modes. Flight envelope expansions were made at 1/2X , nominal , and 2X nominal gains. These showed that the gain
margins were well over 2X throughout the flight envelope.

Airplane Modelling Effectiveness

Successful use of active controls for affecting elastic modes depends on the ability to calculate the elastic airplane characteristics with
reasonable accuracy. In the case of the L.1O1 1, the structural characteristics are well known from wing and tail stiffness tests, from ground
vibration tests and from flight flutter testing. The predictions were verified during the baseline active controls flight tests by open-loop
transfer function tests covering the range from low to high weights and from low to high speeds. Separate tests were made for response to
stabilizer drive and for response to symmetric aileron drive for six flight conditions. Representative cases are shown in Figure 37 for
aileron drive, and In Figure 38 for stabilizer drive. They show the predicted and measured wing-tip acceleration response per degree of
control surface motion from low frequency to about 3 Hz. It is seen that the amplitudes are reasonably predicted, and that the phase
predictions are excellent. This excellent phase accuracy has verified the interactive graphics flutter computing system as the method of
choice in synthesizing control laws for elastic modes.
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Active Control Effectiveness

The active controls were verified by turning the system ON (closing the loop) while performing the open-loop transfer function tests.
Figures 39 and 40 show open. and closed-loop wing-tip acceleration response to aileron and stabilizer drives. It Is seen that the active con-
trols reduce the peak wing bending response by 45% for the aileron drive, and by about 35% for the stabilizer drive. The lower effectiveness
in the second case is attributed in part to a low level of excitation, requiring less than 0.3 degrees amplitude of active aileron motion. The
low amplitude resulted in non-linear effects, consisting of an extra phase lag that reduced the damping effectiveness at frequencies above
the peak response frequency,
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Figure ~~ Active Control Effectiveness; Wing-Tip Response Figure 40. Active Control Effectiveness

The low-frequency effectiveness is shown by comparing the open-loop and closed-loop bending moments at an outboard wing station,
Figure 41. The bending moment amplitude at low frequency (0.3 Hz) is reduced 50% by the active aileron control.

The M LC function was verified in wind-up turns, in push-down and pull-up maneuvers (“roller-coastersl, and in steady-state symmet-
ric aileron deflections from ..~O to +70 in trimmed level flight. The spanwise variation of wing bending moment due to symmetric aileron
deflection is compared with prediction in Figure 42. The moments are normalized to the 1-g bending momonts, The condition is high
cruise speed flight, Here again it may be seen that there is good agreement between test and prediction.

In summary, the available data from the baseline flight tests indicate that the systems perform substantially as desigoed, The systems
and their mathematical description are equal to the task of applying active controls to the L-101 1.
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Figure 4?. Active Control Effectiveness Figure 42. Comparison of Measured to Predicted Relative
Wing Bending Moments

SUMMARY

A near term load relieving active control system for use on L-101 1 aircraft has been Identif led. Hardware fabrication and ground and
flight tests have been accomplished,

Preliminary findings of the flight program are very encouraging. No difficulties have been encountered, and measured responses are
agreeing wIth predictions very favorably. The methods and technique, being appl led to the design of an L-101 1 active control system are
proving to be reliable tools; and results to date confirm the conviction that this L-101 1 act ive contr ol system can enter airline service in the
early t980’s. 
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C-5A LOAD ALLEVIATION

by

T . E. Disney
Department Manager

C-5 Stru ctural Requireme n ts
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Marietta, Georgia

SUMMARY

The work on load alleviation systems for th. C—5A at the Lockheed”Georgia Company began in 1967 and has progressed

through several system variations to the present Active Lift Distribut ion Control System (ALDCS).

This article reviews the evolution of the present load alleviat ion system and presents a brief description of the system

mechanization and a simp lified functiona l block diagram. Comparisons of analytica l and f l i ght tes t measured maneuver

and continuous turbulence l oads are shown. Comparisons ore also shown for ALDCS ON and OFF airp lane response and

wing stress measurements obtained during the C—5A Serv ice Loads Recording Program. The effects of loads changes an

fatigue damage rate predictions are discussed, with particular emphasis on the imp lications of multiple component load

changes, i.e., reduced bend i ng moments and increased torsional moments.

INTRODUCTION

The various load alleviation studies and the severa l design, hardware—development , and flight test programs, conducted

at the Lockheed—Georgia Company since 1967, have been accomplished with different objectives in mind: 1) deve lop—

ment of analyt ical methods ond technology substantiation, 2) “static” load reduction for gross weight/cargo capability

increases, and 3) fa tigue load reductions for increased airframe fatigue endurance. Figure 1 shows the chronological

evolution of these efforts . More detailed descript ions of these studies and programs , includ ing design objective state-

ments and typical analytical results, are conta ined in other publications. ’’ 2

67 ~9 ‘69 ‘70 ‘71 ‘72 ‘73 ‘74 ‘75 ‘76 77

LAMS STUDY — .- -

LDCS DEVELOPMENT

MLC SYSTEM — • — ~1
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ALDCS DEVELOPN~ NT
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Figure 1 - C—5A Load Alleviation System Evo lution
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The present active control system for the C-5A is id.ntlfled as an Active Lift DistrIbution Contro l System (ALDCS), the

name having been der ived from the fact that symmetric aileron deflections are employed as a prima,y means of providing

reduced wi ng bending moments through modification of the wing spanwise additIonal lift distribution. The ALDCS program

has progressed through a design/development and test phase and a production sys tem desig,Vfabrication phase, and hard-

ware is presently installed on all force aircraft. This system was developed for the specific purpose of providing a signifi-

cant w ing fatigue life improvement through reduction of maneuver and gust incremental wing bending moments.

The sections that follow provide a review of the various b ad—a llevIation systems that finally evolved into the present

ALDCS , definition of the basic mechanization features of the system , compar isons of anal ytical and fli ght—test—measured

loads and system response pa rameters , arid discussions of the anal ytical problem of assessing the effects of changes in

multi ple-load components on fatigue endurance . Analyt ical wing fatigue life improvement factors ALDCS on/ALDCS—off),

as derived by a load trans fer ana lys is method, are shown for a spec ific mission profile mix.

LOAD ALLEVIATION CONCEPTS

Various load alleviation concepts have been considered and/or used during the C—5A program . The Aircraft Load

Alleviation and Mode Stabilization (LAMS) Program conducted by Boeing Wichita and Honeywell under contract to the

Air Force Flight Dynamics Lab involved the C—5A to a small degree. The Lockheed—Georgia Company participated by

providing C-5A data to demonstrate the applicability of the analysis methods and te chn iques to another large flexible

airframe. Although the LAMS C-5A System Analysis and Synthesis was based on a single flight condition, the study

results concluded that a LAMS type control system could reduce structural fatigue damage rates during flight through

turbulence without significant degradation of basic aircraft stabili ty and handling qua lities.
3

Duri ng the conduc t of the C-5A static test program in mid 1969, it became apparent that some form of wing maneuver

l oad reduction system was hi ghl y desirable for the purpose of reduci ng maximum wing upbending loads — a “strength

design ” load reduction ra ther than a fati gue load reduction system . FIgure 2 illustrates the various load reduction

techniques evaluated and provides summary type trade-off information relat ive to load reduction magnitudes, hardware

changes, development complexity , etc . The uprigged aileron concept was selected as the most practical means of

obtaining sign ificant wing bend ing moment reductions wi th  minimum hardware change/least performance pena lty .
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Figure 2 - C-5A Load Alleviation Concepts
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Maneuver Load Control — MLDCS — A development program was initiated to design, develop and flight test an

act ive load reduction system. The primary objectives of the system were :

o Reduce positive maneuver maximum wing root bending moments by 10%

o Minimize effects on handling qualities

o Minimize effects on aircraft performance

o Utilize existi ng hardware with minimum new components

o Provide ‘full time - fail operative ” system.

Since it was desirable to reduce the maximum unbending moments for “static strength” purposes only, the concept evolved

into a syste m having a dead band below 1 .5g with the system becoming active at higher load factors . This resulted in no

drag penalty during takeoff, climb, cru ise, etc., except during infrequent maneuvering to load factors above 1.5.

System implementation utilized existing, modified, and new hardware as shown by Figure 3. Normal accelerometers

located at the wi ng first bending node line provided “rigid body” motion intelligence w ith minimum gain and phase effects
for higher frequency responses. The existing pitch and yaw/lateral Stability Augmentation System (SAS) computers pro-
vided the means of introducing desired commands to the ailerons and pitch compensation inputs to the inboard ebevators
The breadboard MLDCS computer was designed to accept inputs from the accelerometers , a Mach signal from the Central
Air Dato Computer (CADC) for gain scheduling purposes, o flap position signal to deactivate the system in flaps extended
configurat ions and a touchdown signal to deactivate the system during landing impact and ground operat ions. Outputs
were provided to the yaw/lateral and pitch SAS computers, throug h which aileron and inboard elevator deflections are
commanded, and to flight crew monitoring and contro l hardware. Tri ple channe l redundancies and fail safe features were
incorporated in the system to fulfill the full time operative requirement.

Structura l load improvement attained with this system is illustra ted by Figure 4. The MLDCS affects only maneuver loads
at load factors above 1.5 thus there is no significant effect on fatigue loads resulting from the maneuver source. Gust
loads ore likewise not significantly affe c ted due to both the rather high “g ” on set leve l and the limited frequency response
range of the system . During the development program, a compromise was mode on aileron deflection magnitude due to
the undesirabl, increase in positive wing torsion along with the desirable reduction in wing bending moment. Desirable
bendinç moment reductions which reduced wing lower surface axial stress levels hod to be limited since wing front beam

web shet~r flow increased significantly due to the increased torsion loads. The final scheduled maximum aileron deflection
was set at ten degrees.

The development program included simulator tasting and flight testing in addition to the analytical investigat ions. The
light test program evaluated handling qualities and provided substantiating data for structura l load reductions.

The effects of this system on aircraft performance and handling qualities are negligible. During flight testing it was
difficult , if not impossible, to determine when this active system was operating. A more detailed discussion of this
system is contained in reference 2.

220 - 2 .5g

BEN DING Mx 
- 
7ING ROOT

TORSION —. My ’ io6 IN-LBS
Figure 3 - MLDCS System Components Figure 4 - MLDCS Loads Improvement
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Passive Lift Distribution Control System - PLDCS — During the MLDCS development program, it became clear

that some farm of fatigue loads reduction was highly desiroble . Moreover, it was desired to simplify the MLDCS from the

standpoint of reduced new hardware in order to obtain early fleet incorporation of a load reduction system - thus the

passive LDCS program was instituted.

The primary objectives of this system were :

o Reduce positive maneuver maximum wing root bendi ng mome nts by 10%

o Provide service life improvement by reduced 1 .Og mean bending moments

o Minimize effects on aircraft performance

o Utilize existing hardware with minimum new components.

The PLDCS concept evolved into a fixed aileron uprig system with specific amounts of uprig as a function of airplane

- configuration and flight condition. Studies indicated that the “stat ic ” load reduction objective could be attained with a

two position system havi ng 5 degrees of uprig above 20,000 feet and 10 degrees below 20,000 feet. The objective to

atta in a service life improvement required that the 5 degree setting be utilized in the takeoff and landing configurat ion

in order to provide the reduced mean load benefit throughout the flight profile. System imp lementation then became a

rather simple matte r of using the existing individual aileron trim capability as an interim measure until the equally simple

production changes could be incorporated by field leve l kit installation. The C— 5 force has been using the PLDCS, interim

and/or production systems, since November 1971 .

Active Lift Distribution Control System — ALDCS — In late 1972, the C 5A  Independent Structura l Review Team

(IRT) included the development of an active LDCS in the list of options available to the Air Force as a means of extending

the service life of the C—5A primary wing structure , Air Farce review of the IRT options resulted in a decision to proceed

w ith an ALDCS development program in mid 1973. This program involved the Lockheed-Georgia Company as prime

contractor w ith participat ion of The Boeing Company (Wichita Division) and Honeywell as subcontractors. The C—S System

Project Office was the contracting authority having technical and management control of the program with the Air Force

Flight Dynamics Lab providing technicol assistance and program rev iew functions.

The ALDCS development program has progressed through a design/development/test phase followed by production kit

manufacture and instal lotion on the 77 C—5 force aircraft. To date, approximate ly sixty thousand flight hours have been

accumulated on the ALDCS equipped aircraft in normal Military Airlift Command training and logistics operations.

A unique aspect of this development effort was the use of a dynamically and elasticaily scaled model having an onboard

hydraulic system to provide power for activation of the ailerons and horizontal stabilizer. The control system was operated

by a console mounted analog computer simulation of the ALDCS computer using inputs from the onboard ALDCS sensors.

This model provided an experimental dynamic loads/flutte r data acquisition tool with which to gain confidence in the

analyt ical methods used in development of the ALDCS mechanization, The model wind tunnel test program was accom-

plished at the NASA Transonic Dynamic Variable Density Tunnel at Langley AFB and involved a test team consisting of

personnel from Lockheed , Boeing, NASA, and the Air Force . ~ eference 4)

The objectives of the ALDCS developed in this program are as follows:

o Reduce gust RMS wing root bending moments by 30%

o LimIt gust RMS wing root torsional moment increases to not more than 5%

o Reduce maneuver incremental wing root bending moments by 30%

o. No Increase in discrete gust wi ng loads

o No significant changes In existing performance and handling qualities

o ProvIde “full time — foil safe ” system
o Inte rface with existi ng systems and use ex isting hardware where possible

o No significant degradation In flutter margins.

S
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System mechanization was derived using the proposed IRT schematic as a baseline system. This system in itself had its

beginnings in the C-5A LAMS pitch axis mechanization. System implementation includes PLDCS and involves use of

existi ng control surfaces, actuators and servos, modified SAS and CADC computers and new hardware. This system , as

was the MLDCS, was designed to interface with existi ng SAS and autopilot systems. System design requirements and test

resu lts are discussed in detail in references 5 thru 10.

COMPARISON OF C-5A LDCS SYSTEMS

The three systems which have been developed and flight tested are compared in Figure 5 relative to major objectives,

means of implementation, loads improvement magnitudes and aircraft performance/handling qualities effects.

It should be emphasized that the paramount objective in each of these systems was some form of wing bending moment

reduction — either strength or fati gue re lated — with secondary objectives of system simplicity and minimum effects on

aircra ft performance/handling qualities. No attempt was mode to provide a ‘mode stabilization/control” function far

purposes of flutter boundary extension or ride control improvement.

Some of the trode—offs or compromises between conflicting objectives are apparent from the comparison chart. Note

specificall y that the price of obtaining reduced mean bending moments, as provided by the Passive Syt.tem, is an aircraft

performance penalty. An offsetting benzf it of this system was the ability to attain an almost immediate incorporation with

a minimum hardware impact.

The next variation — to provide reductions in maneuver and gust incremental bending moments while retaining the reduced

mean loads generated a significantly larger hardware design/development problem than that of the original maneuver load

control MLDCS and in addition retained the performance penalties of the passive system.

MAJOR MEANS OF LOADS IMPROVEMENT PERF . ~ HAND.SYSTEM OBJECTIVE S IMPLEMENTATION 
~~~~ IC Mx ’ 

F A T I G U E  

~~~ 
QUAL. EFFECTS

MLDCS REDUC E MAX EXISTING SAS ~~ -9°~ - - NONE
1969 - 70 UPBENDING (Mx ’) 8 CONTROL SY S.

~~ DESIGN LOAD PLUS NEW
FACTOR COMPUTER &

ACCEL ’ S

PLDC S SAME AS MLDCS EXISTING TR IM ~~ -9% -10 1.0. CLIMB &
1970 — 72 PLUS REDUCED SYSTEM — INTERIM CRUISE DRAG

FATIGUE MEAN NEW CONTROL TO — PENALTY
Mx BOX 8 FOLLOW NOF.Q.

UP LINK AILERONS -30% EFFECTS
OPEN UP +i 1
ST OP

ALDCS SAME AS PLDC S EXISTING SAS -10% -30 SAME AS
1973 - 74 PLUS REDUCED A/P & CONTROLS TO TO PIDCS

FATIGUE NEW COMPUTER ~~ -9% -30% -50%
INCREMENTAL & A C C E L S

Figure 5 - Comparison of C-SA LDCS Systems

A comparison of the effects of each of the three systems on wi ng root l oads is shown by Figure 6. The flight condition
selected for this illustration was chosen to depict the in~t iol objective of reducing maximum upbendlng moment by approxi-

mate ly 10% (actually atta ined about 9% due to bending torsion trade-off effects) . The reduction in the 1.09 bend ing
moment is about 25% for the PLDCS and ALDCS while the incrementa l bending moment is reduced approxImately 40% by
ALDCS for this condition , Similar load reductions exist for other flight conditions.

_______________ _________ _________ - ___________

_________ 
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Figure 6 - Comparison of LDCS Loads

ACTIVE LIFT DISTRIBUTION CONTROL SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT

The ALDCS development process involved a number of engineering disciplines to integrate the design requirements of loads

and structura l dynamics, stability and handling qualities and existi ng flight control systems. A flow chart of the design

tasks is shown in Figure 7. Figure 8 provides c. simplified interface diagram indicating the integration of the ALDCS

computer with the existi ng C 5  flight control subsystems.

L~~~~~~~~~~~
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~~~~~~ 
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Figure 7 — ALDCS Development Task , Fi gure 8 — ALDCS Systems Interfaces

The task of acquiring the necessary des ign data was s imp lified by the ex istence of airplane math model data, flight control

subsystem mechanizations, and flight test response correlation data from the basic C-5A design program. The major void
in design data was the lock of aileron and elevator characteristics information at frequencies beyond their design points.
The actuators were designed and tested primarily for handling qualities and automatic stabilization of aircraft low frequency

short period and dutch roll modes, whereas the ALDCS would require the sensing and active control of higher frequency

oeroelastic mode dynamics. These missing actuator data not only included frequency response but hysterisls, surface rates
and toleranc, bonds in unloaded and loaded conditions. These data were obtained by tests an the C—S Vehicle Systems
Simulator using both new and worn servo actuators, by tests perfo rmed by the servo actuator manufacturer , and by frequency
response flight tests.

System Mechanization — The dua l channel redundancy design ALDCS computer provides signals to both the lateral
augmentation series servo to control the aIleron actuators symmetrically and the pitch augmentation series servo to
actuate the inboard elevator control surfaces. Aileron actuators also receive commands from the pilots, autopilot,
and passive LDCS. The pilots and autopilot command Inboard as well as outboard elevators . Figure 9 shows the

locations of the ALDCS sensors and interfac ing computers and affected control surfaces. The wing mounted accelero-
meters are the only additional sensors requIred for ALDCS integratIon.
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The ALDCS mechanization consists of an array of sensors, ga ins , and filters. Figure 10 is a block diagram of the ALDCS
simplified mechanization to be used as a roadmap during the ensuing discussion. The aileron and elevator channels will
be discussed separately.

Ab CS SYSISM cOMPONINTS 
[!!

i-•

~r0~~~~
I}INUOAIIO

CADC cOMPUTSS• ALDGS ~~~ PLITIR

~~
i_ ?J7

~~~ 

PITCH SIGNAL

• PITCH 5*1 COMPUTSII
ELEVATORd YAW LATICAL 5*5 COMPUTEII

• AUTOPILOT FILTERS ACTUATORS

~~~~~~~~~ L~
IN

-

L~~~
J4 LE!!~T~R 

(~Y~ iLiTy ~~~ f~~~ 1
J9AND F—i ~~~~~~ 

AILERON ~
GAIN 

G Ni.(g).lK:H~~~ H
I I t 1~~Q!~ TER L_J 

[~~ T O ~~
J 

L
WINGCOLUMN 

ACCELENOMETSRS 

FILTERS kTIJAT0RS
POSITION •

PITCH RAT IGY RO WING

Figure 9 — ALDCS System Components Figure 10 — ALOCS System Block Diagram

Aileron Channel — The aileron control channel commands the right and left ailerons symmetrically to accomplish the

maneuver load relief function. The feedback sensors utilized for the aileron channel are provided by two vert ical
acce lerometer locations per w ing, one located on the forward main beam (W.S. 1186) and the other on the rear beam
(W.S. 1152) both at an outer wing location. The signals from these accelerometers are averaged and compensated by
smoothing filters that attenuate sensor noise and aid in the elimination of higher frequency wing vibration modes beyond
the ALDCS control bandwidth.

The Stability and Load Control Gain and Filtering portion of the aileron channel provides the necessary compensation to
adequately phase the feedback accelerometer signals for control of the inner wing bending moments and to attain the design

goal stability margins.

A pilot’s feedforward command, acquired from the existing C—5 elevator cable position (ECP) transducer, is summed with the
compensated acceleration control sIgnal to provide abrupt maneuvir load control. The feed fo.ward signa l Is filtered for

proper abrupt load alleviation aileron command phase.

These control signals ore then gain scheduled by aircraft dynamic pressure from the Central Air Data Computer (CADC) to
provide proper stability and load relief schedules and to minimize handling qualities degradations throughout the aircraft
speed envelope . C’.~—off filters are provided to preclude adverse couplIng with higher frequency uncontrolled modes. The
ALDCS aileron comma nd signal is controlled by boundary control logic which contains the circuitry to disengage the signal
when exceed ing flight boundaries where the ALDCS is not required . These operational boundary conditions are when
Stallimiter subsystem is activat ed , the airplane exceeds maximum horizontal airspeed/Mach (350 KCAS/M 0.825), and
when the airplane load factor exceeds 1.9 g’s. These logic corLtro l signals are obtained from existing a ircraft subsystems
wi th the exception of load factor. This sIgnal Is derived from ALDCS wing and fuselage acce lerometers to closely represent
aircraft C.G. acceleration, The system is automatIcally re-engaged as the alrcroft re-enters the ALDCS operational
envelope. The aileron command signal Is then limited and interfaced with the lateral SAS aileron series servoa ctua,ors.

Elevator Channel - The elevator channel contains three sensors, two feedback parameters and one fe.dfo rward command .
Airplane pitch rate, as provided by the pitch SAS rate gyro, is utilized to augment the airplane short period domping and
thereby allev iate the excitation of short period induced gust loads and to restore the handling qualItIes degraded by the
aileron pitching moment eff ects.

An existing C-S autopilot subsystem vertica l accelerometer mounted in th. forward fuselag, provides additional gust load
control and compensates the a irplane pitch response characterIstics.

- -  -
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A feedforward signal, pilot ’s elevator input demand, is required to restore the airplane maneuverability and accelerated
stability (stick force per ‘g’) characteristics that are significantly degraded by the load control signals. This signal is

scheduled as a function of airplane dynomic pressure and compensated by a command model filter to provide the proper
system handling qualities throughout the operational envelope .

These three signals, pitch rate , normal acceleration and pilot elevator command input are summed and again scheduled
w ith dynamic pressure and passed through system cut—off filters for stability and gust load control phasing.

The elevator signal is provided to a boundary control logic network that disengages the signal under the some conditions as
the aileron channel. This circuit includes a fade-out filter to minimize acceleration transients resulting from abrupt surface

disengagement. The command signal is then limited and interfaced with the pitch augmentation subsystem.

ANALYTICAL4 LIGHT TEST DATA AND COMPARISONS

Although the ALDCS flight test program included flying qualities, stability and control, failure effects, and other non-

structu ral testing; this paper will discuss only the structural loads aspects of the program . The following sub—sections

provide representative samples of typical analyt ical/test comparisons.

Structura l Response to Force Inputs - Symmetric aileron and elevator frequency sweeps were performed during the test

program to establish system stability and Frequency response characteristics. Figure Ii illustrates the dramatic reduction

which the ALDCS makes in the wing first bending frequency response. Test runs were ‘wade for both Frequency sweeps and

for constant frequency inputs primarily in order to establish well defined resonance curve.. The ALDCS was designed for

minimum response at frequencies above about 1 Hz. This was due to: 1. The desire to use existIng servos and actuators,
which have a rapid roll—off at frequencies above 1 Hz. and 2. Analyt ical results which show little to be gained, in the

way of gust load alleviation, at higher frequencies.

Incremental Maneuver Loads - Significant reductions in wing incremental maneuver bending moments result from the

aileron modification of the spanwis, additional airlood distribution. Figure 12 shows both ana lytIcal and flight test

measured incremental wing root bending moment (8.M’ilg) for ALDCS OFF and ALDCS ON conditions. These data

illustrate the attainment of a design goal of at least a 30% reduction in w n g  root incremental maneuver bending moments.

The test points cover a Mach number range of 0.54 to 0.78 and represent normal operating airspeeds for the Pest altitudes.

The use of ailerons to provide maneuver incremental bending moment reductions results In significant increases in pos itive
torsion. No criteria we re established for torsion load magnitudes since attainment of the design gao1 of a 30% reduction in
bending moment was considered of prime Importance and the aileron required to produce that reduction automatically
produces an increased torsion moment. Figure 13 shows incremental w ing root torsion (~M’y/g) for ALDCS OFF and ON.
The test measured torsion loads show generally less torsion increase due to ALDCS then the ana lytical conditions. In
genera l , wing root Incremental torsion increases due to AWCS are approxImately 30 percent for maneuvering flight
conditions.

12 - i j i ~i~~- - -I N4*LVTICAL FLT TEST — ‘ 
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The effect of ALDCS on the spanwise distribution of incremental maneuver bending moment is illustrated by Figure 14.
This condition Is chosen to illustrate spanwise loading effects since the Mach number of 0.78 is typical of normal cruise
conditions although a test alt itude of 30,000 feet is slightly below cruise altitude for the test condition gross weight.
The other test condition spanwise incremental bending moment comparisons are similar and show equally good correlation.

r SC—
— — I swcs o~~ ~ ocs ow.1 

.1 o~
_-~ ANALYTIC*Lz I~

. 
- TEST DATA 0 At~ a~i~l —~~~ ~ \ GW • 594.000 L8~ ALT • 30.000

10 — — _______________ z \ ~~FUEL. 106.850 LBS. MACtI • 018

— ALTITUOE - IO~FT. - \~ \1~~~~~~1

iJ;i I
ALOCS CWF AM,/, -10’ IN -LBS. WING STATION - IN .

Figure 13 — Maneuver Loads — W.S. 198 Torsio n Figure 14 - Maneuver Loads — Spanwise Bending

Gust Loads - Load reductions during continuous turbulence are achieved both From the ALDCS aileron response and from

the reduction in rigid body and short period airp lane response due to the inboard elevator pitch damping action. The

design goals for gust load alleviation, simp ly stated, are ot least a 30 percent reduction in RMS root bending moment

response w ith no more than a 5 percent increase in RMS root torsion response. The design of the ALDCS aileron and
inboard elevator input signals and gainv’flltering provided th. desired balance between aileron generated direct lift

modifications and elevator controlled angle of attack response reductions.

Summary plots of wing root bending moment and torsion response are shown in Figures IS and 16. Normalized responses

~~RMS loads divided by RMS gust ve locity for several test conditions of varying airspeed, altitude, and mass configura-

tion are included in these sunsnaries. Table 1 identifies the various parameters for each of the test conditions. Multiple

symbols on the sunwnary figures denote multiple test runs.

These comparisons ore based on symmetric response only since any unsymmetrical responses are common to both ALDCS

OFF and ALDCS ON configurati ons. The analytica l ~ v va lues result when the ana lytical model is subjected to the test

derived vertical gust velocity profiles and normalized by the RMS vertical gust veIocitlls. The test values are
correlated test responses rather than the total test responses, I.. ,, the responses which are coherent with the measured

normalized vertical gust Inputs. -

Figure 15 illustrates goad analytica l/test agreement and clearly shows the significant reductions (30 to 50 percent) in wing
root bending moment response w ith ALDCS ON. Figure 16 shows generally good analytical/test agreement for root torsion

and illustrates the relatively small change in gust Induced lonlon loads with the ALDCS ON.
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A spanwise bending moment analytical/test comparison with ALDCS ON is shown in Figure 17. The results of five runs for

one set of test parameters are shown and illustrate the typical scatter inherent in dynamic response test program results.

T hree of the five runs show excellent agreement between test derived and analytical ~ v bending moments at each of
the seven instrumented wing stations. The one run showing significantly greater test response and poorer agreement had a

measured input gust spectrum which was more irregular than the other runs, particularly at low frequencies — the region of
the gust spec trum containing the predominant gust power. The run showing significantly lower response va lues than the

average also hod a rather irregular gust input spectrum with reduced amp lit udes at the lower frequencies.

I — I I —

.~ —1-—- —f-- - -- — — WING STATION -—

141 ~ .1 OW • 615~O0O LBS. — — —, ~~~~~-

-t ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ I — — ~~~~~~~
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- — — — -—

o 235 5000 110K t OOK ~~ —_-- ~~~~~~~
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a 325 7000 lOOK 90K ~ 2 —

* 325 7000 250K 110K ~ — — —o 325 16000 80K 90K - —

.1 .2 .3 .4 5 6
ANALYTICAL RESPONSE -~~~ -10 IN -LBS/FT/SEC

Table I — Gust Response Data Test Conditions Figure 17 — Normalized Gust Response
- Spanw ise Bending

SERVICE LOADS RECORDING PROGRAM DATA

The C-5A Aircraft Structural Integrity Program included a Service Loads Recording Program (SLRP) whose basic purpose was
to obtain recorded operational data to define the loads environment encountered In normal Military Airlift Command
operations. Thirteen of the aircraft included wing strain gage Instrumentation to measure axial stresses in addition to the
normal aircraft motion and control surface deflection parameters. Data were obtained in both the baseline and the ALDCS
aircraft configurations, since the SLRP began prior to ALDCS installation, thus over~~e operational statistics are available
for comparison purposes.

The flight recorded aircraft response time history data were separated Into maneuver and gust sources using a response rate
of change and time duration criteria. The maneuver source was sub—divided into climb, cruise, descent and traffic
segments while th. gust data were categorized by altitude bonds.

The following SLRP data comparisons illustrate the effectiveness of the ALDCS in producing reduced incremental wing
responses during maneuvering flight, continuous turbulence, and aerial refueling operations.

HOU~
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Figure 18 - Maneuver Load Factor Comparison Figure 19 - Maneuver Axial Stress ComparIson
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Maneuvering — Figure 18 shows the correlation of incremental maneuver load factors by flight segment. This figure was
constructed by p lotting incremental load factors at equal exceedance values from the individual load factor occurrence

curves. Figure 19 presents the same type of information for wing stress at one of the inner wing strain gage stations. The
significant reduction in Incremental stress (approximately 30 to 40 percent) for approximately the same load factor

exceedances is apparent. Simi lar results were obtained at the other wing stress instrumentation stations.

Gust — Figures 20 and 21 present data in the some general format as the maneuver data except by altitude band rather than
flight segment. Here again the incremental load factors show generally good correlation whereas the incremental stresses

are reduced on the order of 30 percent by the ALDCS. As with the maneuver data, simi lar results exists at the other wing

stress instrumentation stations.
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.5 .-7500 T0 17500 FT. I 6 0 13 36
• - 17500 TO 27500 FT. 42 29
O-A BOVE 27500 FT. 0 V 126 28

.4 0-TRAFFIC .
V 5 0 526 43

0 
~ 1521 439

— 0 68 149

/

/

/

I-
.2 ~ 
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~n

° 23 44
O 74 40 ~ 1

U

~• 824 71 2
0 V 231 44

o 2445 731
900

0 126 201

0 .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 I 2 3 4 5 6
PI.DCS ~STRESS —1(51PLOCS AN —g,

Figure 20 — Gust Load Factor Comparison Figure 21 - Gust Axial Stress Comparison

Aeria l Refueling — The increased emphasis on aerial refueling operations resulted in a special test program, using two of

the SLR P aircraft with additional wing stress measuring instrumentation, to obtain a statistically stable sample of operational
aerial refueling aircraft response data. Figure 22 shows that aerial refueling with ALDCS ON results in an approximate

20 percent reduction in the load factor spectra. Figure 23 shows that similar reductions in inner wing incremental axial
stresses occur however the outer wing stress spectra ore not significantly affected by ALDCS. Since the principal forcing
function affecting the outer wing Is the asymmetric aileron associated with station keeping, the symmetric only ALDCS

provides no significant load alleviation effect on the outer wing.
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Figure 22 — Aerial Refueling Load Factor Comparison FIgure 23 - Aerial Refueling Axial Stress Comparison
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FATIGUE ENDURANCE CONSIDERATIONS

The assessment of the effectiveness of any load allev iation system, w ith respect to increased fatigue endurance, requires

an analysis methodology which addresses the effects of the total loading spectrum as affected by the load alleviation system.

Since the C—5A load alleviation system was developed as an “add on” to an already existing structure which has well defined

- loading characteristics, test substantiated stress to load relationships, and cyclic test derived quality index values (K); the

quest ion of what to do about changes in shear stress as well as axial stress must be addressed. This is particularly true when

using the classic approach to fatigue analysis, i.e., use of Miner’s rule and constant amplitude S—N data in a system which

deals with a singularity stress state .

External Loading Characteristics — A significant change in external loading characteristics with ALDCS results in combined

stre ss spectra which are significantly different than that of the baseline analyses and test data base .

The dilemma is illustrated by Figure 24. Consider a load alleviation system that is configured such that large reductions

in wing bending moments are accompanied by significant increases in wing Iov~ion. Depending on th. bending/torsion

relationships, it is possible that a reduced axial stress spectra will be accompanied by an increased shear stress spectra as

shown.

The classic uniaxial fatigue endurance approach would produce two different endurance vs. quality index curves as

illustrated. Assuming the baseline test loadings consisted of appropriate shear, bending and torsion loads; the net effect

of the baseline external loading characteristics would be included in the test derived quality index values. In order to

evaluate the effects of the load alleviation system in this example, new quality index values must be obtained since the

Pest derived values available are for different external loading characteristics. At this point, one of several choices is

ovailable for structural analysis: (a) use the baseline test derived quality index values, (b) conduct a new cyclic test

program w ith the test loadings having the proper external loading characteristics or (c) find or develop an analytical

method which accounts for the changes in the shear as well as the axial stress spectra.
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Figure 24 — Analytical/lest Endurance Vs Quality Level

Use of the baseline derived quality index values from the C5A cyclic test program with ALDCS axial stress spectra

produces very desirable fatigue life improvement factors but leaves doubt as to the validhy of such results. A complete new

cyclic test program using ALDCS test loadings Is not pract ical from an economic standpoint. Therefore option (c) appears to

be the logical alternative .

Axial vs. Load Transfer Analyses — An analytical method; which accounts for shear stress effects in addItion to axial stresses

In mechanically fastened, single shear iop ~oints; is available and has been applied In the evaluation of C 5A  cyclic test

results. This method is basIcally a Stress Severity Factor Method, as reported by Jarfall11, which has been modified to

account far fastener load trans fer effects in a iap shear joint. By definition, the Stress Severity Factor (SSF) is the ratio

of peak stress at the edge of a fastener hole to the gross area unlaxlal reference stress. The resulting analysis method,

including correlation of analyses to test data, has been previously presented as an AIAA paper ’2 and will be subsequently

referred to as a load transfer analysis.
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Application of the load transfer analysis to a beam cap to web splice and to a lower surface sponwise splice on the C—5A
wing illustrates the significance of changes in external load characteristics on apparent peak stresses at the edge of fastener
holes.

Figures 25 and 26 show the variation of axial and peak stresses with maneuver load factor for the aforementioned
representative structural locations. Externa l loads for the baseline airplane configuration and the PLDCS and ALDCS
configurations for a representat ive speed/altitude — mass configuration maneuver load condition were analyzed using axial
and load transfer methods. These analyses used test derived stress to load ratios, base l ine configuration quality index
values (K’ s) and necessary analytica l structu ral parameters such as fastener tilt factors, hole bearing stress concentration
factors, etc. The analysis results for the beam cap to web location (Figure 25) provide a graphic Illustration of the
potential inadequacy of relying on an axial stress analysis using test derived data from one aerodynamic configuration to
evaluate the effects of changes in aerodynamic configuration (external load characteristics). This particular struc tural
location shows no apparent improvement (reduction) in stress level due to the ALDCS when using the load transfer analysis
for this particular load source (maneuver). The implication here is simply that the axial stress reduction due to reduced
bending moment is obviated by the increase in shear stress due to amplified torsion loads. This apparent equal trade—off
between reduced bending moment and increased torsion will vary with other structural locations figure 26) and with
specific mission segments (variations in cargo weight, fuel weight, airspeed and altitude) and load sources (maneuver,
gust, etc.).

AXIAL LOAD AXIAL LOADANALYSIS TRANSFER ANALYSIS ANALYSIS TRANSFER ANALYSIS__________ — 

BASELINE ~~ ~~~~~~~~~SELINE

!~: I~~~~

”

~4 I f~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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~.4~~~~ ~~~I4~~~i8~~MANEUVER LOAD FACTOR - MAN EUVER LOAD FACTOR -

Figure 25 — Analytical Maneuver Stresses Figure 26 — Analyt ical Maneuver Stresses
- Cap/Web Splice - Spanw ise Splice

Gust Laads/~tress Phasing Problem — Since the load transfer method requires discrete relationships between axial, shear

and beari ng stresses, the external loads deflnitio~ also requires discrete relationships. This poses no problem for maneuver-
ing flight, landing impact, etc., however; those load sources which are dependent on Power Spectral Density PSD) methods

for describing the statIstical variations of loads or stresses present a problem in the use of the load transfer analysis method.

The continuous turbulence (gust load source) PSD analysis results in independent axial stress and shear stress spectra due to
the very nature of the statistical basis for their derivation - the Individual spectra being a function of the RMS responses

CD) and the characteristic frequencies (N ). The PSD methods provide the means of calculating correlation coefficients
between various load components, however, discrete phasing relationships do not exist within the methodology. In short,

the present PSD loads analyses and the Load Transfer Stress Analysis Methods are not compatible.

Gust Loads/Stress Tim. HIstory Analysis - In an attempt to define the possible net analytical effects of gust loath/stress
phasing relationships on peak stresses, the load transfer procedure is coupled with a loads/stress time history solution, as

illustrated by Figure 27. Analytical and test measured shear, bending moment and torsion load time histories are used to
generate axial and shear stress time histories at selected structural locations. Then, discrete time points are analy.d
using the load transfer equation to generate peak stress time histories. Phasing factors are then determined by assessing
the axial and shear phase relationships that exIst at peak stress maximum and mInimum amplitudes. These phasIng factors
are simple percent in phase or out of phase relationships - phase lag not beIng considered In further analysis. The axial and

_ _ _ _ _   
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shear stress spectra are then simply related by these phasing factors. A detailed discussion of this procedure is contained

in reference 13.
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Fi gure 27 - Stress Time History Generation

ALDCS LIFE IMPROV EMENT FACTORS

The previously discussed analysis methods have been utilized to calculate fatigue endurances for selected structural
locations on the C-SA wing for both PLDCS and ALDCS aircraft configurations. A discrete set of mission profiles, based
on actual force usage, was utilized in the ana lysis. Figure 28 presents the ratios of these analytical fatigue endurances
in the farm of life improvement factors. These results clearly indicate a significant improvement in endurance as a result
of the ALDCS, however it should be noted that these factors will vary as a function of mission profile definitions and/or
actual operational usage of individual force aircraft. Mditionally, the simplified analytical approach to the axial/shear
phasing problem has not to date been substantiated by test data. For these reasons, the C-5A Individual Aircraft Service
Life Monitoring Program is currently using a conservative 1.25 life Improvement factor for tracking individual force

aircraft .

ANALYTICAL RESULTS - LOAD TRANSFER ANALYSIS - LOWER SURFACE
LIFE IMPROVEMENT FACTORS — SS/W R

Fi gure 28 - ALDCS Life Improvement Factors

OPERATIONAL HISTORY

The C-S ALDCS was introduced Into operational service in July of 1975. In the course of the next 14 months th entire

farce .1 C-S’s had ALDCS incorporated. Although the system was used extensively for th. first year It was not operation-
etly required for dispatch until after the entire force was updated. Suggestions were submitted to provide operationa l

briefings on the system at each C-S base, however, since f light test hod indicated that there were no discernoble
diflevences In elrcroft handlIng qualities wIth ALDCS an or •affM, no such briefings were provided.
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As subsequent events indicated, it was a mistake not to provide these operational briefings. Since most flight crews did
not understand the sy stem and did not know how it operated, there was some apprehension about its operation and in many
cases they were afraid to use It , particularly in critical operations such as inflight refueling. As a result, early operational
reports from the syste m were mixed and ranged from pilot comments that the system provided improved ride during turbulence
w ith less wing flexing all the way to generally degraded handling qualities. It is evident in retrospect that even though
light test revea led no evidence of handling quality degradation and even though the flight test was quite extensive, it

was not all encompassing, such that differences between aircraft control systems, system tolerances, operational utilization,
and pilot characteristics did result in some change in pilot feel of the aircraft. In particular , there were complaints of
speed stability, difficulty in holding bank angle, tendency toward uninitiated pitch inputs during a precision maneuver
and a number of other adverse comments . These criticisms were difficult to quantify and assess In that they were different
from airplane to airplane, from pilot to pilot arid from base to base. However , in the summer of 1976 specIal limited
instrumentation, utilizing the C—5 MADAR systems, was installed on four aircraft. This was accomplished at Travis Air
Force Base and a controlled test program was conducted in which specified precision maneuvers such as inf light refueling
were conducted w ith 14 different pilots. During the test over 90 AR hook-ups were made in which ALDCS was turned on
and off without pilot knowledge. The results of these tests were that there was unanimous consent with the entire pilot
sample that ALDCS was preferred “on” during al l prec ision maneuvers. Although there were a few actions taken to provide
improved maintenance in the field, there were no design changes made to ALDCS.

Following completion of the controlled tests pnd the submittal of the test report, there were no further operational complaints
from pilots on the use of ALDCS. It is now required for dispatch and used from take-off to landing on a ll flights.

System reliability was initially predicted to be 3,000 operational hours . There were some earl y operational reliability
problems which were resolved by a minor field update of the computer electronics. Present mean time between unscheduled
remova ls is approximately 1000 hours. In flight system failures have resulted in system deactivation, as designed, with only
minor transient responses, as substantiated during the flight failure effects testing. There has been only one failure of a
wing acce lerometer to date although a minor electrical connector corrosion problem, since resolved, occurred on several
aircraft.

CONCLUSIONS

The C—S ALDCS program has demonstrated the practicality of using existing flight control surfaces and systems to affect
spec ific changes in structural load distr ibutions and magnitudes for load alleviation purposes.

This work illustrates on application of active control technology to the solution of a particular problem on an ex isting
a ircraft. Application of the same engineering principles during the design stage of r~ w aircraft could have significant
effects on the overall “desi gn compromise”.

The analyt ical ond measured data generated during the C-5A ALDCS development/test program and the Service Loads
Recording program provides a basis for the following conc lusions:

1) The maneuver and gust load test data substantiate the analytical load methods
and prov ide a solid base Irons which to develop ALDCS life improvement estimates.

2) Unioxial stress/fatigue analysis methods may result in overoptimistic predictions
of fatigus endurance Improvement due to load alleviation systems as a result of
favorable changes in axial stress, but not occounting for significant changes in
shear str esses.

3) Th. load-transfer method prov ides an analyt ical means of accounting for changes in
shear as we ll as axial stresses.

4) An axial, shear peak stress t ime history analysis provides a basis for establishing
axial/shear stress phasing factors.
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5) Significant improvements in analytical fatigue endurance can be realized with

the application of existing active control load alleviation technology.

6) incorporation of Active Control systems on operational force aircraft is a practica l

means of providing maneuver and gust loads alleviation.

7) Flight crew acceptance of active controls would be enhanced by thorough user

indoctrination of system functions and operational characteristics.
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John I I .  W y kes and Ch r isto p her J . Ror land
M e m b e r s  o f  the Tec hn i ca I S t a f f , i)ynam cs  ‘i echn o  l o g y

Roc k w e l l  I n t e r n a t i o n a l , 1,05 A n g e l e s  l) i v i s i o n
lo s  A n g e l e s  I n t e r n a t i o n a l  A i rport

l os Angeles , Cal i fornia , 90 0 0 9
(In ited States of America

°I’he It - I a i rc r a f t  is  one of  the f i s t  a i rc ra f t  to i ncIud~ a con t ro l con f igu red
v e h i c l e  ((CV) concept ride control , in the e a r l y  design ph a s e s .  A s u b s t a n t i a l  s a v i n g s
I i i  is(’ ght w a s  ac h iev e d  w t h t his  app roach is coinpa red to d i r ec t  m a t e r i a l  st i f fen 1 ng
rh is pape r discusses t h e  des ign  deve lopnient , inc I ud ing s y s t e m  r equ  I cement s and mechan I -
:at  ion d e t a i l s .  ‘I lie design im plement a t ion is a l s o  d i s c u s s e d , inc lud ing  ha rdware  and
in t a l l  a t  ion de t  a 1 s. 1:1 na I l  v • f I I ght t e s t  per fo rinance eva I uat ions , com pzl r i sons o f
anal  vt  i c a l  and t e s t dat  a , sy st en: i nip rov e rnent s , and f I i ght crew eva I ua t ions are p re -

~~~ii t ed W h i l e  the  det a I led info rnta t ion is provided for a syst em designed to i nip rove
r i de  qua~ i t v  through contro l of structural motion , it is concluded t ha t  the technology
d i - e t i - s e d  is a p p l i c a b l e  to load i d  ie f and even flutter suppression of fle x i b l e  vehicles ,
DI 1 : t a ry or comme rc i a I

1. 1 S I  SYMBO l S

A Roe t - mean - square acc e  Ic rat ion MAC Mean aerod y n a m i c cho rd
due to  (I . ~() 18 rn/ se c  I I f t  / scc )
rin s gust intensit y ; sul )script 2 fl

( 
Load f a c t o r ;  subscr ipt

denotes vertical axis , Y denotes indicates vertical axis , sub -
later a l axis scri pt Y denotes later a l

ax i s
AR A spect rat io

Fr e q u en c y , r ad/ s ec
( ‘ I; Center of gravity

Q Wave  n um b e r ,
C e n t e r l ine o

S Lap lace  ope ra to r
c ~Iear: aero dynam ic chord

SCAS S t a b i l i t y  and con t ro l  augnien-
6,  5 Vane deflection tat ion system

~ V

L i Bending s t i f f n e s s  Gust i n te n s i t y es ti ma ted f r o m
angle-of-attack vane readin gs

I S  Fuselage station
Gust intensity estimated from

g Gravity constant sidesli p ang le vane  r e a d i n gs

H 1 I Crew sensitivity index; subscript u.,~ ‘ 
Vertical and lateral gust inten-

Z denotes vertical axis , y g g s i ty ,  respec tively
deno tes l a te r al  a x i s  - -

T[) h uman respon se weighting
hAGL Al titude above ground level function

h~ Pressure al titude gus t 
(;ust power spectra l density

K Sys t em g a i n  Crew sen sitivit y  powe r spec-
I ) tra l density; subscri p t 2 and

A Taper ratio Y deno te vertical and lateral ,
respec tively

Sweep hack angle of leading
ed ge of vane , • Powe r spectra l density of

1~~ ver tical and lateral load
Swoephack ang le of leading f ac tors , respect i v e l y .
ed ge of wing

WP Wa ter plane
M Mach number

z 1•~ Y~ Vertical and la teral fuse-
ML Mold line lage coordina tes , respec t i v e l y
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I NTROIfflC’l I ((N

The It -I is one of the first vehicles to include a contro l configured vehicle (CC\’)
concept i n  the early desi gn p hases. The aircraft has a requirement to provide a speci-
lied level of ride quality f o r t he c r e w .  T h i s  req u i r e m e n t has  been me t on t he B - I
through the use of an automatic control system called a structural mode control system
(SMCS)  w ho se  ma i n ex t e r n a l  fea t u r e  i s  a set of vanes  nea r the c rew s t a t i o n  wh i c h  a r e
canted d o w n  30 ° f r o m  the h o r i z o n ta l , a s shown i n  f i gure 1 . A substantial savings in
weight was achieved with this approach as compared to direct material stiffening. ‘l’he
details of system requirements had to be determined from a production (long-life) point
of view , which has not been done before for a system of this type . Lxtensive wind tun-
nel tests of the vane characteristics were conducted. Analytical models of the flexi-
b le  a i r c r a f t  and c o n t r o l  s y s t e m s  were  develope d to a n a l y z e  r e q u i r e m e n ts an d t o
i n v e s t i ga te  s t a b i l i t y  and performance. Component parts were tested to the requirements
in the laborator y. Flight test of the SMCS is continuing, and comparisons with analy-
tical predictions are being made . 

~~~~~~~ EURAL MODE ,

Figure 1. B-i Airc raft with Wings Swept Aft

I’he over all objective of this paper is to describe the conceptual design , develop-
men t , and f l i gh t tests of the B-i SMCS and its impact on ride quality. Since the B-I
is the first aircraft to have a system such as the SMCS designed for production and
l o n g  s e r v ice use , i t is expected that this information will add to the technology base
for the design of future large military or civil aircraft .

SMCS RAT I ONALI:

One of the princi pal mission s of the B - l involves flying for long periods of time
in close proximity to the terrain. B -l desi gn requiremen ts have produced a relatively
fl exible aircraft. This veh icle flexibility combined with the ever-present low-altitude
atmosp h e r i c  t u r b u l e n c e  can p r o d u c e  an a c c e le ra t ion  e n v i r o n men t a t t he c r ew  s t a t ion  w h i c h
can degrade handling qualities and general crew efficiency with a conseq uent degradation
of m iss ion success. Re ference I reviews this ride quality problem and offers desi gn
c riteria which , when c o m p l i e d  wi t h , tend to alleviate the problems described. These
c riteria have been formally included in the B-I design specifications.

‘I he It -I  (figure 1) emp loys a variable sweep wing which is swept aft when flying
the low -altitude m ission. The wing is swept primaril y to improve the vehicle drag
char acteristics; howe ve r , this i s  fortunatel y favorable to improving the vehicle ride
q u a l i t i e s  also. ‘the aft-swep t wing has a low lift curve slope and thus is less suscep-
t i b le  to turbulence-induced angles of attack and the consequent excitation loads.
Despite sweeping the wing, the leve l of tur l ulence excitation susce ptibility on the
flexible It-I w a s  s t i l l  too hi gh to meet the ride quality requirements. Two basic desi gn
c h o i c e s  rema ined  in  o rde r t o comp l y :  ( 1)  add ma te r ia l  (and we igh t )  to st i f f e n  t he
s t r u c t u r e  over  t hat needed for s t r e n g t h  and flutter requirements , or (2) use automatic
c o n t r o l  s y s t e m s .  A cho ice  was made in favor  of  the l a t t e r  approach because of  a poten-
t i a l  saving s in weig h t and because  of  t he ex i s t i ng  depth of analy tical and flight test
ex per ience  available ( r e fe rences  2 through b) on these types of systems.

‘t he SMCS has been des i gne d to the f a i l - s a f e  ra ther  than the f a i l - o p e r a t e , fail-
sa fe conc e p t .  Th u s approach has hccn taken because the s y s t e m  is intended s t r i c t l y  for
improving r ide qua l i t y ;  thus the B- I  has full s t r u c t u r a l  i n t e g r i t y  w i t h  or w i thou t  the
SMCS o p e r a t i n g .  Should the sys tem ra i l  for any reason , the vanes w i l l  he centered and
held and the m iss ion  cont inued , admi t ted l y at a worsened leve l of r ide q u a l i t y .
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R ide  Q ual i t v  Criteria

‘the S MC S  pe r f o rnmance  a b i l i t y  t o  impr ove  r i de  q u a l i t y  is  e v a l u a t e d  a g a i n s t  a param-
eter called the crew s e n s i t i v i t y  index , I i .  ‘Flie para meter h I~ is a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  tim e
ve r t  c a l  mmmot ion , and the 11 y is  assoc i a t e d  s i t h  l a t e r a l  not ion.  ‘t he d e v e l o p m e n t  of  the
II concept  of  r ide qua I i ty  e v a l  uat ion can be found in r e f e r e n c e  I

In om ’ d c r  to  i l l t e - ,t ra t e  t he component c o n s i d e r a t  ions e n t e r i n g  the d e f i n i t  ion o f  II ,
the v e r t  c a l  paran ie t e r  II: w i l l he examined .  ‘l ime t h r ’ e  ma i n  c o m mt po n e mi ( s of IC— a x e  sho w n
i n  f i gure 2 .  The gus t powe r s p c c t m ’ a l  d e n s i t y  :;hown i s  a ni eas ti r oI e x c i t a t  ion energy
in t h e  a tmosp here as a funct i o n  o f  t he wave  number , Q ; once the speed of the a ire ra ft
is defined , the wave numbe r can he viewed as a frequency pam ~im eter ( Q = u/Vu)

‘l’he sec ond curve is a t yp i c a l  f l e x i b l e  a i r p l a n e  normal load factor due to a unit
ver t i ca l  gust v e l o c i t y  f r equency response p lot for the c rew s t a t i o n .  C o r r e l a t ing
against the gust power spectral density cum’ve , it can he seen that the energy in time
atmo sphere can excite the rigid-bod y (whole-vehicle) motion and a number of the l ower
f requency  s t r u c t u r a l  m odes.

‘l’he t h i r d  cu rve  nay he v iewed as a w e i g h t i n g  o f  the response mo t i on  at v a r i o u s
frequenc ies , depending on t he dynam ic response c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  of  the human body and
how the human f e e l s  about t h e m .  As shown at the I)ottom o f  the f igu re , a l l  of  t h e s e
d ata ar e  brought toge ther  in what is a we igh ted  root mean square ( rm s)  normal  load
f a c t o r  due t o a  un i t  gust i n t e n s i t y .  If T 1) were  l e f t  out of  the c a l c u l a t i o n , the  rmn s
load f a c t o r , A , would  he obta ined.

‘l’he l a t e r a l  pa ramete r  li~, is deve loped  s i m i l a r l y  w i t h  the gust s p e c t r u m  r e m a i n i m m~~
t he same , but w i th  l a t e r a l  load f a c t o r  f requency response and the human response func-
t ion r e f l e c t i n g  d i f f e r e n t  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s .

‘I’he l e v e l s  o f  li~ and 0y accep ted  as des ign c r i t e r i a  are i n f l uenced  by a number o f
f a c t o r s , inc luding m i s s i o n  t ime ; these are d i s c u s s e d  and e v a l u a t e d  aga ins t  response
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  o f  a number o f  ty p i c a l  m i l i t a r y  a i r c r a f t  in re fe rence  I.

The o n l y eleme nt of the parameter  that  can b changed by a con t ro l  s y s t e m  is the
con t r i bu t ion of the s t ruc tu ra l  response to the normal and la te ra l  load f a c t o r s .

GUST POWER NORMA L LOAD FACTOR 
S T R U C T U R A L  MODESSPECTRAL DUE TO GUST VELOC I TY ,~~::::~
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Figure 2. Crew Sensitivity Index for Ride Quality

Wei ght Savings

The weight savings a t t r ibutab le  to use of the SMCS was evaluated by determining the
st i f f ness es  required to meet the ride quality w i t h  and w i thout  the use of the SMCS .
Only the fuselage s t i f f nes ses  were a f fec ted  by the t rade-o f f s  made ; the l i f t i ng  surface
s t i f f ness  levels were set by strength and f lu t ter  considerations. Experience from sev-
eral other design studies showed that the vertical stiffness was the one requiring the
main adjustment . FIgure 3 shows two levels of stiffnesses determined from the compara-
t ive study . As indicated , the lower leve l curve met al l  requirements for s t rength ,

4 _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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stal) i I ity amid control , and  f l u tt e r , hu t f e l l  s h o r t of providin g stiffness enoug h fo m’
r i d e qua I i t  y comp I i ar ice . I he h i g ime r level cu rve p roy ides the requ i red leve l of 5 t I f f -
ness  to  n iec t  t lie ride qua I it v r e q u  i rem luent . ‘t he in i t  lxi i (eve 1 of this latter st i ffnes s
w a s  set  liv e- .t aL l  i sh ing a Irexlucncv requi remiment for  the f i r s t  f use lage  mode o f  about
2 her tz I ll :) ; thi ’ had been estahl ished i s  a criterion as the result of several eai’ l icr
des i go it erat ions w h i ch showed t ha t  when used in deta i led comm iput at ions , ride qua I i t  y
c r i t e r i a  could tie met. lhe is ei ght a s s o c i a t e d  w i t h  the difference between the two
c u r v e s  w a s  e v a l u ; i t e , l  as the m ’ e i gbt savings attributable to the SM CS .

VERTICAL STRENGTH , FLUTTER , STATIC STABILITY ,
BENDING AND RIDE QUALITY

STIFFNESS
50 

l6C 
REPRESENTATIVE F” /~ 

—

40 ~~~~~ OF POTENTIAL
N — Cm2 

30 - 
~ l2O _ WE I GHT SAVING _____________

20 .2

~° : ~: =~~~~~ 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Figure 3. Fuselage Vertical Bending Stiffness Requirements for Vertical Ride Quality

A trade-off stud y i n d i c a ted tha t a total of 4 ,482 kilograms (kg) (9,880 pounds
(lh)) of stiffening weight would have been added to the fuselage to meet ride quality
requirements without the SMCS . A total of 182 kg (400 lh) was estimated for the pro-
posed SMCS. Thus , i t was estimated that a weight savings of anproximately 4,300 kg
(9,480 lh) could be realized in meeting the ride quality requirements using an SMCS .
As w ill be discussed in subsequent paragrap hs , ‘the details of the SMCS have changed
du r i n g  d e v e l o p m e n t , hu t these changes have not invalidated the order of magnitude of
the estimated weight savings. A continua l tracking ~f the weight savings has not been
made on as de tailed a basis as discussed herein. The fact t-hat the SMCS continued to
he required to meet specification ride quality levels served as proof of a continuing
wei ght savings throug h its use.

KLY SMCS DFS IGN CONS I IWRAT I ONS

SMCS Concepts

A successful design for struc tura l mode control embodies contr 9l of lower struc-
tu r a l  modes , up to 1(1 lIz , for a wide range of vehicle weight , config uration , and fligh t
condition changes , and con t rol  of  st ruc tura l modes wi thou t in te r f e r e n c e  wi t h b a s i c
handling qualities. Solutions to these requirements were defined during the Air Force- - 

- .

sponsored re sea rch docu men ted i n  re fe rences  2 , 3, and 4.  Lrom these stu d i e s , a concep t
of imp lementat ion c a l l e d  i den t i ca l  l oca t ion  of acce lerometer  and force ( I LA F)  was
deve loped and v e r i f i e d .  Th is  concept was used on the B- i .

The ILA F concept was evaluated during the fli ght test research program on the
XB-70 . References 5 and 6 document the anal yses and tests of an I l.Al ’ modal suppres-
sion s y s t e m  using a rear-located accelerometer as the sensor and the d evon of the
XB-70 as a force generator. ‘t forward-mounted accelerometer and contro l force gener-
ator were also considered and analyzed , hut were not tested due to termination of the
XB-7 0 flight test erogram. l’he forward control surface was used as a shaker vane , how-
ever , and an extreme l y good match between analytical and measured transfe r functions
(accelerometer output vs control vane input) was obtained (r~ ference 7).

With the XB-70 experience as background , and with consideration of thm primary
goal of improving aircraft ride quality at the crew station , It was determined that the
force generator for time 8-I SMCS would he a forward-located control vane. After sev-
eral design iterations , the location shown schematically in figures 1 and 4 was chosen.
The 30-degnee anhedral permits symmetric deflections of the vane to generate vertical
control forces , while antisym inetric deflections provide lateral contro l forces (fig-
ure 5). In actuality, each vane responds separately to inputs from both the vertical
and lateral control systems.

I -~~~~~~ - - - - --- - —
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Figure 6. Structural Mode Control Vane Geometric Characteristics

A s t u d y of v ane nor ma l f o r c e  ch ar ac te r i s t ic s as a f u n c t ion of p lanform geometry
indicated that a vane pianform w i t h  a 60-degree  leading edge sweep,  aspect ratio of
2 .5 , t a pe r r a t i o  o f  0 . 2 , and 5-percent thickness would give norma l force character-
istic s w hich were nearly linear up to a local flow ang le of almost 3(1 degrees and w a s
within the realm of practical construction . The vane p lanform is shown in figure h .

A series of wind tunnel tests was run to evaluate vane aerodynamic characteristics
and interference effects with the rest of the aircraft. Although it was found that
relatively large vane deflections (10 to 20 degrees) could induce si gnificant inter-
fe rence effects on the remainder of the aircraft structure , subsequent flight test
showed no significant effects of the interference effects on aircraft ride quality
or on the dynamic response to vane excitation. For deflections below 10 degrees ,
which is where the SMCS operates most of the time , the measured interference terms
were very small.

SMCS Vane Effect on Inlet/Eng ine Characteristics

rhe placement of aerod ynamic surfaces low on the forward fuselage initially gave
rise to concerns about the effects of ingested vane-induced vorti-ces on inlet/engine
characteristics. Approximately 26 hours of testing in continuous wind tunnel tests of
subsca le and full-scale models of the B-i air induction system were dedicated to
investi gations of these effects. Emphasis was placed on investigations exploring corn-
hinations of SMCS vane deflection angles and aircraft maneuvers during operatidn at
M - 0.85. Major destabilizing factors associated with vortex ingestion appear to be
taken into account by the distortion methodology. During full-scale , inlet/engine
tests , stall-free engine operation was demonstrated duri-ng a series of rapid throttle
transients. Tests were conducted wit h vortices being ingested and-with off-schedule
geometry generating distortion levels approximatin g design limits. Additionally, no
si gnificant differences in engine stall margin were recorded during intentional fuel-
pulse stalls with and without vortex ingestion . Initial flight tests to explore SMCS
operation during maneuvers were conducted during the phase I flight test program. No -

indications of vortex ingestion have been evident during the conditions tested , which
is consistent with 0.2-scale wind tunnel results.

.SMCS Mechanization

The mechanization of the SMCS is presented in figure 7. Some of the numerical
values associated with elements of the block diagram shown have changed during the sys-
tern development , but the mechanization has remained essentially as shown , from proposal
through fabrication and test. The system consists of two basic functional parts; one
is associated with operating the vane panels in unison to control symmetric structural
motion (vertical system) , and the other Is associated with operating them differentially
to control ant lsymme tri’c side bending structural motion (lateral system) .

____ _
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Figure 7. Structural Mode Control System Block ,Diagram

The implementation of the basic ILAF concept can be seen in the p lacement of the
vertical and lateral accelerometers at the same general location as the control vanes.
To augment this princi ple by eliminating most of the ri gid-body motion , a second set
of accelerometers is p laced near the center of gravity. Because the ri gid-bod y motion
content and lower structural modes only are desired from the signal of the center-of-
gravity accelerometer , the si gnal is passed through a simple lag, which eliminates
hi gher frequency structural mode content.

A ter the difference si gnal from the accelerometers at the vane and at the center
of gravity is obtained , it is passed throug h shap ing and a notch filter desi gned to
eliminate the primary natural frequencies of the vane-actuator installation. The si gnal
then passes through a gain which is scheduled by dynamic pressure from the central air
data system. The primary utili zation of the SMCS will be during low-altitude hi gh-
speed fli ght. The speed and altitude , however , will vary ove r a limited range ; thus ,
dynamic pressure gain scheduling was selected to maintain control force effectiveness.

The functional -intent of the system is to produce structural damping ; therefore ,
the si gnal to the force actuation devices must be proportional to structural velocit y.
This velocity signal is obtained by appropriate gains and shaping networks. Selections
of the gains and shaping networks are a function of the structural , aerodynamic , and
actuator dynamic characteristics . Basically, simple lags are used to approximate inte-
grat ion ‘of the structural acceleration si gnals to obtain the required velocity signals.

Washout networks are used to effectively disengage the vertical or lateral func-
tional parts of the system in the event of hardover failures. In addition to isolating
hardove r failures , the washout networks attenuate rigid-body (whole-vehicle) response
acceleration signals that cannot be canceled by the accelerometer signal differencing.

After the washout circuits , the signals are divided and proceed to the independent
left and right vane-actuator assemblies. Before reaching the actuators , however , the
si gnals pass through electronic limiters in the circuits. These electronic limiters
prevent the vane actuators from making hard contact with the physical actuator throw
stops.

Depending upon whether the signals come from the vert ical or lateral motion-
sensing part of the system , the actuators move the left and right vanes in unison or
differentially to produce the required aerodynamic control forces.  The system w i l l  a lso
respond to mixed signals from the vertical and lateral, sensor systems. Pressure sensors
coordinate the force output between the forward and aft actuators.

N
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There are two actuators associated with each vane so that a free-floating vane
can he avoided in the event of a malfunction. Use of the dual hydromechanical compo-
nen ts insures that the vanes can be returned to neutral position and held when disen-
gaged manually by the p i l o t or au toma t i c a l l y  b y the SMCS moni tors . The monitors use
vane deflec tion and maximum vane rate information to detect ma l functions . The part of
t he monitor that uses vane de f lec t ion  informat ion cons is ts  of a duplicate of the elec-
t r o n i c s , f rom th e shap ing  ne tw o r k  o u t p u t to the act ua tor i n p u t and an e l e c t ron ic  mode l
of the actuator. Thus , d ifferences between the command vane position and the actual
vane p o s i t i o n  exceeding cer ta in  values for a spec i f ied time interval are used to auto-
i mm a t i c a l ly d isengage the SMCS. The part of the monitor that uses vane maximum ra te
in fo rmua t ion  d isengages the SMCS when maximum rate is sustained for more than an accumu-
l a t e d  number of seconds during a spec i f i ed  t ime in terva l .  This la t te r  monitor is
des igned to handle dynamic i ns tab i l i t y  p o s s i b i l i t i e s  such as limit cyc l i ng .

In t he ear ly  design phases , it was thought prudent to desi gn t he SMCS so that it
would operate only in con junct ion  w i th  the SCAS. Thus , any unforseen hardover vane
f a i l u re  e f f e c t s  on r ig id-bod y mot ion would be a t tenuated . In re t rospect , it appears
that this design approach is overly conservative because of the small size of the SMCS
vane .

The SMCS is  not designed to operate  cont inuously .  There is a cock pit s w i t c h
enabl ing t he crew to turn the sys tem on prior to l o w - l e v e l  f l i g h t and to t urn  i t o f f
a f t e r w a r ds. A l so , whi le not spec i f i ca l l y  noted on the block diagram , t here is a
sw i tch  mechanized so that the sys tem is d i s a b l e d  automat ica l ly as the landing gear is
lowered  and enabled as the gear is raised. This fea ture  is necessary to preclude the
vane from inducing iner t ia  reac t ion  fo rces  in the absence of aerodynamic forces which
w ill cause ins tab i l i t ies  (the so-ca l led  “ta il wags dog” phenomenon) if the sw i tch  is
a c c i d e n t ly  lef t  on or during ground tes t ing .

SMC S P e r f o rm ance

Dur ing the development of both the airplane and the SMCS , ana lyses were made on a
cont inuing bas is to monitor the SMCS performance re l a t i ve  to improving ride qual i ty.
One suc h cyc le  of ana lyses is discussed in the fol lowing paragrap hs.

‘l’he analyt ical  models of the f lex ib le a i rc ra f t  used in these desi gn studies
employe d modal (in contrast  to direct structural influence coeff ic ient)  techniques.
The mass cha rac te r i st i c s  and s t i f fness data w ere continually upgraded to ref lect the
airplane development ; the s t i f f ness  and mass re flec ted in the data presented he rein
include ground v ib ra t ion  t e s t  resu l ts .  A to ta l  of 10 symmetric and 12 antisymmetric
structural modes have been included in the anal yses. -

The aerodynamics associated with ri g id aircraft shape reflect wind tunnel test
data. The longitudinal-symmetric aerod ynamics associated with symmetric structural
bending and vertical gusts have been determined using unsteady subsonic doublet-lattice
lifting surface theory correlated with wind tunnel test results. The fuselage gust
effects were determined using a modified ’slender-body technique . The horizontal tail
contro l data were obtained using the unstead y doublet-lattice theory . The SMCS vane
aerodynamics were quasi-ste ady and based on theory and correlated wind tunnel tests for
both the longitudinal -symmetric and lateral-directiona l-antisymmetric cases. The
lateral -directional rigid-body aerodynamics were from wind tunnel test data , while
similar data for the anti symmetric structural bending modes have been determined using
doublet-lattice lifting surface quasi-steady aerodynamics; the rudder control effec-
tiveness was determined using doublet-lattice unstead y aerodynamics theory. The side
gust loads on the fuselage were obtained using a modified slender-body theory ; while
the gust loads on the vertical tail were calculated using the unsteady doublet-lattice
t heory.

‘rhe Von Karman gust power spectral  densi ty curve was used in calculations of the
ride qual ity  (crew sens i t i v i t y  indexes , H1 and By) and t he ’ rms ac celerat ions due to
t u r b u lence , A 1 and A~~. The sca le  length , L , was 152.4  m (500 f t ).

Crew sens i t i v i t y  index data for the vertical axis , both H1 and H1 power spectral
density curve , ore presented in figure 8. Data are shown for the basic aircraft , the
SCAS operating, and the SCAS + SMCS operating. The peak at low frequency is the short-
period response , and the large structural response at about 18 rad/sec frequency is a
mode consisting primarily of first fuselage vertical bending mode motion . As can be
seen , the SCAS does its intended job of damping the short-period motion , but sli ghtly
excites the primary mode , contributing to vertical motion . The specification leve l
for 11 z is a 0.028. The data presented show that operation of the SMCS substantially
reduces the structura l motion (while not Interfering with the short period) and do ,
in fact , show capability for meeting the specification I1~ .

_i~
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ANALYTICAL DATA

________________________________________ BASIC AIRC RAFT. N~ — 0.0075
ANALYTICAL DATA I

BASIC AIRCRAFT , R~ — 0.0384 
— — —  SCAS OP (RA1’ING . ii~ — 0.0087

SEAS OPERATING . — 0.0395 SCAS+SNCS OPERATING . ii~ — 0.0063 

SCAS-I-SMCS OPERATING . R — 0.0267 I2 
x io 5

0.002 x io-4
0.0003 . m.o ‘
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Figure 8. Power Spectral Density Associated With Figure 9. Power Spectral Density Associated With
Vertical Crew Sensitivity Index, H1, Lateral Crew Sensitivity Index, Hy~
M = 0.85 , h~ = 762 m (2 ,500 Fr) , M = 0.85 , h~ = 762 m (2 ,500 Ft),

= 65 , Medium Weight A = 650 , Medium Weight

The lateral crew sensitivity index , Hy ,  and the power spectral density associated
with FI~ are presented in f i gure 9. Comparable data shown for the vertical case are
shown for  the lateral; that is , basic aircraft response and the  e f f e c ts of SCAS and
SCAS + SMCS operating on that response. The low-frequency responses are related to
the Dutch roll mode , and the two responses at 27 and 34 rad/sec are structura l
responses of aircraft modes which have large first fuselage side bending mode compo-
nents. The SCAS is shown to modify the Dutch roll response but leaves the structural
motion unchanged. Operation of the lateral SMCS does not have as dramatic an impact
on the structural mode responses as does the vertical SMCS ; however , the specification
i rvel of H~~~ O . O O 7  is met.

0.06 
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Fi gure 11. Effect of ~ KS on Lateral Load Factor Response Along Fuselage Due to
Turbu lence , M = 0.85, h~ 762 a (2 ,500 Et), i4t
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While the primary goal of the SMCS is to meet the i’ide quality requirement at
the crew station , i t is also of interest to see if the systeln reduces (or excites)
lo ads at other fuselage locations. Figure 10 shows the effect of SCAS and SCAS + SMCS
on the nor m a l  rms load factor , A ZL  al ong the fuselage; fi gure  11 shows s i m i l a r  da ta
for the later ’~l r m s load  f ac tor , A y .  In  bo th f i gures it is shown that the SMCS
reduces acceleration levels at all fuselage stations below that for either the basic
aircr aft or SCAS operating.

Stability analysis of the 11-1 confi gura tion with the SMCS operating has been per-
formned for both the vertical and lateral axes , using the modified I.andahl stability
i r i te r i a  descr ibed  in Reference 8. ‘the sys t em was  d e m o n s t r a ted to he st a b l e  in  both
ax es .

ALUMINUM (ALLOY 2024-T8I)

T ITAN IUM (T i - 6A 1-4tj) I
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

-

TYPICAL CROSS SECTION STEEL (ALLOY PH13-8M0)

PERPENDICULAR TO 58~ CHORD
(NOT TO SCALE)

F EX IB LE FIBERGLASS SKIN —SEAL AND HONEYCOMB CORE
Figure 12. ~‘tS Vane Construction Details

SMCS DESIGN DETAILS

SMCS Vane Construct ion

The key features of the SMCS vane construction deta i ls  and mater ials used are
shown in figure 12. The trunnion and main box skins are made of steel .  The box main
spars and ribs are titanium . The material forward and aft of the main structural box
is f iberglass honeycomb and skins. The lead ing and trail ing edge closeout str ips are
aluminum. -

_ _   
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s’lcS He a r i n g  l)es ign

l a c h  S~I ( S  van e is suppor ted by two pivo t  bea r i ngs , mounted in t runnion I)l~I tes
inboa rd  amid o i m t h o z m r t l  o f  the actuator attach Iitt ing (ho rn ) .  I n i t i a l  des ign  s tud ies
i n d i c a t e d  t h a t  sp i n d l e- m o u n t e d  needle  hear ings  wou ld  I)robabl y he the best  approach to
-~up~mo rt  t he  vane s u r f a c e s .  Concerns as to  the wear  tha t  mi ght he exper ienced  due to
the Ii i~~h - f reque ncy,  snma 1 1 -amplitude not ions of the SMCS v a n e s  led to se lec t  ion of
l e i l o n — l ined ( T F E )  p l a i m i  sp 1ie m ’i c~i l hea m -ings. These h e a r i n g s , a l t h o u g h  t h e y  e x h i b i t  a
c oe f f  I c lent o f  f unc t  ion more than 1 (1 t i mm m e s that  of  needle hear ings , have excep t  iona I l y
good wear charac tel ’ ist i cs under this type of duty c y c l e .  Subsequent l i f e  t e s t s  of
l iv e r  I Emil i iOU c y c le s  showed that the SMCS bea r i n g s  wou ld  e x h i b i t  a c c ep t a b l e  f r i c -
t i o m i a l  h e a t i n g  c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s  w i t h  neg l i g i b l e  wear  over  the requi red l i f e .

SMCS Ac t  ua t ion l)e s i gn

The p re s s ~~rc o f  the b a s i c  h y d r a u l i c  s y s t e m  at i t s  source is 2 ,7 5 7 . 9  N/ cm 2
(-I ,00 h p s i ) ;  at the end of  the l i nes  to the SMCS actuators , it has been assumed that
a s t a t ic p ressure  of  1 ,723 . 7  N / c m 2 (2,511 (1 p s i)  w i l l  he a v a i l a b l e  under m a x i m u m - r a t e
con d i t i o n s .  A c t u a t i o n  requ i rements  have been set by max imum vane d e f l e c t i o ns  o f
•2 ( )  degrees , and maxj mun m vane ra te  of  200 degrees per second. ‘I’he requi red t o t a l
hinge moment for the a c t u a t i o n  sys tcmn was 91) 3 ,878 cm-N (80 ,000 in. - l h )  f o r  each  v ane .
‘r h i s  r eq u i re m e n t  w a s  met by a d u a l  actuation system , each capable of 35 ,583 N
18 ,000 lh( force opera ting throug h a 1 2 . 6 cm (5  i n . ) a rm.

The fa il-safety ph i l o s o p hy for the SMCS was also a significant actuation system
des ign driver. The SMCS was to be a fail-safe system and he free from flutter poten-
t i a l  in any  failure state. l’his requirement led to the following imp l e m e n t a t i o n .  ‘I wo
s e r v o  c y l i nde rs act ua te each of  the two SMCS vane  p a n e l s ; one ex t ends , w h i l e  t he
opposite retracts. Each servo cylinder actuating a g iven vane panel is supplied from
one of two separate independent hyd r a u l i c  sys te m s .  The a i r p l a n e  has  a tot al  of  fou r
separate hydrau lic systems numbered 1 through 4. The No. 2 hy d r a u l i c sy st em feeds
bo t h the r i gh t f o r w a r d  ac t ua tor and the l e f t a f t ac t ua tor , w h i l e  h y d r a u l i c  sys tem N o .  3
feeds  t he r i gh t af t ac t ua tor and the l e f t f o r w a r d  ac tua to r .  Thus , in the event of a
f a i l u re in one of t he h y d r a u l i c  sys tems , s u f f i c i e n t  power  is  a v a i l a b l e  to cen ter and
hold both vane panels. Then , in the event of a failure of the second hyd r a u l i c  sys t em
powe r i ng the SMCS ac tua to rs , a reservoir sys tem holds pressure on the actuators to pre-
ven t flutter.
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Figure 13. ~4S Vane Pivot Bearing Support Structure

SMCS Vane/Actuation Installation

Fi gure 13 shows how the pivot bearings are supported and how this support struc-
ture ties into other structural elements . Figure 14 presents the details of how the
actuators are installed relat ive to pivot attachment and backup structure .
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While the analytical work and the hardware development effort gave every indica -
tion of a successful SMCS s y s t e m , i t was flight testing that provided the final proof.
Ilerein , highlights of the SMCS flight tes t i ng  are presented w i t h  some comparisons to
analy t ica l  resu l ts , sys tem improvement resu l ts , and , f inal ly ,  f l ight crew assessments
of t he sys tem.

SMCS P e r f o r m a n c e

Perhaps one of the most informnative ways of demonstrating the vehicle ride quality
char acteristics to he modified and the effect of operation of the SMCS is throug h the
v iew ing  of  t ime h i s tory  p l o ts. A se t of t he se are shown in f i gu re  15. The data were
recorded on a f l ight at M = 0 .70  where the 8- 1  was f l y ing at a l t i t u d e s  of 305 to 610 m
(1 ,000 to 2 ,000 ft) above the terrain in the local Edwards Air Force Base area. Con-
si d e r a b l e  l i g h t-to-moderate turbulence was present nearly continuously. This situa-
t ion  p r o v i d e d  an oppor t u n i ty to tes t the SMCS in the environment for which it was
des i gned. The SMCS was turned on with both the vertical and lateral gains set at 1.5.
To demonst ra te  comparat ive a i r c r a f t p e r f o rmance  wi th and wi thou t SMCS operat ing,  sev-
eral time periods with the SMCS on and off were recorded , fi gure 15 being typ i c a l  of
these data.

Ver tical and lateral motion at the front end of the aircraft with the SMCS off
are shown by t he f i r s t two t ime h i s to r i e s  of  f i gure  15. As in d i c a ted , the p r i m a r y
mot ion in the ve r t i ca l  ax is  was the f i r s t  fuselage bending mode ~t approx imate ly  3 l Iz .
The la te ra l  mo ti on was composed of w h o l e  v e h i c l e  mo t ion near  1 lIz and the first fuse-
lage side bending mode motion of approximately S liz superimposed. When the SMCS was
ope ra ted , as shown in t h e  next two plots , considerable attenuation of the 3 lIz motion
was ac hieved. Very l i t t l e  motion of the aircraft at lowe r frequencies appearc to
he p resen t .  The e f f e c t  of the SMCS on the lateral axis motion was not as dramatic as
on t he v e r t i c a l  motion , but the 5 Hz motion was par t ia l ly suppresse d. The whole-
veh ic le  l a te ra l  motion was not attenuated. It is to be r e c a l l e d , however , that the
SMCS i s  desi gned to attenuate structural mode response without adversely affecting
whole -vehicle motion (handling qualities). The last two plots in fi gure 15 show the
SMCS right and left vane motion during the time that the SMCS was operating. As
shown , the maximum vane deflections seldom exceeded ±6 degrees , whereas  ~2m .) de g r e e s
were available. Both the 3 liz vertical structural motion and 5 Hz lateral structural
motion can be seen to drive the vane deflections , the largest component being due to
t he v e r t i c a l  motion.

- 
S M C S  OFF SNCS ON

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~sTA’rIoN 0

PILOT
STATION U

L •~~

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~
Fi gure 15. SMCS Performance in Turbulence M = 0 .70 , hAGL = 305 m

(1 ,000 Ft ).  A w — 6 50

Another conventional way of looking at ride quality performance is in the form of
power spectral density plots (PSD) of load factors at the pilot stat ion . Figures 16
and 17 show this type of data for the vertical and lateral load factors , respectively,
for SMCS both of f  and on. Because of other test requirements , the aircraft flown to
the date of this writ ing had no gust boom. Approximate vertical and lateral gust
intensit ies were est imated using nose boom ang les of at tack and sideslip angles in
order to provide normalizing factors for the PSD data. Gust intensities for the data
shown were est imated at 1.22 to 1.52 rn/sec rms (4 to 5 f t /sec rms). Fi gure 16 shows
t hat the 3 Hz f irst fuselage mode , previously shown in the time history plots of fig-
ure 15 , Is the ma in contributor to vert ical  motion at the pilot station. As in fig-
ure 15 , the data of figure 16 demonstrate that the SMCS was very effective in reducing
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th e p m lot  s t a t  loll load f a c t o r .  The l a t er a l  load f a c t o m ’  PSI) responses shown in f ig-
ure 17 I re  illu m e  c o m im l m lex  than time v e r t i c a l  r e sp o n s e s .  The kc f e a t u r e s  o f  t h i s  p l o t
is t he who le - veim I c Ic lnot ion at low i requenc I eM , the approximately 5 and ‘~ .5 ii:
respon ses , and a number of  higher f r e q u e n c i e s .  Again , im mo st  o f  t h e s e  f e a t u m - e s  a r e
r e c og n i :a b l e  in the t i nme histories or fi gu r e  I S . ‘l’he l a t e r a l  S~(CS is  seen to have
m’edllced t he two mna in peaks at the expense ot  c x c i  t i ng some ii i g her f r eq ue n c y  m m iodes .
fhc c x c  it im i g o f  the  hi gher m odes and the solut ion to this di f f i c m m l t y  are d I s c u s s e d  im i
s mII)sequent paragrap hs. Tim e net e f f e c t  o f  the SMCS at th i s stage of devc I Ol) lf lent was to
pro v i d e  some l a t e r a l  r e sp o ns e  s up p r e s s i o n, but no t as  d i’am nat  Ic as  in t i m e  vel ’ t  i c a l  a \  i s .
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I 
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0 C I ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ FREQUENCY — Hi
0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 5 g

FREQUENCY — Hi M 0.70. - 306 in 11.000 FYI
N - 0.55. NAGL — 152 in (500 FT) ,~

-

F igure 16. Vertical SMCS Performance in Fi gure  17. Latera l  SMCS Performance in
Turbulence as Shown by Power Turbulence as Shown by Power
Spect ra l  Densi ty of Ver t i c a l  Spec t r a l  Den s i ty of La tera l
Load Fac tor at Pilot Station Load Factor at Pilot Station

One o f the design goals for the SMCS was not to interfere si gnifican tly with
basic handling qual i ties. The proof that this goal was achieved is shown in figure 18,
where shor t-period and Dutch roll mode frequencies are displayed for SMCS both off
and on. I.itt le impact of the frequencies are shown . The impact of the SMCS on damp-
ing of these modes was not measurable.
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Fi gure 19. Comparispn of Flight Test and
Analyt ical  Data , Frequency Response

Figure 18. SMC S Impact on Short-Period of Vertical Load Factor at FS 582
and Dutch Roll Frequencies (229) Due to SMCS Vane Deflection
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Ana ly t i ca l  Match of  Flight Data

Another  way of eva lua t ing  the SMCS per formance was through the use of frequency
responses  of  t he v e r t i c a l  and la te ra l  load f a c t o r s  at the vane s t a t i o n  due to forc ing
by t he cont ro l vanes.  These same data provided an excellent chance to check the accur-
acy of the analytical models of the aircraft and control systems used in the continuing p

d e v e l o p m e n t p r o c e s s .

F igure 19 p resen ts  the f l ight t e s t  and anal yt ical frequency responses  of the
ve r t i ca l  load f ac to r  at the vane s t a t i o n  due to vane d e f l e c t i o n  w i t h  and wi thout  the
SMCS opera t ing .  From t he v iewpo in t  of sys tem per formances , these data show the excel-
lent capab i l i t y  in re ducing the lower frequency modes. Some e x c i t a t i o n  of  the 9 lIz
muode is shown ; t inme h i s t o r y  da t a  and  p i lot  e v a l u a t i o n s  i n d i c a t e  this not to he a
s i g n i f i c a n t  d i f f i c u l t y .  Some s l ight  ad jus tmen ts  in the a n a l y t i c a l  da ta  in frequency
and dumnp ing o f  the highest frequency modes shown were  made to ob ta in  the matches  shown ;
t he 3 lIz mode required no a d j u s t m e n t .

F i gure 20 s hows the f l i ght t e s t  and a n a l y t i c a l  f requency responses  o f  time l a t e ra l
l oad f a c t o r  at the vane s t a t i o n  due to vane d e f l e c t i o n  w i t h  and w i t h o u t  the SMCS
ope ra t i ng .  Ex c e l l e n t  reduc t ion  o f  the lower  frequency modes by t he SMCS is shown by
the fli ght test da ta ;  however , t h is  per fo rmance was o f f s e t  by t he e x c i t a t i o n  of a
fuse lage  t o r s ion mode at 7 l Iz. In the ea r l y  ana lyses ( f i g u r e  9), th is  7 Hz mode was
not revealed. Subsequent investigations showed that the early analyses predicted this
mode to he at muc h higher f requency.  When lowered to the observed f l i gh t  tes t  fre-
quency,  t he da ta  matches  shown were ob ta i ned .  W h i l e  no t as good a ma tch as f o r  t he
v e r t i c a l  a x i s  data , the b a s i c  phenomena arc ’ desc r ibed .
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‘~‘li S 1 1111) ro V eul mem i

Anal t ic a I I r m v e s t  i ga t  ions  us ing  the validated analytical model reve’a led t h a t  7 l i z
t oi -,ionul cou lml ing w m t h  t i l e  SH ’S o p e ra t i n g  (f i gure 2 0 )  could be e l i m i n a t e d .  ‘I he
source of the co upl  11mg can he seen in f i g u r e  2 1 .  The o r i g i n a l  forward SMCS sensor

~mac kzIge w a s  Io~ t t e d  l m i g l m  on t ime bu l k h e ad and  souse d i s t a n c e  o f f  of  the c e n t e r l i n e ,
r e s m l  It m u g mm a suhs t  ; I m i t  i a I monmen t arms f rom the e l a s t i c  ax i s .  ‘I ii is I O c a t  ion W a s  1 Ic -

a t e d  by Ut l ie r equ I 
~~~~~~ 

t p I ace lumen t . E a r l y  a n a l y s e s  a t  so i m m di c a t e d  sat  is  factor ime r -
f o rma nce ( f i g u r e 9 1  w i  t im t h i s  sensor locat ion. ‘l’he ad justed unalyt ical model , as
desc ribed earl 1cm ’ , demonstrated that time ‘.cnsor would cause coupling i n t o  t ime v e r t i c a l
a x i s  as w e l l  as prov ide  adverse  feedback to time latera l axis. Time solution to t h i s
d i f f i c u l t y  was to move the sensor to an available location approximately (mu ciii
( 2 u  i n .  I f o r w a r d  and  c l o s e  to  time e l a s t i c  ax is , as no t ed i n  f i gure 21 . Figure 22 shows
that v e r t i c a l  a x i s  SMCS w i t h  the sensor r e l o c a t e d  pe r fo r nu s j us t  as w e l l  when t ime
sensor W~IS at ti’e o r i g i n a l  l o c a t i o n  ( f i g u r e  8). A significant imnprov emnent . h o w e v e r ,
w a s  o b t a i n e d  in  the l a t e r a l  a x i s , as demm mo nst ra ted  by time f l i ght t es t  d a t a .  ‘I he Pri -

ma ry  5 Il:  s id ehend ing mode w a s  a t t e n u a t e d  w i t h o u t  e x c i t a t i o n  o f  t ime 7 lIz node.

~:‘
FREQUENCY — Hz FREQUENCY - Hz

N 0.66. SlIm 13,000 F T) A - 56°

Figure 22. Performance of SMCS With Reloca ted  F o r w a r d  Sensor Package ’,
FS 516 ( 203)  Fl i sht Tes t Da t a

Fli ght Crew Evaluat ions

The u l t i m a t e  evaluation of the effectiveness of the SMCS in providing ride control
came from the flight crews . While the following comments were obtained early in the
B- l fl i ght test program , they a re  t y p ica l  of  the e nt h u s i as t i c  comments cont inu ing to
he obtained from crews fly ing the aircraft.

F li ght 1-19
Pilot: Lt Col C. McDowell
Copilot : Col I . Sturmtha l
Fli ght Test Cngr: R. A b r a m s

“SMCS was activated during areas of turbulence. Lateral and vertical
ga ins of 1 .5  rcduced a i rp lane v e r t i c a l  mot ions  to a low level; however ,
yaw oscillations were not reduced significantly. SMCS produced a much
smoother ride during the low-altitude turbulence encountered. Without
SMCS active , operational effectiveness of the airp lane would he degraded
in  li ght to moderate turbulence. ”

Fl ight 1-20 -

Pilo t: C. C. Bock , .J r .
Copilot : T . H. Benef ie ld
Flight Test Engr.: P. 5. Sharp

“--The a i r  was f a i r ly  turbulent , and in the B - i , it was difficult to
j u d ge the level of turbulence because of ae r oc las t i c  e f f e c t s .  The ride
was very uncomfortabl e unt i l  the SMCS was turned on and the cockpi t
motion d r a s t i c a l l y  reduced w i t h  the ve r t i ca l  and lateral  gains at 1.5.

~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~I — 
.1 P ~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ (~~~ I ~~2A-~~~~~~ .—.
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CONC l.IJI) IN C RIiMA R KS

‘I’he B -i SMCS was designed to improve ride quality in the hi ghly turbulent environ-
uncut at low altitudes. This was done by con trolling motion due to structural modes
u s i n g a re l a t i v e l y  s i m p l e con t r o l l er and  ae rod ynamic force generator s . Th is tech-
nology, howev e r , is directly usable with any flexible aircr .ft , mil i t a r y  or com-
mercial , whether the objectives he to provide ride quality improvement , l oad re l i ef ,
or even flutter suppression. Only system details such as sensor locations , force
g e m m e r a t o r  s i z e  and location , mmmagnitude of power  r e q u i r e d , frequency range , and fa il-
-~a k ’ t v  r e q m i r e m e n t s  wou ld  he dependent on these objectives.
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